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Synopsis
The thesis investigates a two-dimensional nonlinear map describing a second-order 
direct form digital filter constrained to operate with 2’s complement arithmetic. At­
tention is primarily directed towards the lossless case in which the filter parameters 
are on the lower boundary o f the linear stability region. An effective tool for studying 
the dynamics o f the map is the association o f an infinite symbolic sequence with each 
orbit. Identification o f the admissible periodic sequences is a fundamental theme.
A  comprehensive answer is given for when string fragments +0 ... 0+, and related pat­
terns, appear within some admissible sequence. Infinite families o f admissible periodic 
sequences are exhibited as analytic solutions to the trigonometric formulation o f Chua 
and Lin’s admissibility criterion. The role o f the filter parameter a =  2cos 9 in deter­
mining admissibility is emphasised. Examples demonstrate that a periodic sequence 
may be admissible over several disjoint parameter intervals.
Strategies are developed that permit powerful computer searches for admissible peri­
odic sequences. Tables are included listing the periodic sequences admissible for fixed 
values of the parameter, up to period 200. Parameter values for the tabulation progress 
by steps o f 0.05 across the entire range (0,7t). A  complete list, covering all parameter 
values, o f the admissible periodic sequences up to period 20 is presented; associated 
with each sequence is its interval o f admissibility.
A  classification is undertaken o f all periodic sequences with an interval o f admissibil­
ity having left end-point 9 =  0. For odd period sequences it is definitive; in the even 
case a partial classification is achieved, definitive when the period is twice a prime. 
An investigation o f comparable scope is presented for admissibility around 9 =  f  •
The topological dynamics o f a one-dimensional reduction o f the filter map is explored. 
Orbits are attracted to an invariant set, itself a disjoint union o f intervals, that becomes 
increasingly fragmented as the parameter a approaches 1.
VI
Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose o f  this introduction is to explain in general terms the subject o f this thesis, to 
describe where the work began, and to outline the scope o f the original contributions as set 
forth in the later chapters. The style adopted here is non-technical, the formal presentation 
commences in Chapter 2.
Our principal object o f study is a nonlinear map associated with the operation o f a 
digital filter. The map describes the state to state transitions when the filter is realisti­
ca lly implemented, i.e. constrained to work with some real-world, imperfect, arithmetic 
system. In this situation the filter operation may depart from the idealised linear model em­
ployed widely for digital signal processing; nonlinear effects can dominate and the actual 
behaviour o f the filter may be altogether different. The nonlinear map is a direct character­
isation o f the filter operation and values the map assumes are essentially the output signal 
from  the filter; the relation is more intimate than that o f a mathematical model simulating 
some physical system. Our concern therefore is with a mathematical study o f  the dynamics 
o f  the nonlinear map; questions o f compatability between a mathematical model and the 
modelled system do not arise. This accounts for the high proportion o f  mathematical the­
ory to be found in the thesis, which perhaps at first is surprising given the practical context 
o f  the study; in this respect our work does not differ from that o f others in the field. The 
behaviour o f  the nonlinear map in general, and many o f the particular phenomena that one 
can easily exhibit through computer plotting, are not well understood.
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In specific terms the action o f the map can be visualised as a geometric transformation. 
The process is twofold, a linear deformation involving a clockwise rotation by 5 and a 
shear in the vertical direction, followed by a nonlinear and discontinuous cut-and-paste 
operation. Figure 1.1 shows what is intended.
The transformation has the effect o f mapping the original square back onto itself. Re­
verting to the digital filter connection, the coordinates o f a point in this square correspond 
to the current state o f the filter, i.e. the values o f the output signal, now and at the previous 
time step. The action o f the map, taking a point from one location in the square to an­
other, executes the time-evolution o f the state o f the filter, the output signal is simply one 
o f the coordinate projections. The orbit o f  a point, comprising its iterates under the map, 
represents the history o f the output from the filter.
d c a d
rotate by j
c
cut-and-paste
b
Figure 1.1: The nonlinear map as a three stage geometric transformation.
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O f prime interest to us are certain symbolic sequences associated with the dynamical 
evolution o f the system. One o f the three symbols +, 0 or -  is used to record what happens, 
during the cut-and-paste step, to a point when it is mapped : 0 i f  it is untouched, -  i f  it 
must be translated downwards and + if  it must be translated upwards. To the whole orbit o f 
a point is assigned an infinite sequence o f these symbols. A  classification o f the orbits that 
arise can be linked to the various types o f sequences. In particular orbits associated with 
periodic sequences, though not necessarily periodic themselves, form an interesting study, 
significant for the understanding o f the dynamics o f  the map.
We make all o f the foregoing more precise, and justify the assertions, in Chapter 2. 
That chapter commences with an account o f  the basic theory, our main source for this is 
Chua and Lin (1988), but we have adapted many o f their ideas to fit more smoothly with 
our subsequent investigations. Otherwise Chapter 2 takes up in more detail the practical 
origins o f this subject and sets our particular study in the wider context o f the work o f  other 
authors on the nonlinear maps associated with digital filters.
Not every symbolic sequence arises in association with an orbit, and posed in the liter­
ature as a significant problem, is the task o f  describing those that do. O f particular interest 
in this connection is the case o f the periodic sequences. The published empirical evidence 
gathered about these sequences is extremely limited, and a key objective o f the early part o f 
this thesis is to develop computational strategies permitting a much more extensive search. 
Chapter 4 describes the computational approach that we have adopted and the results o f 
our searches are summarised in the tables that form the second half o f Volume II.
What was revealed very clearly by the computer searches is the great multiplicity o f 
form for the periodic sequences. One consequence is that our tabulation is necessarily 
extensive, and could not sustain curtailment without seriously degrading its value. Indeed 
we do feel that the lists we have been able to present in the space available only go some 
way to reporting the variety o f information that our computer searches uncovered, and 
on occasions we need to include in the text isolated results drawn from more exhaustive 
searches.
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The ideas underlying the computer algorithms build upon material developed in Chap­
ter 3. One way o f  analysing the nature o f  the symbolic sequences that arise in association 
with orbits is to decide the question o f whether or not they contain particular types o f sub­
string. For certain elemental families o f strings, we are able to resolve the issue completely, 
both unifying all the earlier results in the literature and offering a new and more general 
means for addressing this kind o f issue.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we follow up the evidence gleaned from the computer searches 
to begin a theoretical study o f the apparent structure present amongst the sequences. A  
feature o f the nonlinear map that we have not yet mentioned is the presence o f a parameter 
which varies the extent o f the shear and so determines the amount o f the square shifted by 
the cut-and-paste. The lists o f sequences in Volume II are tabulated according to values 
o f this parameter, which had not previously been done. At certain significant parameter 
values we observed regular families o f sequences and their analytical investigation is the 
subject o f Chapter 5. Motivated by the conclusions reached, we investigate in Chapter 6, 
an interesting family o f sequences amenable to the methods that proved effective in Chap­
ter 5. Although simple in form, the sequences o f this family exhibit surprising and subtle 
properties which makes them difficult objects to study computationally : no member o f  the 
family had been encountered amongst the results o f our computer searches.
There is a shift o f emphasis in Chapters 7 and 8. A fter the study o f individual families 
o f  sequences, we now turn to the much more difficult task o f classifying all the periodic 
sequences associated with the nonlinear map. Our contribution is to achieve a classification 
near to both ends o f the parameter range, where it is notable that the sequences cluster. 
One feature o f the work is that we are able to give a collective description for all o f these 
sequences. Chapter 9 develops the consequences o f what is accomplished in Chapters 7 
and 8; knowledge o f the sequences gives back information about the dynamics o f the map, 
and we give an application o f this kind.
Some further investigations conducted during the period o f research for this thesis are 
summarised briefly in Appendix A.
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Appended for reference is a short table o f trigonometric formulae which are used inten­
sively within some sections o f  the thesis.
Addition Formulae
sin A +  sin B =  2sin j(A  +  ZJ)cos j(A  — B) cosA +  cosfl =  2cos j (A  +  B )cosj(A  — B)
sin A — sin B =  2cos j(A  +  B) sin j (A — B) cos A — cos B =  — 2sin j(A  +  B) sin j(A  — B)
Product Formulae
2sinAcosB =  sin (A +  5) +  sin (A -  B)
2sin A sin B =  cos (A -  B) — cos (A -I- B)
2cosAcosfl =  cos (A +  B) -I- cos (A -  B)
Shift o f Origin
sin (0+  |) 
sin (5 — 0)
c o s (0+ j )  =  — sin 0 sin (kn +  0) =  ( — l )* s in 0
cos ( f - 0) =  sin 0 cos(/tn +  0) =  ( —l)*co s0
=  CO S0 
=  CO S0
Chapter 2
A Nonlinear Map Arising in the Study of 
Digital Filters
This chapter sets the scene for the material in the main body of the thesis, both in detailing the 
required mathematical background and in providing a context for the later work by  relating it to the 
existing literature.
The content is organised into four sections. Section 2.1 presents an account of the essential 
theory, from the mathematical point of view, introducing the nonlinear map whose investigation is at 
the core of our study, discussing its associated dynamics, and showing the crucial role played by the 
admissible periodic sequences in explaining the orbits.
In Section 2.2 a historical perspective is provided, explaining how the mathematical study arose 
out o f an observation in the late 1960's o f overflow oscillations in digital filters. Section 2.3 shows 
how our particular nonlinear map fits naturally into a wider family of maps, themselves modelling a 
digital filter under its various operating regimes. We survey the studies reported and  briefly indicate 
the conclusions reached and the relevant methods.
The chapter concludes with Section 2.4, in which we bring together some elementary (but useful) 
properties of admissible periodic sequences, that otherwise are scattered through the literature and 
reported in a variety o f inconsistent ways.
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2.1 Introduction to the underlying dynamical system
2.1.1 Definition of the nonlinear map
Our fundamental concern is with the dynamics o f the two-dimensional nonlinear map F, 
defined by
where A  is the matrix (  ^)  dependent on the real parameter a which is restricted so that 
—2 <  a <  2 , b is the constant vector ( j ) ,  and i  is a function which is responsible for the 
nonlinear behaviour o f the map and is specified by
We study F on the square domain/ 2 =  [—1,1) x [—1,1), within R2, on which F  is bijective. 
The action o f the function s is to pull back, by means o f a vertical translation, those points
transitions o f a second-order digital filter; the relevance of F to the subject o f digital filters 
and its role in modelling a specific filter realisation is treated in Section 2.2.
We wish to study the iterated effect o f F on points within the domain /2. Numerical 
simulation o f these orbits by computer plotting indicates that the manner in which they fill 
out the state-space can be extremely complex. Some impression o f the subtle behaviour 
to expect may be gained from Figure 2.1, which is a representation o f a single orbit in 
the case when a =  1.5. To investigate the dynamical system associated with the map F, 
it is advantageous to decompose the state-space / 2 into subsets throughout each o f which 
the map F exhibits much the same behaviour. The means whereby this is achieved is to 
associate to each point x in / 2 an infinite symbolic sequence sqs\s iS3 consisting o f the
(2. 1)
— 1 i f  —X\ +  ax2 >  1, 
s(x ) — ' 1 i f  —jci 0X2 <  — 1 , ( 2 .2)
0 otherwise.
sent out o f / 2 by the linear component x h  Ax o f F. The map F models the state-space
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Figure 2.1: The complex nature of the orbits o f the map F : the plot shows a single orbit 
with initial point (x i,X2 ) =  (0.1, —0.96) when a =  1.5.
succession o f values taken by the function 5 when the point x is repeatedly iterated under
F; we say that the point x gives rise to the sequence .vo.s 1 .S'2i 3___By way o f  notation we
represent each digit in the sequence by 0 and +, according as s takes the values — 1,0  or 
1 ; so that, for example, when the parameter a takes the value j ,  the sequence associated to 
the point (yg, — -¡75)  is found by iteration to commence :
+ 00 + —+ —00 — 00 —+ —+ 00 + 00+ —+ —00 —00 —+ —+ 00+00 + —+ -0 0  —0 0 ...
It is important to note that, with this association o f points in I 2 to symbolic sequences, 
the correspondence between points in the set / 2 and the collection o f all three-symbol se­
quences is neither one-to-one nor onto. A  single symbolic sequence may arise from distinct 
points within I 2, and conversely not every symbolic sequence need arise from a point in l 2.
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Indeed, in relation to the latter circumstance, a key concept for us is the notion o f an admis­
sible sequence, which we define to be a symbolic sequence that does arise in association 
with the iteration, under F, o f  some point within I 2.
In this thesis our concern is primarily with the points which g ive rise to periodic sym­
bolic sequences. These points are important since they comprise a large proportion o f the 
domain /2; indeed the set o f points in / 2 that corresponds to any single admissible periodic 
sequence has positive measure. Moreover, the points which give rise to periodic sequences 
form an attractive subject to study, because we are able to describe completely the orbit o f 
each, and also to specify precisely the region within / 2 which is the set o f points giving rise 
to some particular periodic sequence. We give an account o f all o f  this, and elaborate the 
theory, in Section 2.1.3.
Although the relationship between the admissible periodic sequences and the dynamics 
o f the map F is well understood, it is applicable only after an admissible periodic sequence 
has been identified as such, and in fact very little is known about which periodic sequences 
are admissible. Accounting for the collection o f admissible periodic sequences is a chal­
lenging and deep problem central to the understanding o f the nature and complexity o f the 
dynamics o f the nonlinear map F. In this thesis we present a contribution to the research on 
this problem, revealing for the first time the rich structure present in the collection o f admis­
sible periodic sequences. We are able to uncover many new infinite families o f admissible 
periodic sequences. Our focus is particularly on the dependence between the admissibility 
o f the sequences belonging to these families and the parameter o f  the nonlinear map.
2.1.2 The identification of strings that generate admissible periodic 
sequences
We present a result due to Chua and Lin that serves as a foundation and starting point 
for the study o f admissible periodic sequences. It is a criterion to ascertain whether some 
given periodic sequence is admissible in terms o f the locations o f  the solutions o f a related 
collection o f linear equation systems. In the course o f this section we introduce notation
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and ideas that w ill be relevant for much o f our later work. As an instance, we remark that 
any periodic symbolic sequence may be specified by a string, o f finite length, each o f whose 
digits is one o f the symbols +, 0 and the periodic sequence is generated from this string 
by repeated concatenation o f  copies o f it. (In this connection, we note that we refrain from 
ever using the phrase “ admissible string”  because o f  the evident ambiguity. Does it mean 
a string that can appear as a substring within an admissible sequence, or is it the generator 
for an admissible periodic sequence? The two notions are different and we will be making 
use o f them both. We encountered some confusion in the existing literature.)
Proposition 2.1 (cf. Chua &  Lin (1988), Theorem 3)
The string so^i ...s/v-i generates an admissible periodic sequence o f  least period N  for 
the nonlinear map F, with parameter value a such that — 2 <  a <  2 but a /  2cos ^  for 
* = 1 , 2 ....... N  — 1, i f  and only if the N  points xq, X i , xyv-i in R 2 defined by
all lie within the square I 2.
In the course o f the proof o f Proposition 2.1 to follow, and on many occasions through­
out the thesis, the analysis o f  the dynamical behaviour o f the map F is greatly simplified by 
making a change o f coordinates x =  o f the state-space variable x, where T is the matrix
xo = (I — Aw) ( so\N 1 + s\An 2 + ... + SA/-iI)b
x i =  ( I - A n ) -1  ( s iA ^ - 1  +  S2^n~2 -I- . .. +  «o I )b
(2.3)
x/v-i =  ( I  — A ^ ) (sn- i A n 1 4- soA n 2 +  ... +  SAr_2l )b .
T = c 1 0cos 0 sin 0 (2.4)
and 0, a new parameter for F, is related to a through a =  2cos 0. The parameter 0 assumes 
values in the range 0 <  0 <  n to correspond with the range — 2 <  a <  2 for a. Because 
Ax =  T (T _I AT)y, the matrix in the new coordinate system associated with the nonlinear
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map is
t ' a t  = ( cos 6 sin 6 — sin 0 cos 0 (2.5)
the matrix R e is orthogonal and represents a clockwise rotation through an angle 0 in two 
dimensions. In this way the rotational action within the linear component A  o f the map F 
is isolated : because o f the nature o f the eigenvalues o f A  there has to exist an appropriate 
coordinate system in which its matrix is a simple rotation. An immediate consequence is 
that the matrix I — \ N is invertible precisely when 0 ^  ^  for A: =  1, 2 , . . . ,  N  — 1.
When the x variable is restricted to the state-space I2 o f the dynamical system, the y 
variable takes its values in the region T _1(/2), which is a rhombus as indicated in Figure 
2.2. The relationship y =  T ~ 'x  between a point y e  T -1 (/2) and its corresponding point 
x e  / 2 is best expressed by writing T _ l as the product
In the new coordinate system the nonlinear map x i-> F (x ) =  A x  +  s (x )b  becomes
where, o f  course, s (y ) denotes the application o f  the function (2.2) at the value x =  Tÿ. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1
Suppose first that all the points xo, x j , . . . .  x/v_i lie within I 2. Then for r =  0, 1 ,.. . .  N — 1,
( 2 .6 )
the combination o f a vertical stretch by an amount ^  and a shear in the vertical direction.
y I ► R0y +  j (y )T  'b, (2.7)
F (x r) =  A xr +  s (x r)b
= ( I - A * ) - ' (^A^ +  ir+iA^ - 1 +  --- +  ir_,A )b +  i(xf)b 
= (I -  Aw) ~ ' (sr+, An~1 + sr+2A* "2 + • • • +  Jrl) b + (s(xr) -  sr) b 
=  xr+ i + ( s (x r) - s r)b, ( 2 . 8 )
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/2
d!
Figure 2.2: The correspondence between the domains o f the nonlinear map in the two 
coordinate systems. Dashed lines indicate the missing boundaries, and the 
vertices a', b', c\ d' relate to a, b, c, d via  a' =  T -1 (a) etc.
where we take x/v =  xo, and it follows that s(xr) =  sr, because both xr+i and F (x r) lie 
within I 2. Hence the point xq, iterated under the map F, gives rise to the periodic symbolic
sequence generated by the string •
For the converse it is advantageous to work in the alternative coordinates introduced 
above. We suppose that the point yo in T -1 (/2) gives rise to the periodic sequence gen­
erated by the string soil and consider its orbit {y o ,y i ,y 2>- • • } under the nonlinear
map. For the moment we restrict our attention to the subset consisting o f every N ,h iterate 
and, using the periodicity o f the symbolic sequence, these may be listed as
yo, y n =  R/veyo + Uo, y2 n =  R/vey/v + uq, y-iN =  Rvey2iv + uo, ... etc.,
where
Uo — (soR(/V-1)8 +  i lR (Ai-2)8 + -----b iJ V -ll)T  1 b. (2.9)
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The iterates yo, y\, yw , • • • all lie on a circle with centre t|o =  ( I  — R/ve) 1 uo- This follows 
because
y(k+i)N~i\o =  (I-R / v e ) 1 { ( I - R w 9)y (*+ i)jv _ u o }
=  ( I - R at©)-1  {(I-R /ve)(R /vey*N  +  t*o) — uo}
=  ( i-R /v e ) -1 R/ve {(I-R /v 0 )y * N -u o }
=  RAie(yjuv — "Ho) (2 . 10)
for each positive integer k. We use the knowledge that the iterates lie on a circle to show 
that rio in T _ 1 ( I 2). There are two cases that need to be considered individually.
( i )  NQ is not a rational multiple of 2n
The points yo, y/v, yiN, are dense on the circle, so both the circle and its interior 
are contained in the closure o f T _ l (/2). Hence the centre Tlo is in T  ->(/2).
( i i )  NQ is a rational multiple of 2n
In this case NQ =  2ti^, s o  q(NQ) =  2pn and R ^e =  (R a?©)9 =  R ?(/ve) is the identity 
matrix. Now,
i(y o  +  y/H------ i-y(9_ i )A i )- t io  =   ^ [ (y o - t io )  +  (yA i-tio )H ------ i-(y(</-i)/v_T io )]
=  l  [l +  R^ ve +  R^e + — hR^e'j (yo — tlo)
=  i ( I - R ^ ) - 1 ( I - ^ e ) ( y o - t i o )
=o
=  0 ,
so tlo is interior to the polygon formed by joining the points yo, yu....... y(q-i)N- It
follows by convexity thatT|o is in T -1 (/2).
An entirely analogous argument shows that for 1 <  r <  N  — 1, the collection o f it­
erates yr, yN+r, y2N+rt ••• lie on a circle centred at t|r =  ( I  — R/ve)- 1ur where ur =  
( i rR(Ai_ i)0 +  j r+ iR (W_ 2)0 H------ b5r_ i i )  T  'b, and consequently that each t lr € T  '(/ 2).
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To complete the proof we further note that
Tr|r =  T (I —R ^ r V  =  T  ( t _1 (I — A^ ) -1 t ) ‘ ur =  ( I - A N)~'T \.r 
=  ( I - A n ) _1 (sr\ N~1 +  sr+ 1A^-2  H------- (- i r_ 11) b
=  *r, (2.11)
so the condition t l  e  T _ 1 ( I 2) corresponds to xr 6 I 2. □
The proof here corresponds to a more general statement o f the criterion than that ap­
pearing in (Chua & Lin, 1988); our formulation additionally permits rational multiples o f 
7t for the parameter 0. The values 0 =  ^  (equivalently a =  2 c o s ^ )  must be excluded 
because in these cases the matrices ( I  — R/ve) and ( I  — \ N) are not invertible : both reduce 
to the zero matrix, so we are unable to introduce the points xo, x i , . . . ,  x\-\ in the manner 
described above. Periodic sequences that are admissible at these parameter values do exist 
though, and we exhibit one in the following example.
Example 2.1 : An admissible sequence of period 6 when 0 =  |
Take the string + -0 0 0 - ,  o f length N  =  6, at the parameter value 0 =  f  =  ^p. Any point 
Xo =  (jcj , — 1 ) with 0 <  x\ <  1 gives rise to this sequence, and is itself a period-6 point for 
F, because
xi =  F (x0) =  Axo +
*2 =  F (x i) =  Ax| -
x3 =  F (x2) =  A x2
x4 =  F (x3) =  A x3
Xs =  F(X4) =  AX4
x6 =  F (x5) =  Ax, -
b =  ( - 1 , - x i  -I-1) 
b =  ( x\ +  1, —jcj ) 
=  ( - * 1, - 1 )
=  ( - l , * i  -  1 )
=  (jci -  l , * i )  
b =  ( * i , - l )  =  x0.
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To conclude this section we address these particular parameter values and indicate what 
to expect in the exceptional situation (not treated in the literature). A t a parameter value 
0 =  Rjve is the identity matrix, so the iterates yo, yn , Yi n , ■ ■ • are
yo, y/v =  yo + u0, y2N =  yiv + uo, y3/v =  y2N + uo, •••
and for this to be consistent with the fact that all iterates are in T ~ 1 ( I 2) we require uo =  0,
i.e.
(joR(/V-l)0 +  slR (W -2)6 H------b'i/V-ll) T  1 b =  0 .
Consideration o f the iterates y i , y ^ + i, y2/v+i. • • • similarly leads to
CsiR (w -i)e  +  J2R(At-2)e +  ’ "  +  so l )T  'b  =  0
which can be rewritten as
(soR(Ar-i)0 +  i iR (tv-2)ed ------ l-s/v-il)R eT  'b  =  0.
Since the vectors T  1 b and R eT _1b are linearly independent it follows that
soR(Ar-i)e +  JiR (/v-2)8 'l------ f i/ y - i l  =  0 ( 2 . 12 )
with 0 -
W e may easily verify that this matrix is indeed zero for the string + - 0 00 -  from the 
example : R*, — R ^  =  I  follows directly from sin ^  =  sin and cos ^  — cos =  1. As 
a source o f other examples we suggest those obtained by the following method to produce 
strings which satisfy the necessary condition (2.12). To be definite we take N =  \2 and 
0 =  |; then R 6e +  1 =  0 and R 8e +  R4e + 1 =  0, so that
•soRne + ‘SiRioe H----- H J ii l  =  0
for each o f the four strings 00+ 00+ + 0 0 0 ++, 00 - 00 - - 0 00 - - ,  00+ 0 0 - + 000+ -  and 
0 0 -0 0 + -0 0 0 -+ .  Two coprime factors o f  N  could always be used in this way to create 
such strings.
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Satisfying the condition (2.12) does not guarantee that a string sosi o f  length
N  generates an admissible periodic for 0 =  and nor does it provide a direct means 
to locate points in state-space which give rise to the sequence, in contrast to the situation 
for all other values o f 0 where the point xo arose naturally out o f the method. However 
we can at least learn where to look for such points, for one consequence o f the conditions
R/ve =  I and ioR(/v-1)e +  5i R (n - 2)8 H----- I- SN - 11 =  0 is that any point which gives rise to
a sequence commencing • • -s/v-i is a periodic point o f period N. This follows because 
the N ,h iterate o f such a point under the nonlinear map is R/vey +  uq =  y, and permits a 
search for these points using the techniques we describe in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 Orbits of points associated with admissible periodic sequences
A  feature o f the proof o f Proposition 2.1 was a full description o f the orbit o f any point 
which gives rise to some prescribed admissible periodic sequence. More specifically, work­
ing in the y-coordinate plane, we proved the follow ing about the orbit o f a point yo defining 
the periodic sequence generated by the string io^i • • .sjy-l :
( i )  The iterates o f yo lie on N  congruent circles o f radius r  =  ||yo — T|o|| whose centres 
are at the points Tlo, T|i, . .., Tbv-i- The locations o f the centres depend only on the 
string sqs i .. .s/v-i and the value o f the parameter, and are determined by
=  (I — R/ve)_l ur
where
Ur =  (srR(JV-l)8 + sr+lR(/V-2)0 H------ b i r- l l ) T  ' b.
( i i )  The points y r, yN+r, yiN+r, ■■■ lie on the r** circle (centred at q r), each is obtained 
from its predecessor here by a rotation around the circle through an angle NQ. When 
0 is not a rational multiple o f 7i we obtain a dense set, otherwise a finite number o f 
equally spaced points.
( i i i )  Successively the iterates yo, y i, y2, • • • lie one by one on the N  circles visited in turn.
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A  corresponding description o f the orbits in the original state-space coordinates may 
be obtained by applying the transformation x =  Ty, and is o f course the same but for this 
change in geometry. The contracting and shearing effect o f T  on the vertical coordinate 
sends each circle to an ellipse inclined at J to the horizontal as we now demonstrate.
To describe the ellipses obtained, we note that in the standard coordinate geometry o f 
the xy-plane the equation o f an ellipse having the x-axis as its major axis and the y-axis as 
its minor axis is
where a and b are the lengths o f the semi-major and semi-minor axes. Thus when this 
ellipse is rotated anticlockwise by f , so that the line y — x is now the major axis, its equation 
is instead
The circle in the y-coordinate plane with centre T\r =  (rv,i ,T|r,2) ar|d radius 8 is
Cvi -  IV,i )2 +  (y2 -  tv,2)2 =  82,
i.e. Ily — T|r||2 =  82.
The curve in state-space coordinates that corresponds to this via the transformation T  is
2 (2.13)
.e. | | T - '(x -x f)||2 =  82 where Trv =  xr,
i.e. (x — xr)T (T - 1 ) t T~  1 (x — xr) =  82
.e. (*2~*r,2 )2 =  82, (2.14)
so from (2.13) it is an ellipse, centre at xr with
semi-major axis =  8\/1 +  cos 0 =  8w l  +  |, (2.15a)
semi-minor axis =  8\/1 — cos 0 =  8 »/ l — |. (2.15b)
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x\
(a) 0 =  0.5
Figure 2.3: The point ( —0.4, —0.95) gives rise to the periodic sequence generated by 
+ “ 00 for both parameter values. The plots o f the orbits have a different char­
acter, the distinction depending on whether 0 is a rational multiple o f n.
Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b) are plots o f  sample orbits in the state-space originating at 
a point giving rise to a periodic sequence; for both plots the periodic sequence is + - 00 . 
Figure 2.3(a) shows the typical situation where 0 is not a rational multiple o f n (0 =  0.5, 
a =  2cos0.5), in this example the orbit lies dense on four ellipses. The alternative situation, 
where 0 is a rational multiple o f  7t, is illustrated in Figure 2.3(b) (0 =  g, a =  \/3), and here 
the iterates periodically visit 12  isolated points.
In addition to describing the orbits, once a periodic sequence has been shown to be ad­
missible we can specify precisely the region o f points in I 2 which give rise to that sequence. 
We start with the case where 0 is not a rational multiple o f n : for these values Proposition
2.2 below shows that the regions are elliptical in form. To state the result concisely we in­
troduce some notation for the elliptical regions : let E (x r,8) denote the solid ellipse whose 
boundary is given by the formula (2.14). Due to its orientation, this ellipse touches the four
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sides o f the square whose centre is xr, whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes and 
whose side length is 28. Hence if  p is the minimum distance o f any o f the points xo, X|, . . . ,  
x/v_i from a boundary o f  72 then the corresponding solid ellipses 7s(xr,p ) are contained in 
the closure o f / 2 and are collectively maximal subject to this property.
Proposition 2.2 (cf. Chua and Lin 1988, Theorem 5)
For a parameter value a =  2 cos 9 such that 0 is not a rational multiple o f  n, the region o f 
points in state-space which give rise to the admissible periodic sequence generated by a 
given string ,?o.si .. .s/v-i consists o f the interior o f the solid ellipse E (x o, p ) together with 
some points o f the boundary. Two possibilities arise : either the entire boundary is included, 
or some dense countable subset o f the boundary must be excluded.
Proof
We have already shown that if x gives rise to the periodic sequence generated by the string 
sosi • • -¿tv- 1  then x belongs to the solid ellipse £ (xo ,p ). The rest o f the proof splits into 
two parts : the first (a) is to show that i f  x belongs to the interior o f E (x o, p) then x gives 
rise to the periodic sequence generated by soil •. .s/v-i, and the second (b ) treats the case o f 
the boundary points. We work in the transformed coordinates introduced in Section 2.1.2.
(a) Suppose y is the point in T _ l (72) corresponding to our x within the interior o f 7s(xo,p); 
then ||y—rio|| <  p. Under the nonlinear map T)o is sent to T) i . Consider the isometry t n  
Rez +  soT~ 1 b; under this isometry t i0 maps to T| i (because for the point the isometry 
has the same effect as the nonlinear map). Suppose y t-y y ' under the isometry, then y' 
is interior to the circle centre T|i and radius p, in particular y ' 6 T ( 7 2). Consequently 
the nonlinear map applied to y gives y', because there is only one choice for s so 
that Rey +  sT ^ 'b  belongs to T -1 (/2). Hence the first digit o f the symbolic sequence 
corresponding to y is so- Subsequent digits are confirmed in the same fashion.
(b ) From the definition o f p, at least one o f the circles ||y — t|r|| =  p meets the boundary o f 
T “ 1 (72). It could happen that all these circles nevertheless are within T _l (72) in which 
case the argument in (a) shows that all the points y such that ||y — t|o|| =  p give rise to
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the periodic sequence generated by the string .9o.?i. ..s/v-i- This means that the entire 
boundary o f £ (x o ,p ) consists o f  points which give rise to this sequence.
Otherwise at least one o f the circles has points (either 1 or 2 in number) which do 
not belong to the set T _ l (/2). Should the circle centred at T)o have such points then, 
certainly, these are excluded because they do not belong to the domain o f  the nonlinear 
map. I f  next the circle centred at T|i has such points, then the points on the circle 
centred at %  that are the inverse images o f these under the affine map considered in
(a) do not produce the digit sq when the nonlinear map is applied, and therefore do 
not give rise to the periodic sequence generated by the string .soJ'i.. .s/v'-i • Continue 
in this way : look at all the inverse images (by the affine map that uses s i in place of 
so), on the circle centred at n i , which derive from the points on the circle centred at 
Tl2 not belonging to T  '(/ 2). Their inverse images in turn by the first affine map are 
points on the circle centred at T|o which under two iterations o f the nonlinear map do 
not produce the digit pair sqsi . Extend this scheme so that all the circles are visited and 
by this stage we have excluded all the points on the circle centred at t|o which do not 
give rise to the string o f initial digits .voii... .v^ r_ | under the nonlinear map. Next we 
must exclude those points which do not give rise to soil ■ • .sn- isq, and for this we need 
to work back from the circle centred at T|o itself, through all the other circles until we 
arrive again at the circle centred at T\o- I f  we continue indefinitely the process o f taking 
these inverse images, then we obtain a countable subset o f points on the circle centred 
at t|o, precisely those which do not give rise under iteration o f the nonlinear map to the 
periodic sequence generated by the string sqs i ... sn-  \.
The collection o f points arising from the construction described is dense on the circle 
centred at 'Ho- The reason is that i f  y is one o f these points then so is y', the point 
obtained by rotating y around the circle through an angle — NQ. For otherwise we 
know from the proof o f Proposition 2.1 that the N,h iterate o f y' under the nonlinear 
map brings us back to y, and so we obtain a contradiction because y does not give rise 
to the periodic sequence generated .?oS|.. • s/v- 1  • □
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In the case where 0 is a rational multiple o f 7t, the region o f points which give rise to an 
admissible periodic sequence is entirely different in character and the corresponding result 
is included in our next proposition.
Proposition 2.3
For a parameter value a =  2 cos 0 where 0 =  2tc^  (and excluding the exceptional values 
treated in Section 2.1.2), the region o f  points in state-space which give rise to the 
admissible periodic sequence generated by a given string so ii • • • i/v- 1  is a convex polygonal 
set containing xo. The set is determined by at most / linear inequalities, some o f which may 
be strict, and the value / =  lcm(<7,/V).
Proof
We know from Proposition 2.1 that xo is a periodic point which gives rise to the periodic 
sequence generated by the string so-si . . . sn-\- In the reasoning that follows it w ill be 
convenient to extend notation and define sr =  srmodN when r  >  N. I f  we apply F  to xo 
/ times then because o f periodicity
xo =  A 'x o +  (joA /_i + j iA , - 2H------ | -i/-il)b
but A* =  I  and therefore
( s o A ' - '+ i i A ' - 2 +  ■•• +  *,_  ,1 ) 1» =  0. (2.16)
Let x be any point in I 2 which under iteration by F  gives rise to the periodic sequence 
generated by the string io^i • • • -s/v- 1  ■ Then
F '(x ) =  A ,x + (s o A ,- |+ i i A ' - 2 +  - - - + s ,_ 1l )b
= (2.17)
and in particular x is periodic. Note also that x satisfies the linear inequalities implied by 
the statements
x e I 2 ,
Ax +  Job e I 2 ,
A 2x +  (joA  +  J il)b  € I 2 ,
i (2.18)
A ( *x + ( joA^ * + i ]A ^  2 +  • • • +  s/—i l ) b  G I 2,
(each such coordinate inequality will be o f the form —1 <  Xjci +/JX2 +  v  <  1 ).
Conversely if we look at the iterates under F o f a point x satisfying (2.18), the first / 
digits o f its symbolic sequence are .voJi... j/_i ,
F '(x) =  A ;x +  (j0A ,_ i +  j iA ,_2H-------hJ/-il)b  =  x,
and so the symbolic sequence continues periodically. □
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Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 allow us to describe the regions for the examples we studied 
earlier in this section involving the period-4 sequence generated by + -0 0 . When 0 =  0.5 
(a  =  2cos0.5), we obtain the ellipse £ (xo ,p ) centred on xo =  ( ¿v ia  ’ a*+ 2a )  an<^  w hose 
size is determined from p =  ■ The solid ellipse appears as the shaded region in Figure
2.4(a). In the other case, when 0 =  g , / =  lcm(12,4) =  12 and the inequalities are :
1 . — 1 <  Jti <  1 7. - 1  <  -x\ + 2(2 - V^) <  1
2. - 1  <  JC2 <  1 8. -1  <  -X 2 + 2 (V % -2 )  <  1
3. — 1 <  —X| +  x/3.*2 +  2 <  1 9. -1  < jt, -  V3jc2 +  2(1 - x/3) <  1
4. -1  <  —V$x\ + 2 x2 +  2 (n/3 — 1) <  1 10. — 1 <  \/3*i — 2x2 — 2 <  1
5. -1  <  —2xi +  y/3x2 +  2(2 — \/3) <  1 1 1 . — 1 <  2* i — \/3.X2 <  l
6. - 1  <  -V 3 x i+ x 2 +  2(y/3-2) <  1 12. -1  <  \/3jC| -  X2 <  1
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x\ x\
(a) 0 =  0.5 (b )9 =  J
Figure 2.4: The regions in state-space consisting of the points that give rise to the se­
quence + —00. The typical case (0  is not a rational multiple o f  tt) is a solid 
ellipse, as in (a); the alternative is a convex polygonal set, as in (b).
Only 6 o f  these are instrumental in delimiting the region, namely the left inequalities of 
2, 6, 10 and the right inequalities o f 3, 7, 11. The polygonal region enclosed is shown in 
Figure 2.4(b).
2.1.4 The trigonometric inequalities of Chua and Lin : a criterion for 
admissibility
We have seen in Proposition 2.1 that a necessary and sufficient condition for a string 
$0*1 •. -sn— i to generate an admissible periodic sequence is that each o f  the points xo, xj, 
. . . ,  x \ - i  defined there lie within the square / 2 (provided o f course a is not one o f the patho­
logical values 2cos discussed at the end o f Section 2.1.2, henceforth never considered). 
For numerical work where one might need to check a particular string at a particular param­
eter value, the foregoing is adequate. However for more sophisticated tasks a reformulation
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o f this condition, due also to Chua and Lin, as a set o f N  trigonometric inequalities, turns 
out to be very effective.
For the deduction o f these inequalities we start with the formula (2.3) for xo,
xo =  (I — A n ) 1 (soA*-1 ------hJAf-iI)b
and rewrite it in terms o f the parameter 0, where a =  2 cos 0. First we calculate the matrix 
(I  — \ N)  1 + * i  A ^ -2 H------ l-i/v_il), conjugated by T, i.e.
T -1 ( I  — \ N ) ~ l (soA^-1 + s \ A n ~ 2 H------- hs/v-,1) T
=  ( I  —R/ve) 1 (ioR(Af-i)e +  siR(w-2)eH------ (2.19)
■ (
Now,
I  — Ryve 
and its inverse is 
( I  — R/ve)-1 =
1— cosNQ — sin(V0 
sinM ) 1— cosNQ
\  N n  ( S il t y ©  — C O S y 0 \
) =  2s in£0  2 2 (2.20)
)  2 \^cos j 0  sin j 0  J
2 sin
(  S in y O  C O S y 0 \  1 /  0  1\
f 0  ( - c o s f O  s i n f o j  “  2sin jQ  R - t ® ( - 1  oj ' ( ‘ ! )
Resuming now with xq, and using T  =  ( ^ g  si5Je ), T  'b =  ( j ,  we can express xq
xo =  T 2sin^0 ( i<)R($-i)e +  ^ R(¥ -2)e +  ' "  +  ^ - i R-?e) (_ °, ¿ ) ( J J  
=  (cos0 s i )  sitTy^sin 0 ( ioR(?-,)e +  ^ R( if -2)e +  -  +  ^ - i R-?e) Q
In particular its first coordinate is given by the formula 
1
sin y0sin 0
( « 0COs(y — l ) 0  +  5|COs(y -  2) 0 H----- h Stf-i cos ( — j  ) 0 ) .  (2.22)
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The same rearrangement may be effected fo r the expressions for the other (JV — 1) 
points x i, X2, . . . .  \Nr-1. and the resulting formula for the first coordinate o f a general xr is 
obtained from (2.22) simply by cycling so —> s\ —► S2 —i►----- ► s/v- 1  —* so. and is
. N X ~  - (srcos(f -  l )0  +  sr+ic o s (^ -2 )0  +  --- +  sr_ ic o s ( - f )0 ) .  (2.23)
sin ytfsin W
It follows directly from the definition o f the nonlinear map (i.e. from F (x ) =  Ax +  s (x )b  
where A  =  (_?, ¿ ) and b =  ( ° ) )  that the first coordinate o f the point xr+ i is the same as 
the second coordinate o f xr. Hence the condition from Proposition 2.1, namely that xr 6 /2 
for r =  0, 1.......N  — 1, is equivalent to the inequalities
<  srcos (%  -  1) 9 +  sr+i COS (% -  2) 8 +  • • • +  sr_i cos( -% 0 )  <  J 
sin j0 s in 9
for r — 0, 1 ,.... N  — 1, and consequently a string sosi. . .sn-  i generates an admissible pe­
riodic sequence, for the parameter a =  2cos 0, i f  and only if it satisfies these N  inequalities.
Despite their relatively simple appearance, it should be remembered that implicit in 
these inequalities is the complex partitioning o f that portion o f the state-space o f the orig­
inal dynamical system that is attributable to the orbits of the points which give rise to pe­
riodic sequences. (See for example Figure 2.1 in which each elliptical island shown there 
consists o f the points associated with some individual periodic sequence.) Apart from their 
original appearance in the literature (Chua & Lin, 1990b), these inequalities seem subse­
quently not to have been followed up. Certainly they are subtle and do not easily reveal 
their content; however we shall see that they form  the starting point for several lines o f 
investigation, each o f which has resulted in an enhanced understanding o f some aspect o f 
admissible periodic sequences.
Whereas earlier work has focused on determining which periodic sequences are admis­
sible at a single parameter value, our primary concern is to determine whole intervals o f 
parameter values throughout which the admissibility o f a periodic sequence persists. With 
the hindsight o f our results we can see that the former approach does not come near to elu­
cidating any structure present amongst admissible periodic sequences. It would appear that
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only by relating the structure o f the periodic sequences to the ranges o f parameter values 
for which they are admissible does one begin to get some insight into the character o f the 
collection o f admissible periodic sequences.
A  first consequence o f the inequalities (2.24) is that we can give a qualitative description 
o f the set o f values o f  0 with which we are concerned (i.e. where a string ■••■sat- i 
generates an admissible periodic sequence). To simplify the ensuing discussion, and for 
our later work, we introduce some notation for combinations o f  the trigonometric terms 
appearing in the inequalities. We define
/o(0) =  socos j0  +  s icos (y -  1) 0 H----- h^ AT-i cos ( j  — l) 0 (2.25)
and more generally
N - 1
/r(6) =  2 > r + , c os ^ 2 *0 , (2.26)
1=0
for r  =  0, 1, 1, where as previously s, =  i imodn when i >  N. Likewise let
g (0 ) =  s in j0 s in 0 . (2.27)
In these terms the inequalities (2.24) may be written
- 1  <  <  * for r =  0, 1, N  — 1. (2.28)
g (6 )
(Note that an inconsequential feature o f our notation is that some cycling has occurred and 
the inequality which originally came first is now the final one.)
The trigonometric identity cos mA =  2cos (m — 1)A cosA — cos (m — 2)A implies that 
cos mA is a polynomial in cos A o f degree m, so that
/o(0) =  socosA / jO A -cos ()V  —2 )j0H ------ cos(N — 2)|0
is a polynomial o f degree N  in cos j0 , as are all the //s, and
g (0 ) =  s in y0 s in 0  =  j  (cos(N  —2 )j0  —cos(A^ +  2 ) j0 )
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is a polynomial o f degree (N  +  2) in cosj0 . Thus each left-hand inequality — 1 <  
is equality for a finite collection o f 0 values only, and the set o f 0 values where all the 
inequalities hold strictly is a finite union o f open intervals. We will be concerned with 
these open intervals o f 0 values within which all the inequalities hold strictly. Any value 
o f  0 where all the inequalities hold, but some left-hand ones with equality, will either be 
an end-point o f one o f these open intervals or, exceptionally, an isolated point (i.e. to either 
side some inequality fails). For a given string so*i • • .s/v-t and one o f these latter 0 values, 
the point set in state-space associated with the admissible periodic sequence generated by 
the string degenerates to a line segment o f periodic points, or a single such point, on the left- 
hand or lower boundary o f l 2. These points account only minimally for the entire collection 
o f  orbits present in the state-space, whereas for a 0 value from one o f the open intervals the 
point set is a non-degenerate ellipse or polygon, characteristic o f what is typically observed 
in computer plots for this dynamical system. Since our aim is to relate strings to intervals 
o f admissibility for the sequences they generate, we can clearly restrict attention solely to 
open intervals.
It is relevant to comment here that our point o f view parallels those adopted by other 
authors; Kocarev et al. (1996) take care to exclude, in the statements o f  their theorems, all 
orbits that do not remain within the interior o f I 2; Ashwin (1997) excises from the state- 
space all pre- and post-images o f boundary points. To clarify the discussion we give an 
example o f the type o f situation that is excluded.
Example 2.2 : A  periodic sequence admissible for an isolated value of 0
For the string -0 , g (0 ) =  sin2 0, /o(0) =  — cos 0 and /i (0 ) =  — 1. Then
— 1 <  <  1 is satisfied for 5 <  0 <  x
g(Q) 4 4
— 1 <  <  1 is satisfied for 0 =  5 alone.
« (6 )  2
The points that give rise to the period-2 sequence generated by -0  are the left-hand bound-
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ary points xo =  ( — \,xi) with — 1 <  x2 <  1, because o f Proposition 2.3 and
xi =  F(x0) =  Ax0- b  =  (x2, - l ) ,
x2 =  F(xi) =  Ax, =  ( - l , - x 2),
x3 = F(x2) = Ax2 — b = (-x 2, - l ) ,
x4 =  F(x3) =  A x3 =  (-1 ,jc2) = x 0.
For our subsequent work we summarise in a convenient form below the trigonometric 
inequalities developed in this section. Because o f the reasons given above we have opted 
for strict inequalities, so that the phrase “ admissible periodic sequence”  now applies in 
a slightly more restricted manner than previously but, as we have explained, we are never 
concerned with parameter values where there can be any difference between the two usages. 
For ease o f reference we will call these remarkable inequalities the “Chua-Lin inequalities” .
The string .voi, • - - s n - i generates an admissible periodic sequence at 
parameter value 0 if and only if
-| s (6 )l <  fr(Q ) <  |g(6)| fo r r  =  0, 1.......N -  1
where /o(0) =  socosyO +  i, cos (y  -  1 ) 0 H----- Mat- i cos ( j  -  1 ) 0,
/r(9) =  X  s'+ ‘ cos tLT iQ ^
1=0
g(0) =  siny0 sin 0
The Chua-Lin inequalities as a criterion for admissibility
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2 .2  Origins for the investigation of admissible periodic 
sequences
2.2.1 Nonlinear dynamics arising out of overflow oscillations in digital 
filters
The subject o f our study originated in the late 1960’s, from the observation o f unexpected 
oscillatory behaviour in the output signals o f certain digital filters. When the input signal is 
removed, the output does not always decay to zero, as is predicted by the linear theory used 
quite generally to model digital filter operation. Instead the output o f the filter sometimes 
enters a regime o f self-sustained large amplitude oscillations. The systems concerned were 
second order digital filters, realised in direct form. These are essentially the simplest possi­
ble filters to be o f use in signal processing, but are nevertheless important since they form a 
building block for many more complex filter designs. Figure 2.5 shows, diagrammatically, 
the composition o f a second order direct form filter, synthesized from delay units, signal 
multipliers and an addition unit. In accordance with the linear theory, the output (y„) o f  the 
filter relates to the present input (x„), and also the inputs and outputs for the two previous 
time steps, via the relation
yn =  ¡oxn +  iiX „-i + i 2x„ - 2  +  ay„-i + b y „ -2, (2.29)
where i'o, ij, »2, « ,  h are the multiplier values. Since our interest is in the behaviour o f  the 
output after an input signal has been removed, the input section o f the filter plays no role, 
and consequently we can reformulate the relation more simply as
yn =  a y „_ i+ fc y „_ 2. (2.30)
provided we initialise this recurrence by supplying two starting values, fo ry _ i and y _ 2. so 
as to simulate the final internal state o f the filter prior to termination o f the effect o f  the 
input.
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input
*n
output
yn
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation o f a direct form second order digital filter.
The oscillations are an artifact o f the physical realisation o f the digital filter (this reali­
sation may be via dedicated hardware components, or as a computer program), and occur 
because o f  nonlinearity introduced through loss o f arithmetic precision when working with 
some, necessarily limited, scheme o f machine represented numbers. In practice the opera­
tion o f a digital filter departs from an idealised linear model in the following respects :
(a) Overflow : There is a greatest magnitude M  for the numbers that can be repre­
sented. Values generated in the multipliers, or in the addition unit, that exceed M  
must be handled by some overflow convention. Frequently the arithmetic system 
would be 2’s-complement arithmetic, and within this scheme the represented num­
bers are integers ranging from —M  to M  — 1. Overflow handling is based on the rule 
that 1 added to the largest positive value M  — 1 yields —M.
(b ) Rounding : Arithmetic operations may not performed exactly, with a potential loss 
o f precision at each multiplication or addition step. Typically, this is commonplace 
with a fixed point or a floating point arithmetic system.
(c ) Representational Error : Because o f the coarseness o f the machine supported
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arithmetic, it may not be possible to employ the precise multiplier values derived 
from the filter performance specification. (The operation o f the filter may be sensi­
tively dependent on these values.)
In the presence o f any o f these, the digital filter can no longer be modelled as a linear 
system.
The concern in this thesis is with the effect o f the overflow nonlinearity introduced 
by 2’s complement arithmetic; it is this that is responsible for the oscillations which were 
originally observed when the phenomenon was uncovered. A  convenient way to isolate 
and analyse this particular cause o f nonlinearity is to model the underlying number system 
through the vehicle o f real numbers between -1 and 1 with arithmetic performed modulo 
2 : in effect the greatest magnitude for a number M  is normalised to 1. In this idealisation 
the quantities y„ are real-valued and restricted so that — 1 <  y„ <  1. In place o f the original 
linear relation (2.30), the operation o f a second order direct-form filter is now described by
yn =  f  (ayn- i  +  by„-2) , (2.31)
where, implementing the effect o f the 2’s complement overflow, /  is the function
f (x )  =  ((jc-f-1) mod 2) — 1. (2.32)
The graph o f /  has sawtooth form, as shown in Figure 2.6. One o f the first investigations 
into the behaviour o f this system, bringing to light the differences from the associated linear 
model, is Ebert et al. (1969), in which some simple overflow oscillations are exhibited.
The major preoccupation o f the early studies was the elimination o f overflow oscilla­
tions, which are regarded as highly undesirable in digital filter applications. Ebert et al. 
(1969) show that the filter output coincides with that for the linear model provided the 
multiplier coefficients a, b are such that |a| +  \b\ <  1. However this condition imposes too 
severe a limitation ; to cover the full range o f frequency response characteristics achievable 
by a second order filter, a and b must be permitted to assume any values in the triangular 
region determined by b >  — \, b <  a + \ , and b <  - a  +  1.
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Figure 2.6: The function f (x ) =  ( ( * +  1) mod 2) — 1, used to model the effect of 2’s com­
plement arithmetic overflow.
A  further proposal was to adopt a different scheme for handling arithmetic overflow; a 
simple alternative to the 2’s complement overflow scheme is saturation arithmetic. In effect, 
in the model formulated above the function /  is redefined so that / (x) =  x for — 1 <  x <  1 
as before, but f ( x )  =  —1 when x <  — 1 and / (x) =  1 for x >  I. With this system, Ebert 
et id. (1969) show that overflow oscillations cannot occur, and demonstrate that an initial 
nonzero state tends to zero at least as fast as for the equivalent linear system. Results o f a 
similar kind for a generalised family o f  saturation arithmetic schemes appear in Ebert et id. 
(1969) and Willson (1972). However, saturation arithmetic does not provide the complete 
solution : Mitra (1977) demonstrates that overflow oscillations may nevertheless occur in 
any direct-form filter o f third (or higher) order.
One consideration is that different realisations for a filter (i.e. arrangements o f mul­
tipliers and addition units), all o f which are equivalent under the linear model, can have 
different properties under the nonlinear regime. Another technique put forward for elim i­
nating overflow oscillations is to employ a more sophisticated arrangement o f components 
in order to achieve a realisation that in operation avoids the unwanted behaviour. Details o f 
realisations known to be free from overflow oscillations are given in Barnes & Fam (1977); 
Mills et al. (1978) and the references therein. Further information on the different types o f 
filter realisations and their relative merits may be found in Jackson et al. (1968), and in the
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standard books on digital filtering, including Rabiner &  Gold (1975) and Roberts &  Mullis 
(1987).
The topic was revisited in 1988, by Chua and Lin, who approached it from a quite d if­
ferent point o f view, regarding the nonlinear behaviour not as troublesome and something 
to be suppressed, but as interesting in its own right. They set x\(n) =  y„-\, x2(n) =  y„, so 
that the second order recurrence (2.31) describing the operation o f the digital filter with a 
2’s complement overflow rule is rewritten as the coupled first order system
x\ (n ) =  x2( n -  1)
X i(n ) =  f(bx\ (n -  1) +  ox2(n -  1)), (2.33)
and the evolution o f the output o f the digital filter may be viewed as a sequence o f iterates 
\(n) =  j  under the nonlinear map x i-> x' defined by
A  =  x2
■*2 =  /(fet|-l-axa). (2.34)
(In the literature this map is frequently referred to as the state transition map, since it relates 
the current state o f the filter, that is, the values stored in the two delay units, to the state at 
the previous time step.) Through this reformulation the focus is shifted from the practical 
design o f digital filters to an investigation o f the dynamics o f a nonlinear system. It is thus 
no longer necessary for the multiplier values a and h to lie within the triangular region 
h >  —l, b <  a +  \, b <  —a +  1 essential for stable operation in conventional digital filtering 
applications; instead a and h are regarded as parameters o f the nonlinear map, and allowed 
to assume any real value. In their 1988 paper, Chua and Lin direct their attention to the 
choice o f parameter values b =  — 1, —2 <  a <  2 (the lower boundary o f the aforementioned 
triangular region), for which the map (2.34) is precisely the nonlinear map F defined in 
Section 2.1.1.
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2.2.2 Literature pertaining to admissible periodic sequences
We summarise in this section the state o f knowledge regarding admissible periodic se­
quences as it was when we began the work encompassed within this thesis. The presen­
tation here is brief because most o f the results will be mentioned again when we set them 
in the context o f  our investigations. We refer back to Section 2.1 for a discussion o f the 
theory presented in Chua &  Lin (1988), in which they link the dynamical behaviour o f the 
nonlinear map to the notion o f a symbolic sequence, and draw attention to the importance 
o f admissibility fo r periodic sequences in describing the orbit structure o f the state-space. 
Some further work, concerned with elucidating the nature o f the orbits, is to be found in 
Chua &  Lin (1988) and Davies & Sriranjan (1989), each includes computer plots o f orbits 
for various initial points under the nonlinear map.
Several authors report the results o f computer searches for short-period admissible se­
quences : Chua &  Lin (1988, 1990b) and Wu &  Chua (1993) both adopt a direct method o f 
exhaustively testing strings via the criterion implicit in Proposition 2.1, and thereby obtain 
a list o f the strings that generate admissible periodic sequences o f lengths up to 25, but 
only when the parameter value is a =  0.5. Galias & Ogorzalek (1992) develop a different 
approach based on the exclusion o f certain substrings, and are able to extend their search 
results up to strings o f length 56 (again, only for a =  0.5).
Very few theoretical results concerning the admissibility o f periodic sequences appear 
in the literature. Chua & Lin (1990b) employ their inequalities to show that certain families 
o f sequences, generated by strings having a simple and regular pattern, do not generate 
admissible periodic sequences. Their results apply for a fixed parameter value a =  2cos 0, 
and they show that the following strings o f  length N  do not generate admissible periodic 
sequences :
+ 0 ... 0, ;-0... 0 : excluded for all even N and for sufficiently large odd N , 
+ + 0 ... 0, - - 0 . .. 0 : excluded for all odd N and for sufficiently large even N , 
+ - 0 . .. 0, - + 0 . .. 0 : excluded for sufficiently large N,
+ 0 ...  0 -0 ...  0 : excluded for sufficiently large N (equal runs o f zeros).
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Using an approach based on a geometrical construction o f the orbits, Davies (1992) ex­
tended the knowledge about the strings + - 0 . .. 0 and -+ 0 . . .0 ,  demonstrating that they do 
generate admissible periodic sequences when the parameter 0 is below Davies gives an 
illustration that at a parameter value 0 «  0.66, sequences o f this form account for several 
o f the largest elliptical islands in state-space.
In addition to these results on the admissible periodic sequences, some work has been 
done to establish that particular finite length strings may not appear within any admissible 
sequence, at least for certain parameter values. Wu & Chua (1993) give conditions on 
the parameter so that the strings ++, +0+, - 0 - ,  + 0 -  and -0 +  are forbidden from
appearing within any admissible sequence, and in a slightly more general result, Galias 
&  Ogorzalek (1992) show that an admissible periodic sequence may not simultaneously 
include the strings + 0 ... 0+ and -0 . . .  0+ (o f equal length).
2.3 A survey of related investigations
2.3.1 The nonlinear map F as part of a larger two-parameter family
It was shown in Section 2.2.1 that the nonlinear map F, the investigation o f whose dynam­
ics via the admissible periodic sequences forms the central theme o f this thesis, originates 
within a larger family o f maps modelling digital filter operation in the presence o f arith­
metic overflow. The maps o f this larger family are
are parametrised by the real valued quantities a and b, and encompass our F as the subfam­
ily b =  — 1, —2 <  a <  2. In this section we survey the research that has been conducted to 
understand the behaviour o f this larger family o f maps. To do so, it is appropriate to divide 
up the (a,b ) parameter space into six regions, within which qualitatively distinct types o f 
behaviour are encountered. In fact, these six regions essentially relate to the different kinds
where / (x) =  ((jt +  1) mod 2) — 1, (2.35)
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o f behaviour found for the dynamical systems associated with the various corresponding 
linear maps *  »-► (¡¿ ¿ )x . Recall that the local behaviour o f each nonlinear map Vaj, is 
described, at least away from the discontinuities, by its associated linear map. Because 
det ¿ ) =  —b, the map Va h is area preserving when h =  ±  1 (Regions 2 and 4), shrinks 
area when |fc| <  I (Regions I and 5) and expands area when \b\ >  I (Region 6).
For the six regions demarcated we show, in Figure 2.7, a computer plot o f a single orbit, 
in each instance chosen to give some indication o f the kind o f dynamical behaviour encoun­
tered when the parameter values are drawn from that region. Associated with the plot o f 
each orbit in state-space is a graphical depiction o f the corresponding region from the pa­
rameter plane. For other computer simulations o f orbits, we refer the reader to Kocarev 
( 1995a,b), Kocarev el al. ( 1996) and Davies ( 1995).
In addition to the broad discrimination between various kinds o f dynamical behaviour 
via correlation with these six regions o f  the parameter plane (each is precisely described 
below), there is a separate, and important, collection o f special cases occurring when the 
parameters a  and h are integer valued. For such parameter values, the map may be advan­
tageously viewed as defined on a torus, by identifying the upper and lower, and the left and 
right, boundaries o f/ 2. Through this the discontinuity is removed, and consequently the 
map, now a smooth map o f the torus and with constant derivative, is very much simpler 
to study. Indeed the behaviour o f these particular maps, and o f  more general families to 
which they belong, has been much investigated in the mainstream literature o f dynamical 
systems : we mention some key features in the discussion on Region 4 below.
It is appropriate to remark here that relatively little is known about the behaviour o f V„j, 
throughout many o f the parameter regions; certainly nothing approaching the completeness 
o f  the theory given in Section 2 .1.
Region I : (h >  —\, h <  —a +  l , h < u + \ \  linear stability region for the digital liller)
When the parameter values lie inside the square \a\ f  \b\ <  I , overflow cannot occur, so the 
behaviour o f the nonlinear map is identical to that for the linear map x »-> (¡J ¿ ) x. Iterates 
of any initial point asymptotically approach the origin, spiralling towards it if the matrix
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(b a ) has complex eigenvalues, or approaching it in the direction o f an eigenvector if  the 
eigenvalues are real.
For parameter values outside this central square, overflow does occur. Davies & Petkov 
(1995) present an empirical investigation, demonstrating a change in the nature o f the orbits 
as the parameter values a, b are moved away from the lower boundary o f the region; o f 
course this boundary represents the case treated in Section 2.1. They show, by example, 
that the elliptical orbits occurring when the parameter values are on this boundary, give 
way to orbits that asymptotically spiral towards periodic points. A  symbolic sequence o f 
the digits +, 0, -  may be associated to the orbit o f a point in the same manner as in Section
2.1.1 (but now s (x ) =  — 1 if bx\ +  ax2 >  1, etc.). It seems to be the case that the orbits o f 
points which give rise to periodic sequences asymptotically approach the periodic points 
whose locations are calculated from the linear equations (2.3) with A  revised accordingly. 
Bose &  Chen (1991) and Davies &  Petkov (1995) take in turn a number o f  short sequences 
and fo r each use these linear equations to ascertain conditions on the parameters a and b 
for there to exist some periodic point giving rise to the sequence.
However, an analogue o f the theory from Section 2.1, relating the dynamics o f the map 
to the admissible periodic sequences, has not so far been developed for parameter values 
in Region 1, and it is perhaps very much more difficult to do so. One particular difference 
is that the set o f points whose orbits asymptotically approach a particular periodic point, 
the analogue o f one o f our elliptical sets (Proposition 2.2), now has a complex structure, 
seemingly fractal in nature. Davies & Petkov (1995) include some computer-generated 
diagrams o f these regions; for an indication o f  the variety and subtlety o f  the phenomena 
which may be anticipated here, see Mira el al. (1994), Mira (1996).
Region 2 : (b =  — 1, —2 <  a <  2; lower boundary o f the linear stability region)
This is the region where the maps Faj, subsume our map F; results about its dynamical be­
haviour and their connection with admissible periodic sequences were described in Section
2.1, and results about the sequences themselves in Section 2.1.2. Here we outline work 
concerned with that part o f the dynamics associated with points giving rise to aperiodic
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sequences. Wu & Chua (1993) demonstrate the existence o f points giving rise to aperi­
odic sequences (although no such point has been exhibited explicitly), and show that all 
the points giving rise to a particular aperiodic sequence must lie on a line segment in I 2. 
Ashwin el at. (1997) and Kocarev et al. (1996) consider the set o f points giving rise to all 
the aperiodic sequences. Ashwin does computer calculations to estimate the size o f this set, 
and his results lead him to the conjecture that it has positive measure when the parameter 0 
is not a rational multiple o f K. On the other hand, in the case o f  one o f these excluded val­
ues (0 =  J, a =  \/2) he is able to calculate its Hausdorff dimension precisely, and thereby 
can show that the set has measure zero. Ashwin (1996) makes a start on the study o f the 
dynamics o f the restriction o f F to this set, and provides evidence that no orbit can be dense 
within it.
Region 3 : (b =  — a +  1 or h =  a +  1; reduction o f  dimension possible)
For parameter values on these two lines in the (a,h ) plane, Kocarev et al. (1996) show that 
the orbit o f any point lies on a one-dimensional subset o f the state-space : this subset con­
sists o f a finite collection o f parallel lines in I 2. When the state-space is identified with the 
cylinder / x Sl , in the case b = —a +  \ the parallel lines constitute a single helical arc, and 
in the case b =  a-1-1 two helical arcs with the iterates alternately visiting each. A  reduction 
o f dimension can thus be achieved by treating Fab as a family o f one-dimensional maps, 
dependent on the parameter values and the initial point. In the special case a =  2, b =  — 1, 
the one-dimensional action o f the map Fa * is simply rotation on a circle, if the state-space 
is identified with a torus S] x S1; again, when a =  —2, h =  -1  the one-dimensional action 
o f the maps F2 h is rotation on a circle.
Region 4 : (b =  — I , |a| >  2, or h =  1; map preserves area and has locally expanding and
contracting directions)
We discuss first the special situation that arises for a parameter choice in this region but 
when a is an integer. Then if the state-space is identified with the torus S1 xS', the map Fay, 
belongs to a well known class o f maps, the hyperbolic toral automorphisms. A  standard 
theory exists for these maps, using the construction o f a Markov partition to establish a 
conjugacy between the nonlinear map and a shift map on a symbolic dynamical system,
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a subshift o f finite type. (This construction is entirely distinct from the association o f a 
symbolic sequence to an orbit as introduced in Section 2.1, and used throughout the thesis.) 
Known properties o f the hyperbolic toral automorphisms imply the following results for the 
map Fatb :
(a ) The number o f periodic points o f period N  is XN +  X~N — 2, where A. is the larger o f the 
two eigenvalues o f the matrix ( °  ¿ ).  The periodic points are dense in I 2.
(b ) Fai* is topologically mixing.
(c ) Faj, is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure; in particular the iterates o f almost all 
initial points are uniformly distributed over I 2.
A  treatment o f this material, and further information on hyperbolic toral automorphisms, 
is contained in Devaney ( 1989), and in Katok & Hasselblatt ( 1995). For the particular case 
when the parameter values are ft =  — 1, a =  3 the nonlinear map Fab identifies, under a 
linear change o f coordinates, with the “ cat”  map o f Arnol’d &  Avez (1967).
Some o f these results have been shown to transfer to the case when a is not an integer,
i.e. to the situation when Faj, is not continuous (interpreted as a map on the torus). Kocarev 
&  Chua (1993) cite work o f Vaienti (1992) which shows that the discontinuous sawtooth 
map, induced on the torus by the linear map o f the plane with matrix ( j | ^ ) ,  is ergodic 
with respect to Lebesgue measure; in the case when ft =  — 1, the map Fa * corresponds 
to this sawtooth map via K =  a — 2 and the linear conjugation ( t,1 ' ) (  ^   ^) (  “ 1 j )  =  
( ! i+k )-  Figure 2.7(d) accords with this, the iterates have the appearance o f a uniform 
distribution throughout the state-space.
Region 5 : (|ft| <  1, ft >  — a + 1 , ft >  «  +  1; map shrinks area and has local expanding
and contracting directions)
Computational simulation o f the orbits, undertaken by Kawamata et al. (1995), suggests 
that the map Fa j, has an attractor for parameter values in this region; iterates o f a randomly 
chosen initial point quickly approach some invariant set. On the evidence o f these empirical 
investigations, the form o f  this attractor appears to be, locally, the product o f a Cantor set
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with a line segment, suggestive o f the type o f structure observed in attractors for other two- 
dimensional nonlinear maps (see for example Devaney (1989), Lozi (1978), Henon (1976)). 
Two studies to calculate the dimension o f the attracting set have been reported. Kawamata 
et al. (1995) use box counting techniques to compute an estimate for the dimension o f 
the attracting set and thereby to investigate its dependence on the parameters a and b. 
Employing a different approach, Kocarev et al. (1996), apply work o f Belykh (specific 
references are given in their paper) to obtain a theoretical upper bound for its dimension.
Region 6 : (|i»| >  1; map expands area)
Very little research beyond the computer simulation o f orbits has been conducted in this 
case. This region in the (a, b) plane can be further decomposed (see Kocarev et al. (1996)) 
into parts where the linear map associated with F fli* has either one expanding and one con­
tracting direction, or two expanding directions. Kocarev et al. (1996) initiate the study, 
from a measure theoretic viewpoint, o f some special instances o f the map Faj, for param­
eters in this region, when at least one is an integer. Petkov & Davies (1997) extend their 
searches for periodic points, mentioned in the discussion o f Region 1, and determine re­
gions o f the (a,b ) plane, extending into Region 6, where the parameters allow for simple 
periodic orbits in state-space.
We end this survey by mentioning that there are results from dynamical systems theory, 
o f  a more abstract and general nature, that have application to the map Fa h- The exis­
tence o f invariant measures, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, 
for a much more general classes o f maps with discontinuities is established, in the one­
dimensional case by Lasota & Yorke (1973), and in the higher dimensional case by Sataev 
(1992). For the existence o f attractors, Kocarev et al. (1996) cite work o f Pesin on attractors 
o f  hyperbolic maps with discontinuities. We remark though, that the map Fa<b is simple in 
some respects : in particular, away from the discontinuities its derivative is constant. It 
therefore seems plausible that direct constructive proofs o f these results could be found, as 
has been done for other simple maps; in this connection we mention Misiurewicz (1980) 
(a  proof that the Lozi map has an attractor), Belykh (1995) (existence o f attractors for a 
family o f maps not unlike Faj,), and Vaienti (1992) (ergodicity o f the sawtooth map).
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(a ) Region 1 (a  =  1.7, b =  —0.98)
-I 0
Jt|
(b ) Region  2 (a =  0.5, b =  — I )
F igure 2.7: T h e six parameter regions, and fo r eaeh a typ ica l orbit. Th e initial point is 
(x\ , x i )  — (0 .4 , - 0 . 8 )  a lw a ys , and the choice o f  param eter values is indicated.
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(e ) Region 5 (a =  2.3, b =  -0 .5 )
(0  Region 6 (a =  0.3, b =  —1.15)
F igure 2.7: continued.
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2.3.2 Other topics
In this section we mention three further topics loosely connected with our area o f study. 
Higher Order Filters
Some investigations have been undertaken into the properties o f  nonlinear maps arising 
from other types o f digital filter. Chua & Lin (1990a) initiate a study o f a third order filter, 
with nonlinearity due to 2’s complement arithmetic overflow. The three-dimensional map 
corresponding to this system is
now with three real-valued parameters a, b, c. Chua and Lin restrict attention to parameter 
values on one edge o f the region for linear stability, where the behaviour o f the map is 
similar to that found in Region 2 above. They show that the orbit o f any point is confined to 
a number o f parallel planar sheets, and thereby reduce the system to a two-dimensional one. 
In a manner similar to that for the map F, they associate a symbolic sequence to the orbit 
o f each point, but 7 symbols are needed now in place o f the +, 0, -  that served previously. 
They derive analogues o f the results in Section 2.1, to describe the orbits associated with 
periodic sequences. One interesting difference is that the order in which the iterates visit 
these planar sheets is also determined by the symbolic sequence. Periodicity then imposes 
an additional requirement on the string io ^ i.. .s/v-i in order for it to generate an admissible 
periodic sequence, namely Jo +  ^ i H------M/v-i =  0.
A  second set o f parameter values at which a reduction to two dimensions can be effected 
is explored in Mitrovski & Kocarev (1996), and the authors also consider the extension to 
higher order systems. Wu &  Chua (1994) transfer some o f their results for the second order 
filter map with parameters from Region 2 to systems o f arbitrary order. Computer simu­
lations o f orbits o f the third order filter map, for a variety o f parameter values, including 
choices other than those for which the system is effectively two-dimensional, are given in 
Kelber (1995).
: I 3 -4  I 3,
x 2
*3 )•/(cxi+bxi+oxi)
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Maps deriving from alternative arithmetic systems
A  number o f studies have been reported to do with the behaviour o f the nonlinear map re­
sulting from a second order digital filter when overflow is handled by saturation arithmetic 
(cf. Section 2.2.1). Within the region o f linear stability the behaviour is identical to the 
linear model. Fora large part o f the remainder o f the (n,b ) plane the behaviour is very sim­
ple, and iterates o f any point eventually coincide with fixed or period-2  points located on 
the boundary o f state-space. For parameter values elsewhere, iterates eventually enter and 
remain within a one-dimensional subset o f state-space, namely the boundary o f a convex 
polygon. Investigations concentrate on the behaviour o f the associated one-dimensional 
map, whose domain is the boundary o f  this polygon, and also on the classification o f the 
regions within the (a,b) plane where the map may have periodic points o f  various peri­
ods. Details o f this work can be found in Ogorzalek (1992), Galias (1995), and Galias & 
Ogorzatek ( 1995).
We should perhaps anticipate fewer qualitatively different types o f behaviour than for 
the 2 ’s complement case because anything displaced by the linear map beyond the state- 
space is annihilated as opposed to being cycled back into the system.
Some investigations have also been carried out into the behaviour o f the nonlinear maps 
for other arithmetic systems, see for example Rakhmanov et al. (1996), Rakhmanova et al. 
(1994).
Potential Applications
We conclude by mentioning briefly here some studies concerned with possible engineering 
applications arising out o f various investigations on the behaviour o f the nonlinear maps 
associated with digital filters. Interest concentrates on the use o f the filters for signal gen­
eration, in view o f the extremely wide range o f signals that can be created from what in 
practice is a very simple system to implement. An indication o f the variety o f  signals at­
tainable may be derived from the plots o f orbits in Figure 2.7. The map parameters a, b 
may be interpreted as control parameters for the selection o f a desired type o f  signal (see 
Gotz et al. (1995)). Investigations into the statistical properties o f the signals that can be
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achieved are found in Kutzer et al. (1994) and Kelber (1995).
That the filters might be employed for random number generation, because o f the uni­
form distribution o f iterates occurring when the parameter values are in Region 4, is dis­
cussed in Lin &  Chua (1993). In that paper, and in Lin & Chua (1991), the authors take 
into consideration the effect o f working to a finite arithmetic precision, constrained by 
word-length, instead o f with real numbers.
Gotz et al. (1996) and Petkov &  Davies (1996) consider the possibility o f using the 
signals from digital filters as the basis for secure communication systems, and this topic 
is one o f considerable current interest. O f course, with this kind o f application in mind, 
a sound theoretical understanding o f the maps is essential to avoid the possibility that the 
output signals are simpler than communication designers believe them to be, a situation 
exposing a supposedly secure system to attack.
2.4 Elementary inferences from the Chua-Lin inequalities
As a final preparation, before embarking upon our major contributions in the following 
chapters, we collect together here, in Proposition 2.4, five basic permanence properties 
about strings that satisfy the Chua-Lin inequalities. Although most o f what we include 
has been observed previously, at least in some equivalent form, the various results appear 
widely scattered in the literature, and it is convenient to collect and systematise them, pri­
marily by way o f reference for their use later in the thesis. Sources are Wu &  Chua (1993, 
Remark 1), Kocarev et al. (1996, Theorems 4 and 8), Ebert et al. (1969).
Proposition 2.4
1. (Negation of every digit)
I f  the string joîi •. .s/v-i satisfies the Chua-Lin inequalities, then so does the string
S0S i...SN- l .  ■
2. (Cycling)
I f  the string sq.si ...s/v-i satisfies the Chua-Lin inequalities, then so does the string
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3. (String reversal)
I f  the string io.vj ....v/v-i satisfies the Chua-Lin inequalities, then so does the string
SN-\SN-2--SiSo.
4. (Multiple copies)
A  string ,vo.vi 1, consisting o f h concatenated copies o f .s'o.vi . satisfies
the Chua-Lin inequalities precisely when .vo.V|.. ..vm_ i does.
3. (Negation o f alternate digits)
I f  the string .vo.vi. ...v/v-i, where N  is even, satisfies the Chua-Lin inequalities at the 
parameter value 0 then so does the string J0.f1.v2.y3 .. ..v/v-2i/v-l ut the parameter value
(In I, 2, 3 and 4 it is to be understood that the string and its transformed version are 
considered at the same parameter value. A lso if the digit xr is +, O or -  then the digit .vr 
represents - ,  0 or + respectively.)
Proof
I and 2 follow immediately from the Chua-Lin inequalities.
To keep the presentation simple the reasoning presented below for 3, 4 and 5 is set out only 
for/o, the function appearing in the first Chua-Lin inequality. In each case the generalisa­
tion to the other functions f r follows simply by cycling.
3. For the string .vo.vi. . . sn-\, the expression for the function Jo is
7 t-0 .
/0 =  .V()COS^0-|- £ . y V c o s ^ i 0
=  .Vo COS j  0  +  £  j/ v - i COS —— 0, (2 .3 6 )
because cos N-^ ~  ‘) Q =  cos ^ -^ 0 . Hence /o for the string JoS| • ■ - .v/v -1 is identical to the 
function fn-\  when formulated for the reversed string sn- i • • ..V|.vo.
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4. Consider the expression for fo for the longer string soil ■. .s/v-i. consisting o f h copies 
o f iQSl • l >
This means that
so the longer string satisfies the first inequality if and only if the shorter one does.
(O f course, from the point o f view that some point in state-space gives rise to an admissible 
periodic sequence, the issue here is quite transparent, but the verification via the trigono­
metric formulae establishes consistency with the work that we subsequently engage in.)
5. The function fo formulated for the string ■ ■■^ n - 2Sn -  i and evaluated at n — 0 is
N -1  N -1
(2.37)
and using the expression for the sum o f the cosine series.
cos(pa +  b) -I- c o s ( (p +  \)a +  b) +  ... +  cos(qa +  b) =
we have
X  ( 1 )'•£/ cos
(=0
□
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Because o f the connection between the admissible periodic sequences and the dynamics 
o f the map F, each o f the items o f Propositions 2.4 has a counterpart in the geometry o f the 
orbits in state-space. I f  the sequence generated by so^i ■ ■ -i/v-i is admissible, so that the 
iterates o f any point giving rise to it visit in turn the N  ellipses centred at the points xo, x j, 
. . Xjv-t, then
1'. (Negation) The iterates o f a point giving rise to soil ■•■sn- l  visit in turn N  ellipses 
centred on —xo, —Xi, . . . .  —x/v-i;any point x giving rise to sosj.. .sn-\ corresponds 
to the point —x giving rise to s o i l .. .sn- i ■
2'. (Cycling) The iterates o f a point giving rise to sjS2 .. .s^-iso  visit in turn the N  ellipses 
centred on x i , X2, . . . ,  x/v_i, xo; any point x giving rise to sosi... s^ _ i corresponds to a 
point F (x ) giving rise to S1S2 .. .sjv-iso-
3'. (Reversal) The iterates o f a point giving rise to s ^ - i ...s\so visit in turn the N  ellipses
centred on Mxo, M xjv- i ....... M x i, where M  =  ¿ ) swaps the coordinates o f a point
x; any point x giving rise to so«i ••••s/v-i corresponds to a point M x giving rise to 
s/v_i ...siJo-
4'. (Multiple copies) As noted above, the orbits for the strings o f length m and N  =  hm are 
identical.
The justification o f 1', 2' and 4' is straightforward. For 3', note first that it follows from 
x0 =  1 (soA^-1 + s\An~2 + ---- h i/ v - il)b
that
Mxo =  ( I  — \ N) ' (sn-  \\n '- fs/ v - 2&N 2H-----1- J iA  +  soI) b,
because M A  =  A ~ *M , ( I  — A “ * ) -1 =  -  ( I - A * ) -1 \ N and A M b  =  - b .  Treating M x,, 
. . . ,  Mx/v-i similarly, we find that the iterates o f a point giving rise to sn- i . . . siso visit in
turn the N  ellipses centred on Mxo, M x/v-i....... Mx|. The symmetry properties inherent
in 1' and 3', o f  the points giving rise to periodic sequences, account for the reflection
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symmetries in the diagonals jcj =  x i and x\ =  — *2 that is observed for the elliptical islands 
in Figure 2.1.
Throughout the thesis we w ill frequently wish to report lists o f strings that generate 
admissible periodic sequences, and we use two o f the permanence properties described in 
Proposition 2.4 to effect a sensible economy in the way these lists are presented. Firstly, 
there is no need to report any string that is reducible, in the sense that it is a multiple 
copy o f  a substring, since the sequence it generates can be accounted for via some shorter 
string embedded within it. Indeed we need only list each irreducible string, that is a string 
not a multiple copy o f one o f its substrings. Secondly we choose to display just one o f 
the N  cycled versions o f any string that generates a periodic sequence o f least period N  
because, although each o f the N  cycled versions do, in a strict sense, generate distinct 
periodic sequences, there is a trivial relationship between these sequences; given any two 
such, either may be shifted so that they match where they overlap. At times where it is 
appropriate we will consider periodic sequences related in this way to be equivalent, and to 
define essentially a single sequence.
Having decided to identify by a single irreducible representative all the strings that are 
related by cycling or concatenation o f multiple copies, it is significant to ask when each o f 
the other transformations o f Proposition 2.4 produces a string whose periodic sequence is 
distinct from that o f the original, untransformed, string. In the case o f the first two trans­
formations, i.e. negation o f every digit and string reversal, we state the general answer, 
and provide examples o f strings that do and do not produce a new sequence. The justi­
fication in these two cases follows simply from the requirement that some cycled version 
j rJr+ i ..  .Jr- 1 matches the original string.
(a) Negation of every digit : The string got from JoJi . . . j/v_ i by negating each digit 
produces a new periodic sequence except when JoJ]. - .J/v-i is o f even length and has 
the form joji . . . jw_|sqs\ • • •
Examples :
1. + 0 0 -0 0  does not produce a new sequence under negation.
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2. No cycled version o f the negation o f +00+ matches the original string.
(b ) String reversal : The string produced by reversing sqs\ .. .sw-i generates a new pe­
riodic sequence unless it can be split into two component substrings, JoS|.. ,sr_ i and 
srsr+ i ...s/v-i, both o f which are palindromic. (W e remark that decomposability o f a 
string in this way is inherited by each cycled version o f the string.)
Examples:
1. 0 + + 0 -0 - ,  with palindromic components 0 + + 0  and - 0 - ,  does not produce a new 
sequence under reversal.
2. No cycled version o f the reversal o f ++00+0  matches the original string.
The final transformation o f Proposition 2.4, namely the negation o f alternate digits o f a 
string o f even length, is rather different because here we relate two strings which generate 
periodic sequences admissible at different values o f  0. Thus we obtain new information 
even when the strings are equivalent in the sense described above. One additional point 
to be aware o f for this transformation is that two strings related through the negation o f 
alternate digits need not generate periodic sequences o f the same (least) period (i.e. ir- 
reducibility may not be preserved). Consideration o f  the strings ++0000 and + 0 0 -0 0  
illustrates the two situations that can arise :
alternate negation . . . .  . . .  , ,
++0000 <— ► + -0 0 0 0  : both strings generate a period-6 sequence
alternate negation I + 0 0 -0 0  generates a period-6 sequence
+ 0 0 -0 0  <— y +00+00 <
1+00+00  generates a period-3 sequence
The general result here is that the string produced by negating alternate digits o f  the irre­
ducible string so^i •. .Jjv- i , with N  even, generates a sequence o f  least period N, except in 
the case when j  is odd and the original string has the form soil • • .s * _ i  sqs\ .. -s n_ v when 
it generates a sequence o f least period j .  This is established by the following three steps :
(i ) I f  soil • • -i/v-i transformed consists o f h copies o f an irreducible string o f  length m,
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then m must be odd, for otherwise
si =  Sm+I =  S2m+i =  ■ • • =  •?(/,-l)m+,'
for 0 <  i <  m — 1, and the original string would be reducible.
(ii) Because o f  (i), h is even; h cannot exceed 2, for otherwise
Sl =  s2m+i =  ^4m+i =  • ■ • =  S(/i_2)m+i-
(ii i ) The transformed string consists o f two repeated halves when ( — l ) ? +‘s v+1- =  ( — 1 )*$,•, 
i.e. precisely when sn+( =  —Si.
5 2  -
Chapter Summary
• The connection between the dynamics o f the nonlinear filter map and admissible peri­
odic sequences is described; attention is drawn to the prominent role played by these 
sequences in elucidating the behaviour o f the map.
• Some fundamental results presented are the criterion o f Chua and Lin for the admissibil­
ity o f a periodic sequence, a description o f  the orbits o f points that give rise to periodic 
sequences, and the partitioning o f  state-space into subsets o f  points associated with the 
various admissible periodic sequences. (The discussion is more general than that in the 
published articles o f Chua and Lin, here rational as well as irrational values o f the map 
parameter are treated.)
•  The criterion for a string to generate an admissible periodic sequence is recast as a system 
o f trigonometric inequalities, following Chua and Lin (1990b). A  version involving 
strict inequalities is fixed on as an appropriate starting point for the ensuing theoretical 
investigations o f admissible periodic sequences.
•  A ll previously published results concerning admissible periodic sequences are reported 
and reviewed. To supply a wider perspective on the issues pursued, there is also included 
a brief survey o f recent research on the dynamics o f a larger, two-parameter, family o f 
maps arising in digital filters that includes the map F that is the subject o f our studies.
• Some elementary, but useful, permanence properties o f admissible periodic sequences 
are collected together; each is verified via the Chua-Lin inequalities. Considered are the 
operations on the generating string o f digit negation, cycling o f  digits, reversal, concate­
nation o f multiple copies, and negation o f alternate digits.
Chapter 3
Strings which Appear Within Admissible 
Sequences
The string + 0 + never appears within any admissible sequence regardless of the parameter value. In 
the context of how little is known about the nature of the admissible sequences, and of their evident 
complexity, this is a surprisingly sharp result. Motivated by it, we conduct a full study into when strings 
of the form +0 0+ may appear within admissible sequences; our answer is comprehensive, and
encompasses all earlier partial results.
Ultimately we wish to understand the admissible periodic sequences, and the conclusions we 
obtain here will later contribute towards that objective. The point is that we have the means to 
exclude from consideration those periodic sequences containing forbidden substrings. The idea can 
be used to good effect both in the theoretical elucidation of admissible periodic sequences and also 
as the basis of some of our computer algorithms employed in the computational search for these 
sequences.
3.1 The strings +0... 0+ as substrings of admissible 
sequences : dependence on the parameter 6
The main goal o f this chapter is to answer the specific question “ For which values o f the 
parameter 0 does a string +0 ... 0+ appear as a substring o f some admissible sequence?”
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We arc able to answer this question completely, by way o f Proposition 3 .1 below. In general 
terms our result states that the values o f 0, where a string +0 ... 0+ o f length N  appears in 
some admissible sequence, belong to a finite union o f between zero and ¿/V open intervals, 
and we give a precise description o f these intervals.
Proposition 3.1
The string + 0 ... 0+ is a substring o f some admissible sequence if and only if 0 belongs to 
one o f the following intervals : for each k such that I <  k <  [ y j  determine, where possible, 
the least positive even integers j|, S2 satisfying
Remark : Implicit in the statement o f this result is that at values o f 0 not belonging to 
any one o f  the intervals (3.2), the string cannot appear as a substring o f any admissible 
sequence. In particular when N  is odd the congruences (3.1) have no solution in even 
integers so the string cannot appear in any admissible sequence regardless o f the value o f 0.
The proof o f  Proposition 3.1 is not straightforward, and involves a long geometric ar­
gument which we present in Sections 3.2 to 3.X o f this chapter. Before embarking on that 
we present some examples which show how the intervals are calculated from the formulae 
(3.1 ) and (3.2).
Example 3.1 : Calculation of the intervals for the string + 000000 +
Here the string is o f length N  =  8, so k may take the values I, 2, 3 and 4. To illustrate the 
calculations we derive the interval for k =  2, where the congruences (3 .1 ) become
kx | =  1 (N  +  1 ) and ksi =  — 1 (/V +  1 ), (3.1)
and an interval is
(3.2)
2.v, =  1 (9 ) and 2.v2 =  - 1 (9 ).
In such a simple example as this, where the congruence modulus is small, the easiest way
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to find $i and S2 is by repeated trial o f the even integers 2,4, 6 , . . . ,  until a solution is found. 
We obtain $i =  14 and S2 =  4, and the corresponding interval is ■ ?3' T  ‘ t )  =  ( t ’ f )•
The intervals for k =  1 and k =  4 may be determined in like manner, and are ( j ,  
when k =  1, and (^ ,7 t ) when k =  4. The remaining value, k =  3, does not correspond to 
an interval, since in this case k and (N  +  1) share the common factor 3 and the congruences
(3.1) have no solutions. Thus we conclude that the string + 0 0 0 0 0 0 +  appears as a substring 
o f  some admissible sequence when 0 belongs to one o f  the intervals ( 5, 5) ,  ( y , | )  or 
( ^ , 7 l ) ;  fo r all other values o f  0 between 0 and 7t, the string + 0 0 0 0 0 0 +  does not appear in 
any admissible sequence.
Example 3.2 : Tabulating the intervals
For any particular string length N, the intervals (3.2) can be efficiently determined by com­
puter. When k and (N  +  1) are coprime, Euclid’s algorithm will produce integers m and 
n such that km +  (N  +  1 )n =  1. Then m and — m respectively satisfy the two congruences
(3.1) , and the least positive even solutions si and *2 are obtained by adding or subtracting 
a multiple o f (N  -1-1). This method was used to create Table 3.1, which lists, for string 
lengths N  <  30, all the intervals for the parameter 0 where a string +0 ... 0+ appears as a 
substring within some admissible sequence.
It is appropriate at this stage to mention earlier results specifying the parameter values for 
which certain types o f string may appear within admissible sequences. Little has been 
established with any generality : the work in this area which has been previously published 
is summarised in Results 3.1 and 3.2 below.
Result 3.1 (W u &  Chua 1993)
The following strings cannot appear within admissible sequences for the parameter ranges 
indicated :
(i) ++ and - -  over 0 <  0 <  j ,
(ii) +0+ and - 0 -  over 0 <  0 <
(iii) -0 +  and + 0 -  over | <  0 <  j .
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Result 3.2 (Galias &  Ogorzatek 1992)
For a given parameter value 0 the string soO... 0+ o f length N, where the digit so is given 
by the formula
cannot appear within any admissible sequence.
With regard to the family o f strings + 0 . . .0 + ,  both o f these are partial results in the 
sense that they specify certain combinations o f the parameter 0 and the string length N  at 
which the string + 0 ... 0+ is ruled out (i.e. cannot appear in any admissible sequence), and 
both come under the scope o f our general description given by Proposition 3.1. We will 
discuss (in Section 3.9) the other families o f strings mentioned in Results 3.1 and 3.2. There 
we indicate how our methods can be extended to provide the corresponding information for 
all strings o f the form - 0 . .  .0 - ,  +0.. .0 - ,  and -0 .. .0+, in addition to + 0 ... 0+.
3.2 A criterion to identify strings which can appear within 
admissible sequences
Our starting point for the determination o f the range o f 0 value fo r which the string + 0 .. .  0+ 
appears in an admissible sequence is to develop an idea introduced by Galias and Ogorzalek 
in their 1992 paper. They present a condition for deciding when a string JoS|.. ..v/v_ i can­
not appear as part o f any admissible sequence (Theorem 1 o f the paper), and afterwards 
use their result as the basis o f a computational algorithm whose purpose is to identify those 
strings which, for a given fixed parameter value 0, cannot appear in any admissible se­
quence. We show here that this approach may be taken further, and in particular that the 
converse o f their result also holds. So that in fact the condition o f Galias and Ogorzalek 
specifies precisely whether or not a string sqs|.. ..v/v-i can appear as a substring within an 
admissible sequence.
+ if sin NQ >  0
if sin NQ <  0,
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Throughout this section we will work with the original state-space coordinates for the 
filter map, so as to keep our presentation in agreement with what appears in Galias & 
Ogorzalek (1992). In fact, the choice o f coordinate system is not important for the proof 
o f Proposition 3.2 below. (Subsequently, in the remainder o f the present chapter and in 
Chapter 4, we will adopt whichever coordinate system is the most convenient; it is the 
case that for the investigation o f the strings + 0 ... 0+ there is an advantage in making the 
coordinate change described in Section 2.1.2.) Recall that, in state-space coordinates, the 
filter map F is studied in the domain /2 =  [— 1,1) x  [— 1,1), and may be written as
where
F (x ) =  A x  +  sb, (3.3)
if  —X] +0X2 >  1
if  — x\ +  0X2 <  — 1 (3.4)
otherwise,
with a =  2 cos 8 as the parameter.
Theorem 1 in Galias & Ogorzatek (1992) states that if the set
s =  w0(/2) n w i(/2) n ... n wn ( i 2), (3.5)
is empty then the string so^i • ..s/v-i cannot appear in any admissible sequence. The func­
tions wr, that are used here, are defined in terms o f the string sqst.. ..vv-i by
w 0(x ) — x 
w i (x )  =  A x  +  .s/v_ib
W2(x) =  A2x +  sjv_2Ab +  s/v-ib
i (3.6)
w/v(x) =  A /'/x-t-5oAAr_1b +  s iA ;v_2b-|----- I-j/v_2 Ab  +  s/v-|b,
or via the general formula
r—1
w r(x ) =  A rx +  ^ S t f- i- . -A 'b
i=0
(3.7)
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for r  =  0, 1, . . . ,  N. (Note that we have employed the notation w r for these functions 
in place o f f r which appears in their paper; this is to avoid confusion with the important 
functions f r appearing in the Chua-Lin inequalities.) In Proposition 3.2, that follows, we 
deal with this result and show also its converse.
Proposition 3.2 (Extension of Theorem 1 in Galias &  Ogorzatek 1992)
The string soil • • -sat- i is a substring o f some admissible sequence for the map F if  and 
only if  the intersection S =  wq(/2) fl wj ( I 2) fl • • ■ n  wn ( I 2) is non-empty.
Proof
I f  the string soil •. -s/v-i appears as a substring o f some admissible sequence then there is 
an admissible sequence which commences with the digits soi] .. .s/y_i. (The justification is 
that i f  an admissible sequence contains the string so^i •. .sn - i positioned so that it starts at 
the k,h digit, and x is a point giving rise to that sequence, then the point F*(x ) gives rise to 
an admissible sequence commencing sosi ■ - -sn- i ). Let x be a point in I 2 which generates 
an admissible sequence commencing îq^i • • -sn-  l. then
F(x) =  Ax +  iob 
F2(x) =  A F (x )+ i ,b
F"(x) =  AFw_1(x) +sw_ib
(3.8)
and all o f  the points F (x), F2(x), ..., FN(\) lie in the region I 2. Working backwards 
through this system o f equations, we can express the point F ^ x )  in terms o f  the functions 
W j, W2, . . . ,  Wyv via
F ^ x )  =  A F ^ - 'tx j+ s y v - ib
=  w, (F ^ - 't x ) )  =  w2 (F a,_2(x ) )
(3.9)
=  Wai-1 (F (x ) )  =  wN(\).
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It follows that each o f the sets W] ( I 2), w 2(/2) , . . . ,  w N( I2) contains the point FN(\). Finally, 
since w0(/2) =  /2, and FN(\) e I 2, the intersection S =  w0(/2) n  W) ( I 2) n  • • • n  wN( l 2) 
contains the point FN(\), and hence is non-empty.
Conversely, suppose that the intersection S =  wo(/2) n  wi ( I 2) n  • •• n  w/y(/2) is non­
empty and let x be a point in this intersection. For each r  =  0, 1, . . . ,  N, x e  wr(/2), so 
there corresponds a point in I 2 whose image under wr is x. And because w r is invertible (as 
an affine map o f the plane), there is only one such point, for each r. Denote these (N  +  1) 
points as xo, Xi, . . . .  x/y, where w r(\N -r) =  x- We show that the point xo gives rise to a 
sequence (necessarily admissible) commencing with the string sosi • •.
For each r =  0, 1 ,.... N  -  1, w ^_(r+i ) (x r+ ])  =  x =  w/y_r(x r) which may be written as
for r =  0, 1, . . . ,  N  — 1, which is precisely xr+ i =  F (x r) because both xr and xr+i € I 2. 
Thus under iteration o f the map F, the point Xq generates a sequence which commences
The usefulness o f Proposition 3.2 is that it provides an alternative means o f establishing 
when a string soil •. . s/y-i appears in some admissible sequence, without having explicitly 
to construct a sequence containing the string. This allows us to work with the strings 
themselves, to explore which strings form parts o f admissible sequences and which do not, 
in a setting removed from the actual sequences.
A *  r 'x r+|-(- £  s/v-i-iA 'b  =  \ N rxr +  £  s/v-i-iA 'b , (3.10)
1=0 i =0
which, after removing terms common to both summations, simplifies to
(3.11)
The matrix A  is invertible so this becomes
xr+i =  A x r +  i rb (3.12)
with the string îo^i • • -sn-\- □
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3.3 A geometric reformulation of the criterion
The set S =  wo(/2) n W| (/2) n • • • n  w n ( P )  may be viewed as the intersection o f (N  4- 1) 
geometric objects, thereby converting to a geometric problem the task o f determining when 
a string so^i • • .s/v-i appears in some admissible sequence. From the geometric viewpoint, 
the sets w r(/2) are simple : each is the region enclosed by a parallelogram. This is because 
the maps w r are affine and area-preserving (since det(A ) =  1), and because the set I 2 is a 
(solid) square. However there is here one complication due to the fact (cf. our discussion 
in Section 2.1.4) that the set /2 does not include the upper or right-hand boundaries o f the 
square, and correspondingly each parallelogram w r(P)  lacks two o f its edges.
Our geometrical investigation for the strings + 0 ... 0+ would be unnecessarily compli­
cated if  we had constantly to take into account which boundaries o f each o f the parallelo­
grams were missing, so instead our approach is to work entirely with closed sets, seeking 
the solution to the related geometric problem o f determining precisely when the intersec­
tion
S' = yy0(P)  n  w ^ / 2 )  IT . . .  n  w N(P), (3.13)
is empty. O f course, we cannot then apply Proposition 3.2 directly, as the sets S' and S 
differ, but as we shall see, once the form o f S' is known, it is usually a straightforward task 
to decide whether S is empty or not, and hence whether the string .voJi.. .s/v-i appears in 
some admissible sequence for the map F. Thus for the rest o f this section, and for Sections
3.4 to 3.8 which follow, our concern is the task o f  determining the set S' for some string 
+ 0 .. .0 + ; we will return to the issue o f the missing boundaries at the end o f Section 3.8, 
where we use our understanding o f S' for the strings +0 ... 0+ to prove Proposition 3.1.
The set S' arising from a string so^i as in (3.13) is the intersection o f closed
parallelograms and, since intersection preserves convexity, it follows that S' is either empty 
or is a closed convex polygon. By way o f example, Figure 3.1 is a computer plot o f  the 
sets wr{P)  for the string + 0 -+  when the parameter value a = 1.5, and shows a square 
(corresponding to the boundary o f P)  along with four other parallelograms. Clearly in the
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plot there is a region common to all five parallelograms (irrespective o f whether boundaries 
are missing or included) and so by Proposition 3.2 the string + 0 - +  does appear in some 
admissible sequence when a — 1.5.
The problem o f determining the set S' and its dependence on the parameter a is simpli­
fied by making the coordinate transformation introduced in Section 2.1.2. Letting x =  Tty,
so the sets 5 and S' correspond respectively (via the coordinate change) to the sets
The transformation T  is non-singular so the set S is empty precisely when S is; hence 
Proposition 3.2 can be equivalently stated in terms o f whether S is empty or not, and our 
comments above about the relation between S and S' apply equally to S and S'.
The change o f coordinates is advantageous because each o f the functions wr is simply 
the composition o f a rigid rotation and a translation. So whereas the (N +  1) parallelograms 
forming the intersection S' in the original coordinate system all have different shapes (as 
is clearly to be seen in Figure 3.1), in the new coordinate system the intersection S' is 
formed with (N  +  1) congruent geometric objects, varying only in amount o f rotation and
where T  is the matrix (co's0 si° 0) givescos0 sin0
r— 1
wr(x ) =  T R ^ T  'x +  £ î /v_ i _ ,T R (0T  ‘ b
(3.14)
s =  w 0 ( T - ' ( / 2) )  n W, ( T - ‘ (/2) )  n  . . .  n  ^ ( T - ' i / 2) )  (3.15)
and
s ' =  woCr-'C/2) )  n  w i ( t _ i (T2) )  n  ... n  ^ ( T - ’ i/2) )  (3.16)
where
r— 1
Wr(y) =  Rrey +  X  SN~ i -» R<0T  ‘b. (3.17)
;=o
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Figure 3.1: T h e sets v /o {P ) ,  W| (P ) ,  . . . .  v/4 (P )  fo r  the string + 0 - +  at parameter value 
a  =  1.5. Each set is a  (so lid ) parallelogram .
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in d is ta n c e  o f  tra n s la tion  fr o m  the o r ig in . F ig u re  3.2 is a p lo t  fo r  the sa m e s t r in g  + 0 - + ,  but 
in the n e w  c o o rd in a te s ; h e re  the in te rse c t io n  is b e tw ee n  f iv e  id e n t ica lly  sh a p ed  ob jec ts .
It is  e s s e n tia l in the w o rk  w h ich  fo l lo w s  to  h a ve  a g o o d  u n ders tan d in g  o f  th e  s e t T  1 (P), 
as th is  set is  th e  b a s ic  c o m p o n e n t  fr o m  w h ic h  the in terse c t ion  S' arises. In th e  r e m a in d e r  o f  
th is  s e c t io n  w e  p resen t a th o rou gh  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  the g e o m e tr y  o f  the set T  1 (P), and w e
p a y  p a r t ic u la r  a tten tion  to  h o w  th is set e v o lv e s  as the p a ram ete r  0 is in c re a s ed . T h is  is b e ­
ca u se  o u r  o v e r a l l  a im  is t o  fin d  the p a ra m e te r  ran ges  fo r  w h ich  the s tr in g  + 0 . . .  0 +  appears 
in s o m e  a d m is s ib le  s eq u en ce , and the p a ra m e te r  0  d e te rm in es  not o n ly  the locations o f  th e 
c o p ie s  o f  T  1 (P ) w h o s e  c o m m o n  in te rs e c t io n  is S', but a lso  the shape o f  th e  se t T  1 (P) 
its e lf .
The geometry of the set = T _ 1 (P)
D ire c t  c a lc u la t io n  s h o w s  that the c o o rd in a te s  o f  the v e r t ic e s  o f  T  1 (P)  are :
. r | c o s 0 - l\  h ■ 11 - c o » 6 - l\
a • l ’ » T n i r ) h ■ v1' Sn5 /
\ l-co *0 \  rl ■ t  I l+COS0\
T w o  o f  the e d g e s ,  a d  and  he, a re ve r t ic a l an d  o f  len g th  T h e  len g th s  o f  th e  o th e r  tw o  
e d g e s  a rc  r e a d ily  c a lc u la te d  as
\ah\ = \cd\ = {22+ ( ^ ) 2} i =  a§,f
so  a ll fo u r  e d g e  len g th s  a re  equ a l and  the set T  l(P)  is a (s o l id )  rhom bu s. F o r  n o ta tion a l 
c o n v e n ie n c e , w e  w i l l  h e n ce fo r th  d e n o te  th e  rh om bu s T  1 (P)  b y  % .
T h e r e  a re  se ve ra l w a y s  to  fin d  the in tern a l a n g les  o f  the rhom bu s, a lth o u gh  s o m e  care is 
n e ed e d  b e ca u s e  th ese  a n g le s  ch a n ge  fro m  a cu te  to  ob tu se , and v ic e -v e rs a , as th e  pa ram ete r 
0 passes th rou gh  A  m eth o d  a p p lic a b le  fo r  a ll 0  <  0 <  7t is to  in c lu d e  th e  d ia g o n a l a c  
to  c re a te  an is o s c e le s  t r ia n g le  A acd . T h e  len g th  o f  ac is d e te rm in ed  fro m  th e  c o o rd in a te s  
a b o v e  as 2v/2s|n2fl” s^ . W h ich  m ean s that the in terna l a n g le  at the ve rtex  d  is s im p ly  0.
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Figure 3.3 displays the rhombus with vertices and angles indicated, for three differ­
ent and typical parameter values 0. Notice how the shape o f the rhombus varies with 0. The 
edge lengths ¡^5 increase indefinitely as 0 approaches 0 or n. When 0 is close to zero, ^  
is long and thin and bd is the longer o f the two diagonals. As 0 approaches 5 the inequality 
o f the diagonal lengths disappears, and at 0 =  | all the internal angles are right-angles, so 
that is a square. When 0 exceeds the internal angles at b and d are obtuse and the 
diagonal ac is the longer diagonal. Finally the rhombus becomes long and thin once 
more as 0 approaches 7t.
Figure 3.3: T h e  geom etry  o f  the rhombus % .
Because each copy o f 1^ , within the collection o f rhombi {w r(!^.) : r =  0 ,1 ,.. . ,  N )  is 
rotated and translated by a different amount, and the extent o f each rotation and translation 
depends on 0, to keep track o f the orientations o f the rhombi it is useful to designate one 
vertex o f as a reference. We choose vertex d, and label it the prime vertex; correspond­
ingly the diagonal bd is labelled the prime diagonal; both have been marked on the plots 
o f Figure 3.3. (Note that the “ prime diagonal”  is not synonymous with the “ longer diag­
onal”  : when 0 >  5 it is the shorter o f the two diagonals.) We will frequently specify the
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orientation o f a rotated copy o f ^  in terms o f the angle made by its prime diagonal with the 
vertical; specifically w e quote ZvOd  between the prime vertex d and the upward vertical 
v, and it will prove most convenient to measure this angle in a clockwise sense, to accord 
with the clockwise rotations Re. The orientation o f the prime diagonal for the rhombus 
is ZvOd  =  — j0 , which is an easy consequence o f the fact that the prime diagonal bisects 
the internal angle 6 at d.
On occasions we w ill refer to the orientations o f the individual edges o f a rotated copy 
o f rhombus 1^ . We measure these angles from a local upward vertical, again in a clockwise 
sense. For the rhombus itself, two o f the edges are vertical, so have angle 0, and the 
two sloping edges are at an angle o f —0 when measured clockwise from the local upward 
vertical.
Although the shape o f  varies with the parameter 0, some aspects o f its geometry are 
independent o f 0. These include :
(i ) The two diagonals meet at the origin O, so ¡ ,^ remains centred on the origin.
(ii) The two edges ad  and be are always vertical.
(iii) The perpendicular distance from the centre o f to each o f its edges is 1.
To justify the last o f these points, note that the perpendicular distance to each o f the two 
vertical edges is known from the horizontal coordinates o f  the vertices. The result then fo l­
lows for the other two edges because the rhombus has reflection symmetry in the diagonal 
bd.
Point (iii) turns out to be a crucial observation, because it means that a unit circle centred 
at O can be inscribed in tangent to the four edges o f the rhombus. We call the four points 
where the edges o f meet the circle p\ to pa, (these are the tangent points for the edges 
cd, be, ab and ad respectively), and describe their locations on the circle by the angles they 
subtend at O , again measured clockwise from the upward vertical. Figure 3.4 shows the 
rhombus with the unit circle inscribed and the points o f  contact p\ to pa, marked. The 
points p2 and pa, on the vertical edges o f the rhombus, remain fixed as 0 varies, and have
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F igu re  3.4: A  unit c irc le  m ay  be inscribed in the rhombus tou ch ing  its four sides.
position angles ZvO p 2 =  j  and ZvOp* =  The angle describing the location o f p\ is 
obtained by considering the quadrilateral Op\cp2 , from which we find Zp\Op2 =  9, so 
ZvOp  1 =  j  — 0. Finally p j is on the opposite edge to p\, so its angle leads that o f p\ by 
7t, i.e. Z vO p j =  — 0. Note that while Figure 3.4 is drawn for 0 <  the argument given
and the formulae for the angles o f p\ to p4 also hold when 0 is obtuse, but in this case the 
angle ZvOp\ is negative because p\ lies to the left o f the vertical axis.
The importance o f this inscribed unit circle is that it can be used to give an alternative 
description o f the rhombus. may be thought o f as the intersection o f four half-planes 
whose edges are the tangent lines to the unit circle at p\, P2 , pi and pa, and this viewpoint 
is an advantageous one for many o f the arguments in the subsequent sections.
We finish this section by listing, in Table 3.2, the lengths and angles which describe the 
geometry o f the rhombus 9^ .
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Lengths
Len gth  o f  edges : J jg
Lengths o f  d iagonals : — ( pr i me diagonal bd), (d iagona l ac)
Angles
Internal angles 
Inclination  o f  prim e diagonal
Inclination  o f  edges 
(fr o m  local vertica l)
Position  angles o f  points o f  
contact
8  (angles b and d ), n  — 0 (angles a  and c ) 
¿ v O d = - {  8
0  (edges ad  and be), - 0  (ed ges  ab  and cd)
Z vO p \ =  5 — 0, Z.vOp2 =  j ,  ¿.vOps =  y  ~  ®- 
ZvOp4 =  f
Tab le  3.2: Lengths and angles associated w ith  the rhombus 'J(.
3.4 The rhombus configuration for the strings + 0... 0+
Our presentation in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 has been set out in terms o f a general string 
.vo^i... s/v-i- At this stage we will specialise to the particular family o f strings under inves­
tigation, namely the strings +0 ... 0+. Here we describe the configuration o f the (N  +  1) 
rhombi arising from the length N  string + 0 ... 0+ whose intersection is S'. The run
o f zeros present in the string + 0 ... 0+ means that expressions for these particular functions 
wr are simpler than the general forms stated above. Indeed it is this simplification which 
gives the configuration a regular form, permitting us to track the evolution o f the intersec­
tion S' as 0 varies, so that ultimately we can determine precisely the parameter range for 
which the string + 0 ... 0+ appears in some admissible sequence.
When we set so =  s/v-i =  +, =  «2 =  •• • =  s/v-2  =  0* for the string + 0 .. .  0+ o f length
N, in equation (3.17) for the wr, we obtain :
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*o(y) =  y
wi(y) =  Rey +  T -'b
w2(y) =  R2ey +  T 1 b
WN-i(y) =  R(N-i)ey +  T 'b
% (  y) =  Rjvey +  R(N-i)eT
As was the case for a general string so^i • • -sn- u each o f these functions represents a rota­
tion followed by a translation, so each o f  the rhombi w r(^_) is a copy o f rotated about 
its centre by an amount rQ in a clockwise sense and then translated. The effect o f the run 
o f zeros in the string + 0 . . . 0+ is that the translation components o f the functions w j, W2, 
. . . ,  wyv-i coincide, they all are
T ' b  = i / sin0 
\ - c o s 0 (3.19)
i.e. a displacement by in the upwards vertical direction. Thus the collection o f rhombi 
w0(^ .), W i (^ ) ,  ... ,  w/v(i£), whose intersection S' we wish to find, can be split into two 
groups, namely :
( i ) (N  — 1) central rhombi which we denote by 1, 2, . . . ,  (N - l ) ,  and which are the sets 
W| (% ),  W2 ( ^ . ) , . . . ,  w/v-i ( j^ J respectively. Central rhombus r  is obtained from ‘J(_ by 
a rotation o f  r0 clockwise about its centre, followed by a translation o f vertically 
upwards. A ll the central rhombi have their centres at the same point, c =  (0,
and each is inclined at an angle 0 to its predecessor.
(ii) 2 eccentric rhombi which we denote by A' and Z'. Rhombus A' is Wo(^), which 
is simply and rhombus Z ' is w/v(^J. The location and orientation o f eccentric 
rhombus Z ' is most simply stated relative to the final central rhombus; Z ' is obtained 
from central rhombus (N - l ) by a further rotation o f 0 about its centre followed by an 
additional translation away from c, o f  a distance in the direction making an angle 
(N  — 1 )0  measured clockwise from the upward vertical.
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F igu re  3.5: Th e rhombus configuration fo r  the string + 0 0  + .
The (N  +  1) rhombi A ',  1, 2, . . . .  (N - l ) ,  Z ' collectively make up the rhombus configu­
ration for the string + 0 .. .  0+. Figure 3.5 is an illustration for the case N  =  4, and shows 
the rhombus configuration for the string + 00+. We adopt the convention o f labelling the 
two ends o f the prime diagonal for each o f the central rhombi : a + superscript indicates the 
prime vertex, and a - superscript is used at the other end o f the diagonal. This facilitates the 
identification o f the orientations o f the central rhombi, which can otherwise become diffi­
cult at larger values o f 0; we will see examples o f this in the next section. Mostly it is not 
necessary to distinguish the prime vertices o f the eccentric rhombi. (As a practical matter, 
to aid the recognition o f  the separate rhombi in the diagrams o f  rhombus configurations for 
the string + 00+, we have picked out the vertices o f central rhombus 2 .)
The description o f  the eccentric rhombi in paragraph ( i i )  above was motivated by their 
definitions from the formulae (3.18), but this is not the most natural description for our
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study o f  the rhombus configuration and we now give an alternative which makes clearer 
the locations o f A ' and Z ' in relation to the central rhombi. I f  we write the formulae for the 
functions wo and wai from (3.18) as
w0(y ) =  (y  +  T - ’ b ) —T - ‘ b 
and
wtv(y) =  (R/vey +  T  1b) +  R (Ai_ 1)eT  1 b,
we see that if the eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' were translated by T _ l b and — R fw -ijeT " 'b  
respectively we would obtain two new central rhombi. We will call these extra rhombi A and 
Z. Rhombus A is the predecessor o f central rhombus 1 (because rotating A by 0 clockwise 
about c maps it onto 1), and similarly rhombus Z is the successor o f  central rhombus (N - l ).
O f course, A and Z do not belong to the rhombus configuration; we introduce them 
solely as an aid to describe the locations o f A ' and Z ', each o f which may now be viewed 
as a simple translation o f a central rhombus. Since the translation taking A to A ' is in the 
vertical direction, parallel to two o f the edges o f A, and is by a distance exactly equal to the 
length o f  an edge, rhombi A and A ' have an edge in common, namely the lower edge 
o f A and the upper edge o f A '. Likewise, the translation from Z to Z ' is o f length in a 
direction making an angle (N  — 1)0 with the upward vertical, and this direction is parallel 
to two o f  the edges o f Z ',  so Z and Z ' also have an edge in common. (To see this, note that 
the orientations o f the edges o f Z ' are obtained by rotating the edges o f by an angle NQ 
clockwise. The edges o f may be described as making angles —0 and 0 from the upward 
vertical, so those o f Z ' are at angles (N  — 1)0 and NQ.)
Figure 3.6 is a second plot o f the configuration depicted in Figure 3.5, and here the 
extra central rhombi A and Z have been included, so the plot exhibits how A ' and Z ' may be 
viewed as arising from translations o f these new central rhombi. An easy way to visualise 
these translations parallel to the sides o f A and Z is that each is the first step o f a tiling o f a 
strip, for the case o f A and A ' a vertical strip, and for Z and Z ' a strip aligned at an angle 
( N -  1)0.
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Figure 3.6: T h e  configuration fo r  + 0 0 +  w ith  central rhom bi A and Z added.
There are other ways to describe the locations o f  the rhombi A ', 1, 2, (N - l ) ,  Z'
for a configuration specified by N  and 0. Two o f these are set out below, and relate to 
features o f the rhombus introduced in Section 3.3. The first specifies the positions and 
orientations o f each o f the prime diagonals, and the second gives the locations o f the points 
o f contact o f the various rhombi with the central circle.
(a) Specification of the rhombus configuration by the prime diagonals
The location and orientation o f each rhombus may be fully specified by giving the 
centre point together with the angle o f inclination o f its prime diagonal. A ll central 
rhombi have centre point c =  (0, ^ ) .  We saw in the last section that the angle o f 
inclination for the original rhombus ‘J(_ was — 56. The orientations o f the central rhombi 
arise from successive clockwise rotations by the angle 0 from the rhombus 'J^ \ thus
the angles o f inclination o f their prime diagonals are Z v c l*  =  j0 , Z vc2* =  ¿0.......
Z v c (N - l )+ =  (W - § )0 .
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The eccentric rhombi arise through the translations o f A and z as described above. 
The orientations o f their prime diagonals are —j0  for A ' and (N  — j )0  for Z ' (these 
angles being measured at the centre o f each rhombus, clockwise from the local upward 
vertical).
(b) Specification of the rhombus configuration by the points of contact
Because all (N  — 1) central rhombi have the same centre point c, the four edges o f each 
central rhombus are tangent to a single unit circle centred at c. We will call this circle 
the central circle. Each central rhombus has four points o f contact on this circle, the 
angles describing their locations on the circle are obtained from the angles o f the points 
o f contact o f simply by adding the appropriate multiple o f 0, i.e. for the rth central 
rhombus, arising from a clockwise rotation by rQ o f  9^ , we add r0 to each o f the angles 
o f the points o f contact for The following table lists the angles o f the points o f 
contact for the central rhombi.
Central Position  A n g les  o f Po in ts o f  Contact
Rhombus P i P2 P 3 P4
1 it2 f +  e
3 n 
2 ^  + 0
2 §+ 0 f + 2 0 ^ + 0 ^ f + 20
(N-l) § +  ( * —2 )0  § + ( A - l ) 0 f + ( A - 2 ) 0 %  +  (J V - 1 )0
The eccentric rhombi have only a single point o f contact with the central circle. This 
occurs on the edge in common with rhombus A or Z, which makes it straightforward to 
write down the angle for the position o f  the point o f  contact on the central circle; the 
operative points o f contact are py on A and p* on Z, so the angles are :
Eccentric
Rhombus
A '
Z '
P os ition  A n g le  o f  Po in t o f  Contact
^ - 0  
^ + N Q .
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These alternative descriptions both have their merits, and each will be employed in the 
course o f our reasoning to establish the values o f 0 for which the common intersection of 
the rhombi in the configuration is non-empty. However in many instances the viewpoint 
(b), whereby a central rhombus is regarded as the intersection o f four half planes with edges 
the tangents at the four points o f contact, lends extra insight and leads to sharper proofs. 
To illustrate this, we give here a simple example, proving an elementary result about the 
rhombus configuration.
Example 3.3 : Successive central rhombi share two edges
Reference to the configuration drawn in Figure 3.5 reveals that successive central rhombi 
share parts o f the length o f two o f their sides. This is not a special feature o f the configu­
ration in Figure 3.5; indeed it is true o f any rhombus configuration for the string + 0 . .. 0+. 
The result follows because successive central rhombi have two o f their points o f contact in 
common (see the table in paragraph (b ) above).
Clearly this is not a deep or difficult result, but the ease with which it is established 
using the points o f contact contrasts with the effort which would be required to calculate 
the locations o f the individual edges cither by coordinates or from the angles o f orientation 
o f the prime diagonals.
3.5 Evolution of the rhombus configuration as 6 increases
Before we commence the theory describing the precise evolution o f  the general rhombus 
configuration with increasing parameter 0, it will be helpful to investigate carefully an 
individual case. So in this section we select one specific short length string and study the 
effect o f varying 0 on its rhombus configuration. The approach we adopt is a graphical 
one : Figure 3.7, on pages 78 to 81 exhibits sixteen plots o f the rhombus configuration for 
the length N  =  4 string + 00+. The plots show the evolution o f the 3 central rhombi and 2 
eccentric rhombi for this string as 0 increases through its complete range from 0 to n. The 
sixteen values o f 0 chosen for the plots have been selected to illustrate the important stages
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in the evolution o f the rhombus configuration.
The extended example presented here serves two purposes. Firstly, the evolution o f 
the rhombus configuration for the string +00+ is not untypical o f  that for a general string 
+ 0 ... 0+, illustrating many o f the features which occur in the configurations corresponding 
to longer strings. And secondly, this particular example will illuminate and motivate the 
general theory when we encounter it later.
I f  we refer to thé statement o f Proposition 3.1 and ascertain from it the ranges o f 0 
for which the string +00+ appears in some admissible sequence, we find the two intervals 
( j ,  f )  and (^ ,7 t ) ,  so accordingly we are to expect to find a common intersection for the 
five rhombi A ',  1, 2, 3, Z ' throughout these two intervals. The paragraphs below discuss 
how these two regimes o f common intersection arise from the evolution o f this particular 
rhombus configuration, referring in turn to each o f the plots in Figure 3.7.
We should mention here that several o f the plots have had to be reduced in size to fit on 
a page. The amount o f the reduction applied to each may be inferred from the plotted size 
o f the central circle (since the radius o f  the central circle is independent o f 0 and remains 
fixed at 1, so in the absence o f scaling it would be drawn identically in each plot). For the 
plots near 0 =  0 or 0 =  n where the rhombi are greatly elongated, a greater reduction in 
size was needed than for the plots near 0 =  f .
Plot (a) : The configuration when 0 is close to zero
For small values o f the parameter 0, the rhombi have much greater length than width. There 
is no common intersection because the two eccentric rhombi are well separated : rhombus 
A ' lies wholly below the horizontal line through the centre o f  the central circle, whilst 
rhombus Z ' lies wholly above this line.
Plots (b)-(c) : Eccentric rhombus Z ' moves away from its starting location
As 0 begins to increase, the three central rhombi, which were initially close, start to separate 
(compare plots (a), (b) and (c) to see this). The reason for the separation is that rhombi 2 
and 3 are rotated copies o f rhombus 1 by 0 and 20 respectively, so the rate o f rotation with
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respect to 0 o f rhombus 3 is twice that o f rhombus 2. A s  the point o f contact o f eccentric 
rhombus Z ' with the central circle starts to move clockwise around the central circle, the 
rhombus itself swings round and begins to approach eccentric rhombus A ' , whose centre is 
fixed at the origin.
Plot ( d ) : The eccentric rhombi first overlap
Shortly before 0 =  0.85, eccentric rhombus Z ' first meets A ' . As 0 continues to increase a 
region o f overlap o f Z ' and A ' appears and begins to grow in size.
Plots (e )-(f) : A common intersection for rhombi A ' , 1, 2, 3, Z '
The two plots (e) arid ( f )  are either side o f the critical value 0 =  | at which a common 
intersection o f A ', 1, 2, 3, Z ' first occurs. In plot (0  a small region belonging to all five 
rhombi can be seen, located below the central circle.
Plots (g )-(h ) : Evolution of the common intersection
As 0 increases beyond j ,  the region where the five rhombi intersect initially begins to grow, 
but then recedes as 0 approaches %.
Plot ( i ) : The common intersection ends
Plot ( i) is for 0 =  f , and when we reach this value the region o f intersection has shrunk 
to a single point at the coincident comers o f A ' and Z '.  The rather confusing appearance 
o f the configuration in plot (i ) is caused by the three central rhombi being instantaneously 
coincident at 0 =  |, and is compounded because the two diagonals o f each rhombus now 
have the same length, which makes it difficult to keep track o f their orientations.
Plot ( j ) : Central rhombus 3 overtakes rhombus 1
Eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' cease to overlap as 0 increases beyond j ,  so the region of 
intersection disappears. As the three central rhombi begin to separate from their coincident 
alignment at j ,  the faster moving rhombus 3 has caught up with the “ tail”  o f rhombus 1, so 
the prime vertex 3+ o f rhombus 3 emerges ahead o f the vertex 1" o f rhombus 1. As 0 passes 
2 the order o f the vertices reading clockwise around the diagram changes from 1\ 2*, 3*, 
1", 2 ', 3“ , as it has been throughout plots (a) to (h), to 1+, 3‘ , 2*, 1", 3+, 2 '.
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Plots (k )- ( l ) : A  range of 6 with no common intersection
As 0 continues to increase beyond | the eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' become well separated, 
with the whole extent o f the central circle lying between them while Z ' swings around the 
top o f the central circle. Eventually, as 0 nears one o f the vertices o f Z' starts to 
approach the upper right vertex o f A '.  Note that in plots (k), (1) and all subsequent ones, 
because 0 is an obtuse angle and consequently the prime diagonal o f each rhombus is now 
the shorter o f the two diagonals, the labels at the ends o f the prime diagonals o f the central 
rhombi begin to cluster around the central circle, an effect which becomes more and more 
marked as 0 becomes larger.
Plots (m )-(n ): A  second range of 0 where A ' , 1, 2, 3, Z '  intersect
A t 0 =  ^ ,  in plot (m), eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' meet for a second time and share a 
vertex. Because this vertex is also at the intersection o f sides o f rhombi 1 and 3 and within 
rhombus 2, all o f  A ',  1, 2, 3 and Z ' have a common intersection again. As 0 increases (plot 
(n )) a region o f  common intersection emerges, and there is a second range for 0 where all 
o f A ' , 1, 2, 3, Z ' intersect.
Plots (o )- (p ): The common intersection persists as 0 approaches 7t
As 0 approaches 7t, the rhombi become long and thin again, but unlike the configuration 
near 0 =  0, there is a common intersection which persists as 0 approaches n.
The descriptions o f the plots have been written so as to give an intuitive feel for the 
evolution o f the configuration, and vague terms such as “ swing round” or “ overtake”  have 
been used intentionally in order to avoid introducing all the technical details o f the process 
o f  evolution. In Section 3.7 we will make precise all o f these ideas, and examine how 
much o f what has been discussed here carries over to strings o f arbitrary length. One 
point which should be stressed, though, is that the evolution o f the rhombus configuration 
is not a purely rotational phenomenon : it is complicated greatly because, as well as the 
orientations, the shape and locations o f the rhombi alter with 0. If  the effect was purely 
rotational, determining when a common intersection was present would be a very much 
easier problem. However, in Section 3.7, we shall see that ultimately our method o f analysis 
is to isolate the rotational aspect o f the rhombus configuration evolution.
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(c) 0 =  0.7 (d) 8 =  0.85
Figure 3.7: Plots o f the rhombus configuration for + 00+, illustrating its evolution with 
increasing 0.
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(e) 6 =  1 (0  6  =  1.1
3- 3 '
( g ) 0 =  1.2 ( h ) 0 =  1.4
Figure 3.7: continued.
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(k) 0 =  1.9 (1)0 =  2.094395102«
Figure 3.7: continued.
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(m) 0 =  2.35619449» 2"
(o )0  =  2.6
Figure 3.7: continued.
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3.6 Symmetries of the rhombus configuration
In this section we investigate some symmetry properties o f the rhombus configuration for 
the string +0 ... 0+. These will be central to our argument in Section 3.7, where we deter­
mine the range o f 9 for there to be a common intersection o f all the rhombi. The first o f the 
symmetries is a reflection in an axis through the point c, the centre o f the central circle.
Proposition 3.3
The rhombus configuration for the string + 0 ... 0 + o f length N  is symmetric under reflection 
in an axis a  passing through c and inclined at an angle j  (N  — 1 )0 4- \ to the upward vertical.
Proof
We start by demonstrating the symmetry for the central rhombi 1, 2 , . . ( N - l ) . We con­
sider the prime diagonals o f the central rhombi and define cr as the axis passing through 
c which bisects Z l +c ( N - l ) s o  that the prime diagonals o f rhombi 1 and (N - l )  are con­
jugate under reflection in o. Since each prime diagonal arises from its predecessor by a 
clockwise rotation o f 0 about c, the axis a  also bisects each o f the angles Z 2 +c (N -2 ) ‘ , 
Z 3 * c (N -3 ) ‘ , Z (N - l ) * c l ‘  (see Figure 3.8), so for all 1 <  r  <  (TV — 1) the prime di­
agonal o f  central rhombus r  is conjugate to that o f rhombus (N -r ) under reflection in a. 
Having established the reflection symmetry for the prime diagonals, we note that the sec­
ond diagonal o f each central rhombus is a line segment centred at c and perpendicular to the 
prime diagonal o f that rhombus, so the second diagonals o f rhombi r  and (N -r ) are also 
conjugate under reflection in o. This is sufficient to show that central rhombi r  and (N -r) 
are conjugate under the reflection, since the vertices o f these two rhombi are conjugate, 
being the end-points o f the two diagonals.
The angle o f inclination o f the axis o  from the upward vertical follows simply from 
its definition as the bisector o f Z l +c (N - l ) ' .  Angle Z v c l*  =  j0  and Z v c (N - l ) '  =  j0 +  
(N  — 2 )0  +  Jt, so
Zvco =  j(Zvc l+-l-Zvc(N -l)') =  j(/V — 1)0+ j. (3.20)
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Finally, to show that the eccentric rhombi are conjugate under reflection in cr we use 
that A ' and Z ' are translations o f the extra central rhombi A and Z, and that the latter 
are conjugate under the reflection. If  we let M  denote reflection in a  and HA and H z 
denote the translations taking A to A ' and Z to Z ' respectively, it is sufficient to show that 
M H a =  H ZM , for then M A ' -  M H aA =  H zM a  =  H zZ =  Z '.  To show M H A =  H ZM  we 
introduce coordinates with the origin at c; M  is then linear so for any point x,
M H ax =  M (x  —r ' b )  =  M x  +  M ( - r ' b ) ,  (3.21)
and
H zM x — M x +  R ^ . j j e T  *b, (3.22)
and the points —T _ l b and R(A f_i)eT_ l b are conjugate under reflection in ct because angle 
Z v c (—T ~ 'b )  =  k and Z vc (R (Af_|)eT_1b) =  (N  — 1)0, so their angle bisector makes an 
angle j (N  — 1 )0  + 1 =  Zvca  with the upward vertical. □
An illustration o f the reflection symmetry o f the rhombus configuration is shown in Fig­
ure 3.9; here the configuration, for N  =  4 and 0 =  0.5, is one o f those already encountered 
(as Figure 3.7(b) in the example above) but in this plot the axis o f reflection ct has been 
added.
This reflection in the axis ct is the only symmetry present in the configuration o f all 
the rhombi A ' , 1, 2, . . . ,  (N - l ) , Z '. If, however, we restrict attention to the central rhombi
1, 2.......(N - l ) alone, then there is a second symmetry, namely rotation by n about the point
c. The reason is straightforward : any individual rhombus has a rotational symmetry by 7t 
about its centre, and all the central rhombi share the same centre point c. The combination 
o f this rotation together with the reflection in a  gives a second reflection symmetry for the 
collection o f central rhombi, in an axis through c perpendicular to ct.
Our strategy for describing the dependence o f  the common intersection S' o f rhombi 
A ',  1, 2 , . . . ,  ( N - l ) , Z ' on the parameter 0 begins by viewing the set S' as arising from the
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>■*
Figure 3.8: The arrangement o f the prime diagonals o f the central rhombi with respect to 
the axis o f symmetry a.
Figure 3.9: The location o f the axis o f  reflection symmetry in a rhombus configuration for 
the string + 00+.
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intersection o f two component parts. The first o f these is a central polygon formed by the 
intersection o f the central rhombi 1, 2 , . . . .  ( N- l ) ,  and the second is the (possibly empty) 
intersection o f the eccentric rhombi A ' and Z '.  From the paragraph above it follows that this 
central polygon possesses, in addition to the reflection in a, the rotation and perpendicular 
reflection symmetries.
For the rest o f this section we will focus on the position o f the axis a  relative to the 
central polygon. An immediate consequence o f the reflection symmetry for the central 
polygon is that a point where the symmetry axis a  meets the central polygon (there are two 
such points) must be either a vertex o f the polygon, or the mid-point o f a side perpendicular 
to the axis o. Both possibilities can occur, and Figure 3.10 shows examples o f the central 
polygon and the symmetry line for rhombus configurations corresponding to these two 
situations. (Note that the two points where c  meets the central polygon are either both 
vertices, or both mid-points o f sides : this is an immediate consequence o f the second 
reflection symmetry for the central polygon, mentioned above.) The next result allows 
us to say precisely which o f the two situations arises for a given rhombus configuration 
specified by N  and 0, and is an important tool in our subsequent analysis o f when S' is 
non-empty.
Proposition 3.4
(a) When N  is odd the axis o f reflection o  meets the central polygon at the mid-point o f a 
side.
(b) When N  is even the axis a  meets the central polygon at a vertex, except for a finite set 
o f isolated values o f 0 where a  meets the central polygon at the mid-point o f a side.
Proof
For part (a), when N  is odd, we consider the central rhombus A ( N - l ) . Referring back to 
Section 3.4, we see that one o f its points o f contact with the central circle makes an angle 
° f  f  +  j ( N  — 1)0 from the vertical. This angle coincides with the angle o f inclination o f  the 
axis O, so ct meets central rhombus j  ( N - l ) precisely at this point o f contact, and the side o f
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(it) (b)
Figure 3.10: The axis o f symmetry a  meets the central polygon at either (a) two vertices, 
or (b) the mid-points o f two sides.
the rhombus is perpendicular to a. The point o f contact lies on the central polygon (since it 
is on the central circle contained within the central polygon), and cannot be a vertex o f the 
central polygon (a vertex o f the central polygon is formed as the intersection o f two sides 
o f central rhombi whose points o f contact with the central circle are distinct), so must be 
the mid-point o f a side.
When N  is even we show that the intersection o f a  with the central polygon is at a 
vertex by arguing that no side o f any central rhombus is perpendicular to the axis o. The 
angles o f  inclination o f the sides o f the (N  — 1) central rhombi are 0, 0, 20, . . . ,  (N  — 1)0. 
A  side is perpendicular to a  when their angles (modulo 7t) differ by i.e. a side with angle 
kQ is perpendicular to o  at values o f 0 satisfying
kQ +  ln  =  j()V  — 1)0 (3.23)
for some integer /. Clearly for each 0 <  k <  (N  — 1), there are a finite number o f isolated 
values o f 0 between 0 and 7t which satisfy (3.23); for all 0 avoiding one o f these exceptional 
values the intersection o f a  with the central polygon occurs at a vertex. A t an exceptional
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value for 9, one o f the central rhombi has two sides perpendicular to o. It follows that the
points o f contact o f these two sides are the two points o f intersection o f a  with the central 
circle, and then the argument above for the odd case shows that a  intersects the mid-point
Remark : In the case when N  is even, the exceptional values o f 9 are isolated, so although 
a  passes through the mid-point o f a side at an exceptional value o f 9, immediately above or 
below this value the configuration must be such that a  passes through a vertex. This abrupt 
change in the configuration arises when two (or more) sides o f the central rhombi (which 
for 9 immediately above or below the exceptional value intersect to produce a vertex o f  the 
central polygon on a)  instantaneously become co-linear at the exceptional value so that the 
vertex disappears. The three plots in Figure 3.11 show an example o f this behaviour; we 
use the string +00 + o f length N  =  4 again and plot the configuration below and above, and 
exactly at, the exceptional value 9 =  ^p.
We can list in full the exceptional values o f 9 at which the axis a  meets the central 
polygon at the mid-point o f a side. Rearranging equation (3.23), we have
for k =  0, 1, ..., (N  — 1) and all integers l such that 0 <  9 <  7t. These values o f 9 may be 
listed as
and the exceptional values for short length strings + 0 ... 0+ are given in the table below.
o f a side o f the central polygon. □
(3 .24)
2tc| for q =  3 ,5 ,7 ....... (N  -  1) and \ < p < { { q - \ ) ,  (3 .25)
String Length (N) Exceptional Values o f 0
2
4
6
8
10
no value
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( a )  0  j u s t  b e lo w  y
( b )  0  =  f
( c )  0  j u s t  a b o v e  y
Figure 3.11: Plots o f the rhombus configuration for the string +00+ around the excep­
tional value 9 =  y . Neighbouring sides o f  the central polygon become co- 
Iinear at the exceptional value, and then o  can pass through the mid-point of 
a side.
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3.7 Determining when the rhombi have a common 
intersection
In this section we apply the ideas developed above which describe the locations o f the 
rhombi and the symmetries o f the configuration, to establish precisely when a common 
intersection o f rhombi A ' , 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N-l), Z ' occurs for a configuration specified in terms 
o f the string length N  and parameter 0. The key results in this section are Propositions 3.6 
and 3.8, describing respectively the occurrences o f a common intersection for the cases N  
odd and N  even.
We shall adopt the viewpoint introduced in Section 3.6 that a common intersection o f 
all the rhombi A ', 1, 2, ... .  (N - l ) ,  Z ' arises as the overlap o f the intersection o f the two 
eccentric rhombi with the central polygon. Our first result, Proposition 3.5 below, lists the 
features associated with the intersection o f A ' and Z ',  showing in particular that these two 
rhombi intersect when the parameter 0 falls within any one o f a number o f disjoint intervals, 
all o f which are easily specified in terms o f N. Thereafter we may disregard values o f 0 
outside o f these intervals, because o f  course A ' and Z ' at least must intersect for there to 
be a common intersection o f all the rhombi.
Proposition 3.5
The following four statements concerning the eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' are equivalent :
(i) Eccentric rhombi A ' andZ' intersect.
(ii) The axis o f reflection symmetry intersects A ' (or equivalently Z ' ).
(iii) 0 belongs to one o f the intervals [ ,  ^ r | , where k =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  [ y j .
(iv ) The angle (modulo 2k )  o f the point o f contact o f  Z' is between | and
Proof
(i) (ii) The result follows simply from the fact that A ' and Z ' are conjugate under 
reflection in CT. I f  (7 does not intersect A ' (equivalently Z ').  then A ' and Z ' have no com­
mon intersection because they lie in opposite halves o f  the plane, separated by the axis o.
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Conversely, i f  o  intersects A ' (or Z ')  then the part o f the axis o  which intersects A ' (re­
spectively Z ' )  also belongs to Z ' (respectively A ' ).
(ii) <=> (iii) Because o f the location o f  the point c with respect to rhombus A ' ,  the sym­
metry axis ct intersects A '  if and only if  it intersects the upper edge o f the rhombus A ' . We 
can specify the range o f angles o f inclination for the symmetry axis to intersect this upper 
edge : the extremes o f the ranges are when the axis passes through the two end-points o f 
the upper edge, i.e. the upper two vertices o f rhombus A ' .  The angles o f  inclination o f o  
when it meets these vertices are 7t — ^0 and — j 0; this follows because the vertices in 
question are also vertices o f central rhombus A  and we saw in Section 3.4 that the angle o f 
inclination o f the prime diagonal o f rhombus A  is — j0 . Thus the symmetry line intersects 
A ' at values o f 0 between 0 and n satisfying
for 0 in the range 2^k^ n <  0 <  ^ ,  varies from ^  +  ( 2& -  l)rc to 4- 2kn, i.e. f  to ^
We see from this result that, for a string + 0 ... 0+ o f length N, rhombi A ' and Z ' in­
the example o f Section 3.5, namely +00+  o f length N  =  4, these intervals are [ j ,  5 ] and 
O f the plots o f the rhombus configurations in Figure 3.7, those corresponding to 
values o f 0 within one o f these intervals are Figures 3.7(d) to 3.7(i) for the first intersection 
o f  A ' and Z \  and Figures 3.7(m) to 3.7(p) for the second intersection. A ll values o f 0 
outside o f these intervals give rise to configurations where rhombus Z ' is located around 
the top half o f the central circle and consequently does not intersect A '.
7t-Ì0  < ¡ ( N -  1)04-5 + l K  ^ T “ 7e (3.26)
for some integer /, which may be rearranged, setting k =  1 — /, to give
(3.27)
(iii) <=> (iv) The position angle o f the point o f contact o f rhombus Z ' is =y +  NQ which,
when reduced modulo 2ji. □
tersect when 0 is in any one o f [ j \  disjoint intervals. For the particular string used in
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It w ill be helpful to introduce new terminology to refer to the intervals for 0 so that 
A ' and Z ' intersect, since the configurations corresponding to values o f 0 in one o f these 
intervals now become the focus o f our investigation. We will call the interval 
the k,h pass, and the integer 1 < k <  [ y j  the pass number, these names deriving from the 
motion o f  rhombus Z ' which, as 0 increases, repeatedly swings around the central circle 
each time passing through rhombus A ' . We can also make precise the idea o f the rhombus 
Z ' “ swinging around”  the central circle by viewing the evolution o f rhombus Z ' in terms 
o f the movement o f  its point o f contact around the central circle. The rhombus Z ' makes y  
full revolutions around the central circle as 0 increases through its whole range from 0 to 
7t, and from the start o f one pass to the start o f the next, the point o f contact o f Z ' rotates 
exactly once around the central circle.
The task ahead is to describe which are the 0 values within a given pass that give rise to 
a configuration having a common intersection o f all the rhombi A ',  1, . . . .  (N - l ) ,  Z '.  Just 
as we found that the kind o f  boundary point o f the central polygon where the symmetry 
line meets it depends on whether the string length N  is odd or even, so the two cases, N  
odd and N  even, differ appreciably in the manner in which a common intersection o f all the 
rhombi arises. We thus treat the two cases separately, starting with N  odd, which is much 
the easier case : when N  is odd there is a common intersection at only one isolated 0 value 
within each pass.
Proposition 3.6 (Dependence of the common intersection on 0 when N  is odd)
When N  is odd, the common intersection o f  rhombi A ' , 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N - l ) , Z ' is either empty 
or is simply a line segment. The latter case occurs only at the isolated values 0 =  
* = 1 , 2 ....... £ ( (V -1 ) .
Proof
Because A ' and Z ' are conjugate under reflection in a, their intersection is either empty or 
a convex polygon, symmetric with respect to reflection in o. By symmetry and convexity, 
if the intersection o f A ' and Z ' meets the central polygon then this common intersection 
must include a point on the axis o. From Proposition 3.4, o  intersects the central polygon at
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the mid-points o f two sides, so the portion o f o  within the central polygon is a diameter o f 
the central circle. On the other hand, the eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' lie outside the central 
circle. Thus the only point on a  which can belong to all (N  +  1) rhombi is the point where 
a  meets the lower half o f the central circle.
A  common intersection at the point where a  meets the lower half o f the central circle 
will only occur if this point is simultaneously the point o f contact o f both A ' and Z '. The 
angle o f the point o f contact o f A ' is yp — 0, and o f the symmetry line is ¿ (N  — 1 )0 +  f ,  so 
the point o f contact is on the axis o f symmetry if
3 f - 0  =  l ) 0 + f  +/7t (3.28)
for some integer /. A fter rearranging we find that the relevant values o f 0 between 0 and 7t 
are 0 =  k =  1,2, . . ¿ (N  — 1). For any one o f these values the common intersection 
is a line-segment, namely that portion o f  the coincident edges o f  A ' and Z ' which is also 
shared with the side o f  the central polygon bisected by the axis a. □
The case when N  is even is appreciably more complicated, and here interesting be­
haviour arises. Within each pass there may be either a single 0 value or a whole interval 
for 0 throughout which there is a common intersection. The key step in the argument in 
this case is the observation that the occurrence o f a common intersection o f all the rhombi 
corresponds to a particular ordering amongst the points o f contact. This fact is established 
in Proposition 3.7 below.
Once again it w ill be important to make a distinction between the exceptional values 
o f 0, listed in (3.25), and all other values. At a non-exceptional value the symmetry axis a  
does not pass through a point o f contact o f one o f the central rhombi; thus there is a nearest 
point o f contact on the central circle to either side o f the point o f intersection o f o  with the 
lower half o f the central circle. We call these points o f  contact p.  and /?, (the labels are 
applied so that the position angle o f p .  is less than that o f p+). Figure 3.12(a) shows the
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location o f p- and p+ with respect to the symmetry axis and the central circle for a typical, 
non-exceptional value o f 0. Note that p- and pt are conjugate under the reflection in ct, s o  
p+ is as much in advance o f ct as p. is behind. At an exceptional value, the special feature 
o f the rhombus configuration is that the symmetry line passes through a point o f contact 
o f a central rhombus; so now the two points p_ and /?+ coincide with the point where ct 
intersects the lower half o f  the central circle. Figure 3.12(b) is the appropriate diagram for 
one o f these exceptional values.
a
( a )  N o n - e x c e p t io n a l  v a lu e  o f
e
a
( b )  E x c e p t io n a l  v a lu e  o f  6
Figure 3.12: The locations o f p- and p,, the closest points o f contact o f the central rhombi 
to the axis a.
Proposition 3.7
The common intersection o f rhombi A ' , 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N - l ) , Z ' is non-empty if and only i f  the 
points o f contact pA. and p z . o f rhombi A ' and Z ' are coincident with, or lie between p_ 
and p+.
Proof
We first consider the case where pA. and pz‘ lie outside the shorter arc joining p. to p+. Let 
q be the point o f intersection o f the lines tangent to the central circle at p. and p +. Because
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o f reflection symmetry, the point q lies on the lower half o f the axis o f symmetry o. We 
may assume that A ' and Z ' have a non-empty intersection (otherwise there is nothing to 
prove) and this means that both pA. and p z . lie on the lower half o f the central circle. 
Consequently the lines tangent to the central circle to pA. and p z . will intersect at a point q' 
on the lower half o f  the symmetry axis o. When pA' and pZ' are outside o f the arc joining 
p. to p+, the point q' lies further from the centre c o f  the central circle than q. Figure 
3.13(a) illustrates the situation; note that dependent on the value o f 0, the labelling o f pA' 
and p Z' may be interchanged, but this is o f no consequence because it would not affect the 
location o f q'.
Let l and /' be the lines perpendicular to a  through q and q' respectively. The common 
intersection o f A ' and Z ' lies on the opposite side o f the lines extending q' p a1 and q'pz' to 
the central circle, so lies on the opposite side o f /' to the central circle. But since p-qp+ is 
a part o f the perimeter o f the central polygon, by convexity the central polygon lies on the 
same side o f  / as the central circle. Thus the intersection o f A ' and Z ' does not meet the 
central polygon.
For the converse we must show that if pA. and pz . lie between p_ and p+ then there is a 
common intersection o f all the rhombi. The first step is to show that there is an intersection 
between the two eccentric rhombi, A ' and Z '.  We saw in Proposition 3.5 that A ' and Z' 
intersect i f  and only if the angle o f p z> (taken modulo 2tc) lies between j  and But 
central rhombus 1 has two points o f contact which remain fixed at  ^ and so a point o f 
contact o f rhombus 1 lies between pA> and p Z‘ whenever A ' and Z' do not intersect.
Since A ' and Z ' are conjugate under the reflection in o, whenever A ' and Z ' intersect, 
the point q' where the lines tangent to the central circle at pA. and pz . meet the symmetry 
axis, belongs to this intersection. I f  pA> and pz> lie between p. and p+, the point q' is in 
the interior o f the triangle Ap.p+q, and hence in the interior o f the central polygon. Figure 
3.13(b) is the diagram for the case when pA. and pz . lie between p . and p+, and shows the 
point q1, this time inside the central polygon. We may actually say more in this case : the 
intersection o f rhombi A ' , 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N - l ), Z ' is a set with non-empty interior.
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Figure 3.13: Illustrations for the proof o f Proposition 3.7. The region common to the 
eccentric rhombi intersects the central polygon only when p and pt lie be­
tween pA. and P f .
In the case when p and pz■ coincide with p _ and p+, the points q and q' are coincident 
and it is only points on the line / (now coincident with /') which could belong to a common 
intersection. There are two possibilities : when p. and are distinct, q is the only point 
o f the central polygon on the line /, so the common intersection o f rhombi A ', 1, 2, . . . .  
(N— 1 ), Z ' consists o f the point q alone. Otherwise, when p. and p+ are coincident (at an 
exceptional value for 9), one side o f the central polygon lies along part o f the line /, as do 
a side o f each o f A ' and Z '; thus the common intersection is a segment o f  the line / (which 
is now tangent to the central circle). □
The importance o f this result is that, by relating the occurrences o f a common inter­
section o f  rhombi A ' , 1, 2, . . . ,  ( N - l ) , Z ' to a condition purely in terms o f the points o f 
contact, w e have simplified the problem o f following the evolution o f a common intersec-
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tion by reducing it to the much easier task o f understanding the relative movement o f the 
points o f contact. This latter task is more straightforward because each point o f contact 
simply rotates clockwise at a fixed rate around the central circle as 0 is increased. We are 
now in a position to present our result specifying when there is a common intersection o f 
all the rhombi in the case o f even length strings.
Proposition 3.8 (Dependence of the common intersection on 0 when N  is even)
When N  is even, within each interval ^  j o f  0 where the eccentric rhombi inter­
sect (i.e. within each pass), either
(a) there is a single closed interval for 0 in which rhombi A ',  1, 2, . . . ,  (N -1 ) ,Z ' have 
non-empty intersection, and this interval includes the value 0 =  strictly within it,
or
(b ) there is a single isolated value 0 =  ^jjy at which the common intersection o f the 
rhombi consists o f a line segment. Either side o f  this value the common intersection 
is empty.
The degenerate case (b) occurs precisely when the pass number k, and (N  +  1) have a 
common factor.
Proof
We restrict attention to the k,h pass, and let 0 =  This value is in the interior o f  the 
interval for the k'h pass since <  ^yy <  A t 0 =  the points o f contact o f A'
and Z ' coincide because
position angle o f pA. =  ^ - 0  =  y p -$ y y ,
position angle o f pz . =  yy +  M )  =  x  +  77TT ’
from which we can see that the difference between these angles is a multiple o f 2tt. Further­
more, because pA' and pz' are conjugate under the reflection in a, they coincide at the point 
where a  meets the lower half o f the central circle. For this particular value o f 0, all rhombi 
A ',  1, 2, (N— 1 ), Z ' have a common intersection because the coincident point, being a
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point o f the central circle, also belongs to each o f the central rhombi. To understand what 
happens to this common intersection as 0 moves away from we need to distinguish 
two cases, which correspond to the two possibilities isolated in (b) o f Proposition 3.4.
(a) 6 =  is not an exceptional value
When 0 =  is not an exceptional value, the coincident points o f contact pA' and pz- 
lie on the arc o f  the central circle between p. and p+. I f  we increase 0 by an amount a, 
the angle o f p z- increases by Not, whereas the angle o f p+ increases by at most (N  — 1 )a , 
because p+ is one o f  the points o f contact o f  the central rhombi. Consequently as 0 increases 
beyond the value ^ y ,  the arc o f the central circle between pz . and p+ contracts, until a 
critical value 0/r is reached where pZ' and p+ coincide. Likewise the length o f the arc 
between pA. and p_ decreases until they become coincident at 0g because pA' and p. are 
the respective reflections o f p Z‘ and p+ in the axis o. For all values o f 0 above 0£ until the 
end o f the k'h pass at 0 =  ^ r ,  p- and p+ lie on the arc o f  the circle between pA. and p z ., 
the separation between p z> and p+ (and between pA> and p . )  increasing with 0. Figure 3.14 
illustrates this evolution o f the arrangement o f the points o f contact pA' , pz , P- and p+ as 
0 increases. Initially, when 0 =  ¡^ y , pA. and pz . lie coincident on the symmetry axis o  
between p. and p+. As 0 increases pA. and pZ' approach p. and p+, and at 0 =  0£, pA> 
meets p .  and pZ‘ meets p+. Increasing 0 further, pA' and pz . “ overtake”  p. and p+.
The evolution o f the arrangement o f the points o f contact is entirely similar when we 
decrease 0 from ^ y ;  reducing 0 by an amount a, the angle o f pZ' decreases by N a  whilst 
the angle o f p. decreases by at most (N — l ) a .  So now there is a critical value 0/j where pZ' 
coincides with p. and pA. coincides with p +; for 0s <  0 <  ^ y ,  pA. and p z . lie between 
p. and p+, and from the beginning o f the k'h pass to Qp, p- and p+ lie between pA. and pz>.
We now apply Proposition 3.7 to relate the arrangement o f the points o f contact to the 
common intersection o f rhombi A ', 1, 2 , . . (N - l ) , Z '.  The outcome is that for 0g <  0 <  
0£, the rhombi have a common intersection with non-empty interior, at 0 =  0b and 0 =  0£ 
the common intersection is a single point, and for all other values o f 0 within the current 
pass there is no common intersection o f rhombi A ', 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N - l ) , Z ' .
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(b) 6 — is an exceptional value
When 0 =  is an exceptional value, the four points pA ■, pz ■, p. and p t are al I coincident, 
and as was shown in the proof o f Proposition 3.7, the common intersection o f all the rhombi 
lies along a segment o f the line tangent to the unit circle at this coincident point. Increasing 
0 by an amount a , the position angle o f  p z . increases by N a  while that o f p+ increases by 
an amount <  (N  — l )a ;  consequently for all 0 >  ^yy within the k,h pass, the arrangement 
o f points o f contact is that p and pz - enclose p. and p t . Likewise pA. and p z . enclose 
P- and p+ for all 0 <  ^yy within the k‘h pass. By Proposition 3.7, it follows that there is 
no common intersection o f the rhombi for 0 within the k'h pass, except at the isolated value
NTT'
The degenerate case (b) arises whenever ^yy is one o f the exceptional values (3.25), 
namely
2n% for 9  =  3,5, 7 , . . . .  ( N — 1) and \ < p < \ { q - \ ) .
This occurs precisely when the pass number k and N  +  1 have a common factor, for if k and 
(N  +  1) share a common factor d (necessarily >  3), after dividing through the numerator 
and denominator by d we obtain a fraction k with denominator q =  <  (N  — 1). We
must also demonstrate that p <  5 (9 — 1 ), and this follows because k <  j  =  ^ ( (N  +  \ ) — 1 ); 
dividing through by d gives p <  y (q — ¿ ),  but p is an integer so p <  5(9 — 1). Conversely 
if k and (N  +  1) are coprime then the irreducible denominator (N  +  1) is larger than the 
greatest denominator for an exceptional value, namely (N  -  1), so ¡^ y  does not equal any 
o f the exceptional values. □
Remark : It should be noted that p t in the proof need not remain the same point o f contact 
while 0 increases from ¡^jy to its value at the end o f a pass. It is entirely possible that at 
some value o f 0, p t becomes coincident with a point o f contact o f another central rhombus, 
thereafter pt w ill be identified with this point o f contact. (In terms o f rates o f rotation, 
the original p+ may catch up with a slower moving point o f contact and then become this
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slower moving point; thus the rate o f rotation o f p t around the central circle need not be 
constant, diminishing by a discrete jump whenever a slower moving point o f contact is 
overtaken.) This circumstance does not affect the argument since we used only that the 
increase in the position angle o f p+ is <  (N  — l ) a  when 0 is increased by a, which is true 
regardless o f whether p t switches between points o f contact as 0 increases to 0 +  a.
Figure 3.14: The changes in the arrangement o f the points o f contact and pz. with
The two central results from this section, Propositions 3.6 and 3.8, have allowed us to 
specify the form o f the set o f values o f 0 at which there is a common intersection o f rhombi 
A ', 1, 2, . . . ,  (N - l ) ,  Z '.  To complete the proof o f  Proposition 3.1, all that remains is to 
calculate the end-points o f the intervals [0b , 0 f] arising for even length strings, and this 
calculation we describe in the next section.
We conclude with two examples which exhibit an interesting and surprising feature o f 
the set o f  values o f 0 corresponding to a common intersection o f  all the rhombi. Namely 
that for the even length strings + 0 ... 0+ , where typically the common intersections occur 
for sub-intervals o f 0, certain o f these sub-intervals are “ missing” , and instead the common 
intersection occurs for just an isolated value o f 0.
c Pz■ • c  «
p ,4
P
Pz
p*
p- p-
a a a
( a )  7J+T <  8  <  0 £ (b) 0 =  0£ (c) 0£ < 0 <
respect to p. and p, when 0 is increased from
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Example 3.4 : The string +0... 0+ of length N  =  44
Our first example is a string for which several o f the passes include isolated values o f  0 
rather than the sub-intervals over which we expect a common intersection o f all the rhombi. 
Proposition 3.8 states that a common intersection at a single point occurs for the k,h pass 
precisely when k and (N  +  1) share a common factor. Here N  +  1 =  45 =  32.5, which has 
several factors; consequently a relatively high proportion o f the y  =  22 passes correspond 
to a common intersection at just a single 0 value. Table 3.3 lists the pass number k and 
the nature o f the set o f 0 values within that pass for which the rhombus configuration has 
non-empty intersection.
Example 3.5 : Counting the passes including a sub-interval of common intersection
The fact that there is a simple divisibility criterion that governs whether a common inter­
section o f  the rhombi occurs for an interval o f 0 values or just at a single value, means that 
a concise formula, in terms o f the Euler totient function <f>, can be given for the number o f  
passes in which a common intersection occurs for an interval o f 0 values.
The number o f passes which contain an interval o f common intersection is the count o f  
integers from 1 to y , inclusive, that are coprime to (N  +  1). Note that the count o f integers 
coprime to ( N -I- 1) in the range 1, 2, . . . .  y  is the same as the count o f numbers coprime 
to (N  +  1) in the range y  +  1, y  +  2, N  because the integer k is coprime to (N  4- 1) if 
and only if (^ V -1-1 — Ac) is. Consequently the number o f passes which contain an interval 
o f  common intersection is j<|>(/V-|-1), with the remaining j (N  -  <t>(N+ 1)) passes having 
a common intersection at a single isolated 0 value. These values may be easily calculated 
from the prime factorisation o f (N  +  1) via the formula
H N + \ )  =  ( N + \ )  n 0 " £ ) -  (3.29)
p|(AM-l) 
p prime
Table 3.4 lists the number o f  passes where there is a common intersection for a sub-interval, 
and at an isolated value, for all even length strings +0 ... 0+ up to length N  =  50.
Note that for any string for which (N  +  1) is prime, the degenerate case o f Proposition
3.8 never arises, and there is a sub-interval o f common intersection within every pass.
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N um ber
( * )
h c f ( * , N +  1 ) Values o f  0  Correspond ing to a C om m on 
Intersection
1 1 sub-interval o f  [¿3, 55]
2 1 sub-interval o f  [ 33, jy ]
3 3 single point ^
4 1 sub-interval o f  [ 33, j j ]
5 5 single point ^
6 3 single point
7 1 sub-interval o f  [-33, |§]
8 1 sub-interval o f  [-33, 77]
9 9 single point Tp
10 5 single point
11 1 sub-interval o f  [^ p ,  5]
12 3 single point 73
13 1 sub-interval o f  [^ -p , - ^ ]
14 1 sub-interval o f  [ 33 , 77]
15 15 single point ?p
16 1 sub-interval o f  [ 33 , 77]
17 1 sub-interval o f  [ 2p , -Ijy]
18 9 single point Ip
19 1 sub-interval o f  [ 33 , ^ 3]
20 1 sub-interval o f  [ 33 , 77 ]
21 3 single point ^ p
22 1 sub-interval o f  [ 37 ,71]
T a b le  3.3: T h e  22 passes fo r  the string + 0 . . .  0 +  o f  length N  =  44, listing fo r  each whether 
a non-em pty intersection o f  the rhombi occurs at an isolated value or over a 
sub-interval.
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String Length
(AO
Num ber o f  Passes w ith  an Isolated 
Value o f  C om m on  Intersection
{ ( N - * ( N +  1))
N um ber o f  Passes w ith a Sub-interval 
o f  C om m on  Intersection 
|<t>(W+ 1)
2 0
4 0
6 0
8 1
10 0
12 0
14 3
16 0
18 0
20 4
22 0
24 2
26 4
28 0
30 0
32 6
34 5
36 0
38 7
40 0
42 0
44 10
46 0
48 3
50 9
1
2
3
3
5
6
4 
8 
9 
6
11
10
9
14
15 
10 
12 
18 
12 
20 
21 
12 
23 
21
16
Tab le  3.4: Th e number o f  passes corresponding to a sub-interval or an isolated value o f  
non-em pty intersection o f  the rhombi, tabulated fo r strings + 0 . . . 0 +  o f  even  
length N  <  50.
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3.8 Calculating the sub-intervals of common intersection
In this section we consider even length strings, for which we have shown there is a sub­
interval [0«,0/.;] o f the k'h pass, whenever k and (N  +  1) are coprime, where rhombi A ',  
1, 2, . . . ,  (N - l ), Z ' have a common intersection. Before describing how 0 « and 0/.; can 
be determined in general, we will give an example o f a direct attempt to find their values. 
Although the approach is only suitable for short strings we include it here, as an example, 
because it illustrates ideas encountered in the last section.
Example : Locating 0/i and 0/; by graphing the position angles of the points of contact
For short length strings, we may use Proposition 3.7 (i.e. that pA. and pz■ lie between p. 
and precisely when there is a common intersection) as the basis o f a graphical method 
for locating the sub-intervals [0b ,0/-;]. We plot the position angles o f each o f  the points o f  
contact o f the central rhombi, and o f p ^  and pZ' over the range 0 to 7t. The graph for each 
point has constant slope, but jumps down to zero whenever the position angle reaches 271. 
Figure 3.15 is the plot corresponding to the string +00+; there each line has been labelled 
with the rhombus to which the point o f contact belongs.
The special values 0 =  where the points pA. and pz. become coincident, and 
which played a central role in the proof o f Proposition 3.8, are where the lines for /?A. 
and pz■ meet. We know from the theory that there is a common intersection at 0 =  
with /ja. and pZ' lying between p. and p t . To locate 0«, we decrease 0 from this value, 
moving leftwards in the plot, until a graph for a point o f contact o f a central rhombus meets 
the graph for pA' (and o f course, at this same value a graph for one o f the other points 
o f contact meets the graph for pZ'). Once we have identified which point o f contact is 
involved, the precise value o f 0/y can be found by solving for the intersection of the two
graphs. The upper end-point 0£ may be found in like manner by looking to the right o f
2  k n  
ff+T-
To demonstrate the method we will find the sub-interval o f common intersection within 
the first pass for the string + 00+. With reference to Figure 3.15, moving left from the first 
intersection o f the graphs labelled A ’ and Z \  we see that the line for A ' first meets a line
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for a point o f contact shared by central rhombi 2 and 3. From the list o f the position angles 
in Section 3.4, the shared points o f contact have angles j  +  20 and +  20; by follow ing 
the line back to 0 =  0 we can see that the graph in question is | +  20. The point pA. has 
position angle ^  — 0, so 0b is the solution to j  +  20b =  ^  — 0b , i.e. 0a =  To the left 
o f  |, lines corresponding to points o f contact o f central rhombi come between the lines A '  
and Z ';  this is as expected, because for these values o f 0 we know pk- and pz . enclose the 
points p. and p t . For the upper end-point, 0a, we look to the right o f where the lines A ' 
and Z ' intersect and note that the first intersection for A '  is simultaneously with the line 
| +  0 (for a point o f contact shared by rhombi 1 and 2) and the line ^  +  30 — 2tt (fo r  a 
point o f contact o f rhombus 3). Solving for either intersection gives 0£ =  |.
Figure 3.15 contains an instance o f the phenomenon remarked upon after the proof o f 
Proposition 3.8, namely that p.  and p+ need not remain identified with one point o f contact, 
but may switch between several as 0 is increased. Such a switch occurs at the value 0/.; =  j  
just identified : immediately to the left o f j ,  p. is a point o f contact shared by rhombi 1 and 
2, but at 0 =  | a point o f  contact o f rhombus 3 (in the figure this is the steeper o f the two 
lines) catches up with it, and immediately to the right o f |, p .  identifies with this point o f 
contact o f rhombus 3. Figure 3.16 is the plot for the length N  =  8 string +000000+  and is 
significantly more complicated on account o f the additional points o f contact present, but 
it is still possible to identify the three sub-intervals. The interesting feature for this string is 
that the third pass does not contain a sub-interval o f common intersection since k =  3 and 
(N  +  1) =  9 share a factor. Correspondingly, in Figure 3.16, at the third intersection o f  the 
lines A '  and Z ' there are two other lines present as well, and the slopes o f these lines are 
such that immediately to the left or right o f this point, the lines come between those o f  A '  
and Z '.
Clearly, the graphical method is not practical beyond the very shortest strings, and we 
now present a general process for finding the sub-intervals o f  common intersection. We 
require the following two results, describing some additional geometric properties o f the 
rhombus configuration.
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Lemma 3.9
When 9 =  0s or 0 =  0£, the points o f contact o f the central rhombi are equally spaced 
around the central circle, and 0 is an integral multiple o f the angle between two neighbour­
ing points o f contact.
Proof
We consider the collection o f points o f  contact o f the central rhombi, starting with central 
rhombus 1 which has two pairs o f diametrically opposite points o f contact. We join the two 
points in each pair to obtain two diameters o f the central circle inclined at an angle 0, as 
shown in Figure 3.17(a). We do likewise for all subsequent central rhombi. Each introduces 
a further diameter (only one, because its other diameter coincides with a diameter from 
the previous central rhombus), and that diameter is inclined at an angle 0 to the previous 
diameter, so for all (N  — 1) central rhombi there are N  such diameters. Figure 3.17(b) 
illustrates this where the diameters are identified by the label r written next to the point o f 
contact whose position angle is -F r0. Note that, as in the figure, the diameters arising 
from the later rhombi can come between ones from earlier rhombi, so the angle between 
neighbouring points o f  contact need not be 0.
( a )  D ia m e te r s  f r o m  c e n t r a l 
r h o m b u s  1
( b )  D ia m e te rs  f r o m  c e n t r a l  
r h o m b i  1 , 2 , . . . .  7
F igure 3.17: T h e  diam eters obtained by jo in in g  opposite points o f  con tact o f  the central 
rhom bi.
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W e  n o w  c o n s id e r  a d d in g  o n e  e x tra  d ia m e te r  to  th e  c o l le c t io n , in c lin e d  at a  fu r th e r  a n g le  
0  to  th e  d ia m e te r  c o n tr ib u ted  b y  c e n tra l rhom bu s ( N - l ) . O n e  o f  th e tw o  p o in ts  o f  co n ta c t 
on  th is  n e w  d ia m e te r  m ust c o in c id e  w ith  p Z’ (b e c a u s e  p z . is  o n e  o f  the tw o  p o in ts  o f  
co n ta c t  o f  cen tra l rh om b u s Z not sh a red  w ith  rh om b u s ( N - l ) ) .  S in c e  0  eq u a ls  0 «  o r  0/., 
Pz'  c o in c id e s  w ith  e ith e r  p .  o r  p t , a n d  h e n ce  w ith  o n e  o f  the p o in ts  o f  c o n ta c t  o f  a  cen tra l 
rh o m b u s . C o n s e q u e n t ly  the n ew  d ia m e te r  fa lls  e x a c t ly  on  to p  o f  o n e  o f  th e N  d ia m e te rs  
a lre a d y  p re sen t, th e  r th d ia m eter , say. T h u s  the a n g le s  o f  the n e w  d ia m e te r  and  d ia m e te r  r  
are  the s a m e  (m o d u lo  7t ) ,  that is
4 f+ W 0  =  ^  +  r0 +  /7t, (3.30)
so 0 =  2(fp!_r) ’ a rat 'onal multiple o f 271. We may thus write 0 =  2n^ for coprime integers 
p  and q.
When p  and q  are coprime, the sequence 0, p ,  2p ,  . . . ,  (q  — 1 ) p  (where each is taken 
modulo q )  consists o f  the integers 0, 1 , . . . ,  q — 1 taken in some order. So if  we select a point 
on the central circle and record its orbit under (q  — 1) successive rotations by 0 =  271 ,^ we 
obtain q  equally spaced points around the circle, and the q 'h rotation returns to the original 
point. W e do exactly this for the point o f contact labelled 0. Its first (q  — 1) rotations by 
0, which are the points o f contact labelled 1, 2, . . . .  (q  — 1), are therefore equally spaced 
around the central circle (in some order), the point q  is coincident with 0, and subsequent 
points ( q  4- 1), (q  +  2 ) , . . . ,  (N — 1) each coincide with one o f the points 0, 1 ,.. . ,  ( q — 1).
Finally, we consider the points o f contact at the opposite ends o f the diameters, which 
we will refer to as O', 1', . . . ,  (N — 1)'. Since each point t1 is conjugate to r  under rotation 
by 7t about the centre o f the circle, these N  points are also coincident with q  equally spaced 
points around the central circle. We take the point 0' which is either coincident with one o f 
the points 1 ,2 ,. . . .  (q — 1), or it is not. In the former case all the points O', 1 ', . . . .  (N  — 1)' 
are coincident with one o f the points 0, 1, 2, . . . .  (q  — 1), so there are q  equally spaced
points around the central circle. In the latter case none o f the points O', 1'....... ( q  — 1)'
coincide with a point 0, 1....... ( q — 1), so there are 2q  points around the central circle and,
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because o f the rotation taking r1 to r, each point r1 falls midway between two neighbouring 
points from the set 1,2....... (q — 1).
Thus we have shown that the points o f contact o f the central rhombi are equally spaced 
around the central circle, and that 0 =  2ti^ where either q or 2q is the number o f points o f 
contact. Hence either y  or *  is the angle between neighbouring points and in both cases 0 
is an integral multiple o f this angle. □
Lemma 3.10
The number o f  distinct points o f contact o f the central rhombi with the central circle is at 
least 4 and at most 2N.
Proof
Central rhombus 1, which is present in the rhombus configuration for any string + 0 ... 0+, 
has 4 distinct points o f contact so the central polygon has at least 4 sides. Any o f the sub­
sequent central rhombi shares two points o f contact with its predecessor, and the position 
angles o f the remaining two points differ by Jt, so the next rhombus contributes at most two 
extra points o f  contact to the total (it may not contribute any, i f  the two extra points are 
coincident with those from an earlier rhombus). The rhombus configuration for a string o f 
length N  has (N  — 1 ) central rhombi, so the maximum number o f distinct points o f contact 
is 4 4- 2(N — 2) =  IN.  □
Remark : Both o f these results have an alternative and significant interpretation in terms o f 
the geometry o f  the central polygon. As a consequence o f Lemma 3.9, the central polygon 
is regular when 0 is dg or 0g. This follows because the collection o f points o f contact o f the 
central rhombi is invariant under a rotation by the angle determined by two adjacent points, 
and consequently the central polygon, viewed as the intersection o f half-planes defined by 
the tangents at each o f these points o f contact, must also be invariant. We can see all o f 
this occurring in plots o f the configurations : for example, the central polygon for the string
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+00+  is a regular octagon when 0 =  ^  (the start o f the sub-interval o f common intersection 
for the second pass). This is the configuration which appeared as Figure 3.7(m), and it has 
been redrawn in Figure 3.18 to highlight the central polygon. Our second result. Lemma 
3.10, is equivalent to the statement that the central polygon has at least 4 and at most 2N 
sides, because the number o f sides o f  the central polygon equals the number o f distinct 
points o f  contact. Taking again, by way o f example, the string +00+, the central polygon 
has 4, 6 or 8 sides, and instances o f  all three are present amongst the configurations in 
Figure 3.7 : the central polygon has 4 sides in Figure 3.7(i), 6 sides in Figure 3.7(1) and 8 
sides in each o f the other plots.
Figure 3.18: To illustrate that the central polygon is regular when 0 =  0fl or 0g; the plot 
shows the rhombus configuration for +00+ at 0 =  ^ .
We commence the presentation o f the general method by locating Qg, the start o f the 
interval o f  common intersection within the k!h pass. As we saw in the proof o f Proposition 
3.8, the points o f contact o f the eccentric rhombi p and p z - are coincident with p. and pt 
respectively. The position angles o f p and pz■ are (after reducing modulo 2rt),
ZvepA. = ^ - 0 «
/-vc pz ■ =  +  NQg — 2kn,
(3.31)
(3.32)
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so the angle P =  Z p A'CPz' between p and pz. is
P =  2 * 7 t - (y V + l )e B. (3.33)
Now P is also the angle between p and p t which are neighbouring points o f contact, so by 
Proposition 3.9,
P =  ? (3.34)
where s is the number o f distinct points o f contact o f the central rhombi with the central
circle. But from Proposition 3.10, ,v assumes one o f the values 4, 6, 8.......IN  — 2, 2N, and
correspondingly there are only (/V — 1) possible values for p. Rearranging equation (3.33),
o  _  2 t n - p  _  2 n  k s - 1 
—  / V + l  -  A/-4-1 x  li+1 (3.35)
which allows us to determine 0# up to one o f a set o f (N  — I ) possible values.
As an illustration we will list these possible values for 0 « for the first pass in the case 
o f  the string +00+. Here N  =  4 and k =  1, so.y will be one o f 4, 6 or 8. The following table 
lists the values o f  P and 0 « corresponding to these three possibilities.
s P 0«
4 n 3kÎ 7Ü
6 K3 n5
8
n 7k
4 20
In this case we remark that the correct value o f 0# is j  as we saw in the plots o f  the 
configurations for the string +00+ in Section 3.5.
To select the correct choice from amongst the possibilities for s in the general case, we 
use the additional information from Proposition 3.9 that 0 « is an integral multiple o f  p. 
Writing m for this multiple, we have Qg =  and after equating this with the expression
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for 0s in (3.35) and simplifying we obtain
ks =  1 + ( N +  1 )m (3.36)
so that the correct choice for s satisfies the linear congruence
ks =  1 (W + l ) . (3.37)
Moreover this congruence determines s uniquely. Since k and (N  +  \) are coprime, the 
theory o f linear congruences asserts that there is a unique value o f 5 in the range 0, 1 ,. . . ,  N  
satisfying (3.37). But clearly s =  0 cannot satisfy (3.37), and likewise s =  2 is not possible,
1, 3, 4, 5, . . . .  N. Since s is necessarily even, if we find the solution to the congruence
(3.37) is odd we add (N  +  1), thereby obtaining a unique value for s from 4, 6, . . . ,  2N. 
Formula (3.35) then gives 0«.
The upper end-point, 0£, o f the sub-interval o f common intersection may be found by 
similar techniques. In this case pv  is coincident with p. and pz■ is coincident with p t , so 
the angle P is Zvcpz■ — Zvcpk■ =  (N  +  \ )0£ — 2kn. Using the same argument as above but 
with this new formula for P, it follows that s (again the number o f distinct points o f contact 
o f the central rhombi at 0 =  0£-) must satisfy the congruence
Again the congmence (3.38) determines s uniquely, but there is a slight complication here 
because unlike previously we cannot now eliminate the solution s =  2. But it follows from
(3.38) that s =  2 if and only if k =  y , so the value s =  2 can only arise on the final pass, 
and moreover always does so. For all the other passes, where k =  1 ,2....... j  — 1, there is
for that would imply k =  j ( (V +  1 )m +  j  and there is no choice for the integer m consistent 
with 1 <  k <  j ,  so the unique solution o f  congruence (3.37) is among the (N  — 1) integers
ks= - 1 ( N + l ) (3.38)
and that 0/j is related to .v by the formula
(3.39)
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no difficulty and the congruence (3.38) gives a unique value o f s in the range 4, 6, . . . ,  2N 
(after adding (N  +  1) i f  necessary). For the final pass, where k =  j ,  there is no s in the 
range 4, 6, . . . ,  2N which satisfies (3.38), so we cannot identify a value 0/.- for the upper 
end-point o f the sub-interval o f common intersection. The explanation here is that the final 
pass is p 2jv~ l)’I 7I^ , ancj that a common intersection o f rhombi A ', 1, 2, . . . .  (N - l ) ,  Z ' 
persists for 0 approaching n. Note in fact that the formula (3.39) correctly gives 0/. =  n 
when we substitute s =  2.
We are now in a position to complete the proof o f Proposition 3.1, but to do so we 
must take account o f  the “ missing boundaries”  o f  each rhombus, in order that we can ap­
ply Proposition 3.2 to decide when the string appears as a substring o f some admissible 
sequence. The point being that Proposition 3.2 applies to the set S rather than S', or equiv­
alently for our treatment, S rather than S'. The final step is not difficult, because we have 
shown (in Propositions 3.6 and 3.8) that the possibilities for the intersection set S' are
(a) S' is empty,
(b ) S' is a line segment or a single point,
(c ) S' has non-empty interior.
Possibilities (a) and (c ) present no difficulty because if S' is empty then so is 5, and if S' has 
non-empty interior then S, obtained by removing a finite number o f line segments, also has 
non-empty interior. In the remaining case (b), when S' is a line segment or a single point, 
we note from the proofs o f Propositions 3.6 and 3.8 that all the points in S' lie on the edge 
o f eccentric rhombus A ' which is tangent to the central circle. But rhombus A ' is simply 
%. — T “ ^/2), and the edge tangent to the central circle is edge cd (in the labelling o f  
used in Section 3.3), and this is one o f the edges which must be removed to obtain T _ l ( I 2). 
Hence when S' is a line segment or a single point, then S is empty.
We have seen in the proof o f Propositions 3.6 and 3.8 that possibility (b) arises at the 
isolated value 0 =  when N  is odd or when N  is even and hcf(it, (N  +  1)) >  1, and at 
the end-points 0 « and 0£ o f the sub-intervals when N  is even and hcf(/t, (N  +  1)) =  1. Thus 
the set S is :
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• empty for all 0 <  0 <  Jt when N  is odd,
• non-empty for the open intervals ( 0 b , 0 e )  and empty outside o f these intervals when 
N  is even.
Our statement o f Proposition 3.1 is now proved by invoking Proposition 3.2.
3.9 Application to other strings having regular structure
The methods employed in Sections 3.4 to 3.8, to discover the dependence o f the common 
intersection o f the rhombus configuration on the parameter 0, were devised with the specific 
class o f strings + 0 ... 0+ in mind. However the ideas that underlie these methods do have 
wider application, and in this section we show how it is possible to determine when certain 
other classes o f string appear as substrings o f admissible sequences.
The section is divided into five parts. We begin, in 3.9.1, by establishing three symmetry 
results which show that if  we make some simple modifications to a string so^i •■•■W-i 
we obtain rhombus configurations which are closely related to those o f the original string. 
These allow us to transfer our knowledge o f the rhombus configurations for strings + 0 ... 0+ 
to those for other types o f string.
In 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 we consider strings whose configurations involve only rhombi which 
we have already worked with in the configurations for the strings +0 ... 0+. In each such 
case we can appeal directly to our earlier results in order to determine how the existence o f a 
region o f common intersection depends upon 0. In 3.9.4 we move beyond these easy cases, 
and there show how to modify our earlier arguments so as to cope with strings -0 . . .  0+.
Finally in 3.9.5, we consider a class o f  strings having an entirely different form, namely 
0 + - + - . . .+ 0  and 0 + - + - . . . - 0  (i.e. in which there is a run o f alternating + and -  digits 
between two 0 ’s) and we note that their rhombus configurations, although substantially 
different from those for the strings + 0 ... 0+, nevertheless share many o f the features that 
permitted our previous analysis. Although we do not pursue the investigation here, it does
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seem likely that with some modification, our methods will be effective for deciding when 
this significant type o f string can appear as a substring o f some admissible sequence.
3.9.1 Symmetry results for the rhombus configurations
The results here are o f the same style as the symmetry results o f Section 2.4, but are un­
related, because the results in Section 2.4 were strictly for periodic sequences. We use 
them in a similar way, enabling us to transfer results for the common intersection from one 
type o f string to other types. In the statements below we employ a notation introduced in 
Chapter 2, where s, denotes the negated digit —s,.
Proposition 3.11 (Negation of Strings)
The rhombus configuration for the string soil . ..i/v-i at the parameter value 0 has non­
empty intersection if and only i f  the rhombus configuration for the string sbi) • • $ N - i  does.
Proof
Let Aq, A \ ,... ,  An be the rhombi in the configuration for the string s o i l .. .i/v-i, defined as
Ar =  wr(!/t), and let Bp, B\.......Bn be the corresponding rhombi for the string sb-v).. .§n -\.
Noting that Rn^ .=  and R „ T _ l b =  - T ~ 'b ,  and referring to (3.17) we have
RitSr =  Rn+r0^ .+ ( iW - r R  n+(r— 1 )0 +  sN -r+ 1 R it+(r-2)0 3------b SN - 1 R ji) T  1 b
=  ReRn^.- (i|V-rR (r-|)0  +  i/V-r+|R(r-2)e +  -“  +  itV-|l) RnT 'b
=  Rr0^ .+ (iA f- rR (r- l ) 0+ i/V -r+ lR (r-2)0 3------ b i| V - l l )T  'b  (3.40)
=  Art
so each rhombus Ar is a rotation o f Br by 7t about the origin. Consequently the common 
intersection o f A q , A\, An is non-empty precisely when the common intersection o f 
Bo. B\,. . . .  Bn is non-empty. □
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Proposition 3.12 (Reversal of Strings)
The rhombus configuration for the string so^i 1 at the parameter value 0 has non­
empty intersection if and only if  the rhombus configuration for its reversal s n - 1 . .  ..V|So 
does.
Proof
With Ao, A\, . . . ,  An  denoting the rhombi for the string soil and Bo, B\, . . . ,  Bn
the rhombi for its reversal, we show that there is a transformation H (a composition o f a 
translation, a rotation and a reflection), so that Ar =  H (B r). We define H by
H (x ) =  MR_(/V_|)0 {x  — (s/v-iR(/v-i)e +  sn - 2 ^-(n - 2 )0 H------ 1-sol) T  'b }  (3.41)
where M  =  ( q _?,) is the matrix implementing reflection in the horizontal axis. We note 
that
M R _e =  R0M, M ^ . =  Re^., M T ' b  =  - T " ' b  (3.42)
and that the rhombi Ar and Bn - t are given by
Ar =  R re^.+  (jAT_rR(r_| )0 -(-^ _ (r_|)R (r_2)e-l---'-f5Ai_|l) T  'b , (3.43)
B n - t =  R(/V-r)e^.+ (*Al-f-|R(Af-r-l)fl +  •*Af-r-2R(/V-»—2)0 -------h io l )T  1 b. (3.44)
Consequently,
H (f lN -r )  =  M R _ ( /v_| )e {R (Ai_ r)e^ . — (j/v_iR(A, _ | )e + iAr-2R(Af-2)0 +  ---
+ S N - r R ( N - r ) e )  T  '•> }
=  M R _ ( r_ [ ) 0 Î ^ . — M ( s j v - i l  +  S/V-2R -0  +  • • ■ +  i w - r R - ( r - t ) e )  T  ' b
=  R r0^ .+  (s/V-ll +  S N - 2R 0 H------ hSAi-rRfr-l)©) T  ' b  (3.45)
=  Ar.
□
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Proposition 3.13 (Negation of Alternate Digits)
The rhombus configuration for the string so^i • • i/v-i at the parameter value 9 has non­
empty intersection if  and only if the rhombus configuration for the string io*i • ■■Sn - 2 n^ - ì 
(N  odd), or soS\ • ■ -sn- i Sn - i (Af even), has non-empty intersection at the parameter value 
7C-0.
Proof
We letAo, A \,... ,  An be the rhombi for the string so-ri ■ ■ ■sn- i at parameter value 0, and Bo. 
B\, . . . ,  Bn be the rhombi for the string so-si . . . sn^ n - i (for N  odd) or .vo.vi.
(for N  even) at parameter value rt — 0. As in the proof o f Proposition 3.12, M  is the matrix 
implementing reflection in the horizontal axis and, since we need to distinguish between 
the rhombus %  and the displacement T _  1 b at the parameter values 0 and 7t — 0, for the 
latter value we will write ^J„_e and T _ 1 b|re_e. For N  even we have
M B r =  M  { R r(n_ 0)l .^|n_e +  ( ( —l ) rsw -rR (r-i)(7 i_e)+
( - l ) r l% _ (r_ i )R (r_ 2)(it-e) -1------hs/y—2Rn-e — s/\r-il) T _ l b|n_ e }
=  Rr(8-n)M^Jn-8 — ( ( — l ) riA f-rR (r - l)eR - (r - l)jt+
( — 1 ) r _ ' i f t f - ( r - l )R ( r - 2 )e R - ( r - 2 ) «  4------- F  W ^ R e R - n  -  W - 11) T 1 b
=  R reR -r ji^ .+ (iJ V -rR (r - l)e+  i /V-(r-l)R(r-2)6 + ---- P ^N-2^0 +  S/V-11) T  'b
=  Ar, (3.46)
because T _1b|n_e =  T _ l b, and using the expression (3.43) for Ar which
appears in the proof o f Proposition 3.12. For N  odd we have
R nM B r =  R nM { R r(7i-e)^.U-e +  ( ( ~ l ) r '•W -»-R (r-i)(it-e)+
( ~ l ) r 2j /V -(r-l)R (r-2)(n-e) 3------- ^ - 2^ 11-6 +  S/y_|l) T _ l b|n_ e }
=  R re ^ .-R n  ( ( - l ) r lW -rR (r- l)(e - it ) +
( - l ) r 2s2 V - (r - l)R (r -2 )(6 - It ) H---------S /V -2R 8-n+  W - l l )  T  ' b
=  Rr8^. — Rn (■W-rR(r -1)8 +*/V-(r-l)R(r—2)0 H------1" ^ N -2 ^ - 8  +  S N - i  i ) T 'b
=  A r. (3.47)
□
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Note that there is no equivalent o f the “ multiple copies” result for periodic sequences 
(Proposition 2.4, part 4) in the case o f strings. The single digit string + provides a simple 
counter example. The rhombus configuration for this string consists o f only two rhombi, 
these are eccentric rhombus A ' and central rhombus 1 from our definitions in Section 3.4, 
and have a common intersection for all 0 <  0 <  71 (this is easily checked by direct calcula­
tion o f the triangular region o f intersection; it has positive area except at 0 =  |, where the 
intersection only occurs along the common edge between the two rhombi). By contrast, 
when the string + is doubled, we obtain ++ which is the case N  =  2 o f the family +0 ... 0+, 
and our methods in Sections 3.7 and 3.8 show that there is a common intersection only for 
§ <  0 <  n.
3 .9.2 Strings o f the form 0... 0
The configuration for a string 0 ... 0 o f length N  consists o f (N  +  1 ) copies o f the rhombus 
each centred at the origin and inclined at an angle 0 to their predecessor. The unit circle 
centred at the origin is common to all the rhombi, and consequently the string appears in 
some admissible sequence for all 0 <  0 <  7t. (O f course, from the point o f view o f the dy­
namical system, the origin in /2 always gives rise to the sequence every digit o f which is 0 .)
3.9.3 Strings +0.. .  0, 0... 0+, - 0 . . .  0 and 0... 0 -
We begin with the observation that if we remove rhombus Z ' from the configuration for a 
string + 0 ...0 +  o f length N, we obtain the rhombus configuration for a string 0 ...0 +  o f  
length (N  — 1 ). Thus we are interested in the dependence on 0 o f the common intersection 
o f rhombi A ', 1, 2, (N - l )  as defined in Section 3.4. We may immediately deduce
that this collection o f  rhombi has a non-empty intersection regardless o f the value o f 0, 
because the point /?A- (belonging to A ')  lies on the central circle (contained in each o f  
the central rhombi). From our work on the configurations for strings + 0 ...0 +  we know 
the intersection between A ' and the (N  — 1) central rhombi has non-empty interior, apart 
from the exceptional cases when pK coincides with a point o f contact o f one o f the central
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rhombi. This latter case occurs when the position angle o f pA. , namely — 0 differs by an 
integer multiple o f 2tt from the position angle o f one o f the points o f contact o f the central 
rhombi, namely ^ +  kQ and ^  -I-kQ for k =  0, 1 ,.... (N  — 1).
Thus for a string 0 ... 0+ o f length N, the common intersection o f the rhombus config­
uration has non-empty interior except at the isolated values
0 =  pfrfJt for k =  1,2.......N  and 1 <  l  < k , (3.48)
and at these values o f 0 the common intersection occurs along a line segment, part o f the 
edge o f rhombus A ' tangent to the central circle. We may now argue as in Section 3.8 that 
this edge is removed to obtain the intersection needed for Proposition 3.2. Consequently 
the string 0 ... 0+ o f length N  appears within some admissible sequence for all 0 <  0 <  jc, 
except at the finite set o f isolated values o f 0 listed in (3.48).
Using the symmetry results, Propositions 3.11 and 3.12 above, we deduce that the 
rhombus configurations for the related strings +0 ... 0, 0 ... 0 -  and -0 . . .  0 have non-empty 
intersection for all 0 <  0 <  7t, and this intersection has non-empty interior except at the val­
ues (3.48). Again, before we apply Proposition 3.2 to learn when the strings appear within 
some admissible sequence, we need to examine how the deletion o f the forbidden edges 
affects the intersection, and the three types o f string + 0 ...0 , 0 . . .0  -  and - 0 . . .  0 differ in 
this. We briefly summarise the situation for each o f these types o f  string.
( i) For the string +0 ... 0 the configurations where the intersection is along a line segment 
involve one o f  the deleted edges o f the eccentric rhombus, so this string appears within 
an admissible sequence for all 0 <  0 <  n except at the values (3.48).
(ii) In the cases o f the other two strings, - 0 . . .0  and 0 . . .0 - ,  the intersections along a 
line segment always involve a side o f the eccentric rhombus which is not removed. 
Thus at some o f the isolated values (3.48) it is possible that one o f these strings can 
appear within an admissible sequence. We could work out precisely for which o f the 
values (3.48) this occurs, and the task would be to check for each value (3.48) whether 
the point o f contact o f any central rhombus coinciding with pK lies on a side o f the
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central rhombus which is not removed. We choose not to pursue here the details of 
this routine calculation.
3.9.4 Strings -0 .. .  0+, +0... 0 -  and -0 .. .  0 -
When N  is even, we may apply Propositions 3.11 and 3.13 to a length N  string + 0 ... 0+ 
and deduce that, corresponding to every interval [0b , 0 f ] (or isolated value 0) where the 
rhombus configuration for the string + 0 .. .0 +  has non-empty intersection, there is an in­
terval [jc — 0£,7i — 0b] (or isolated value 7t —0) where the rhombus configuration for the 
string -0 . . .  0+ has non-empty intersection. By contrast, the case when N  is odd is a gen­
uinely new situation : negating alternate digits o f + 0 ... 0 + does not now produce -0 . . .  0+, 
and consequently the rhombus configuration for strings -0 . . .  0+ o f odd length cannot be 
deduced from the configuration for + 0 ... 0+ by any o f  the symmetry results above.
It is possible, however, independently to make progress with the odd length strings 
- 0 . . .  0+ because the rhombus configuration for a string -0 . . .  0+ is closely related to the 
configuration for the string + 0 ...0 + , the two strings matching in all but the first digit. 
The rhombus configuration for a string - 0 . . .  0+ o f length N  (irrespective o f whether N  is 
odd or even) consists o f two eccentric rhombi and (N  — l )  central rhombi, just as in our 
previous work. Moreover, eccentric rhombus A ' (defined as w o (^ J ) and all the central 
rhombi (which are w i(^ _ ), W2(^ .), •••, w /v-i(^ .)) are unchanged from their descriptions 
in Section 3.4. Only rhombus Z ' ( =  w n (^ . ) )  is altered; as before it is a translated copy 
o f central rhombus Z, but for the configuration corresponding to the string - 0 . . .0 +  the 
translation is —R(/V_ i ) eT “ 1b, i.e. the negative o f what is was before. By way o f example, 
Figure 3.19 shows the configuration for the string -0 0 + ; this figure should be compared 
with Figure 3.5 (where the plot is for the string +00+ ), both for the same parameter value 
0 =  0.5. Rhombi A ',  1, 2 and 3 are the same between the two plots, only the location o f Z ' 
is changed.
Owing to the similarity between the rhombus configurations for the strings -0 . . .  0+ and 
+ 0 ... 0+, we can adapt the argument presented through Sections 3.4 to 3.8 and determine
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Figure 3.19: The rhombus configuration for the string -00+.
precisely when strings -0 . . .  0+ appear in some admissible sequence. The following result 
is the counterpart to Proposition 3.1. For its proof we list, briefly, the modifications which 
must be made to our earlier exposition.
Proposition 3.14 (Version of Proposition 3.1 for strings -0. . .  0 + )
The string -0 . . .  0+ is a substring o f some admissible sequence if  and only if 0 belongs to 
one o f the intervals ( ¡y+T ^  ~2 ■ ff+T j  where I <  k <  [ y ]  and j|, s2 are the
least positive even integers satisfying the congruences
(2k — l)i| =  2 (2 (N  +  I ) )  and (2 k -\ )s 2 =  - 2  (2 (JV +1 )). (3.49)
Proof
We have already described the differences between the rhombus configurations for the 
strings + 0 . .. 0+ and -0 . . .  0+. Modulo the change in location o f Z  ',  the material in Section
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3.4 applies to the configurations for -0 . . .  0+; note though, that the position angle o f p z . , 
the point o f contact o f Z ' with the central circle, must be changed to j  +  N 0.
The rhombus configuration for strings -0 . . .  0+ still has a reflection symmetry, but the 
axis is affected by the new location o f Z ',  and we must redefine a  at right-angles to its 
previous orientation so that the new axis a  is specified by the angle Z vco  =  ^ (N  — 1 )0 +  7t. 
We saw in Section 3.5 that the central rhombi are symmetric in this axis (recall that there 
was a reflection in a second axis perpendicular to the original a ) so to establish Proposition
3.3 for strings - 0 . . .0 +  we must additionally demonstrate that A ' and Z' are conjugate 
under the new reflection. This follows because a reflection o f A ' in the new axis o  is 
equivalent to a reflection o f A ' in the old axis a  (g iv ing the old rhombus Z ') followed by 
a rotation o f 7t about c. A ll that remains to show is that the new rhombus Z ' is obtained 
from the old rhombus Z ' by a rotation o f 7t about c. This rotation is effected by the map 
y !-► R„(y — T _ lb) +  T~'b, so that the old rhombus Z ' =  Z 4- R(/v_i)eT_ lb is rotated to
i.e. to the new rhombus Z '. The axis o  meets the central polygon either at a vertex or at the 
mid-point o f a side; the latter case occurring at one o f the values
where k =  0, 1 ,.. . ,  (N  — 1) and / is any integer such that 0 <  0 <  7t. (Unlike the previous 
situation a  does not always pass through the midpoint o f a side when N  is odd.) From 
(3.51) we can list these exceptional values as
R>t (R/vei£ + R(Af-i)eT *b )+T  'b =  z — R(A?-i)eT 'b, (3.50)
* 0  -F/7C =  1 ) 0 +  f (3.51)
for
The intervals o f 0 for which A '  and Z ' intersect (i.e. the passes) are changed. Parts ( i) 
and (i i )  o f  Proposition 3.5 hold in the present case, so the values o f 0 for which A ' and Z '
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intersect satisfy
r t - ^ 0  <  £ (J V - l )0  +  7t +  /7t <  f - ^ 0  (3.52)
for some integer / such that 0 <  0 <  7t. After rearrangement we obtain [ y ]  intervals for 0 
where A ' and Z ' intersect; these passes are p 2*^2)11^ j , k =  1 ,2 ,..., [ y ] . With these
new values, part (iv ) o f Proposition 3.5 is readily established. We do not use Proposition 
3.6, instead proceeding without separating the strings -0 . . .  0+ into cases N  odd or N  even. 
Proposition 3.7 transfers to the new configuration without modification, and Proposition
3.8 is now needed for both N  odd and N  even. The argument for the proof is not affected, 
but two details must be changed : the isolated value within the k‘h pass at which pA- and 
Pz' are coincident becomes 0 =  , and the common intersection occurs for just this
single value when (2k— 1) and (N  +  1) share a common factor.
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 involve the central rhombi alone, so apply without change to 
strings -0 . . .  0+. In the argument to establish the end-points o f the intervals o f common 
intersection, the position angle o f pz■ is different : Z vcpZ' =  f  +  NQb — 2 (k — 1)ti s o  
(3 =  (2 k -  \ ) n - ( N +  1)0b and we obtain 0 « =  j*1 2 where 5| satisfies the con­
gruence (2k— l )* i  = 2  (2 (N  +  1)). Similarly for the upper end-point o f the interval we 
get 0£ =  jvyr where sj satisfies (2£— 1)^2 =  —2 (2 (N  +  1)). Because (2k— 1)
and ( N + \ )  are coprime, as previously these congruences determine .sy and 52 uniquely : 
clearly the solutions for 5j and 52 are one o f 0, 2, 4, . . . ,  2N  because (2k— 1) is odd and 
2 (N  +  1) is even; neither can be zero, and it is straightforward to show that 5] =  2 only on 
the first pass (corresponding to an interval for 0 with left end-point zero). The case o f 52 is 
a little more complicated : when N  is even 52 can never equal 2, and when N  is odd 52 =  2 
only on the final pass (corresponding to an interval for 0 with right end-point 7t).
Finally we note that in those instances when the common intersection is a line segment 
(i.e. at isolated values 0 =  or at the end-points 0£ and 0b o f the sub-intervals), the
line segment coincides with a deleted edge o f rhombus A ' , so as in Section 3.8, the string 
does not appear in any admissible sequences at one o f these values. □
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String Length
(AO
String Intervals for 0
2 -+ (0 , f )
3 -0+ (°> f)>  ( t ’ 71)
4 -00+ ( o . ï ) . ( ! . Ÿ )
5 -000 + (o, « . ( * , « )
6 -0000+ (o ,|  ) . ( * , ! ) .  ( Ÿ . Ÿ )
7 -00000+ (¥ •¥ )•  ( t .* )
8 -000000+ (o , ! ) . ( ! , * ) . ( * . * )
9 -0000000+ ( * , ! ) .  ( M M M
10 -00000000+ M ) .  ( ! . ¥ ) . ( ¥ • ! ) .  ( ¥ • ¥ ) . ( ¥ . $ )
11 -000000000+ ( t -t ). ( t . t M t t .k )
Table 3.5: Values of 6 for which strings -0 ...  0+ appear within admissible sequences.
Table 3.5 lists the intervals for which short strings -0 . . .  0+ appear within some ad­
missible sequence. Comparison with Table 3.1 reveals the correspondence mentioned at 
the start o f  this section, in the case when N  is even, between an interval (0a, 0/;) for a 
string + 0 ... 0+ and the interval (ft — 0£ ,ti — 0b ) for the string - 0 . . .  0+. We observe also 
the symmetric distribution o f  the intervals when N  is odd : an interval (0/j, 0e ) appears 
in Table 3.5 if and only i f  an interval (tc — 0£, 7t -  0b ) does. We note that it is possible to 
prove these correspondences directly from the congruences (3.1) and (3.49), but since this 
is purely a task o f algebraic manipulation we do not include it here.
Remark : Now  that we have determined precisely the values o f the parameter 0 when the 
strings + 0 ...  0+ and - 0 . . .  0+ can appear as substrings o f admissible sequences, we return 
briefly to the earlier result o f  Galias &  Ogorzalek (1992) and demonstrate how it fits into our 
more general framework. Recall that their result states that for a given value o f 0, one o f the 
two length N  strings + 0 ... 0+ and -0 . . .  0+ cannot appear within any admissible sequence, 
specifically the former string when sin M ) >  0 and the latter when sin NQ <  0. Viewed in 
terms o f our geometric approach, these trigonometric conditions correspond simply to the 
restriction that the eccentric rhombi A ' and Z ' do not intersect, as we show. For a string
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+ 0 ... 0+ o f length N, we know from part ( iv )  o f Proposition 3.5 that the condition for A '  
and Z ' not to intersect is that pz . should lie on the upper half o f the central circle. This 
is equivalent to cos ( Ç  +N Q ) >  0 (since the position angle o f p z . is Ç  +  NQ and we are 
measuring angles clockwise from the upward vertical), which simplifies to sin NQ >  0. The 
other case, concerning the strings -0 . . .  0+, follows in like manner. In terms o f the notions 
that we have introduced, the result o f Galias &  Ogorzatek (1992) says that a string cannot 
appear within any admissible sequence unless 0 belongs to one o f the intervals we called 
a pass (see page 91). Within each pass, determining the precise interval (0 b , 0b ) where 
the string can appear within some admissible sequence has needed a much more extensive 
analysis, the point being we are concerned with whether the intersection o f  all the rhombi 
is non-empty, as opposed to just the pair o f rhombi A  ' and Z  ' .
Finally we mention the related strings + 0 . . .0 -  and - 0 . . . 0 - .  The values o f 0 for 
which their rhombus configurations have non-empty intersection are easily deduced from 
our results for the strings -0 . . .  0+ and + 0 ... 0+ via Proposition 3.11. When we describe 
the intervals for which the strings + 0 . . .0 -  and -0 . . .  0 -  can appear as substrings o f  ad­
missible sequences, similar comments to those made in Section 3.9.3 apply concerning 
intersections along line segments involving deleted edges o f the boundaries o f  the rhombi. 
Taking account o f the particular edges o f A '  and Z  '  that are removed, it follows that Propo­
sition 3.14 describes the values o f 0 precisely for strings + 0 ... 0 - , but for strings -0 . . .  0 -, 
we may have to include some single points 0 =  along with the intervals specified in 
Proposition 3.1, and some o f the intervals may include (one or both o f) their end-points; 
again the precise details could be worked out, but are not really o f interest to us.
3.9.5 Strings 0 + -+ - . . .+ 0  and 0 + - + - . . . - 0
The strings 0 + - + - . .. +0 and 0 + - + - . .. -  0, consisting o f a run o f alternating + and -  digits 
with zeros at either end, are substantially different in form to those we have considered 
above, and their rhombus configurations are quite unlike those for + 0 ... 0+ or - 0 . . .  0+. 
Nevertheless, when we plot rhombus configurations for the strings 0 + - + - . .. +0 and study
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their evolution with the parameter 9, we encounter again the features which were crucial in 
our argument for determining the common intersection for the strings +0... 0+. As before 
we may separate the (N  +  1) rhombi o f  the configuration into 2 “ eccentric”  rhombi A ' and 
Z ' (the first and last o f the rhombi arising as w o(^ .) and w/v(i£)), and the other (/V— 1) 
“ central”  rhombi 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N - l ) .
Studying examples o f these configurations, two o f which are presented in Figures 3.20 
and 3.21, suggests that the following familiar features are present:
1. There is a “ central”  circle, situated within the rhombi 1, 2 , . . . ,  (N - l ) , which is tan­
gent to two (but not four) sides o f each rhombus. As previously, “ eccentric”  rhombi 
A ' and Z ' lie outside o f this circle, but each touch it at a single point. A  difference is 
though, that here the circle varies in size, as well as location, as 0 increases.
2. There is a reflection symmetry for each configuration, whose axis passes through the 
centre o f the “ central”  circle.
3. A  non-empty intersection o f the rhombi A ' ,  1, . . . .  (N - l ) ,  Z ' occurs for an interval 
o f 9, or at exceptional isolated values for which the common point o f contact o f  A ' 
and Z ' is coincident with a point o f  contact o f a “ central”  rhombus.
4. The “central”  polygon is regular at values o f 0 corresponding to the start and end o f  
an interval o f  common intersection.
The presence o f these features points strongly to the possibility o f adapting the methods o f  
this chapter to describe in general the common intersections for a string 0 + - + - . . .+ 0  or 
0 + - + - . .. - 0  (and consequently also the strings 0 - + - + . .. -0 , 0 -  + - + . . .+0, 0 + + ... + + 0  
and 0 — . . . - - 0 ) .  We will not attempt this here though; we envisage it would require a 
lengthy presentation o f  ideas similar to those already discussed.
For short strings the evolution o f the configuration can be studied by computer; by 
this means we have been able to determine the values o f 0 that correspond to a common 
intersection for the string lengths N  =  3, 4, . . . ,  11. Table 3.6 lists the ranges o f 0 which 
we found : they are either intervals or single points, which is consistent with there being a
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5 "
Figure 3.20: A  typical plot of the rhombus configuration for the string 0 + -+ -+ 0 , when 
0 =  0.7.
Figure 3.21: The configuration near 0 =  5, where several of the sides of the various 
rhombi become co-linear.
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g Length
(N )
String Values of 0
3 0+0 [$ . * ]
4 0 + -0 (o , f ]
5 0 + -+0 it3
6
O1♦1+o
(o ,5 ], [ f ,  f ]
7 0 + -+ -+ 0 [5-5]
8
O1♦1+1+o
( o , f ] ,  f
9 0 + -+ -+ -+ 0 M ! . * ]
10 0 + -+ -+ -+ -0 (o ,5 ], [ ! - ! ] . [ ¥ > ! ]
11 0 + -+ -+ -+ -+ 0 [71 Ttl 7tL 7 * 5J * 3
Table 3.6: Values of 0 where there is a common intersection for the rhombus configuration 
for strings 0 + -+ - . .. +0.
description in terms o f congruences similar to our descriptions for the strings +0 ... 0+ and 
- 0 . . .  0+. We should mention that, according to Table 3.6, when N  exceeds 3 a common 
intersection only occurs within the first half-range 0 <  0 <  j .  This is entirely to be expected 
because when N >  3 the strings all contain the substring + - ,  and we know from Section
3.9.4 that + -  can only appear in an admissible sequence when 0 <  0 <  |.
Chapter Summary
• It is shown that finite strings o f the form +0 ... 0+ may appear within some admissible 
sequence for only a restricted set o f values o f the parameter 9. More specifically the 
string + 0 ... 0+ o f  length N  is a substring o f some admissible sequence if and only if 0  
belongs to one o f  the following intervals : for each k such that I <  k <  [^J determine, 
where possible, the least positive even integers S|, sz satisfying ks\ =  1 (A M  1) and 
ks2 =  -\  (AM -1), and an interval is
•  The proof is geometric in character and develops from the condition that a string 
soJi -..SN- 1  appears within some admissible sequence if and only if the intersection o f 
(A M  1) congruent rhombi w o (T ~ '(/ 2) )  n W| (T _ l (/2) )  n ... D \vN ( T _ l (72) ) ,  where 
w r(y ) =  Rr«y +  5^=oSN -1-iR ,eT_ l b, is non-empty. As the rhombus configuration 
evolves with increasing 0, the presence o f a common intersection for the case o f the 
string +0 ... 0+ is linked to the relative locations o f the points o f contact o f  the sides o f 
the rhombi which are tangent to a common inscribed circle.
•  Related results are obtained for the strings +0 ... 0, -0 . . .  0, 0 ... 0+, 0 ... 0 - ,  - 0 . . .  0 -, 
+ 0 ... 0 -  and -0 . . .  0+. Precise descriptions are provided for the sets o f 0 values where 
each may appear within an admissible sequence, and these definitive statements encom­
pass all previously published partial results.
•  Corresponding rhombus configurations for strings 0 + - + - . . .0  are briefly examined; 
they share many o f  the geometric features significant for the treatment o f  the strings 
+ 0 ... 0+ and so the strings 0 + - + - . .. 0 are candidates for the further application o f the 
techniques presented here.
Chapter 4
Search Strategies for the Computational 
Determination of Admissible Periodic 
Sequences
O f significant interest is an exploration of the periodic sequences that might be admissible for the non­
linear map which underlies this study. The criterion for admissibility, that derives from the association 
of a symbolic sequence with the succession of iterates of a point under the action of the nonlinear 
map, goes no way towards providing a general description of the form taken by the admissible pe­
riodic sequences, and there are very few theoretical results that detail their nature. Almost nothing 
seems to be known. This being so an alternative is to assemble empirical information with the hope 
of obtaining some insight through the study of the examples uncovered. Yet it is the nature of the 
task that useful information about the admissible periodic sequences is not readily obtained by com­
putational means. Certainly the criterion for admissibility provides a simple test for deciding whether 
some given string generates an admissible periodic sequence, and it may be taken as the basis of 
a simple algorithm that tests in turn all the 3W strings of length N which conceivably could generate 
an admissible periodic sequence. Of course the overhead of processing so many strings limits its 
viability, and the first reported computer studies, all of which used this approach, were restricted to 
string lengths N  <  25, and to a single parameter value a =  0 .5. In order to investigate sequences 
having longer period it is essential to effect a drastic reduction in the number of strings that need to 
be scrutinised. Galias and Ogorzalek (1992) proposed a means of achieving this and these authors
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were able to extend the scope of the search to N  <  56, but again only fora  =  0 .5 . Unfortunately the 
scarcity of the admissible periodic sequences so uncovered means that the information obtained for 
these lengths still gives little insight into the nature of the sequences. Furthermore, the fact that the 
studies to date have concentrated on a single value for the parameter a implies that we have little 
comprehension of the interdependence between admissibility and parameter value.
Galias and Ogorzafek do not report the way their computations were conducted, but the limited 
scope of their results and omissions in their list of strings would suggest that their implementation 
was not very powerful. We present in this chapter a careful appraisal of what is required to study 
computationally the problem of seeking admissible periodic sequences, and give a detailed account 
of our own computational investigations. Inferences that we draw from the results form the basis of 
theoretical investigations in the succeeding chapters.
As part of the description of our computational strategy, fragments of computer code are included 
with the text, their purpose being to indicate the broad outline o f the methods employed and also to 
aid the presentation of specific aspects. The fragments take the form of pseudo-code, loosely based 
on the C language, and the style of this code is informal. Although it does parallel the actual code 
used in our implementation, its primary aim is to be descriptive. In view of this we have suppressed 
language-specific details such as variable type information and function header descriptions. Fre­
quently we will wish to refer to a section of code either explained elsewhere in the text or sufficiently 
simple not to warrant a separate explanation; in such cases we employ the symbol • »  together with 
a line of summary text. For the benefit o f readers not conversant with C syntax, a brief table appears 
below (Table 4.1) summarising those elements of the syntax that permit us to be concise and precise 
in the pseudo-code.
We comment here upon the reason that our computer programs are written in C. The choice of 
language was dictated by the need for the fastest possible speed of execution. With the aim being to 
uncover information about periodic sequences of as long period as possible, the foremost consider­
ation at every stage of the implementation has been efficiency, both algorithmic and computational. 
In view of this we have avoided the use of more sophisticated data structures available in high-level 
languages, and of ready-made library functions, choosing instead to write our own taut and lean
versions.
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&& logical “and”
II logical “or”
1 logical negation
== test for equality (note that = indicates variable assignment)
i++ increment i by 1
i  += 3 increment i by 3
a % b the arithmetic remainder when a is divided by b (=  a mod b)
Table 4.1: Summary of the C syntax used in our pseudo-code.
4.1 Elimination of the strings which may not appear in 
any admissible sequence
The scheme we adopt to limit the proportion o f the 3N strings o f length N  that need to be 
examined, starts from an idea proposed in Galias & Ogorzalek (1992). Instead o f  com­
mencing with a direct search for the strings which generate admissible periodic sequences, 
these authors suggest the insertion o f a preliminary step, filtering on the basis o f the alter­
native trial “ Which strings can appear as a substring o f some admissible sequence, for the 
map F  at the given parameter value?” . Clearly this latter property is a prerequisite for any 
string to generate an admissible periodic sequence, so we expect to be left with a smaller 
collection o f strings to test after incorporating this initial step. However, the real advan­
tage gained derives from the fact that the notion o f a string .voii.. . ,y,y-i “ unable to appear 
in any admissible sequence” is inherited by any longer string which contains so^i • • ••W-l 
as a substring (which follows immediately from the definition o f an admissible sequence 
given in Section 2.1.1). Thus we can devise a computational strategy that builds up from 
the shortest strings longer ones by inserting one digit at a time at the start. As soon as a 
string soil •. .in- 1  o f length n is identified as one that cannot appear within any admissible 
sequence, we may reject it and thereafter never need to consider any o f the 3 N~n longer 
strings which terminate with iosi • • ••Sn-i- In this way we successfully avoid generating the 
vast majority o f the 3N eligible strings for longer lengths N. Significant savings arise from
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the outset because, as we saw in Chapter 3, either the string + -  (and its negative - + )  or the 
string ++  (and its negative - - )  is always ruled out. A  characteristic o f our strategy is that it 
will not obtain in isolation the strings o f precise length N, but must find all the strings from 
length 1 up to length A ; in practice this is the data we usually desire.
We describe the several aspects o f this elimination step in the follow ing four sections. 
In Section 4.1.1 we show how the geometric intersection test o f Chapter 3 (which is our 
basic means o f testing whether a string can appear in some admissible sequence) is con­
verted from a mathematical result on the geometry o f a configuration o f parallelograms to 
a viable computer algorithm. Section 4.1.2 completes the implementation o f the elimina­
tion process, and discusses further optimisations that can be achieved. In Section 4.1.3 we 
report on the runtime savings achieved by comparison with a naive algorithm that needs 
to consider all possible strings. We are also able to list some omissions from the corre­
sponding results o f Galias &  Ogorzalek (1992) that our search has uncovered. Finally in 
Section 4.1.4 we outline a more sophisticated way o f implementing the elimination step 
that entails considerable benefits by way o f reducing storage requirements and improving 
runtime performance.
4.1.1 Implementation of the geometric intersection test
Since the strings are to be built by adding one digit at a time, at the point when we invoke 
the geometric intersection test to decide whether a string o f length N  can appear in some 
admissible sequence, we already have available the previously computed intersection for 
a length (N  — 1) substring. Our first task is to show how to use this existing information 
to compute efficiently the new intersection for the whole string o f length N. Specifically, 
given a string ii*2- •-s/v-i o f length (N  -  1), together with its intersection Sjy-i, where
Sn~\ =  woi/2) n w i(I2) n ... n wn_ i (T2) (4.1)
and
r — 1
r(x ) =  A rx +  ^ .v/ v -i- .A 'b , 
1=0
W, (4.2)
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the problem is to find the intersection Sn corresponding to the string so^i •.. ¿'/v-1, where 
the new digit so has been added to the start o f the string. The intersection Sn is
Sn =  w0(T2) n w ^/2) n ... n w ^ /2), (4.3)
where the functions wo, w i, wn are given again by the formula (4.2). Consequently
from (4.1) we may write Sn  as
Sn =  Sn - i D wN il2), (4.4)
and this allows us to determine Sn from Sn - i by computing the result o f  just a single 
intersection operation. (We remark that it is convenient here to denote by Sn the intersection 
set we represented as S' in Chapter 3.)
We showed in Chapter 3 that the set Sn arising from the intersection (4.3) is a convex 
polygon, so (4 .4 ) represents Sn  as the intersection o f the convex polygon Sn - i and the 
parallelogram w n ( P ) -  Our intention is to automate the geometric intersection test, and be­
cause the most difficult programming task in this is to compute the intersection o f two sets, 
it is advantageous to transform (4.4) so as to arrange that any intersections to be computed 
arise in as simple a form as possible. For this purpose we write Sn =  w n (Tn ), thereby 
defining a new collection o f sets 7o, 7j, . . . ,  Tn . Because the transformation wn is an in­
vertible affine map, the set Sn is empty if and only if Tn is, so the geometric intersection 
test may be equivalently stated in terms o f the set Tn . From (4.4) we can express Tn in 
terms of Tn - ]  as
TN =  wN' (wjv_ i (7)v- i )) n P
=  A-'(7X,_)-.sob) n / 2, (4.5)
and in this modified form the intersection to be computed at each stage is now with the 
fixed square P  instead o f the varying parallelogram wn {P ) .
We remark at this point that we have based the computation o f the geometric intersec­
tion on the use o f  the closed square P. In terms o f the elimination o f strings this relaxation
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from 72 to P is clearly a legitimate step, because to find the strings that generate admissible 
periodic sequences w e subsequently search amongst those that are left. The gain is that 
we avoid the inconvenience o f keeping track o f the absent boundaries o f I 2 throughout the 
intersection procedure.
As a result o f formula (4.5), we can specialise to the task o f  computing the intersection 
between a convex polygon and the square P .  To simplify the problem further, we view an 
intersection with P  as the intersection with the four half planes x\ <  1 ,  X2 > — 1 ,  x\ >  —  1 
and X2 <  1. Since each half-plane is related to the previous one by a clockwise rotation 
o f j  about the origin, it is sufficient to write computer code only for the intersection o f 
a convex polygon with the half-plane x\ <  1. The intersection with the square P is then 
found by calling this routine four times, making a rotation o f the intermediate intersection 
between each call. Thus our code for the intersection with P is simply :
intersection
Compute the intersection between a convex polygon P and the square P.
f o r  ( i= l;  i<=4; i++) {
R otate P clockwise by j  about origin.
** Find the intersection between P and the half-plane x\ <  1.
}
Rotating a polygon by j  is straightforward : we store a convex polygon as a list o f the 
coordinates o f its vertices (taken in order around the polygon) so the rotation is achieved 
by transforming each vertex (xj ,X2) to (x2, - x j ) .  The code for this is :
rotate
Rotate a polygon P by | clockwise about the origin.
w h i l e  (!empty(P)) { 
v = head(P); P = tail (P);
rotated-P = add_toJist(vertex(v.x2, — v.xl), rotated.P);
}
return rotated-P;
This code has the side-effect o f reversing the order in the list o f  the vertices o f the polygon 
and we tolerate this fo r  reasons o f efficiency. When using list data-structures that are im-
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plemented by a pointer from one element to the next, a much higher computational cost is 
incurred by appending an element to the end o f the list than by inserting it at the start, and 
as a consequence efficient implementations o f  certain tasks naturally reverse the order o f 
the elements. This does not cause any special difficulty for our lists, except that we must 
be aware that our representation o f a polygon cannot then specify whether the vertices ap­
pear in clockwise or anticlockwise order around the polygon, so our code for computing 
the intersection with the half-plane must not rely on the order in which the vertices are 
presented.
We now describe an implementation for the fundamental task o f finding the intersection 
Q o f a convex polygon P  with the half-plane * i <  1. Although much simpler than the 
original intersection (4.4), in common with most problems in computational geometry, it is 
not trivial to program. In particular we need to be aware o f the following two requirements 
for any implementation :
(i) The routine must operate correctly irrespective o f whether the first (or last) vertex o f 
P  lies to the left or right o f the line x\ =  1, since P  could be supplied with any one o f 
its vertices as the first in the list.
(i i ) In forming the output Q it may be necessary to add extra vertices which were not 
present in P  (a new vertex is introduced wherever an edge o f P  crosses the line x\ =  1), 
and to exclude vertices o f P  (all the vertices o f P  lying to the right o f  x\ =  1 are absent 
from Q ).
The strategy we employ is best outlined by a specific example.
Example 4.1 : Computation of the intersection with the half-plane x\ < 1
We will take for our example the seven-sided polygon P  plotted in Figure 4.1(a) and repre­
sented by the following list o f  vertices :
P  : ( - 5 ,1 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 ) ,  ( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  (3 , - 2 ) ,  (5 ,0 ), (2 ,4 ), ( - 3 ,4 ) .
“  b c d  e f  g
The intersection o f P  with the half-plane x\ <  1 is the polygon Q, plotted in Figure 4.1(b).
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Our method constructs the intersection Q vertex by vertex, considering in turn the edges 
ah, be, cd, de, ef, fg  and ga o f P. The location o f each edge relative to the line jti =  1 
determines which vertices are added to Q to build it from an initially empty list. Table 4.2 
details the action taken at each step, and shows how the method correctly finds Q, where
Q : ( - 5 ,1 ) ,  ( - 3 ,4 ) ,  (1 ,4 ), (1 , - 3 ) ,  ( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 ) .
a  g /• c ’ c  b
The general strategy, producing the intersection o f an arbitrary polygon P  with the half­
plane jci <  1, can be described by formalising the ideas arising in this example. O f course, 
it is vertices o f P  rather than edges which are read in (because o f the way we have chosen 
to represent a polygon), so at a typical step o f the computation where we consider the 
location o f an edge V1V2, the vertex V| has just been processed and its neighbour V2 is the 
one currently being fetched. As our example illustrates, there are four different possibilities 
for the location o f  vj V2 relative to the line jci =  1, namely
( i )  vi V2 lies entirely to the left o f x\ =  1,
( i i )  V]V2 crosses x\ =  1 from left to right,
(ii i ) vi V2 lies entirely to the right o f x\ =  1,
(iv ) vi V2 crosses xi =  1 from right to left,
and each requires a different action in terms o f the construction o f Q. Table 4.3 shows how 
these four possibilities are detected when given the pair o f vertices vj and V2, and lists the 
action required in each instance to introduce the vertices o f Q which lie on the edge vjV2 
o f P. (Note that the vertex vj itself would not be added to the output at this stage, already 
having been processed as part o f the previous edge.)
The decision process o f Table 4.3 translates into the computer code shown in Listing
4.1. Adding a loop over the vertices o f P  gives a complete routine le ft.re s tr ic tio n  to find the 
intersection o f a polygon with the half-plane x\ <  1, see Listing 4.2. Note that the recording 
o f the first vertex is an essential step : the point is that it must be available again in order to 
process the final edge.
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Figure 4.1: The polygon from Example 4.1, and its intersection with the half-plane xi <  1.
Edge of P Location of Edge 
Relative to jt| =  1
Corresponding Action Output Q
ab entirely to left Add b to Q. ( - 4 , - 3 )
be entirely to left Add c to Q. ( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 )
cd crosses from left to 
right
Introduce new vertex c* at 
crossing point. Add c* to 
Q, but d & Q.
(1 ,-3 ),  ( - 1 , -4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 )
de entirely to right e & Q so Q unchanged. (1 ,-3 ),  ( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 )
ef entirely to right / 0 Q so Q unchanged. (1 ,-3 ), ( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 )
fg crosses from right 
to left
Introduce new vertex /* 
at crossing point. Add /* 
and g to Q.
(-3 ,4 ),  (1,4), (1 ,-3 ), 
( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 )
8<* entirely to left Add a to Q. (-5 ,1 ),  (-3 ,4 ), (1,4), (1 ,-3 ). 
( - 1 , - 4 ) ,  ( - 4 , - 3 )
Table 4.2: The list of steps taken to find the intersection Q o f the polygon P, from the 
figure above, with the half-plane xi < 1.
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Location of Vertices vj and v2
Relative to x i =  1
Vl v2
left left
left right
right left
right right
Action Taken to Construct Q 
Add V2 to Q.
Add intercept of edge joining vi to v2 with 
x\ =  1 to Q.
Add intercept of edge joining V| to V2 with 
xi =  1 to Q. Add v2 to Q.
No action taken
Table 4.3: The decisions and actions used to construct the vertices of Q arising from an 
edge V| V2 of the original polygon P.
process edge v1 v2
Construct vertices of Q arising from an edge V| V2 of P.
if ( left (v2)) {  
if ( right(vl)) {
Q = add.to.list(vertex(1.0, intercept(vl, v2)), Q); 
Q = add-to_list(v2, Q);
}
else
Q = add_to_list(v2, Q);
}
else {
if ( left ( v l ))
Q = add_to_list(vertex(1.0, intercept(vl, v2)), Q);
Listing 4.1: The translation into computer code of the decision process from the table 
above. The routine calls three simple functions to test whether a vertex lies 
to the left, or right, of x\ =  1, and to find the intercept of an edge V|V2 with 
x\ =  1.
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left-restriction
C o m p u te  the intersection Q  o f  a po lygon  P  with the ha lf p lane  JC| <  1.
v2 = head(P); P = tail (P); 
v-initial = v2;
while (!empty(P)) {  
vl =  v2; v2 = head(P); P = tail (P);
U se process_edge_v1 v2 to construct vertices of Q  for the edge V] v2.
}
v l =  v 2 ; v2 = V-initial ;
•»  Use process-edge-vl v2 to  construct vertices of Q  for the final edge, 
return Q;
Listing 4.2: The completed routine to compute the intersection of a polygon with the half­
plane ;t| <  1.
4.1.2 Applying the test to find the strings of length N  that appear 
within some admissible sequence
With the coding o f  the geometric intersection test accomplished, it is a relatively straight­
forward task to expand our implementation o f the test into a complete program for finding 
all strings o f length N  which appear within some admissible sequence. We achieve this 
in the n e x t-le n g th  procedure, shown in Listing 4.3. This procedure, when called with the 
complete list o f  strings o f length (N  — 1 ) that appear in some admissible sequence (where, 
for each string, i t s  associated polygon 7/v_i is supplied also), computes all strings o f length 
N  that appear in some admissible sequence. Lists o f strings o f longer and longer lengths 
are then calculated simply by repeated calls to this procedure, feeding the output from one 
call back as the input to the next. The following paragraphs give a brief summary o f the 
operation o f nex t-leng th .
The input is a list o f the strings o f length (N  — 1 ) and their polygons 7)v_ i , presented as 
(string, polygon) pairs. For each string S\S2 ■■ ..syv-i. three new ones o f length/V are created 
by adding the digits - ,  0 and + respectively at the start. The geometric intersection test is 
applied to the new strings (computing 7/v from 7}v_i as described in the previous section)
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next-length
Given the list of strings of length (N  — 1) that appear within some admissible 
sequence, together with their associated polygons 7v_i, compute the corresponding 
list at length N.
digit = ’O’ , ’+ ’ };
while (!empty(pairs.Nminusl)) {  
p = head(pairs_Nminusl); pairs_Nminusl = tail(pairs_Nminusl ); 
string-Nminusl = p.string; T_Nminusl = p.polygon;
for (i=0; i<=2; i++) {
string_N = augment(digit[i], string-Nminusl);
** Compute Tn =  A _1(7/v_i — iob)n/2 as described in Section4.1.1.
if ( empty(T_N)) 
delete-String(string-N); 
else
pairs_N = add.toJist (pair(string-N, T_N), pairs_N);
}
delete.string (string-Nminusl ); 
delete_polygon(T-Nminusl );
}
Listing 4.3; Code to compute the list of strings of length N that appear within some ad­
missible sequence, from the list of those of length N  — 1.
to determine if any o f these may appear within some admissible sequence : any that qualify 
are stored in a new list o f pairs to be returned as output, and the remainder are discarded.
The deletion statements appearing in the code are important because the storage o f the 
strings and their associated polygons imposes a large burden on the computer memory. In­
deed with this method it is ultimately the storage requirement rather than excessive running 
time that places an upper limit on the length o f the strings that can be investigated. At 
most it is necessary to hold in memory two lists o f strings, for once the list o f  strings o f 
length N  has been compiled, there is no further use for any o f  the strings o f length (N  — 1) 
and they can be discarded. In fact the implementation o f next-length requires less memory 
than this, since each string o f length (N  — 1) is deleted as soon as the three new strings o f
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length N  arising from it have been created. Thus in practice the amount o f storage required 
does not exceed that needed to hold the list o f  strings o f length N. Beyond emphasising the 
importance o f reclaiming memory that is no longer needed, we will not pursue the subject 
o f how the deletions are organised or achieved, because this is an issue linked more to the 
specific programming language employed than it is to the algorithm design itself.
To set the program running we must supply an initial list o f strings and their associ­
ated polygons as the input to the first call o f  next-length. This initial input can be kept 
extremely simple, because by means o f an appropriate interpretation for the set 7o we can 
use next-length itself to calculate the strings o f  length 1. To deduce the appropriate initial 
input, we note that the set Si, used as the geometric intersection test for strings o f  length 1, 
is
■Si =  Woi/2) (~l W ii/2) =  T2 n w ^ /2) (4.6)
where w o(x ) =  x and w j(x )  =  A x  +  sob. Hence we can write the set 7j =  w j" ' (S i) as
=  A - ' ( P - s 0b)  n  I 2, (4.7)
and if we let To = P this expression matches the general expression (4.5) for T\ in terms 
o f 75v—l • Thus for our first call to next-length we may simply supply the pair consisting o f 
the empty string and the square P.
We have now described the implementation o f a complete program to find all strings o f 
length N  that appear as a substring within some admissible sequence. There is, however, a 
useful optimisation for the method which improves the speed o f operation at a cost o f only 
a modest amount o f extra storage. The technique, mentioned in Galias &  Ogorzatek (1992), 
involves keeping a record o f all the strings that cannot appear in any admissible sequence 
(i.e. all those strings that fail the geometric intersection test). This list may then be used 
subsequently to speed up the elimination o f many o f the longer strings. For instance, when 
constructing the strings o f  length 2 from those o f length 1 we may well leam that ++ cannot 
appear within any admissible sequence (indeed we saw in Chapter 3 that for any parameter
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value 0 <  0 <  j ,  or equivalently 0 <  a <  2, this string is prohibited). This would be valuable 
information, because when building the length N  strings from the length (N  — 1) strings, 
any contender starting with ++ can immediately be discarded, without the need for the 
time-consuming geometric intersection test.
The checks needed to rule out strings by this means are easiest to describe in terms 
o f a definite example, and by way o f illustration we will consider a call to n ex t- len g th  to 
compute the strings o f length 5 that appear in some admissible sequence, taking as input 
the corresponding list o f strings o f length 4. Assume that as part o f the calculation from the 
previous calls to n ex t-len g th , an exception table has been constructed containing all strings 
o f lengths from 1 to 4 which cannot appear as a substring o f any admissible sequence. 
Suppose that the string currently under scrutiny is + 0 -0 + ; then we check, against the table 
entries, the first four substrings at the start o f + 0 -0 + , i.e. the substrings +, +0, + 0 -  and 
+ 0 -0 . Should a match be found, we discard + 0 -0 +  and commence again with a new 
string; only when none o f the four substrings appears in the exception table do we need to 
resort to the geometric intersection test for + 0 -0 + . Note that +, +0, + 0 -  and + 0 -0  are 
the only substrings which need to be checked because any other substring o f + 0 -0 +  is also 
a substring o f 0 -0 + , and 0 -0 +  cannot contain any substring present in the exception table 
because we know that, as a string amongst the input for the current call o f n ex t-len g th , it 
appears in some admissible sequence.
Galias and Ogorzalek allude to this optimisation in their search, “ to speed up the cal­
culations” , but we caution here against its overuse : without care an “optimised” program 
would run much more slowly than our basic method not employing any optimisation. The 
problem is that although checking each new string against short substrings does save effort 
(because a relatively large proportion o f long strings can be ruled out in this way), less and 
less is gained by checking against longer substrings. Checks against long entries in the 
exception table are time-consuming and result in the elimination o f few strings, so that the 
geometric intersection test has to be invoked in any case for the majority o f strings being 
examined by n ex t- len g th . So we must anticipate that it would be counter-productive to 
check substrings beyond a certain length. This is exactly what we found in practice. In
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the graph o f Figure 4.2 is plotted the time taken by a call o f  n e x tJ e n g th  to compute the 
strings o f length 100 from  those o f length 99, against the maximum length o f substring 
checked in the optimisation step. The graph clearly shows that (in terms o f running time) it 
is detrimental to check other than the very shortest substrings. Figure 4.3 displays, magni­
fied, that part o f the graph close to the minimum point, and we see that fastest operation is 
achieved by checking substrings up to length 6. The reduction o f  the run-time is from 2.79 
seconds (the run-time for the call to n ex t-len g th  without any optimisation) to 2.16 seconds, 
a saving o f more than 20%. (By contrast, checking for substrings o f all lengths slows the 
run-time down to 24.2 seconds, more than eight times slower than with no optimisation.) 
Our experiments have indicated that this optimal value, for the upper limit on the lengths 
o f substrings checked against an exception table, shows virtually no variation either with 
the parameter value or with the length o f strings being constructed. In view o f all o f this, 
in our program we employ a check for substrings up to a fixed length o f 6.
4.1.3 Efficiency o f the method and a comparison of the search results 
with Galias &  Ogorzatek (1992)
Listing the strings which appear in admissible sequences is an intermediate step towards our 
main goal o f finding the admissible periodic sequences, and as such it is not o f great interest 
to examine the lists o f strings themselves. However the size o f  the lists is a pertinent issue 
to our present discussion, since the rationale o f our approach is that by generating these 
intermediate lists o f strings we can bypass the majority o f the 3N strings o f length N  which 
could potentially generate admissible periodic sequences.
To give some measure o f the size o f the lists o f  strings generated by our method, we 
present in Table 4.4 the number o f strings o f length N  which appear in some admissible se­
quence (as found by our n ex t- len g th  procedure) tabulated for N  =  10, 20.......200. A  glance
at the table shows that a vast reduction in the scope o f the original problem is achieved : 
the number o f strings that now need to be scrutinised in the search for admissible periodic 
sequences is many orders o f magnitude smaller than 3N.
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Figure 4.2: Variation in run time with the degree of “optimisation” employed. The plot 
shows the time to determine the strings of length 100, that appear in some 
admissible sequence, derived by starting from the list of those of length 99.
3.1
time
(seconds)
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O f course any consequent reduction in computational effort must be set against the 
overhead incurred in producing our lists. Because o f the inductive strategy employed in this 
phase o f the overall task, the cost o f this overhead for the length N  strings is proportional 
to the size o f the list o f length (N  — 1) strings. The task o f generating each length N  string 
(given the list o f length (N  — 1) strings that appear in admissible sequences) and applying 
the geometric intersection test to it within a call to nex t-leng th  is essentially commensurate 
with the task o f testing directly that a length N  string generates an admissible periodic 
sequence (see Section 4.2). These two factors, together with the relatively small size o f 
the lists, mean that there is a considerable gain in adopting our two-phase approach. The 
following example illustrates this point.
Example 4.2 : Computational effort required to process strings of length N  =  200
We calculate the amount o f work (measured in terms o f the total number o f strings pro­
cessed) in finding all the strings o f length 200 that generate admissible periodic sequences, 
after we have completed this task at length 199. From the last line o f Table 4.4, we find 
that there are 103073 strings o f length 200 that subsequently need to be investigated to 
see if  they generate admissible periodic sequences. The overhead incurred in produc­
ing these from the list o f  strings o f length 199 (which contains 101899 strings) is the 
examination o f  3 x 101899 strings during the call to nex tJeng th . Processing the total 
103073 +  3 x  101899 =  408770 to ascertain which strings o f length N  =  200 generate ad­
missible periodic sequences compares very favourably with the method o f checking directly 
all strings, since the latter entails processing this many strings as soon as N  exceeds 11.
Our searches for the strings that appear in some admissible sequence revealed omissions 
in the results reported in Galias &  Ogorzalek (1992). These authors presented a list o f the 
strings up to length N  =  14, at the parameter value a =  0.5, which cannot appear in any 
admissible sequence and which have the additional property that they contain no shorter 
substring that cannot appear in any admissible sequence. The point o f such a list is to give 
a compact description o f the strings which do appear in some admissible sequence; this 
latter collection o f strings is very much larger, but can be generated from their list by a
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String Length
(AO
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
Count of Strings 
Found
125
553
1309
2503
4231
6455
9139
12535
16627
21187
26393
32153
38497
45391
53053
61581
70831
80763
91519
103073
Approximate Value
of 3*
5.9 x 104
3.5 x 109
2.1 x 1014
1.2 x 1019
7.2 x 1023
4.2 x 1028
2.5 x 1033
1.5 x 1038
8.7 x 1042
5.2 x 1047
3.0 x 1052
1.8 x 1057
1.1 x 1052
6.3 x 1066 
3.7 x 1071
2.2 x 1076
1.3 x 1081
7.6 x 1085 
4.5 x 1090
2.7 x 1095
Table 4.4: The number of strings of length N  which may appear as a substring within some 
admissible sequence, compared with the total number o f strings of length N. 
The table has been compiled for the parameter value a =  0.5, but the numbers 
of strings found for other values across the parameter range -2  <  a <  2 are 
comparable.
simple algorithm.
Table 4.5 is the corresponding output from our computer search. Our program will 
construct this type o f  list if we insist on checking every new string formed in nextJength 
against a table o f  substrings up to length (N  — 1), i.e. the extreme case o f the optimisa­
tion procedure described in the last section. The search results reveal additional strings 
at lengths N  =  10, 11, 12 and 14 absent from Galias & Ogorzatek (1992) : for instance, 
when N  =  10, we find the six extra strings 0 -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + , + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -0 , 0 0 0 -0 0 -0 0 0 , 
000+00+000, -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0  and 0+0 0 +0 0 0 0 -.
As independent confirmation that these extra strings should properly be included in the
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N  List of Strings
1 none
2 ++, ~
3 - 0 - ,  + 0 - ,  - 0 + ,  + 0 +
4 - 0 0 + ,  0 + - 0 ,  0 - + 0 ,  + 0 0 -
5 000+ - ,  - 000- ,  + 000- ,  0 + - + 0 ,  —+ 0 0 0 ,  + - 0 0 0 ,  0 - + - 0 ,  - 0 0 0 + ,  + 0 0 0 + , 0 0 0 - +
6 + - 00-+ ,+ 0000+ ,- 0000 - , - + 00+-
7 - 0 0 0 0 0 - , + 0 0 0 0 0 - ,  0 + - + - + 0 ,  0 - + - + - 0 ,  - 0 0 0 0 0 + ,  + 0 0 0 0 0  +
8 - 000000+, +000000+, 0+ - + - + - 0, 0- + -  + - + 0, - 000000 - , + 000000-
9 - 0000000- , + 0000000- , - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + ,+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +
10 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 +, - 0 0 000000 + , + 00000000+, 0 + - + - + - + - 0 , + 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 , 
000 - 0 0 - 000 , 000+ 0 0 + 000 , - 0000+00  + 0 , 0 -  + - + - + -  + 0 , - 00000000 - ,  
+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -, 0 + 0 0  + 0 0 0 0 -
11 - 0 0 - 0 0 —+—+—, 0 0 0 + 0 0 +0 0 + - , - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -, —+—+ — 0 0  — 0 0 —, 0+—+ —+— + —+ 0 , 
- + 00+ 00+ 000 , 0 0 00 0 + 00000 , 00000 - 00000 , + - 00 - 0 0 - 000 , 0-  + - + - + -  + - 0 , 
+—+ —+0 0 +0 0 +, +0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + ,0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -+, + 0 0 +0 0 + -  + -  +
12 + - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 -+ , - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + ,+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +, - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0  + 0 0 +,
0 + —+ —+ —+ —+ — 0 ,0 —+ — + —+ —+ — + 0, + 00+ 0000 - 00 - ,  -  0000000000 - ,  
+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - , - + 0 0 +0 0 +0 0 +-
13 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - , + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - , 0 +  —+ —+  — + —+ —+ 0 , 0  —+ —+ —+ — + —+ —0, 
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + ,+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +
14 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - + ,  -  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + . + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + ,0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ , 
0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 +0 0 +, 0 + —+ - + - + - + —+ - 0 , +0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0  0 . + - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 , 
+ 0 0 +0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 , - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 0 , - + 0 0 +0 0 +0 0 +0 0 0 , - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 , 
0 - + -  + -  + -  + -  + - + 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 +0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - , 0 0 0  + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - , - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -, 
+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - , 0 0 0 + 0 0 +0 0 +0 0 + -
Table 4.5: The strings up to length N =  14, when a =  0.5, that cannot appear within an 
admissible sequence and which do not themselves contain a shorter substring 
which cannot appear within an admissible sequence. (Comparison of our list 
with a corresponding list given in Galias & Ogorzalek (1992) reveals that there 
are some omissions in the latter.)
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list, we include a separate proof for the string 0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0  o f length N  =  10. A  check 
against the strings o f length 1 to 9 in Table 4.5 (or equivalently against the list in Galias & 
Ogorzalek (1992), which is identical over lengths 1 to 9) readily confirms that the string 
0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0  contains no substring which has already appeared at a shorter length. Thus 
it remains to show that 0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0  cannot appear within any admissible sequence. By 
Proposition 3.2, the geometric intersection test, this is equivalent to showing that for this 
string the intersection
s = w0(/2) n wi(/2) n ... n wi0(/2)
is empty. We accomplish this by showing that there is no point which belongs to all three o f 
the parallelograms wo(/2), w4(/2) and wio(/2). When a =  j ,  the coordinates o f the vertices 
o f these parallelograms are :
w0( /2) : ( - 1 , - 1 ) ,  ( 1 , -1 ) ,  (1,1), ( -1 ,1 )
Ao Bo Co Do
w4(/2) : ¿ ( -2 2 , -4 7 ) ,  ¿ (2 , -1 9 ),  ¿ ( - 2 6 , - 9 ) ,  ¿ ( - 5 0 , - 3 7 )
A4  B4  C4 D4
w.o(/2) : ¿ ,(-7 1 8 .-1 7 5 5 ), ¿ (6 5 0 ,-2 9 7 5 ), ¿ (1 8 7 0 ,-9 9 7 ), ¿ (502,223).
<4io Bio C10 Dio
and the three are plotted together in Figure 4.4. To complete the proof we note that wo(/2) 
is contained in the half-plane X2 >  —1 , and the set w4(/2) D w jo(/2) is contained in the 
intersection o f the two half-planes whose edges are extensions o f the line segments H4C4 
and A 10D 10 respectively. The equations for these two half planes are 5xi +  14^2 <  —16 
and 989xi — 610x2 >  352, and the apex o f the region o f intersection, shown shaded in 
Figure 4.5, has coordinates ( —525, —{555). consequently it has no overlap with the half­
plane X2 >  — 1 .
For reference we include as Table 7 in Volume II the continuation o f  Table 4.5 for string 
lengths up to N  =  40, and there we demonstrate how the information in the table may be 
used to construct all the strings at each length N  that appear in some admissible sequence. 
The fact that the number o f strings in this table is very much smaller than the number o f
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Figure 4 .4 : Three paralle logram s w o (/2), W4(/2), and w )0(/2) aris ing from  the string 
0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 .  T h e  paralle logram s have no region  o f  com m on intersection, 
ver ify in g  that this string cannot appear w ithin any adm issib le sequence.
/
Figure 4 .5 : T h e  three paralle logram s have no region o f  com m on  intersection, because 
wo(/2) lies en tirely  above the line Jt2 =  — 1 w h ile  the intersection o f  W4(/2) 
and W i o ( / 2 )  lies en tirely  below .
I
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those strings which appear in some admissible sequence (typically a few tens o f strings in 
comparison with thousands) justifies our earlier remark that the optimisation method from 
Section 4.1.3 only makes modest demands on memory.
4.1.4 An alternative search strategy using tree-walking
The inductive strategy we adopted in Section 4.1.2 is not the only way to organise the 
computation and here we present an attractive alternative. The approach we now describe 
views the 3N possible strings o f length N  (together with their associated polygons T\) 
as nodes in the N lh layer o f  a ternary tree, and finds those strings which appear in some 
admissible sequence via a depth-first search over this tree.
We define the tree by letting the three children o f  each node be the strings formed by 
adding the digits 0 and + respectively to the parent string. Thus for a node in the (N  — 1)st 
layer whose string is i]S2 • • . f lv - i . the three children are - * 1^2 • • -s/v-i > 0siS2 ■ - -s/v-i and 
+5|i2.. .sn- l- This relationship between parent and children allows us to re-use the code 
developed in Section 4.1.1 to compute the polygons T\ in inductive fashion as we travel 
downwards through the tree.
The tree structure fits naturally with the inheritance property o f strings that appear 
within admissible sequences, and we use this, as before, to limit the amount o f computation. 
Whenever we reach a node whose string ,S |i2 • ■ sn - i fails the geometric intersection test, 
we may automatically rule out the entire subtree below this node (because every node o f 
the subtree would contain the string .91S2 . . -i/v-i as a substring). In this way large branches 
o f  the tree are pruned away, so the number o f nodes to be visited during the depth-first 
search is vastly reduced from the potential maximum o f 3N per layer.
The depth-first search over the tree is ideally suited to a recursive implementation and 
is accomplished by the procedure search_subtree shown in Listing 4.4. This procedure 
takes as its argument a node o f the tree consisting o f  a string s\S2 - - -sn- i together with 
its associated polygon T \ -i, and searches the entire subtree (o f  longer strings) below that 
node. The code can be extremely compact because each call merely has to construct and
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search.subtree
Given the node of the tree associated with the string S|S2 ■ ■ --s/v-i and polygon Tn-t, 
find all strings below this node which appear in some admissible sequence.
for ( i=— 1; i < = l ;  i+ + ) {
* *  A u g m e n t  s t r i n g . N m in u s I  w i t h  t h e  d i g i t  - ,  0  o r  +  in  t u r n  t o  f o r m  s t r i n g . N .
* *  C o m p u t e  Th  — A ~ ' ( 7 ] v _ i  -  s0b ) C \ P  a s  d e s c r ib e d  in  S e c t i o n  4 . 1 .1 .
if ( e m p ty (T _ N )) 
de lete .strin g  (s t r in g .N ); 
e lse {
Output string.N
if ( N  <  m ax-length ) search .subtree (string.N , T .N ) ;  
de lete .strin g  ( s tr in g .N ); 
d e le te .v lis t  (T .N ) ;
}
}
L is tin g  4.4: C od e to find recursively the strings that appear w ith in  som e adm issible se­
quence by a depth-first search over the associated tree.
test in turn the three children o f the node; any that pass the geometric intersection test are 
then processed by a new recursive call. Note that it is necessary to specify a maximum 
depth for the search (i.e. the maximum length o f strings to be considered), otherwise the 
process would continue indefinitely as the search probed deeper and deeper into the tree. A 
search over the whole tree as far down as this pre-specified level will find all the strings up 
to this length which appear in some admissible sequence, and the search may be started by 
a single call to search -sub tree  at the root node, i.e. supplying as argument the empty string 
together with the polygon To =  P.
We illustrate the operation o f the depth-first search by showing how it identifies all 
strings o f lengths N <  3 which appear in some admissible sequence, when the parameter 
value is a =  0.5. Figure 4.6 shows the extent o f the tree to be searched; in the diagram those 
strings which fail the intersection test are shown in light type, and the subtrees below them 
are not drawn, being exempted from the search. The numbers appearing alongside each 
node refer to the order in which the nodes are visited as the depth-first search proceeds. 
Figure 4.7 exhibits the recursive call structure arising in the course o f this search.
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s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ()
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - )
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 - )
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( - 0 - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( 0 0 - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( + 0 - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + - )
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( - + - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 + - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + + - ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 )
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - 0 )
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - - 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 - 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + - 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 0 )
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - 0 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 0 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + 0 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + 0 )
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - + 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 + 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + + 0 ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( ♦ )
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( - + )
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( - - + ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 - + ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( + - + ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( 0 + )
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( - 0 + ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a rc h  . s u b t r e e  ( 0 0 + ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t re e  ( + 0 + ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
s e a r c h - s u b t r e e  ( + ♦ ) n o  f u r t h e r  r e c u r s iv e  c a l l
- -  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t
- 0 -  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
+ 0 -  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
+ + -  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t
— “ 0  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
+ + 0  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t
- - +  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d
- 0 +  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t  
m a x im u m  d e p th  o f  r e c u r s io n  re a c h e d  
+ 0 +  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t  
+ +  f a i l s  in te r s e c t io n  te s t
Figure 4.7: The recursive call structure for the depth-first search over the tree from Figure 
4.6, corresponding to a left-to-right traversal.
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The main attraction o f using a depth-first search to find the strings is its economy with 
respect to memory usage. An implementation o f  the inductive search described in Section
4.1.2 requires a relatively large amount o f free memory to run because the full list o f strings 
o f  length (N  — 1) is presented as input to the next-length procedure in order to compute the 
full list o f strings o f length N. To give an estimate o f the memory needed we note (from the 
results in Table 4.4) that when N  =  200 the 103073 strings, each o f 200 digits long, occupy 
103073 x 200 =  20 Mbytes, not counting the extra storage for the polygon associated with 
each string. By contrast, the depth-first search implementation using the search-subtree 
procedure requires a bare minimum o f memory (no more than would be needed to run 
any small computer program), and this is virtually independent o f the length o f the strings 
being searched for. The economy o f memory usage with the depth-first search is achieved 
because the tree o f strings is never physically built as a data-structure in memory : it exists 
only as the dynamically changing nested sequence o f function calls. At any instant, the 
only strings actually present in memory are those which lie on the vertical path through the 
tree from the root node down to the node for the string currently under consideration. Thus 
the maximum number o f strings stored at any instant is equal to the maximum depth o f  the 
tree, so that, for example, when finding the strings up to length 200 at most 200 strings are 
in memory simultaneously.
The depth-first search method affords a further opportunity to save on running time, 
in fact to cut it by a factor o f two. We demonstrated in Proposition 3.11 that a string 
io-si • - - S N -1 passes the geometric intersection test if and only if  its negation f o i l  • • - fiv -1  
does. This means that there is no need to test any string in the right half o f the tree, because 
each string found there is the negation o f one from the left half. Since the depth-first search 
progresses from left to right over the tree (cf. the order in which the nodes are visited 
in Figure 4.6), we may interrupt the search at the half-way point (the last string which 
must be checked is 0 ...0  with length equal to the maximum length for the search) and 
form the remaining strings cheaply by negating all those already found. With a little work 
the optimisation described in Section 4.1.1 can also be adapted for use with a depth-first 
search. Some modification is needed because the optimisation relied on the knowledge
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o f all short strings to reduce the demand for the geometric intersection test for longer 
strings; the difficulty with a depth-first search is that the strings are not found in order o f 
increasing length. The problem can be circumvented by the use o f a hybrid method : since 
the optimisation only needs a complete list o f the short strings, we can make a preliminary 
search using the inductive strategy to find all the strings up to length 6 (and this is neither 
costly in time nor memory because the string length is so short), and then undertake the 
main task via a depth-first search, but with the list o f short strings available from the outset 
for use in the optimisation.
There is one drawback o f the depth-first search, and this is connected with the unusual 
order in which it generates the strings. The entire search must run to completion before 
we obtain the complete collection o f strings at any o f the shorter lengths. For example, in 
our search for strings o f length N  <  3 described above, the strings appear in the following 
order;
- ,  0 - , 0 0 - , + - ,  - + - ,  0 + - ,  0, -0 , 0 -0 , + -0 , 00, -0 0 , 000, +00,
+ 0, —+ 0, 0 + 0, +, -+ , 0 —+, + -+ , 0+, 00+
This makes it difficult to select an appropriate value for the maximum length o f the strings 
in the search. (As we noted above, this must be set in advance for the recursion to have a 
limit, and a single value may not be appropriate over the whole o f the parameter range.) On 
the one hand we want to set this maximum length as high as possible, to obtain information 
about long strings (and, ultimately, long-period admissible sequences), but equally a choice 
that results in an unfeasibly long computation is a disaster because if we are forced to ter­
minate the computation before the depth-first search completes then we obtain no complete 
(and hence no useful) information regarding the strings o f any length which appear in ad­
missible sequences. In this respect, the inductive search method is superior, because the 
search for strings o f length N  is completed before any processing o f the length (N  +  \) 
strings is undertaken; consequently we need only terminate a run o f such a program when 
it exhausts computer resources, thereby obtaining information on sequences o f as high a 
period as possible for the given parameter value.
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4.2 The search for admissible periodic sequences at a fixed 
parameter value
4.2.1 Testing the eligible strings
We know, from the previous section, that to determine the strings o f length N  that generate 
admissible periodic sequences we can avoid searching amongst the full set o f 3N conceiv­
able strings. Those that are produced there as eligible are sufficiently few in number to 
permit direct checking in order to determine which o f  them generate admissible periodic 
sequences. For computational testing it is effective to use the original criterion o f admis­
sibility given in Proposition 2.1; that is, the string so^i ...sw -i generates an admissible 
periodic sequence if and only i f  xr 6 I 2 for r  =  0, 1 ,. . . ,  N  — 1, where
xo =  ( I - A * ) -1  ( s0\ N~ ' +  s\AN~2 +  ... +  i / v - i l ) b  
X, =  ( I - A " ) -1 ( ^ A " - '  +  s2\n~2 4- ... -I- s0I)b
(4.8)
x/v-i =  ( I - A " )  1 (s/v-iA*-1 +  soAN~2 4- ... 4- i/v-2I)b.
To test a string io^i •. .sjv-i w e  commence by using
x0 =  (I — AN) ' zq (4.9)
to calculate xq, where
Zq — SoA^  'b4-Ji Aw 2b 4- • ■ • 4- s/v— i b, (4.10)
and then we use the recurrence relations
zr+i = A (zf — srAN 1 b) 4- ^ rb 
xr+i = ( l - A A,) _1zr+i (4.11)
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to determine the remaining points xr (r  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  N  — 1). The matrices A  and ( I  — AN) ~ 
and the vectors b, Ab, A ^ ' b  are independent o f the particular string sqsi 
being tested, so may be computed and stored before the search phase commences. This 
element o f prior computation reduces the task o f calculating xr+| from x r to two matrix- 
vector multiplications and two vector additions. Note also that it is frequently possible 
to terminate the computation prematurely because the string fails as soon as a point x r is 
found which lies outside o f the square 72; in these situations there is no need to compute 
any o f x r+ i, x r+2, ... ,  *n - i -
One might suppose it would be advantageous to use instead the Chua-Lin trigonometric 
inequalities, as derived in Section 2.1.4, and thus avoid the need for the matrix formalism. 
However this is not the case : such an approach incurs a higher computational cost be­
cause we lose the simple recurrence (4.11) that allows us to progress efficiently from one 
inequality to the next. With the scheme described above as the basis for the computer im­
plementation we only need to calculate as a sum o f N  terms the single vector zo, each o f the 
subsequent zr ’s and the xr’s can be produced in a fixed number o f steps (i.e. independent 
o f N).  Thus the total number o f arithmetic operations required to evaluate the expressions 
(4.8) for a given string jo^i • • -s/v- 1  is proportional to the length N  o f the string. But with 
the Chua-Lin inequalities it is necessary to calculate the subject o f each inequality as the 
inner product o f  a cycled version o f the vector (so, * i , • • •, s/v-i )T with the constant vector 
(c o s jM ), c o s j(A ^ — 1)0, . . . ,  c o s j ( )V — 1 )0 )T, and the number o f arithmetic operations 
required is proportional to N 2.
4.2.2 A  further reduction in the number of strings to be tested
When the eligible strings are produced by the inductive method o f Section 4.1.2, the full 
list o f  strings o f  length N  that may appear in some admissible sequence is available, and 
we can use this to reduce further the number o f strings that need to be tested. A  necessary 
condition for a string sosj. . . s n -  i to generate an admissible periodic sequence is that each 
o f its (N  — 1) cycled versions also appears as a substring within some admissible sequence.
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This allows us to disqualify at once any string io^i •. -sn- i , from the list o f eligible strings, 
when one o f its cycled versions is absent from the list.
Computer code to effect the elimination o f those strings not having all their cycled 
versions in the eligible list is presented in Listing 4.5. It operates by removing strings 
in turn from the list and inspecting the cycled versions until one o f  the following three 
outcomes occurs:
(a ) The ilh cycled version is not present in the list o f candidate strings. Thus the original 
string does not generate an admissible periodic sequence, no further action need be 
taken with it, and the (/' — 1) cycled versions already considered may be removed from 
the list o f  eligible strings.
(b ) The i'h cycled version matches the original string. In this case the original string is 
reducible so no further action is needed for it. The ( i  — 1) cycled versions already 
considered may be removed from the list.
(c ) All N  cycled versions are present in the list o f  eligible strings. The string must be for­
warded for testing to determine whether it generates an admissible periodic sequence. 
A ll N  cycled versions may be removed from the list.
A fter one o f these outcomes, processing can continue with the next string from the head o f 
the list. Since each new string processed causes at least one string to be removed from the 
list, and potentially as many as N  strings, the whole task o f elimination requires at most a 
single pass through the list o f eligible strings.
By using this elimination procedure we have implicitly adopted the two conventions 
discussed in Section 2.4 on how we report the lists o f strings that generate admissible 
periodic sequences, namely :
( i )  No reducible string soil •. .i/v-i is reported.
(ii ) Only one o f the N  cycled versions o f a string .vo.vi. . . s n ~\  which generates an admis­
sible sequence o f least period N  is reported.
Both are desirable, since they prevent redundancy in the lists o f output.
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reduce.llst
Given the list o f  eligible strings, eliminate those which do not have all 
N cycled versions also present in the list.
while (!empty(candidateJist)) {  
s = head(candidate.list); candidate .list = tail ( candidate.list);
i= l; cycled.s = cycle(s); 
while ( i <  =N—1
&& ! ( (i<=N/2) && (N % i == 0) && equal(cycled_s, s ) ) 
& &  present.in_list(cycled_s, candidate.list)) { 
remove(cycled.s); 
cycled.s = cycle(s); 
i+ = l;
}
if ( i==N )
* + .  F o r w a r d  s t r i n g  s  t o  t e s t  f o r  a d m is s i b i l i t y .
}
Listing 4.5: Code to disqualify strings on the basis of the requirement that cycled versions 
must also be present.
When the elimination code described here is run, we find that it rules out virtually 
all strings from the lists o f eligible candidates, to the extent that only a very few  must 
be referred, frequently none at all, for direct testing for admissibility. A  measure o f the 
success o f the elimination process is given in Table 4.6, which lists the number o f eligible 
strings before and after disqualification on the basis o f absence o f cycled versions (when 
the parameter value a =  0.5). We remark, however, that this elimination process cannot 
entirely replace the test for admissibility. It is possible to have a string so^i for
which all N  cycled versions appear in some admissible sequence, but with the property that 
if a number o f copies o f  the string are concatenated then there is a substring o f this which 
cannot appear in any admissible sequence. An example is provided by the string +00 , for 
we saw in Chapter 3 that
•  +00 and 00+ appear in some admissible sequence for all 0 <  0 <  n (except at the 
isolated values jj, j ,  ^  and ^ ) ,
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• 0+0 appears in some admissible sequence for | <  9 <  3p, 
but
• +00+ appears in some admissible sequence when | <  0 <  j  or ^  <  0 <  J t,
which means that for j  <  0 <  ^  the string +00 cannot generate an admissible periodic 
sequence (because the string +00+ is ruled out) even though all three cycled versions +00, 
0+0 and 00+ are permitted.
Elimination through the absence o f cycled versions is only a viable strategy provided 
we have a fast means o f determining whether or not a given string is present in the list o f el­
igible candidates. Making simple sequential searches through the list would be impossibly 
slow because an unsuccessful search (i.e. ascertaining that a given string is not in the list) 
would require accessing every item in the list, and a successful search is hardly any faster, 
on average half the items need to be accessed. Instead, to achieve the fast look-up needed, 
we employ a hash table to store the list o f eligible strings. Our hash table consists o f a large 
array to hold the strings together with a function that assigns each string to a location in the 
array in a pseudo-random fashion; fast look-up is achieved because, provided the array size 
is large by comparison with the number o f strings, the majority o f  strings w ill be assigned, 
under the hash function, to distinct locations in the array, and to check if a string is present 
in the table it is necessary to consult only a single table location, or at worst a very few 
locations. Hash tables are a standard data-structure in the computer science literature and 
a thorough description o f their implementation and use may be found in Sedgewick (1988) 
and Knuth (1973); we limit the present discussion to the following four points that relate to 
our specific application.
1. Because the number o f eligible strings can be estimated in advance, we use an open 
addressing scheme (i.e. where each table entry holds a single string, rather than a 
linked list o f strings), and a table large enough to accommodate comfortably all the 
strings. The size o f the table that is to hold the strings o f length N  is set just larger than 
three times the number o f eligible strings found at length (N  — 1). This guarantees
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Length
Eligible
Strings
After
Elimination
Admissible
Sequences
Length
Eligible
Strings
After
Elimination
Admissible
Sequences
101 21675 2 0 151 53865 0 0
102 22175 4 0 152 54689 2 2
103 22681 0 0 153 55533 0 0
104 23191 0 0 154 56381 0 0
105 23709 2 0 155 57237 0 0
106 24233 2 0 156 58093 2 0
107 24769 0 0 157 58957 0 0
108 25305 0 0 158 59825 0 0
109 25845 0 0 159 60697 0 0
110 26393 0 0 160 61581 0 0
111 26947 0 0 161 62483 0 0
112 27507 0 0 162 63393 4 0
113 28071 0 0 163 64309 0 0
114 28641 4 2 164 65229 0 0
115 29215 0 0 165 66153 0 0
116 29789 0 0 166 67077 0 0
117 30379 0 0 167 68007 0 0
118 30969 0 0 168 68939 0 0
119 31559 0 0 169 69881 0 0
120 32153 0 0 170 70831 0 0
121 32755 0 0 171 71789 0 0
122 33363 0 0 172 72761 0 0
123 33979 0 0 173 73739 2 0
124 34611 0 0 174 74723 0 0
125 35247 0 0 175 75713 0 0
126 35889 0 0 176 76703 2 0
127 36531 0 0 177 77697 0 0
128 37177 0 0 178 78703 0 0
129 37831 2 0 179 79729 0 0
130 38497 0 0 180 80763 0 0
131 39171 0 0 181 81805 0 0
132 39847 2 0 182 82857 0 0
133 40523 0 0 183 83917 0 0
134 41199 1 1 184 84985 0 0
135 41877 0 0 185 86057 0 0
136 42567 0 0 186 87141 2 0
137 43269 0 0 187 88227 0 0
138 43973 2 0 188 89317 2 2
139 44677 0 0 189 90415 0 0
140 45391 0 0 190 91519 4 2
141 46119 0 0 191 92645 0 0
142 46853 0 0 192 93785 0 0
143 47609 2 0 193 94929 0 0
144 48371 4 0 194 96073 0 0
145 49133 0 0 195 97223 0 0
146 49899 0 0 196 98385 0 0
147 50673 0 0 197 99551 0 0
148 51459 0 0 198 100725 0 0
149 52249 0 0 199 101899 0 0
150 53053 1 1 200 103073 2 0
Table 4.6: The effectiveness of the elimination of eligible strings based on absence of 
cycled versions.
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enough table locations, and in practice results in the table being a little over one 
third full when it holds all the strings. (The figures in Table 4.4 indicate that we 
should expect this.) Note that there is only a small memory penalty for making the 
hash table too large, since an empty table location is stored as a N U LL  pointer and 
occupies only a single word o f memory. For a technical reason associated with the 
operation o f the hash function used, the size o f the hash table should also be a prime 
(cf. note 3).
2. Linear probing is used to resolve conflicts when two strings hash to the same value; 
this is the only strategy available to us, because o f the large number o f deletions to 
be performed. (See Appendix B to Volume II for a separate note on the deletion o f 
entries from a hash table.)
3. We use a hash function h which maps a string with key k to h(k) =  k mod M,  where 
M  is the size o f the table. The key for a string is the binary number formed by 
concatenating the ASC II codes for each o f  its digits. (The binary values for the 
individual digits are + =  00101011,0 =  00110000 and -  =  00101101; they differ 
only in the final 5 digits so these alone are used in compiling the key.) The following 
code computes our hash function for a string whose digits are stored in the array s[0] 
to s [N - l ] :
h = s[0] % M;
for ( i= l ;  i<N ; i++) 
h = ((h  * 32) + s [i])%  M;
return h;
4. The number o f probes required on average for a successful and an unsuccessful 
search are given by Knuth :
j  (1 +  f r ^ )  for a successful search 
j ( l  +  j-j—~ j )  for an unsuccessful search
where a  is the load factor, i.e. the proportion o f locations in the table which are
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occupied. In our case, where the load factor o f the table is approximately a  =  j  at 
the outset (and this is the greatest loading because strings are removed as the method 
proceeds), these formulae predict the average number o f probes as 1.25 and 1.625 
respectively, and both figures are quite acceptable for our purposes.
Finally, we note that using a hash table to store the list o f  eligible strings does not mean we 
lose the notion o f the head o f the list which was used in the code (Listing 4.5), whereby 
we systematically select some next string for consideration, since we can access the table 
locations sequentially (via the array used to represent the table) as well as through the 
standard route using the hash function.
When the depth-first search strategy is used to isolate the eligible strings, the elimina­
tion techniques just described are not available, so we have no option but to test for the 
admissibility o f each string individually. The difficulty arises because the order in which 
the strings are produced by the depth-first search means that the full list o f eligible strings o f 
length N  is never available. (The apparent solution o f storing all the eligible strings as they 
are generated, sorting the entire output by string length, and then passing the several lists o f 
strings in turn to the elimination step, would entail unrealistic demands on disk storage; the 
storage needed for the whole collection o f eligible strings up to length 200, at parameter 
value a =  0.5, is a little short o f 1Gbyte.) Nevertheless, testing each string for admissibility 
as it is encountered by the depth-first search over the tree is a practical strategy provided 
that fast floating point arithmetic is used, and affords a means to find admissible periodic 
sequences with minimal memory usage. The speed o f the arithmetic is the crucial factor in 
deciding which method to select. Indeed when we employ rational arithmetic to confirm 
the accuracy o f our results (see Section 4.2.5) as an alternative to the more usual double 
precision floating point computation, the depth-first search method is unsuitable and it is 
appropriate to use the method o f elimination on the basis o f  the absence o f cycled versions, 
described here.
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4.2.3 Calculating the intervals of admissibility
Each o f the periodic sequences found by our search will typically be admissible not only 
for the parameter value at which the search was undertaken, but throughout an interval 
which contains the specific parameter value (see the discussion in Section 2.1.4). Once 
an admissible periodic sequence has been identified, it is a comparatively simple task to 
determine this interval.
For a string • • -Sn - \  which has been shown to generate an admissible periodic se­
quence at a parameter value a, we know that the upper end-point o f the interval o f admissi­
bility lies in the range [a, 2], A  bisection method may be used to refine this : given a range 
[/,«] which contains this upper end-point, we test the string io s i .. .s/v-i for admissibility 
at the midpoint value m =  j ( m +  /) and so decide in which o f  the half-intervals [l,m\ or 
[m, m] the upper end-point is to be found. By repeating this bisection step, we can obtain an 
estimate for the location o f the upper end-point to any desired accuracy. Code to implement 
this is
1 = a; u =2.0; 
do {
m = (u + 1) / 2.0; 
if admissible (string, m)
I = m; 
else 
u = m;
} while (u—1) >  tolerance
which terminates with a range [/,«], shorter in length than the specified tolerance, and 
containing the upper end-point. The lower end-point o f the interval o f admissibility can be 
located by a similar process, starting from an initial range [—2,a}. As a simple illustration, 
the string + 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0  generates an admissible periodic sequence at a =  0.5 (cf. Table
4.7 in the next section), and the bisection method with the tolerance set to 10~10 gives the 
ranges for the upper and lower end-points :
lower end-point between—2.91038304567 x 10 11 and 4.36557456851 x 10 " ,  
upper end-point between 0.61803398421 and 0.618033984298,
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resulting in an estimate for the interval o f admissibility [0,0.618033984], which is correct 
to 9 decimal places.
It is important to point out that an estimate for an interval o f admissibility obtained 
purely by the bisection method need not be correct if the sequence has two or more disjoint 
intervals o f admissibility. An example causing the method to fail would be a sequence hav­
ing two short intervals o f admissibility [/|,«i] and [/2, « 2] containing the parameter values 
a and j ( a  +  2) respectively. A  bisection search for the upper end-point o f [/i,t/i] would 
incorrectly converge to the upper end-point o f instead, resulting in the much larger
range [/i, « 2] being returned in place o f  [/ i,«i]. The risk o f a false result can be minimised 
by some additional testing : after the interval has been estimated by bisection, we select a 
large number o f equally spaced (or randomly chosen) parameter values across the interval 
and verify that admissibility holds at each o f these values, thus increasing our confidence 
that the sequence genuinely is admissible throughout the interval.
For our purposes, the possibility that an interval might rarely be incorrectly reported is 
not a serious concern since we use the results from the computer searches primarily as a 
guide to the identification o f  infinite families o f  admissible periodic sequences. As w ill be 
seen in Chapters 5 and 6, where we study a selection o f these families, once the computer 
data has been used to pick out potential families we confirm the existence o f these families 
and derive their associated intervals o f admissibility by entirely different means, that is, a 
mathematical investigation o f  the Chua-Lin inequalities.
Using bisection to estimate the intervals o f admissibility incurs a relatively high com­
putational cost because the test for admissibility o f a string must be conducted for a suc­
cession o f  different parameter values. Since these parameter values cannot be known in 
advance there is no alternative but to calculate the quantities ( I  — A N) 1 and Ab, A 2b,
A ^ ' b  on demand. In practice, this is o f little consequence because there are so few 
strings which generate admissible periodic sequences. Referring to Table 4.7 in the fo llow ­
ing section, we see that there are only 24 strings up to length 200 which generate admissible 
periodic sequences, at the parameter value a =  0.5, and this should be compared with the
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list o f 6306392 eligible strings. This applies more generally to any post-processing o f 
the strings that generate admissible periodic sequences. Efficiency is crucial only in the 
primary search for them, where so many candidate strings have to be considered; there­
after using algorithms which are computationally more demanding presents no particular 
problem.
4.2.4 Results of the computer searches for admissible periodic 
sequences
The computer methods we have described exhibit excellent run-time performance and per­
mit us to extend the scope o f previously published searches ; indeed we achieve the aim 
o f  reporting the admissible periodic sequences, not simply for an isolated parameter value 
as previously, but for the whole parameter range. The tables in the second volume o f this 
thesis present our lists o f  strings which generate admissible periodic sequences, tabulated 
up to length 200 at increments o f 0.2 for the parameter 0, over its entire range 0 to n. In fact 
our searches were conducted for a much finer subdivision o f the 0 range, but due to limi­
tations o f space we have been unable to tabulate the majority o f our results in Volume II. 
Our search results are reported in terms o f 0 rather than a, where a =  2cos0, since this 
is the more natural parametrisation when we present our theoretical results over the suc­
ceeding chapters. The lists provide an atlas o f the admissible periodic sequences. Reading 
through, there were revealed some notable families o f sequences at specific places within 
the parameter range, the starting point for topics investigated later in this thesis.
Every string listed in the tables appears together with the associated interval for 0 over 
which it generates an admissible periodic sequence, this interval being estimated by the 
bisection method outlined in the previous section. Frequently an estimate for an interval 
end-point is found to lie very close to a simple rational multiple o f  7t. The detection o f this 
possibility is easily incorporated into our interval finding procedure by checking whether 
an estimate lies close (i.e. within some specified tolerance) to a low rational multiple o f n, 
and those that do have been indicated accordingly in the tables. Later, when we undertake
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a theoretical study o f the Chua-Lin inequalities and isolate families o f admissible periodic 
sequences, we are able to confirm in many instances that the end-points o f their intervals 
o f  admissibility do coincide with the rational multiples o f n signalled by our computer 
investigation. We present some results o f this nature in Chapters 5 and 9.
For the purpose o f comparison with the computer searches reported in the published 
literature, Table 4.7 lists all the strings o f length N  <  200 that generate admissible periodic 
sequences when the parameter value is a =  0.5. A ll the previously reported studies (Chua 
&  Lin, 1988, 1990b; Wu &  Chua, 1993; Galias &  Ogorzalek, 1992) have been undertaken 
for this single choice o f parameter value. Our list confirms the findings o f these earlier 
studies, and our computational methods have allowed us to extend considerably the scope 
o f  the search; for the parameter value a =  0.5 we present the strings up to length N  =  200, 
the maximum length previously reported was N  =  56.
Having gathered data for the admissible periodic sequences across the whole parameter 
range, it has become clear that seeking the admissible periodic sequences associated with 
the parameter value a =  0.5 (aside from having a role as a “ benchmark” case to test and 
compare various computer search strategies) is not particularly illuminating in terms o f the 
results o f the search. By comparison with many o f the other parameter values we selected, 
we found that short-period admissible sequences are relatively scarce when a =  0.5, and 
moreover, that there are no obvious patterns discernible amongst the sequences uncovered. 
The second collection o f strings we present here, shown in Table 4.8, are the results o f 
the computer search at a parameter value just above 0 =  f .  Here are many more short- 
period sequences, all o f broadly similar form, and we can assign each to one o f a small 
number o f collections according to the particular pattern o f + -  pairs and zeros, suggesting 
the existence o f larger families o f admissible periodic sequences. Specifically we identify 
two such collections (admitting also their digit-by-digit negations),
N =  9 : + -+-00000
N =  21 +—+—+—+—+ —00000000000
N =  33 : + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -00000000000000000
etc.
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0 : 0 
2 : ♦ -  
3 : *00 
-0 0
10 : 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 * 0  
18 : 0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -  
27 : +00+00+00+00+—+-0 0-0 0-+ --+0 0  
- + - 00- 00 - 00- 00- 00- + - + 00+ 00+
38 : + -+ 0 0+ 0 00 0 -00 00 + 0 0+ -+ -0 0 -00 00 + 0 00 0 -0 0 - 
42 : -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+
♦-♦-♦-♦OO+OOOO-OOOO+OOOO-0000*0000 -0000*00  
64 : -0 0 -0 00 0 + 00 00 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 00 + 00 + 0 0+ 0 0+ -+ -0 0 -00 -+ -+ 00 + 0 0+ 0 0 + 00 + 00 + -+  
0 - 0 0 - * - * 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 * 0 0 * - * -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 - * - * 0 0 * 0 0 * - * -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -0  
76 : + -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -000000000+00+-
114 : 0 0 -+ -+ 0 0+ 0 0 00 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -\  
♦00+000000000 -
+ - 00- 0000+ 0000- 00- + - + 00+ 000000000- 00- * - + 00+ 0000- 0000+ 00+ - + - 00- 0000+ 0000- 00- + - + 00+ 0000- 0000+00+ - + - 00-\
000000000 + 00+ -
134 : 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -00 0 00 0 00 0+ 0 0 + -+ -00 -00 0 0+ 0 00 0 -00 0 0+ 0 00 0 -00 -+ -+ 00 + 0 00 00 0 00 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 00 + 0 00 00 0 00 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 00 + \  
0000- 0000+ 0000- 0000+ 00+ - + - 00-00000
150 : + -0 0 -0 00 0 +00 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 \  
0- 00- 00 - 00 - + - + 00+ 0000- 0000+00+ - + - 00- 000000000+ 00+ -
152 : 0 00 0-0 0 -+ -+00 +00 0 0-0 0 00 + 00 + -+ -0 0 -0 00 0 00 00 0 + 00 + -+ -0 0 -0 00 0 + 00 00 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0+ 0 0 00 00 0 00 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0+ 0 0 00 -00 0 0+ \  
00+ - + - 00 - 0000+ 0000 - 00 - + - + 00+ 0000 - 0000+ 00+ - + - 00 - 0000+  
♦ 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 00 0+0 0 +-+ -0 0 -0 00 0 + 00 00 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 00 00 0 00 00 \  
- 00 - + - + 00+ 0000 - 0000+00+ - + - 00 - 000000000+00+ - + - 00-0000
188 : 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -000000000+0 0+ -+ -0 0 -0 0 00 00 0 00 + 0 0+ -+ -0 0 -0 0 00 + 00 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 00 + 0 0+ 0 0+ 0 0 + -+ -00 -00 -+ -+ 0 0+ 0 0+ 0 \
-0 00 0+ 0 0 00 -00 0 0+ 0 0 00 -00 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -0 0 -+ S  
-+00+00+-+-00-00-00-00-00-+-+00+0000-0000+00+-+-00-000000000+00+-+-00-000000000+00+-+-00 
190 : + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 + -+ -0 0 -0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 -0 0 -+ -+ 0 \  
0+ 000000000 - 00 - + - + 00+ 0000 - 0000+ 00+ - + - 00 - 0000+ 0000 - 00 - + - + 00+ 0000 - 0000 + 00+ - + - 00 - 000000000+00 
000-0000+00+-+-00-000000000+00+-+-00-0000+0000-00-+-+00+0000-0000+00+-+-00-0000+0000-00-+-+00+000000\ 
000 - 00 - + - + 00+0000 - 0000+ 00+ - + - 00 - 000000000+ 00+ - + - 00 - 0000+ 0000 - 00 - + - + 00+ 000000000 - 00 - + - + 00+0
Table 4.7: The strings o f length N  < 200 which generate admissible periodic sequences 
when a -  0.5.
and
N =  15 + - + - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N  =  21  + - + - + - + - + - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N  =  39  + -  +  - + - + -  +  - + - + - + - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
etc.
having the patterns ( + - ) 3m_l 06”1-1 and ( + - ) 3m+ 0 6m+2, for m =  1 ,2....... 16. These will
be the focus o f further investigation in Chapter 5. Aside from these collections there remain 
in the table only seven additional strings, at lengths N  =  84, 108, 144, 156, 168, 180, 192, 
and these likewise exhibit a common structure, formed from a run o f + -  pairs and a run o f 
- +  pairs separated by two runs o f zeros.
A s  well as the families near ", we found large collections o f sequences for parameter 
values 0 near 0, j  and it. These locations appear as broad peaks in the graph o f Figure 4.8, 
where the number o f strings, o f length not exceeding 200, found to generate an admissible
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: 0(6.74349576* - 07,3.14159207) = (0, K)
♦ -
(6.74349576* - 07,1.57079633) = (0, f )
0 0 +
( 1.04719755,1.57079633) = ( f , J )
00 -
( l .04719755,1.57079633) = ( f , f )
: +-00000*-
(1.04719755,1.15822212) = ( f 
0000-+-+0
( 1.04719755,1.15822212) = (§,—)
5 : ♦-♦00000000+-+-
(1.04719755,1.0985705) = (f,—)
0 0 0 0 0 0 -+ -+ -+ -0 0  
( 1.04719755,1.0985705) = ( f , —)
1 : ♦-♦-*-+-+00000000000-
( 1.04719755,1.07716679) = ( 5, —)
00000000000+-+
(1.04719755,1.07716679) =(|,~)
7 : +00000000000000+-+-+-+-+-+- 
(1.04719755,1.06691285)= (f,—) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -> -* -+ ~ »- * - * -0 0 0  
( 1.04719755,1.06691285) = ( f , ~)
3 . + - + - + - + - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - + - + -
(1.04719755.1.06117712) = ($,--)
(1.04719755.1.06117712) = (f,--)
9 : 000000000^ -»-+-+-+~*-+~*-«-+00000000000
( 1.04719755,1.05763568) = ( f , —)
(1.04719755,1.05763568) = (f,—)
5 : 00000000000000000000000+—+— ♦
( 1.04719755,1.05529258) = ( f , —)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - + - + -+ - + - + -+ - + - + -+ - + -+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1.04719755,1.05529258) = ( f ,—)
1 : 00+-+-+-»-*-*-t-+-+-+-+-+-+000000000000000000000000
( 1.04719755,1.05366069) = ( f , —)
( 1.04719755,1.05366069) = ( f , —)
7 : + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + 00000000000000000000000000000-
( 1.04719755,1.05247803) = ( f , —)
- ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - +
( 1.04719755,1.05247803) = ( f , — )
3 : —♦ — ♦  — ♦  — ♦ — ♦ — ♦  — ♦ —♦ —♦  — ♦ — ♦ — ♦  — ♦ — + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  + -  +
( 1.04719755,1.05159331 )=( f , —)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
( 1 .(>4719755,1.05159331) = ( 5.—)
9 : - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - +
(1.04719755.1.05091406) = (f,— )
0—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦-+0000000000000000000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.05091406) = (5,— )
5 : 000 + - + - * - « —* - * - « —•■ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
( 1 .(>4719755,1.05038114) = ( f , — )
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1.04719755,1.05038114) = ( f ,--)
1 : ♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —00000000000000000000000000000000000000000+—+ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —
( 1 .(>4719755,1 .(>499553) = ( 5. —)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
( 1 .(>4719755,1 .(>499553) = ( f , —)
4 ; ♦-♦-♦-♦-♦00000000000000000000+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-00000000000000000000-+-+-+-+-+-+-
(1.04719802,1.06577502)
7 : 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+- +— ♦ —♦0
(1.04719755.1.04960962) = ( f ,— )
0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000-*-«--<-- + - + - + — ♦-♦ — ♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ — ♦ — ♦-♦-♦ — ♦-♦-♦-♦-000
(1.04719755.1.04960962) = ( f ,—)
3 : 0000000000000000+-+-+-+-+-*-*-*-*-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-0000000000000000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.04932515) = (f,--)
♦ -♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-+-+-+-+-4—*—»-♦-+-
(1.04719755.1.04932515) = (f,—)
9 : 000000000000000000000000000000 + -  + - + - * - * - * - * - * - + - * - + - * - + -  + - * - * - ^ - + - * - '* - ' * - ' * - + - * -  + 00000000000000000000
(1.04719755,1.04908824)= ($,--)
0000000000000000000000000000000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - * - + - * - + -+ - + - + -+ - + -+ - + - + -+ - + -+ - + - + -+ - + - * -+ - + - * -+ - 0 0
(1.0*719755,1.OWOM24).(J,~)
Table 4.8: Th e period ic sequences adm issible fo r  a param eter value 0 just greater than j[, 
listed together w ith th e ir  intervals o f  adm issibility.
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105 : ♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+
(1.04719755.1.04888884) = ( f ,—)
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -+-♦-♦-♦-♦0000000(1.04719755.1.04888884) = (f,--)
108 : - ♦ —♦-00000000000000000000000000—♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦-♦00000000000000000000000000+-+-+—♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ - ♦ —♦ - ♦(1.04719802,1.0589584)
111 : 000000000000000000000000000000000— ♦-00000000000000000000000(1.04719755.1.04871942) = (f,--)
00000000000000+-+-+-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-+-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦000000000000000000000000000000000000000000(1.04719755.1.04871942) = ( f ,—)
117 : o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o + —+ — o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o x0000000
(1.04719755,1.04857425)= (f,--)
-.»-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-+-+-+-+-+-+—♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-\
(1.04719755,1.04857425) =( f ,—)
123 : 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000— 000000\ 0000000000000
(1.04719755.1.04844892) = (f ,—)
♦ -♦-♦-♦-♦-♦000 0000 0000 00 000 00 00 000 00000 000 00 00000 00000 00 00 00 00000 00 00 0000+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+X
(1.04719755.1.04844892) = (f,—)
129 : ♦  -♦ -♦ -♦-♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 00 0  + -  + -  + -  + -  + -  + -  + -  + - + -  + \
(1.04719755.1.04833997) = (f , —)
- ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O N  000000000-+-+-+-+-+
(1.04719755.1.04833997) = (|,—)
135 : 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 + -  + -  + -  + -  + -  + - + -  + -  + -  + -  + - + -  + -  + -  + - + -  + - + -  + -  + -  + - + -  + -  + -  + -  +  -  + -  + -  + -  + -\  
♦-♦-♦-♦000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.04824466) = (f,—)
000000000000000— ♦-00000000000000000 00 000000000 \ 
0000000000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.04824466) = ( f , —)
141 : o o o o o o o oo o o o oo o o o oo o o o o oo o o o oo o o o oo o o o oo o  o o o o o o o oo o \
(1.04719755.1.0481608) = (5,--)
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 —
0000000000000000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.0481608) = (f ,—)
144 : 000000000— 00000000 00 00 00 0000000 000000 00000000+-♦—♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ - ♦ —+\
_♦-♦-♦-♦00000000000000000000000000
(1.04719789,1.05410327)
147 : - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ -  + 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000000\ 
0000000000000000000000+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
(1.04719755,1.04808663)= (f,—)
- ♦ - ♦ - ♦ _ ♦ _ ♦ _ ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O X
(1.04719755,1.04808663)= ( f , —)
153 : ♦ -♦-♦-♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦ -♦-♦0 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 0 00 00 -+ -+ - + - + - + -+ -+ \
(1.04719755,1.04802071)= (f ,—) 
0000000000000000000000+-+-+-+-+-+- 
0000000000000000000000000000000001 
(1.04719755,1.0480207!)■(),—)
: 0000000000000000000000000000-♦-♦-♦■
- ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - O O O O O O O O O O O O X
-00000000000000000000000000000000 0 00000 + - + -X
(1.04719794,1.05314299)
159 : 00000000000000000000000000000000+— \ 
♦000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.04796187) = (f ,—)
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+—♦-♦-♦-♦-♦\ 
-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.04796187) = (5,--)
165 : -♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-000000000000000000000OOOOOOOOOOX 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+ -+
(1.04719755.1.04790911) = (f,—)
+000000000000000000000000000000000000000 o o oo o o o oo o x
0000000000000000000000000000000000 - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -
(1.04719755.1.04790911) - (  f ,—)
168 : 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000+—+—+— \
♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000 - + - + - + - + - +
(1.04719789,1.05237041)
T a b le  4 . 8 :  c o n t in u e d .
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171 : 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -+ -+ -+ -^ -^ -+ -^ -+ -^ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -^ -^ -^ -+ -^ -+ -+ -^ -+ \  
- ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1.04719755.1.04786164) = ( f ,—)
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000\ 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000*-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-
(1.04719755.1.04786164) = (f ,—)
177 : 000000 00 00 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -*-*-*-*-+ -* -+ -*-*-*-+ -*-* -*-*\  
- ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1.04719755,1.04781877)= (f,~)
♦ —0000000000000000000000\
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
(l.()4719755,l.(>4781877)= (5,--)
180 : - ♦ 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - \
♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦—♦-00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
(1.04719787,1.05173953)
0 0 0 * -^ - ^ - * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * -^ - * - * - * - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 \  
000000 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1.04719806,1.05033197)
183 : ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ ■
(1.04719755.1.04777992) = (f ,--)
-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦■
(1.04719755.1.04777992) = (5, —)
■♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦000000000000000000000000000000000\ 
i o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ^ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —
189 : 000000  00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 - * - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - + - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - + - ^ - + - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - + - ^ - + - + \  
-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.0477446) = (5,—)
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 * - * - * - * - + - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - \  
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-000000000000000
(1.04719755.1.0477446) = (f ,—)
192 : - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 00000000000000000000000000000000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ -^ -+ -^ -^ -^ -^ -+ -^ -^ -^ -+ -^ -+ -+ -^ -^ -+ -^ -^ -♦0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \  0000000000000000000000000000000000000000-+-+-+-+-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦
(1.04719787,1.05121763)
195 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \  
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
(1 .0 4 7 1 9 7 5 5 .1 .0 4 7 7 1 2 4 )  =  ( 5 , — )
♦ —♦OOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOX
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000*-♦-♦-♦-♦
(1 .0 4 7 1 9 7 5 5 .1 .0 4 7 7 1 2 4 )  =  ( $ , - - )
Table 4.8: continued.
periodic sequence is plotted against the parameter value 0. One might be concerned that 
these peaks are an artifact o f the arbitrary limit that one must impose on the maximum 
length o f  the strings considered. To oppose this, we suggest that the dependence o f relative 
frequency upon 0 is essentially the same whether we base our plot on the counts o f  se­
quences having string length up to 50, 100, 150 or 200, for this see Figure 4.9. Horizontal 
resolution in the plot is limited by the spacing o f the progression o f parameter values at 
which we performed a computer search; the points are plotted at increments o f 0.01 for 0. 
The number o f sequences found at values o f 0 near zero and near 7t are particularly large, 
to the extent that the graph far exceeds the top o f the plotting range at its left and right ends. 
Much can be said about the periodic sequences which are admissible for these values o f 0, 
and this is the subject o f Chapters 7, 8 and 9. Those sequences responsible for the peak 
around j  are somewhat simpler to study, and they form the first topic for our analytical
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Figure 4.8: The number o f admissible periodic sequences with period <  200 plotted 
against the parameter value 0.
Maximum length 
o f strings in­
cluded in count :
200 ---
150 -----
100
50 -----
Figure 4.9: The graph from Figure 4.8, but plotted for string lengths up to 50, 100, 150 
and 200; all four curves exhibit the same trends.
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investigations, presented in Chapter 5. (Table 2 in Volume II contains the data from which 
Figure 4.8 was generated.)
Although our searches across the whole range o f parameter values discloses a fuller 
picture o f the great variety o f admissible sequences which exist for the nonlinear map F, it 
is important to be aware that this type o f investigation has its limitations. The first difficulty 
is to know how to select the values o f  9 at which the searches are conducted. In the absence 
o f any prior information we chose a uniform distribution across the 0 range (0 ,tc), but one 
could certainly select alternative sampling schemes, perhaps with the aim o f conforming 
more to the distribution o f numbers o f admissible periodic sequences as 0 varies. A  more 
serious issue is that however small we take our sampling interval fo r the parameter value, 
there remains the possibility that whole families o f sequences could still escape notice. Two 
factors that suggest this are :
1. The curve in Figure 4.8 shows significant local variation for all the degrees o f hor­
izontal resolution plotted. (W e pursued this to 89 =  0.0001.) It is possible that the 
curve is fractal in nature, and thus has local variation at all scales.
2. Several o f the strings occurring in the tables in Volume II have extremely short in­
tervals o f admissibility, suggesting that they have been fortuitously chanced upon at 
that particular parameter value, and that equally many more w ill have been missed.
Indeed we do have evidence o f a complete family that is missed by our search. Chapter 6 
is devoted to a study o f the strings having the specific pattern +00  +  0 . . .  0 (two + digits 
separated by two runs o f zeros, one o f length 2 and the other o f even length greater than 2). 
There we show that there is an infinite family o f strings o f this type that generate admissible 
periodic sequences. Nevertheless all o f its members are missed, none appears in any o f the 
lists o f Table 1 in Volume II, and none was encountered in our more extensive searches at 
parameter values spaced by 0.01. The sequences do exist nonetheless, Table 4.9 gives the 
results o f a search when the parameter value is 0 =  1.1828 and includes the first string from 
this family, the string +00+000000000000000000 , o f length N  =  22, associated with 
the tiny interval o f admissibility (1.18266629,1.1830862). Thus w e  have demonstrated
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that such strings can be picked up by our computer search, but only when we know exactly 
where to look. The pitfalls inherent in searching at fixed parameter values motivate the 
alternative we propose in Section 4.3. There we introduce a computational strategy to 
uncover all short length strings that generate periodic sequences that are admissible across 
any part o f the parameter range (0, k ), a very much more challenging task.
4.2.5 Issues of numerical accuracy and the use of an exact arithmetic 
system
Up to this point in our presentation we have not mentioned the issue o f precisely how the 
arithmetic calculations in our computer search strategies are performed. In fact, the tables 
o f results reported in the last section, and also those in Volume II (apart from Table 6), 
were all obtained by implementations based on standard double precision arithmetic. Our 
programs use IEEE 754 double precision quantities and arithmetic operations throughout, 
the only exception being one higher-level mathematical function, a single call at the outset 
o f the search to the cosine function to convert the supplied value o f the parameter 0 to the 
corresponding value for the parameter a, and for this we rely on the C library function.
By its nature, floating-point arithmetic cannot be completely accurate, and in view o f 
this we now address the question o f whether arithmetic inaccuracies cast doubt on the 
reliability o f our search results. One might be concerned, particularly where the longer 
strings are involved, about the possibility o f numerical inaccuracies provoking an incorrect 
decision as to whether a point lies to the left or right o f the line x\ =  1 whilst calculating 
the geometric intersections. Such an error could conceivably lead to an admissible periodic 
sequence being missed, or alternatively a spurious one reported. To demonstrate that there 
is potential for loss o f numerical accuracy during the calculation, we draw attention, by way 
o f example, to the size o f a200, a quantity linked with the calculation o f the matrix power 
A 200. When a =  0.5 the number a200 is o f the order 10-61, and if this, say, was added to 
the value 1.0, it would be lost when only 15 or so digits are available in double precision 
arithmetic. By itself the disappearance o f small quantities at this scale need not necessarily
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1 : 0
( 5 .3 16 6 0 4 0 1 * -0 7 ,3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 0 9 )  =  ( 0 ,x )
2 : ♦ -
( 5 .3 1 6 6 0 4 0 1 * - 0 7 ,1 .5 7 0 7 9 6 3 3 )=  ( 0 ,  j )
3 : 0 0 *
( 1.04719755 .1 .57079633 ) =  (  $ ,  5  )
0 0 -
(1 .04719755 .1 .57079633 ) =  (  5 ,  $  )
18 : - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 + 0 0 + - + - 0 0 - 0 0
(1 .15822212 ,1 .3962634 ) =  ( - - ,  tJ1 )
22 : * 000000000000000000*00
(1 .18266629 .1 .1830862 )
(1 .18266629 .1 .1830862 )
24 : 0 0 0 0 0 + - + - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * -
(1 .04724709 ,1 .21075578 )
51 : - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 + 0 0 * - * - 0 0 - 0 0 - + - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0
( 1. 17 4 (8 )926 ,1. 18 9 4 4 186)
- 0 0 0 0 0 *-*-0 0 -0 0 -+-*0 0 +0 0 * -* - 0 0 0 0 0 *-+-+-*0 0 0 0 0 -*-*-+
(1 .1 7 4 0 0 9 2 6 ,1. 18 9 4 4 186)
54 : - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - + - * - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - + - + - * - * - + - 0 0 0 0 0 *
(1 .16628897 ,1 .19434448 )
56 : ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 0 0 0 - + - + 0 0 0 0 0 —♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ -
(1 .1 7 8 0 9 7 2 5 .1 .1 8 9 2 1 0 9 8 ) =  ( $ , " )
0 0 0 0 0 +—♦—0 0 0 0 0 *—♦—♦—♦—
(1 .1 7 8 0 9 7 2 5 .1 .1 8 9 2 1 0 9 8 ) =
66 : 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - + 0  0 0  0 0 -♦-♦0 0 +0 0 +-+-0 0 0 0 0 *-♦-♦-♦-♦-0 0 0 0 0 +-+-0 0 -
(1.176872417,1.19645387)
72 : * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 * 0 0 * 0 0 * 0 0 * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - 0 0 - 0 0 - * -
(1 .17734732 .1 .18526736 )
*-*-0 0 -0 0 -0 0 - 0 0 -* -* 0 0 0 0 0 -*-*-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -*-* 0 0 *0 0 * -*-0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0
(1 .17734732 .1 .18526736 )
84 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 —* - * - * - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1 .18265979 ,1 .18300726 )
0 0 0 0 0 *-*-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * -*-0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-*-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -*-*-*-*-*-*-
(1 .1 8 2 6 5 9 7 9 ,1. 183(8)726)
98 : 0 0 * 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - * - * - * — 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1 .18242482 .1 .18280133 )
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦0 0 0 0 0 -* -* 0 0 0 0 0 -* -* -* -* -*-*-0 0 0 0 0 *0 0 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * -*-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 *-*-
(1 .18242482 .1 .18280133 )
126 : ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 - 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 * 0 0 * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 0 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - 0 0 - 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 * 0 0 * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ 0 \  
0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0
(1 .17387082 .1 .18319262 )
- 0 0 - 0 0 -*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -* -* -* - 0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-*0 0 0 0 0 -*-*0 0 * 0 0 *-*-0 0 - 0 0 -*-*0 0 0 0 0 -* -* -* -0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -* -* 0 0 *0 0 * -*-0 0 0 0 0 *-\ 
♦ - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 * - ♦
(1 .17387082 .1 .18319262 )
0 0 *-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -* -* -* - 0 0 0 0 0 *-*-0 0 - 0 0 -*-* 0 0 *0 0 *-*-0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -* -* -* -0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 -* -* 0 0 * 0 0 * -*-0 0 - 0 0 -*-\
♦0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - 0 0 0
(1 .18265559 ,1 .19061016 )
150 : ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - + 0 0 + 0 0 * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 * 0 0 + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 + - * - + - + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 + - * - 0 0 - 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - + - * - + - 0 0 - 0 0 - + - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - \  
♦  - 0 0 - 0 0 - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * 0 0 * 0 0
(1 .176(8)826 ,1 .18754015)
IBS : 0 0 0 0 0 - + - + - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ 0 0 0  0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 * - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ O O O O O - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0\
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -♦-♦-♦-0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-* 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0
(1 .1 8 2 7 9 0 7 5 ,1.1K280022)
0 0 0 *-*-*-*0 0 0 0 0 -* -* -* - 0 0 0 0 0 *-*-*-*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * - * - * - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 * - * - * - * 0 0 0 0 0 - ♦ - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0
(1 .18279075 ,1 .1828(8)22)
192 : ♦ —♦ —♦ —0 0 0 0 0 + —* —0 0 —0 0 —♦ —♦ 0 0 * 0 0 * —* —OOOOO*—♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —OOOOO*—♦ —0 0 —0 0 —0 0 —0 0 —♦ —♦OOOOO—♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦OOOOO—♦ —♦ 0 0 * 0 0 * —♦ —0 0 0 0 0 \ 
♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —OOOOO*—♦  — 0 0  — 0 0  — 0 0 —0 0 —♦ — ♦OOOOO—♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦OOOOO—♦ —♦ 0 0 * 0 0 * —♦  — 0 0 —0 0 —♦  — * 0 0 0 0 0 —
(1 .18257789 .1 .18487558 )
0 —+—* 0 0 0 0 0 —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦OOOOO — ♦ —♦ 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 +  — ♦  — OOOOO* — ♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ — OOOOO* — ♦  — 0 0 —0 0 —♦ —♦OOOOO — ♦ —♦ —♦ —♦ —♦OOOOO—♦ —♦ 0 0 * 0 0 * 0 0 * \  
0 0 *  — ♦ — OOOOO* — ♦ — ♦ — ♦  — ♦  — OOOOO* —♦ — 00  — 0 0  — ♦ — * 0 0 * 0 0 *  — ♦ — 0 0 0 0 0  + — ♦ — ♦ — * 0 0 0 0 0  — ♦ — ♦OO + OO* — ♦ — 0 0  — 0
(1 .18257789 .1 .18487558 )
Table 4.9: Results of the computer search at 0 =  1.1828, and which include the periodic 
sequence generated by +00+000000000000000000.
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lead to arithmetic problems; real difficulties arise largely because o f  the subtraction o f 
nearly equal quantities, when catastrophic cancellation can occur. Unfortunately any kind 
o f numerical error analysis would appear to be a challenging undertaking, because the 
search algorithms are somewhat complicated, and the input data varied. For this reason, 
we adopt an alternative approach, and endevourto validate our floating-point results by re­
writing the computation entirely in terms o f rational quantities that have an exact machine 
representation.
Using an implementation o f our computer search methods based on rational arithmetic, 
we have re-calculated the admissible periodic sequences o f length up to 200 for the pa­
rameter value a =  0.5. The list o f strings which generate these sequences we found to be 
identical with that presented in Table 4.7. A  more stringent validation o f  our earlier results 
comes from a check o f the output from the first phase, that is the number o f  strings o f length 
N  that appear in some admissible sequence. Over the range tested, 1 <  N  <  200, the num­
bers match exactly with those results we obtained using double precision calculations. For 
reference, the complete list o f these confirmed values is included in Table 6 o f Volume II.
O f course the drawback o f using rational arithmetic is the attendant run-time costs, both 
for the speed o f execution, where we lose the advantage that floating point operations are 
supported directly by the hardware, and also for the increased memory requirement to store 
large numerators and denominators o f the rational quantities. The demanding task o f find­
ing the admissible periodic sequences makes it essential to employ a fast rational arithmetic 
implementation : for our searches we used the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library 
(Granlund, 1996). The time taken to compute the list o f strings generating admissible pe­
riodic sequences at a =  0.5 was increased by a factor o f 25, from 7 minutes to around 3 
hours, but this figure is still within feasible limits to permit more extensive searching using 
rational arithmetic. Contrary to the situation for searches conducted using double preci­
sion arithmetic, the inductive search method is the best choice for speed o f  execution when 
rational quantities are involved, since the methods o f Section 4.2.2 virtually eliminate the 
need to test for admissibility directly, which shifts the balance o f computation away from 
slow arithmetic operations, replacing them with extra table look-ups and string processing.
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We make two final comments regarding rational arithmetic. A  difficulty is that moving 
from floating point to rational arithmetic causes some inconvenience in that we cannot 
easily verify our search results where we have specified the parameter a =  2cos9, o f the 
nonlinear map, through a particular 0 value, since we cannot correspondingly know the 
rational value to assign to a. But a positive aspect is that in the context o f  rational arithmetic 
it is possible to determine, when applying the test for admissibility described in Section
4.2.1, whether the points xo, Xi, x/v-i lie on the boundary o f 72, so that the more 
delicate issue o f admissible periodic sequences attributable to boundary points o f /2 could 
be investigated. This can never come within the scope o f computer investigations based on 
floating point arithmetic.
4.2.6 Remarks on the execution times and computational complexity 
of the search methods
The search methods described in this chapter employ techniques from mainstream com­
puter science known to be effective in accelerating the operation o f computationally de­
manding tasks, namely the storage o f intermediate results (also known as dynamic pro­
gramming) used in the inductive search, and tree-pruning used in the depth-first search. 
Although techniques o f  this nature do not alter the underlying exponential dependence o f 
the running time on the string length N, by effecting a reduction in the rate o f that expo­
nential growth, they can make a significant practical difference in terms o f  the size o f the 
problem which can be solved. Using exhaustive string checking, the greatest string length 
explored was 25 (Wu &  Chua, 1993), and essentially this limit is too low to reveal any 
patterns amongst the admissible periodic sequences identified. By contrast, we have been 
able to increase the maximum length o f the strings investigated to 200, and our searches 
execute sufficiently fast, using only modest computer resources, to allow repeated runs to 
this length over the whole parameter range.
To obtain a measure o f the improvement achieved by our search strategies by compar­
ison with a simple exhaustive string checking algorithm, where run times increase with
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string length N  as 3N, we have recorded the execution times to find the admissible peri­
odic sequences at the parameter value a =  0.5. Figure 4.10 is a plot o f this data, showing 
the time taken to find all admissible periodic sequences generated by strings from length 
1 up to length N, for each value o f N  between 1 and 200. These timings were obtained 
for a double-precision version o f our hybrid depth-first search method running on a Sun 
UltraSparc workstation. Performing a least-squares fit o f the exponential curve a(e^N — 1) 
to these times we obtained the parameter estimates a  =  5.9200 and P =  0.021648. (The 
goodness-of-fit statistic is R2 =  0.99594, confirming that the curve is a reliable fit to the 
data.) This estimate for P corresponds to a time dependency on N  o f order 1.022N, clearly 
a vast improvement over the 3N cost o f an exhaustive checking algorithm. In Table 4.10 
we report the execution times for the searches, using the above formula to predict the time 
which would be needed to search to longer string lengths, and thus providing some estimate 
for the maximum string length which could be undertaken by our searches.
Figure 4.10: The execution times for the computer search for admissible periodic se­
quences. The graph shows the time taken plotted against the maximum string 
length.
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N Execution Time
50 3.40 seconds (measured)
100 37.15 seconds (measured)
150 153.03 seconds (measured)
200 423.67 seconds (measured)
250 22.01 minutes (predicted)
300 65.16 minutes (predicted)
350 3.21 hours (predicted)
400 9.48 hours (predicted)
Table 4.10: Computer time required to search for all admissible periodic sequences up to 
the specified maximum string length.
While techniques such as tree-pruning are effective in permitting us to investigate the 
admissible periodic sequences up to string lengths o f  a few hundred digits, no amount o f 
continued adjustment to this type o f algorithm can compensate for an exponential depen­
dence o f execution time on the string length. Thus the strategies proposed in this chapter 
could never enable us to deal with really large problem sizes where, say, the string lengths 
were in the order o f tens o f thousands o f digits. Attempting a search at these lengths 
would only be feasible if one had a truly fast algorithm for finding the admissible periodic 
sequences, and in practice this would mean one whose execution time has a polynomial 
dependency on the string length.
As for the more fundamental question o f whether a fast algorithm could exist, Chua 
& Lin (1990b) state that the problem o f finding admissible periodic sequences is NP, that 
is, i f  we had a (notional) computer capable o f non-deterministic operations then the search 
could be performed in polynomial time. The validity o f this statement depends crucially 
on how the task is formulated. For example, on the available evidence, it appears that the 
problem o f finding the strings which appear within some admissible sequence is inherently 
a problem incurring an exponential time cost, irrespective o f whether non-deterministic 
computation is available to us. This is because the number o f strings o f  length N  appears 
to grow in an exponential fashion with N, so simply listing the strings w ill mean that the 
algorithm has an exponential time dependence. Problems which do belong to the class
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N P are typically decision-based in nature and, for instance, one formulation o f our search 
problem which would genuinely belong to NP is
“ Is there a periodic sequence o f least period N  admissible at the (given)
parameter value 9?” .
An algorithm to solve it in polynomial time would be to use non-determinism to select 
a string o f  length N  and subsequently check that it does generate an admissible periodic 
sequence via the Chua-Lin inequalities. O f more practical interest is whether this latter 
problem can be classed as one o f the so-called NP-complete problems, a collection o f 
well-known tasks o f equivalent computational difficulty, for which no efficient methods 
o f solution are known. Certainly the task o f finding a string which satisfies the Chua- 
Lin inequalities has similarities with the problem o f finding an assignment o f variables to 
satisfy a boolean expression, itself one o f the standard NP-complete problems.
4.3 A comprehensive search for admissible periodic se­
quences with short generating strings
The computer searches presented so far in this chapter provide us with very many examples 
o f admissible periodic sequences for the map F, but, as we noted at the end o f Section 
4.2.4, searches performed for a uniformly distributed selection o f values o f the parameter 
0 across its range (0,7t) are not guaranteed to uncover all o f  the short strings that generate 
admissible periodic sequences. The difficulty is that a sequence can be missed entirely 
if its interval o f admissibility lies wholly within the gap between two adjacent values o f 
9 at which we perform computer searches. Regardless o f how narrow a spacing we take 
between neighbouring values o f 0, we cannot ensure that no admissible periodic sequences 
will be missed. In this section we outline an alternative computational method : although 
restricting us to much shorter string lengths than were achieved when searching at a fixed 
parameter value, it does locate all the strings that generate admissible periodic sequences 
o f a given length and reports them together with their ranges o f  admissibility.
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To undertake a comprehensive search o f this nature we must address two new and fun­
damental problems. These arise because the geometric intersection test and the test for ad­
missibility, which formerly were the basis for eliminating the majority o f strings from the 
search and the means o f deciding admissibility for the remainder, apply only at a specified 
value for the parameter 8 and consequently cannot be used when we have no knowledge o f 
the values o f 0, i f  any, at which a string generates an admissible periodic sequence. Thus 
before we may attempt an implementation o f a comprehensive search we must address the 
follow ing :
( i )  How can we test whether a string so-si.. .sn- i generates an admissible periodic se­
quence over some (as yet unknown) range o f values o f 0 ?
( i i )  What means do we have to limit the number o f strings in order to avoid the need to 
test (in the manner o f  ( i ) )  each o f the 3'v conceivable strings o f length N  ?
Only the second o f these questions is addressed in this section; it is convenient to defer 
a discussion and resolution o f (i) until Chapter 6 which provides a better context for the 
issues that arise. Assume now that we have a procedure to decide whether there are pa­
rameter values where a string .vo-s i .. .ijv - i generates an admissible periodic sequence and 
to find the range o f those values. Although this procedure will play the role that the test for 
admissibility assumed earlier, we need to be mindful that, unlike the simple computations 
needed for the admissibility test, it is costly and should be employed only when a string 
cannot be eliminated by alternative means.
Knowing the outcome o f the searches at specified values o f 0 across the range (0,7t) 
(reported in Section 4.2.4), we may anticipate that the vast majority o f the 3N possible 
strings o f length N  w ill not generate an admissible periodic sequence at any value o f 0 
in the range (0,7i). But we cannot disqualify strings in the same manner as previously 
because there seems little or no possibility o f adapting the geometric intersection test to 
determine whether the intersection remains empty for all parameter values 0 from 0 to tc. 
Fortunately the very useful inheritance property is still available to us, in the form that if a 
string .soil.. .s/v-i cannot appear in any admissible sequence over some range o f parameter
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values, then any string containing soil • • -s/v- 1 as a substring is likewise disqualified over 
that range.
The approach we take is to consider short length strings whose ranges for 0 where 
they can appear in some admissible sequence do not overlap. Previously we eliminated 
strings because they contained a particular substring which was forbidden; now we elim­
inate strings on the basis o f containing several forbidden substrings in a combination so 
that the full parameter range (0,7t) is accounted for. To give the simplest example, the 
string + -  can only appear in some admissible sequence for 0 <  0 <  | and ++ only for 
j  <  0 <  7t, so any string containing both + -  and ++ as substrings must be ruled out. To put 
together such coordinated combinations o f strings, we determined for each string o f length 
2, 3 or 4 the range within which the string can appear in some admissible sequence. This 
information was used to assemble Table 4.11; we list strings and their ranges for 0 where 
each may appear in some admissible sequence, but we do not include any string where the 
corresponding range for 0 is no smaller than the intersection o f the ranges for some o f its 
substrings. As an example, the string — 0+ is not listed because its range, <  0 <  7t, is 
the intersection o f the ranges o f its substrings - -  and -0 + . The ranges given in Table 4.11 
have been deduced from our work in Chapter 3 on strings that appear within admissible se­
quences; all isolated single parameter values and interval end-points have been suppressed 
on the basis that we are ignoring instances o f admissibility that do not persist for more than 
an isolated value o f 0.
Careful consideration o f all possible combinations o f the strings from Table 4.11 gives 
a minimal list o f tests to disqualify strings (throughout the entire range (0, Jt)) on the basis 
o f substrings they contain o f lengths 2, 3 and 4. This list o f tests appears in Table 4.12; the 
notation employed there uses an x  symbol to represent a non-zero digit and, as usual, a bar 
indicates negation, so that the string OibcO stands for both 0 + -0  and 0 -+ 0 . This form o f 
display matches the tests performed by the computer code where it is just as easy, and more 
efficient, to look for a substring xOx consisting o f two equal non-zero digits enclosing a 
zero, than separately to look for the two substrings +0+  and - 0 - .
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String Length String Ranges for 0
2 — ( ! - « )
-+ (°>i)
+ - (o ,f)
++ (!■ * )
3 -0 - no value of 0
-0+ (o, « . ( * , « )
0-0 M )
0+0 ( !> ¥ )
+0- (0 ,f  ) . ( ¥ .* )
+0+ no value of 0
4 -0 0 - ( ! • ! ) , ( ¥ .* )
-00+ (o, ! ) . ( ! , * )
0 --0 ( * « )
0-+0 (0,?)
0 + -0 (° 'f )
0 + + 0 ( * .* )
+00- (o ,f ) . ( ! , i )
+00 + ( f . f ) . ( i . * )
Table 4.11: Ranges for 0 in which strings of lengths 2 to 4 appear within some admissible 
sequence. (The ranges for strings not listed are simply intersections of the 
ranges o f some of their substrings that do appear in the list.)
The basis for the disqualification process could be extended to encompass strings o f 
greater length, but the practical difficulties increase because as more strings are introduced 
the number o f  tests based on combinations o f strings grows rapidly. For instance, the extra 
strings and their ranges when we move up to length 5 are
x x x 00 : ( 5 , ! ) OxxxO : no value of 0
xxxO O  : ( ! . i ) OxxxO : no value of 0
xxOOO : M ) 00x x x  : ( f » f )
xxOOO : ( * . « ) O O xxx : ( I . ? )
xOOOx : no value of 0 OOOxx : (o ,¥ )
xOOOx : (o, f  ) . ( ¥ , * ) OOOxx :: ( ¥ , * )
and considerable effort would be required to list a minimal collection o f tests on the basis
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Lengths Under 
Consideration
Forbidden Combinations of Strings
2 X X  & &  X X
3 x O x
x O x  & &  0x 0
4 OxxO & &  OxxO 
OxxO & &  xO O x 
xO O x & &  OxxO 
xO O x & &  xO O x
3 , 4 0x 0 & &  OxxO 
0x 0 & &  OxxO
2, 3 , 4 x x  & &  xO x  & & xOOx
x x  & &  0 x0  & & X
oo>K
x x  & &  xO x  & & X
oo'X
x x  & &  0x0  & & xOOx
Table 4.12: The tests used to eliminate strings which contain combinations of substrings 
of length 2, 3 or 4 whose ranges (from Table 4.11) are mutually exclusive. 
The symbol “&&” denotes logical “and” ; the generic symbol x  assumes the 
value + or - ,  independently in each string.
o f combinations o f strings o f lengths 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The remainder o f the implementation involves matters appearing earlier in the chapter 
so we do not repeat them here. It is relevant to mention that the method o f elimination 
based on a cycled version o f the string being disqualified, presented in Section 4.2.2, is 
an essential component o f  the algorithm for the comprehensive search because o f the high 
computational cost now associated with checking whether a string ever generates an ad­
missible periodic sequence. Our program enabled us to determine all admissible periodic 
sequences up to length 20, and the output, tabulated by increasing string length, appears as 
Table 3 in Volume II.
From the results o f our comprehensive search, we have selected, for Table 4.13, those 
strings which generate an admissible periodic sequence but that do not belong to any o f the 
families treated in our analytical investigations in Chapters 5 to 9 o f this thesis, in effect 
those strings whose properties are still wholly unknown to us. (So that the list is as concise
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as possible, we have suppressed all strings which may be obtained from those presented 
by negating all digits, or negating alternate digits; these may be deduced by means o f 
Proposition 2.4.) The corresponding intervals o f admissibility are recorded, together with 
their rational equivalents where these were found. We remark that, looking only as far as 
length 20, the comprehensive search uncovered several strings with such short intervals o f 
admissibility that they did not appear amongst the results o f our searches at fixed parameter 
values; these strings are indicated by an asterisk in Table 4.13 and would not otherwise have 
been uncovered by any o f the avenues o f investigation pursued in this thesis.
We conclude by suggesting that the comprehensive search strategy is the most valu­
able part o f the computational investigation to pursue further, and it would be extremely 
interesting to generate a complete list o f the admissible periodic sequences up to a string 
length o f one or two hundred (i.e. all that are admissible somewhere within the range 0 to 
7i). However, the computing techniques necessary for this task go beyond the methods we 
have described; the particular feature o f the problem limiting us to a maximum length o f 
20 is the fast growth rate o f the number o f strings that remain after the elimination phase ; 
o f  course, an elimination based on identifying forbidden combinations o f  substrings does 
not rule out nearly as many strings as was the case for the fixed parameter value searches.
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Period Generating String Interval of Admissibility
9 ++++00-00 (1.74532925, 1.98337054) =  ( ¥ , - )
+++++0 --0 (2.22579076, 2.44346095) =  ( - , ? )
12 + -+ -+ -+00+00 (1.21075578, 1.28751985)
13 +-0+-00000000 (0.87495662, 0.880896909)
+++++00000000 (2.26663603, 2.28558262)
14 +-+-0000000000 (1.18878695, 1.19963216)
15 ++++00 -00+00-00 (1.88495559, 1.95382806) =  ( * . - )
16 +00+00+0000-0000 (1.3384859, 1.35427013)
17 +—0+—0+—0+-00+—00 (0.564813763, 0.675508053)
* +-00+-00000000000 (0.691735065, 0.692648183)
* +—+ —+0—+000000+—0 (0.722145541, 0.72524333)
+-+-+000000000000 (0.829312926, 0.835542105)
* +++++++0000000000 (1.90552987, 1.90972602)
* ++0--000000000000 (2.30195493, 2.30605055)
+ + + + + 0 --0 0 --0 0 — 0 (2.41634932, 2.4660846)
19 +-+-000000000000000 (1.21710252, 1.22060548)
* +-+-00-000000000+00 (1.3056328, 1.30748473)
++++00-0000-0000-00 (1.72830849, 1.83410793)
* +00-000000000000000 (1.92449013, 1.92559133)
20 + —+—+ — + — + —+—+—+—0 + — 0 (0.785398163, 0.831936667) =  (5 --)
* +-0+-000000000000000 (0.887865432, 0.889006322)
Table 4.13: An extract from the comprehensive search results : the admissible periodic se­
quences of period up to 20 which do not belong to one of the infinite families 
identified and investigated subsequently in this thesis.
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Chapter Summary
•  An efficient computational strategy is presented that executes a search for the periodic 
sequences admissible at any specified value o f the parameter 0.
• Important features o f the algorithm are :
— Early exclusion o f  the vast majority o f potential generating strings on the basis o f 
embedded forbidden substrings.
— Automated computation o f the geometric intersections associated with the criterion 
given in Chapter 3.
— Digit-by-digit assembly o f generating strings via a computation organised as a walk 
over a ternary tree whose nodes are the generating strings.
— A  fast implementation o f the admissibility criterion established in Chapter 2.
Computational runtime costs are o f order 0(1.022^), which compares well with the 
runtime cost 0 (3N) for the naive algorithm that exhaustively searches amongst the full 
collection o f conceivable generating strings o f length N.
• Intervals o f admissibility for the sequences are determined by a bisection algorithm.
• Generating strings for admissible periodic sequences have been tabulated for string 
length N  up to 200 and where the parameter 0 is advanced by steps o f 0.01 across the 
whole parameter range 0 to 7t. To our knowledge this is the first substantial assemblage 
o f  computational data on admissible periodic sequences. Subsequent theoretical investi­
gations are motivated by these computer search results; a first observation is a clustering 
o f  sequences around 0 =  0, n, j ,  j  and ?p.
• Confirmatory calculations using rational arithmetic at parameter value a =  2cos0 =  0.5 
match the floating-point results and validate the numerical stability o f our methods.
• A lso  tabulated are the results o f a search that is comprehensive in terms o f providing for 
admissibility anywhere within the 0 range from 0 to 7t; listed are all strings o f length 
N  < 2 0  that generate an admissible periodic sequence within some interval o f 0 values.
Chapter 5
Some Infinite Families of Admissible 
Periodic Sequences
The Chua-Lin inequalities provide a very powerful tool for the investigation of admissible periodic se­
quences. A sa first application we produce some specific solutions to these inequalities. We consider 
three types of string pattern and produce several infinite families of admissible periodic sequences. 
The first two types involve admissibility close to \  and zero respectively, and by comparison with our 
subsequent investigations, these cases are relatively amenable and we can be completely definite 
about their intervals of admissibility. Our third type, which produces families o f periodic sequences 
admissible close to * ,  requires a deeper analysis and the tools developed there would be effective 
beyond this specific context.
5.1 Admissible periodic sequences generated by the 
strings + 0 ... 0
The first type o f periodic sequence we investigate are those generated by repeating a string 
+ 0 ... 0, that is a single +  digit followed by a run o f 0 digits. Sequences o f this form are 
good candidates to take as a starting point for analytical investigations for the following 
reasons :
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(a) When the string is + 0 . .. 0 , the Chua-Lin inequalities assume a very simple form, 
since each o f the functions f r contains only a single cosine term with non-zero coef­
ficient.
(b) The computer searches o f  Chapter 4 found numerous instances o f admissible se­
quences generated by strings + 0. . . 0 . The sequences o f this kind uncovered by 
computer exploration have clearly identifiable patterns in terms both o f the lengths 
o f the strings which generate them, and o f their computed intervals o f admissibility.
Table 5.1, which has been assembled from the lists in Table 1 o f Volume II for parameter 
values either side o f j ,  exhibits strings + 0 ... 0 with length <  20 which were found to gener­
ate admissible periodic sequences. Two families o f strings can be distinguished here, those 
o f  lengths N  — 1, 5, 9, 13 and 17 which generate sequences admissible in an interval o f 9 
values having | as left end-point, and those o f lengths N =  3, 7, 11, 15 and 19 which gener­
ate sequences admissible in an interval having | as right end-point. Computer searches at 
fixed 0 values either side o f | show these families persist for corresponding string lengths 
up to the maximum length that could be encompassed by the computer searches, so one 
might conjecture that these families extend indefinitely.
The purpose o f this section is to show that indeed the following two infinite families o f 
strings o f the type + 0 ... 0 do generate admissible periodic sequences and for the range o f 
6 indicated.
1. Strings +0 ... 0 o f lengths N  =  1,5, 9, 13,... for the interval o f 0 values  ^j ,  j .
2. Strings + 0 ... 0 o f lengths N  =  3,7, 11, 15,... for the interval o f 0 values  ^ , § )  •
Before presenting the series o f results that will establish what we claim generally for these 
families, we will look in detail at one specific such string. As an example it illustrates the 
techniques we will use to work with the Chua-Lin inequalities, but allows us to be free 
from complications necessary when we present the general argument.
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String Length
(AO
Generating String Interval of Admissibility
1 + ( ! . * )
3 +00 ( ! . ! )
5 +0000 ( ! . ¥ )
7 +000000 ( 3n n\ V 7 » 2/
9 +00000000 ( ! . ¥ )
11 +0000000000 1 11 ' 2 )
13 +000000000000 ( n  7 n\ V 2 » 13/
15 +00000000000000 (lx  n\IT?’ 2/
17 +0000000000000000 (!»? ? )
19 +000000000000000000 ( » . ! )
Table 5.1: Strings +0... 0 which generate admissible periodic sequences, as found by the 
computer searches.
5.1.1 Example : Verifying the interval of admissibility when N — 1
Here, by way o f an example, we will verify that the string +000000, o f  length N =  7, 
does indeed generate an admissible periodic sequence when 0 lies between =y and " ,  as 
the computer searches predict. In this instance, the functions f r and g appearing in the 
Chua-Lin inequalities are
/o(0) =  COS20
/.(6) =  cos §e
/ m =  cos §e
/3(e) =  cos je
/ 4(e) =  cos ( - j e ) =  / 3(e)
/s(0) =  cos ( - j e ) =  /z(0)
/6 (e) =  cos ( - §e) =  / i ( e )
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and
g (0 ) =  sin j 0 sin0.
As can be seen, only four o f the seven functions f r are distinct.
To verify the admissibility we need to establish the Chua-Lin inequalities over the range 
specified, i.e. that each function f r lies between — g and g for all 0 in the interval ( ,  | ). 
Figure 5.1 shows the functions /o, f\, f 2 and fo, together with ±g,  plotted over the full 
range o f 0 from 0 to n. An interval o f 0 values where the Chua-Lin inequalities hold 
appears on the plot as a horizontal span over which all o f the functions f r lie within the 
envelope formed by the curves ±g. Certainly in Figure 5.1 there is such an interval, located 
immediately to the left o f 0 =  j .
Figure 5.2 shows the same functions, but the plot is limited to the range [ ^ ,  f  ] where 
we seek to demonstrate the admissibility o f the string. A ll o f /o , f\, f 2 and fy do lie 
between — g and g as anticipated, but a significant feature for us that the plot indicates, is 
that / i  dominates /o , /2  and fo in magnitude over the interval (= y , j ) . Establishing that 
a single f r dominates over an interval will prove to be extremely useful, and is a theme 
that recurs frequently in the work associated with the Chua-Lin inequalities throughout this 
chapter. In the present context, if we demonstrate that one o f the functions /o , f\, f 2 and 
/3  dominates the others over the interval ( ^ ,  5 ) ,  the issue o f admissibility for this interval 
then depends only on that single inequality, and we can discard the six other Chua-Lin 
inequalities.
The arguments o f the cosine functions in /o, f\, f 2 and fo are respectively ¿0, §0, |0 
and j 0, and the range o f each as 0 varies between ^  and j  is as follows :
/o: |0  runs fr o m inT
f \  ■ |0  runs fr o m 15n I T
h - j 0 runs fr o m 9it14
h - j 0 runs fr o m 3it14
to
to 5 k  4  »
3 It
These ranges are depicted graphically as angles in Figure 5.3 below. Notice that each range
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Figure 5.1: Plot o f  /o, f\, fa, fa and ± g  for the string + 0 0 0 0 0 0 .  A ll o f fa to fa lie within 
the envelope of ±g  for a short interval immediately to the left o f |.
Figure 5.2: An enlargement o f the plot above, limited to the range ^  <  9 <  f , where the 
string generates an admissible periodic sequence. Over this range fa domi­
nates, in magnitude, the functions fa, fa and fa.
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is confined to a single quadrant, so that each function f r either monotonically increases or 
decreases with 9 when 0 is restricted to the range to |. Table 5.2 summarises the values 
o f f r at the two ends o f the range, and whether the absolute value o f the function increases 
or decreases as 0 decreases from j  to
Figure 5.3: Angles of the arguments of the cosine functions in /o, ft, fa and f j  for 0 in 
the range to j .
A t the upper end o f the range, 0 =  j ,  the argument o f each f r is an odd multiple o f |, 
so the four functions are identical in absolute value. (This can also be seen in Figure 5.2 
where the graphs o f the f r come together at the right-hand end o f the plot.) As 0 decreases 
from | to so |cos|0| increases while both |cos|0| and |cos|0| decrease. Thus the 
ratios |/o/f\ | and I/2/f t  \ fall from their initial value 1 as 0 is reduced, and consequently f\ 
dominates both /o and f i  in absolute value.
The function f i  cannot be treated so simply because |cosj0| increases when 0 de-
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Function f r Values of f r at the 
end-points of the range
Trend of |/r| as 0 is decreased 
through its range
0 = 2j! e =  f
fo 0 172 decreasing
f\ c o s (^ ) 1"72 increasing
h co s (I f ) 172 decreasing
h cos ( I f ) 172 increasing
Table 5.2: Behaviour of the functions / 0 to ft, when 0 is in the range ( ^ ,  j )
creases from j  to But this cosine term has argument j0 , by contrast with |0 in f\ . As 
a consequence I / 3 / / 1 I also falls as 0 decreases from \ to ^  (the point is that cos |0  and 
cos ¿0  trace out congruent parts o f the cosine curve but the latter does so at a slower rate).
Now that we have shown that f\ dominates /o, f i  and /3 over the interval 
it remains to demonstrate that f\ is enclosed between — g and g. The function f\ stays 
negative throughout the range (which is clear from the argument diagram in Figure 5.3). 
The sign o f g is determined by the sign o f the factor sin ¿0, since sin0 is positive for all 
0 <  0 <  K. Again from Figure 5.3, it can be seen that sin ¿0 is also negative for 0 between 
and j .  As f\ and g are both negative, it is certainly the case that f\ <  —g, so the 
outstanding task is to show that f\ >  g for all 0 between and More specifically we 
need to verify that
cos |0  >  sin |0  sin 0
when <  0 <  5 . I f  we express the product o f sine terms additively as j  (cos |0 — cos j0 ) ,  
and combine the common cos |0  terms we find that we need to establish
COSj 0  +  COSj 0  >  0.
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Again, converting the sum to a product, we must show
2 cos j 0 cos 0 >  0,
which is true because both cos ^0 and cos 0 are positive for <  0 <  j .  We can thus 
conclude that the string -t-000000 generates a periodic sequence admissible for ^  <  0 <  j .
5.1.2 The admissibility of the infinite families of strings + 0... 0
The two propositions o f  this section develop the ideas o f the example just considered to 
establish more generally the admissibility, over the ranges o f 0 previously conjectured, o f 
the periodic sequences generated by the strings +0 ... 0. As in the example, demonstrating 
the admissibility is done in two steps :
1. We show that over the range o f 0 under consideration, a single f r dominates, in 
magnitude, the other functions.
2. We simplify the one crucial Chua-Lin inequality and thereby check that it is satisfied 
for the relevant 0 values.
Proposition 5.1
The string + 0 .. .0  o f length N, when N  =  3, 7, 11, . . . ,  generates a periodic sequence 
admissible fo r all 0 in the interval (  f )  •
Proof
The first j ( W +  1) functions f r are
/o(0) =  cos y  0,
/ , (0) =  c o s ^ 0 ,
/■<*—,) (e )  =  cos j 0,
(5.1)
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and they are all distinct. We need only consider these functions since the remaining /r’s du­
plicate members o f this list. As in the example o f Section 5.1.1, we show that f \  dominates 
in absolute value all other f r’s over the interval § )•
Because N  is odd, the arguments ^0, ( y  — l )  0, . . . ,  j0 , o f the cosine functions ap­
pearing in the f r's, are all odd multiples o f j  when 0 =  thus each \ f r (|)| =  As 
0 traverses its interval § ) ,  so the argument j 0  traces out the largest angle, from
to and this lies entirely within one quadrant. The angle traced out by any other 
argument also lies within one quadrant, because that angle is smaller and likewise finishes 
at an odd multiple o f Thus as we imagine 0 receding through its interval ( ^ 2A^ ~ > § ) »  
the absolute value o f each f r will either monotonically increase or decrease from
To employ the technique that we used in the example, we need f \  to increase in absolute 
value as 0 decreases through its interval. The argument associated with f \  is ^ ^ 0  and since 
N  is an odd number o f the form 4m — 1, the angle traced out lies either in the first quadrant 
(when N  =  3, 11, 1 9 ,. . . )  or the third quadrant (when N  =  7, 15, 2 3 ,... ).  These angles are 
shown in the upper half o f Figure 5.4; in both cases \f\ | increases from ^  as 0 decreases 
from | to ^ 2N^ K• 11 fo ll°ws then that \ f r / f i \  <  * when f r  is one o f the functions fo, /3, 
. . . ,  because the absolute value o f each o f these functions either decreases as 0
decreases from | to or increases at a slower rate than f \ .
To complete the demonstration o f step 1 it remains to show that |/o/f\\ <  1, which w ill 
be so if, in magnitude, f o  decreases with 0. It does so because the relevant argument to 
consider is ^0 for f o ,  which lies in either the second or fourth quadrant when ^ < 0 <  
5 (see Figure 5.4).
Now that we know f \  dominates, it is relatively straightforward to verify step 2, i.e. 
f \  lies between — g and g. Referring once more to Figure 5.4, we can see that the sign 
o f f\ (i.e. the sign o f  cos ^ j^ 0 ) is the same as the sign o f g (determined by the sign o f  
sin j0 ) .  Since f\ and — g are o f opposite signs, only the inequality involving f \  and g need 
be considered. This inequality must be f \  <  g when f \  and g are positive, and f \ >  g when 
f \  and g are negative. Thus we must show
cos ^ -^ 0  <  sin j 0  sin 0 when N  =  3, 11, 19, . . . ,
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f\ : argument
N =  3, 11, 19 ,...
(A M l)J
(A M l ) f
/o and g : argument j 6  fo  and g : argument j 6
N =  3 ,1 1 ,1 9 ,. . .  N  =  7, 1 5 ,2 3 ,...
F igu re 5.4: A n g les  o f  the arguments ^ ^ 0  (appearing in the cosine function in / i )  and j O  
(appearing in the cosine function in f 0 and the sine function in g) fo r  0 in the 
range to § .
and
cos ^ 5^0 >  sin jO  sin 0 when N  =  7, 15, 2 3 ,___
Applying the same trigonometric simplification as in the example o f  Section 5.1.1 (i.e. 
essentially noting that cos ^ ^ 0  — sin y 0 sin 0 =  cos j d  cos 0) our inequalities reduce to
cos^0  cos0 <  0 when N  =  3, 11, 19, 
and
cosy0  cos0 >  0 when N  =  7, 15, 23, . . . .
To justify these it suffices to note the sign o f cos ^ 0  in Figure 5.4. □
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Proposition 5.2
The string + 0 ... 0 o f length N  =  5,9,  13,... generates a periodic sequence admissible for 
all 0 in the interval ( j ,  •
Proof
W e can give an argument that closely follows the one we used to prove Proposition 5.1; 
in particular the definitions o f the functions f r and ± g  are unchanged, and the strategy 
again is to show that f\ dominates all other //s over the given interval. However, both the 
interval now under consideration, and the values for N  differ from the previous case, so 
some details need to be amended. The following points summarise the main parts o f the 
p r o o f :
1. The argument j 6 varies from ^  to and correspondingly all the other argu­
ments vary within a single quadrant when j  <  0 <
2. Each |/r| takes the value when 0 =  |. As 0 increases from | to N^^ K, so 
|/i| increases and |/r//i| <  1 for r =  2, 3, . . . .  ^(N  — 1); |/o| decreases and hence
I / 0 / / 1 K  I -
3. The argument j 0  falls one quadrant in advance o f so cos ^ ^ 0  and sin jQ
share a common sign when 5 <  0 <  2AT^. as do f\ and g. The proof is completed
by verifying that f\ >  g when N  =  5, 13, 2 1 ,..., and f \ < g  when N  =  9, 17, 2 5 ,... 
for 0 between 5 and •lV^ ’t , in the same manner as previously. □
Remark on the Case N =  1
The string consisting o f a single + can be viewed as the case N =  1 o f the family o f strings 
+ 0 .. .0 .  The formula for the interval o f admissibility when N  =  1 correctly
specifies the interval However this string does not properly fit the framework o f
Proposition 5.2. But the Chua-Lin inequalities are simple for the string +, there is just 
one inequality which may be solved explicitly to find the values o f 0 for which the string
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generates an admissible periodic sequence. The single Chua-Lin inequality is
— s in j0 s in 0  <  cos|0 <  sin ¿0 sin 0. (5.2)
Since all the sine and cosine terms are positive for all 0 <  0 <  7t, the left-hand inequality 
holds uniformly. Writing sin 0 =  2 sin j0  cos j0 , the right-hand inequality simplifies to
sin2 j 0 >  2
which is satisfied precisely when j  <  0 <  it.
5.1.3 The question of admissibility elsewhere
We have obtained for each string + 0 ... 0 o f  length the odd integer N  an interval o f  0 values 
within which the periodic sequence generated by that string is admissible : the interval is
when N  =  3, 7, 11 ,.... and when N  =  5, 9, 13....... In fact, this
interval is maximal in that it is not contained in some larger open interval throughout which 
the string generates an admissible periodic sequence.
This may be demonstrated by showing that to either side o f the interval, the function 
f\ leaves the envelope o f  ± g . We discuss carefully the case where N  is from the series o f 
string lengths 3, 7, 11 ,..., the other possibility is exactly similar; we are thus involved with 
the interval f )  • h  was shown in the proof o f Proposition 5.1 that f\ and g share a
common value at 0 =  j .  They also share a value at the left-hand end o f the interval, N^^ K, 
as
f\ (0) =  cos ^ 0 ,  (5.3)
and
g(Q) =  sin jQ  sin 0
=  c o s ^ ^ 0  —cosy0  cos0, (5.4)
and if 0 =  then f\ =  g because cos y 0  =  cos =  0. We now compare the
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values o f the derivatives o f f\ and g  at the ends o f  the interval to show that, at both, f\ 
leaves the envelope o f ± g . Expressions for the derivatives o f f\ and g are
When N  =  3, 11 ,..., f\ =  g >  0, /( <  Oandg' >  0, whereas when TV =  7,15, . . . ,/ i  =  g <  0, 
/( >  0 and g' <  0; both possibilities mean that f\ leaves the envelope o f ± g  immediately 
to the left o f  0 =  .
When N  =  3, 11, .. . ,  f\ =  g >  0, g' <  f [  <  0 whereas when N  =  1, 15, . . . ,  f\ =  g <  0,
the right o f 0 =  j .
Remark : The same conclusion can be reached by entirely different means, namely by 
using the result from Chapter 3 that specifies when the strings +0 ... 0+ may appear within 
admissible sequences. A  string + 0 ... 0 o f length N  may only generate an admissible peri­
odic sequence at those 0 values for which the string + 0 ... 0+ o f length (N  +  1) may appear 
within some admissible sequence. According to Proposition 3.1 this occurs precisely when
integers si, S2 satisfy ks\ =  1 (W +  2) and ks2 =  —1 (A( +  2). The choice k =  ¿ (N -l- 1),
f i (0) =  s i n ^ 0 ,
g '(0) =  sin j 0 cos 0 + jc o s  j 0 sin 0.
N - l  ci„ N - 2 (5.5)
(5.6)
Looking first at the left end-point 0 =  /l =  £ =  sin (N sin ar|d
At the right end-point 0 =  j ,  f\ =  g =  sin 4‘ n^ . ^  and
g' >  f [  >  0 ; so again under both possibilities f\ leaves the envelope o f  ± g  immediately to
0 belongs to one o f the intervals (  $ 5  . ff+ 2  ks] * 1)  ■ where 1 < k <  and the even
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implying i| =  2N  and S2 =  4, produces the interval (  i f )  which coincides with the 
interval where we have shown that the string + 0 ... 0 generates an admissible periodic se­
quence. So we find again that the periodic sequence generated by the string + 0 ... 0 will 
fail to be admissible immediately to either side o f the interval f ) .
The preceding considerations suggest a wider question : “ Can there be additional in­
tervals, located elsewhere within the full range 0 to n for 0, throughout which the periodic 
sequence generated by a string + 0 ... 0 is admissible ?”  Computational evidence suggests 
that the answer is no, i.e. such sequences have just a single interval o f admissibility. The ex­
haustive search for sequences with period not exceeding 20 revealed for the strings +0 ... 0 
only the intervals already described. O f course, for string lengths N >  20, our searches are 
less comprehensive, investigating only a discrete set o f 0 values across the range 0 to n. 
Nevertheless the body o f  data thereby produced is large, and no additional instance o f a 
periodic sequence generated by + 0 ... 0 admissible elsewhere has been noticed.
In fact because o f the relatively simple composition o f the strings + 0 ... 0 we are able 
to show that there are no other intervals o f admissibility besides those already described. 
To do this requires showing that throughout the remainder o f  the range from 0 to rc for 0, at 
least one o f the functions f r falls outside o f the envelope o f  ± g  (i.e. |/r( 0)| >  |g(0)|).
To determine the points o f intersection o f the various /r’s with g or —g is a difficult task, 
as the corresponding trigonometric equations do not have easy analytic solutions. Instead, 
we simplify the task by decomposing the function g. Recall that g (0 ) =  sin j 6  sin 0, so 
g is the product o f two sine waves, the slowly varying factor sin 0 modulates the rapidly 
varying factor sin j0 .  Figure 5.5 is a plot o f ± g  where N  is large; the limiting influence 
o f the factor sin 0 on the extent o f the envelope ± g  is clear. Three o f the functions f r, 
namely cos j 0, cos |0  and cos |0, have been added to the diagram, and we see that for 
whole ranges o f 0 values, these functions lie well beyond either g or — g, to the extent that 
the slowly varying sin0 factor in g can be used to exclude functions f r from the envelope 
o f ±g.
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F igure 5.5: P lo t o f  g  and —g  w h en  N  =  101 show ing the influence o f  the sin 6 factor on 
the shape o f  the en ve lope . Th e functions cos |0, cos |0 and cos j 0  have been 
superim posed; fo r  la rge ranges o f  0 values they remain ou ts ide the en velope 
o f  ±  sin 0.
The function cos j0  lies outside the envelope o f ±  sin 0 for 0 <  0 <  This is because
c o s j0 — sin 0 =  cos j 0 + co s  (|  +  0)
=  2 cos ^  +  |0) cos  ^(5 +  5®)
and for 0 <  0 <  j  the ranges o f the cosine function arguments j  ( f  +  §0) and j  ( f  +  j 0) 
intervening here are [ f , f ]  and respectively, so that each cosine factor is positive.
Thus cos j0  >  sin 0 when 0 <  0 <  Consequently a string having the function cos ^0 as 
one o f its f r 's cannot generate an admissible periodic sequence when 0 <  0 <  |.
Applying this idea successively to the functions cos|0, cos§0, cos j0 , we can 
generate the following table which lists the interval closest to 5 where each function is 
outside the envelope o f ±  sin 0.
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Function Interval o f  Exclusion
COS j 0 [0, ? ]
COS j 0 [ ¥ . * ]
COS j 0 [ ! . * ]
COS j 0 [ ¥ . ¥ ]
COS j 0 r3n 5nlL T ’ TTJ
COS -y0 \ l n  5nl LÎ5» 9 J
Note that the intervals for cos |0 and cos |0 are adjoining so, when both functions are 
present amongst the f/s, together they exclude the interval [0, . We systematise the
argument indicated here in the following lemma, and are thus able to show that any periodic 
sequence generated by a string + 0 ... 0 fails to be admissible over a large part o f the range 
0  <  0  <  Jt.
Lemma 5.3
The function cos |0 is excluded from the envelope o f  ±s in  0 for 0 in [ 2* *+2”  ’ 2*L-2)  ] when 
& =  3, 7, 11 , . . . ,  and for 0 in when<t =  5,9, 13.......
Proof
The function cos ¿0 is excluded from the envelope o f ±  sin 0 when either cos |0 >  sin 0 or 
when cos |0 <  — sin 0, because sin 0 >  0 for 0 <  0 <  7t. Noting that sin 0 =  — cos (0 +  f ) 
and expressing the sum o f cosines multiplicatively, we have
cos ¿ 0 - sin 0 =  2 cos \ ( (|  +  l ) 0 + § )  cos j  ( ( §  -  l )  0 -  5 ) ,  (5.7)
and the right-hand side o f (5.7) is positive when the two factors cos  ^ ( ( §  +  l )  0 +  f ) and 
cos 2 ( ( j  — l )  0 — 5 ) have the same sign. Likewise
cos §0 + sin 0 =  — 2 s in j ( ( j  +  1 )0 +  5 ) s in j ( (|  — l ) 0 — | ) ,  (5.8)
and this is negative when s i n j ( ( !  +  l ) 0 + j )  and sin j  ( (|  -  1)0  — f  ) have the same sign. 
Table 5.3 lists the ranges o f the arguments 5 ( (|  -I-1) 0 +  5 ) and 5 ( (|  — l )  0 -  5 ). corre-
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sponding to the intervals for 9 that we are considering.
A rgu m en t Values at the End-points o f  the Interval [2 * 4 + 2 ” ' 2 * 4 -2 ”
L e ft  end-po in t R igh t end-point
ï ( ( ï  +  1) e + 5 )  
¿ ( ( l - i ) e - f )
(4 + 5  )lt 
8
(* -3 )«  1 S 8 f+ 5  J
(k+5)n , 1 71 
8
8
A rgu m en t Values at the End-points o f  the Interval [  2 * 4 -2 ”  ’ 2* 4 +2”
L e ft  end-po in t R igh t end-point
H ( §  +  i ) e + ? )  
i ( d - i ) o - f )
(*-f3 )w  1 n 
8 k+2 2
(4 +3 )n
8
(*~ 5)”  I « *
8 ' 4+2  2
Table 5.3: Ranges of the arguments j  ((|  +  1) 9 +  f ) and j  ( ( j  — l ) 0 — j ) .
To justify the assertion o f the lemma, we give a separate discussion for each o f  four 
possible cases for the index k.
(a) The case k =  3, 11, 19, ... .  so that we can write k =  8/ — 5 :
The interval to consider is [ 2*4+2” ’ 2*4- 2” ] '  anc* we use (^.8) to sh °w that cos§0  <  
— sin 0 throughout this interval. The first argument varies from In to /7t +  ¡¡7^7 f  and 
the second from ( l — \)n— §733| to (/ — 1 ) 7t, so that here we are involved with the third 
and fourth quadrants (odd l), or the first and second quadrants (even /). In either case 
the two factors on the right-hand side o f (5.8) have the same sign.
(b) The case k =  7, 15, 2 3 .......so k =  8/ — 1 :
Again the interval is [ 2*4+2” ’ » but we use (5.7) to show that cos§0 >  sin 0.
The first argument varies from ( / + j ) t t  to (/4- j ) t c +  5 7 ^ 5  and the second from 
(/ -  j )  7t — gyqry f  to (/ — 5) 7t. Here we are involved with the first and fourth quadrants 
(odd /), o r the second and third quadrants (even /). The two factors on the right-hand 
side o f (5 .7 ) have the same sign.
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There remain
(c ) The case k =  5, 13, 21, . . . ;  k =  8/ — 3,
(d ) The case k =  9, 17, 25, k =  8/ +  1.
Both relate to the alternative interval 2**+2* ] » but otherwise the details are entirely
similar to those o f cases (a ) and (b). □
A ll intervals forfc =  3, 7 ,11 ,... are to the right o f 0 =  f  and all those for k =  5, 9, 13,... 
are to the left. Any two successive intervals from the same family are adjacent; for example, 
if we consider ] and rePlace *  hy (¿ +  4) w e obtain 2 (k+‘2) ] • where
the right end-point o f the latter interval coincides with the left end-point o f the former.
Proposition 5.4
The intervals § )  when N  =  3, 7, 11 ,... and ^ w h e n  N  =  5,9, 13, ...
are the only intervals o f admissibility for the periodic sequences generated by strings o f the 
form + 0 . . . 0.
Proof
We look first at the case N  =  3,7, 11, .. . ,  for which the sequences have an interval o f ad­
missibility ( f )  . Lemma 5.3 allows us to exclude the interval |o, ^ aT^] > because 
it is the union [0, f ] U [ 3 , U • • • U [ ^ - 4) ’ o f excluded intervals. Similarly we
can exclude the interval [ g $ f g , n ]  =  U ' ’ ' U t ] u  [t -71] •
There remains a short interval, 2^ 2) ] >in which w e must show that the sequences 
are not admissible. This interval is contained in the slightly longer interval 
and it will prove more convenient to work with this latter interval. This interval cannot be 
excluded by our argument for Lemma 5.3, based on sin 0 as a factor o f g, rather we need 
to consider the second factor sin jQ .  We show that one o f  the //s is excluded from the 
envelope o f ±s in  j 0 when 0 is between 5 and
As 0 increases from j  to the argument j d  increases from to tN 4'-71. Writing
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N  =  4m — 1, m =  1, 2, 3.......wc find that the argument jO  increases from mn — jj to mn.
Thus |sin^0| decreases monotonically from ^  to 0, while |cos j0|  increases monotoni- 
cally from to 1. Consequently |cos j0| >  |sin^0| for | <  0 <  but then /o is
excluded from the envelope o f ± g .
The second case, when N  =  5, 9, 1 3 ,... ,  may be treated by an entirely analogous 
argument; essentially we compare |cos j0| with |sin j0| over the interval \ • □
Thus we have determined exhaustively the intervals o f admissibility for the periodic 
sequences generated by the strings + 0 ... 0, when the string length N  is odd. In fact this 
accounts for all admissible periodic sequences generated by any string +0 ... 0; there can be 
none for even N  because we showed in Proposition 3.1 o f Chapter 3 that a string +0 ... 0+ 
o f odd length can never appear within an admissible sequence.
5.1.4 Related families of admissible sequences
Now that we have established the existence o f a family o f admissible periodic sequences, 
the symmetry results from Section 2.4 o f Chapter 2 can be employed to produce some 
related infinite families o f admissible periodic sequences.
A  first result o f this kind follows by negating each digit; we see from Proposition 2.4 
that periodic sequences generated by the strings -0 . . .  0 have the same intervals o f admis­
sibility as those generated by the strings + 0 ...0  previously considered. We obtain a new 
and more significant family o f admissible periodic sequences by negating alternate dig­
its. Consider the periodic sequence generated by the string +00, which we have shown is 
admissible for 0 between f  and |. The string +00+00  generates the identical periodic se­
quence. But negating every other digit, we produce the string + 0 0 -0 0 , and this generates 
a periodic sequence which is admissible for 0 in the interval ( n — | , n — j )  =  ( j ,  ^ ) .  In 
this way we can create two further infinite families o f periodic sequences. The first few 
members o f each are listed in Table 5.4.
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String Length
(N) Generating String Interval of Admissibility
2
10
18 + 00000000-00000000
+0000-0000
String Length
(AO
Generating String Interval of Admissibility
6
14
22 +0000000000-0000000000
+00-00
+ 0 0 0000 -000000
Table 5.4: The first three generating strings of each of the two additional infinite fami-
The intervals o f admissibility here are easily determined in terms o f the intervals o f  the 
sequences that give rise to them. The interval o f admissibility for the periodic sequence
To summarise this section, we have derived full information on the range o f admis­
sibility for several infinite families o f periodic sequences. A  common feature is that | 
is always an end-point o f the interval o f admissibility. We return to this in Appendix A,
an end-point.
5.2 Admissible periodic sequences generated by the 
strings + -0 ... 0
The techniques introduced above for demonstrating the admissibility o f sequences gener­
ated by the strings +0 ... 0 can be used to investigate other families o f periodic sequences.
lies of admissible periodic sequences arising from strings +0... 0 by negating 
alternate digits.
generated by the string + 0 . . . 0 - 0 . . . 0 o f  length N  is ( .  § )  when N =  2, 10, 18,
and when N =  6, 14, 2 2 ,....
where we consider all the periodic sequences having an interval o f admissibility with j  as
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In this section we will study the periodic sequences generated by the strings + -0 . . .0 .  
(Davies (1992) has also investigated the family o f strings + - 0 . .. 0, but by quite different 
methods to those we employ.) As previously, specific information obtained as a result o f 
our computer searches suggests a general result about the intervals o f admissibility. Strings 
o f the type now considered and with length N  <  10 are listed in Table 5.5, together with 
the associated intervals o f admissibility.
g Length
(/V)
Generating String Interval of Admissibility
2 +- (o,5)
3 + -0 (o>5)
4 + -00 (o,5)
5 + -000 (o,5)
6 +-0000 (o,5)
7 +-00000 (o,5)
8 +-000000 (o,5)
9 +-0000000 (o,5)
10 +-00000000 (o, f t )
Table 5.5: Computer determined intervals of admissibility for periodic sequences gener­
ated by the strings + -0 ... 0.
The clear pattern for the intervals o f admissibility emerging here persists for greater 
string lengths throughout the data obtained from the computer searches. We shall show 
that a sequence o f this type with period N  is admissible for 0 in the interval (0, ^ ) ,  and not 
throughout any open interval elsewhere. The functions f r in the Chua-Lin inequalities are 
more complicated than previously, each is now the difference o f two cosine terms,
f r (B) =  c o s ^ e - c o s ^ ^ e  for r =  0, 1, N -  1. (5.9)
It will prove advantageous to write each f r as the product o f two sine terms,
f r(B) =  — 2 s m ( j ( (V — l ) - r ) 0  sin^B
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because g may be factored as
g (0 ) =  sin ^0  sin 0
=  2 siny0 sin^O cos^O,
so that |/r(0)| <  |g(0)| is equivalent to | s in (j (N — 1) — r)0| <  |sin j0 cosj0|. At this 
point it is convenient to define
Me) = s in ( £ ( J V - l ) - r ) 0  (5.10)
g (0 ) =  s in y 0 c o s j0 , (5.11)
and the Chua-Lin inequalities for the sequences under consideration become |/r(0)| <
l«(6)|.
Note that there is some duplication (up to a sign) amongst the //s, a situation that 
occurred before for the strings considered in Section 5.1. Dependent on whether N  is odd 
or even, the following sets o f functions can be taken to represent the complete collection o f
J r  s :
/ o , w h e n  N  is odd, (5.12)
/0, / l, •••. f\(N-2) when N  is even. (5.13)
In the work that follows reference to “ the collection o f f r 's” signifies the appropriate choice 
o f function set described here.
The functions f r and g are similar in character to the functions we worked with in 
Section 5.1 when investigating the periodic sequences generated by the strings +0 ...0 , 
and correspondingly the techniques developed there may be applied to the present case. 
A  pleasant feature though is that the periodic sequences considered here, those generated 
by the strings + -0 . . .0 ,  can be treated more uniformly, separate arguments for several 
series o f cases are not needed. The results that follow  specify precisely the range for 0 
when a periodic sequence generated by a string + - 0 . .. 0 is admissible.
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Proposition 5.5
The periodic sequence generated by the string + - 0 . .. 0 o f length N  is admissible for all 0 
in the interval (0, j^).
Proof
We work with the collection o f //s, (5.12) or (5.13), as described. Note first that fo domi­
nates all other f r's forO <  0 <  This is because the argument N~\ff2rQ o f the sine function
in f r increases from 0 to N~\f2r f  as 0 traverses its range. A ll the arguments remain in the 
first quadrant, where the sine function is positive and increasing, so /o(0) >  f r (0) >  0 when 
f r is other than fo.
The second stage o f the proof is to show that |/o(0)| <  |g(0)| for 0 <  0 <  ft. It suffices 
to show that /o(0) <  g (0 ), because fo and g are positive when 0 is between 0 and ft. Now
¿ (0 ) — /o(0) =  sin j 0  cos j0  — sin ^J-0 
=  cos jO  sin j0 ,
and this is positive since both cos y?0 and sin ¿0 are for 0 <  0 <  ^. □
Proposition 5.6
The interval (0, ft) is the only interval o f admissibility for the periodic sequence generated 
by the string + - 0 . .. 0 o f length N.
Proof
The method o f proof is similar to that developed in Section 5.1, where we showed that 
sequences generated by strings +0 ... 0 only have one interval o f admissibility. We consider 
each function f r in turn and show that it rules out some portion o f the full range (0,Jt) o f 0 
values.
We show first that sin j0  is excluded from the envelope o f ± co s  ^0 for 0 in [ f  ,7t] when 
k =  1, and for 0 in fr y ]  when k =  2, 3, 4.......Replacing cos y0 by sin (y  — y0) and
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converting the difference o f two sines to a product, we have
sin |0 — cos j0  =  2 sin ( ^ - 0  — jj) cos (^¡p-0 +  f  ) . (5.14)
For 0 in the interval [jyy , fr y ] the range o f ^p-0 — | is from 0 to ¡ fr y f  and the range 
o f ^-1-0+ | is from j  — jz t j  to Consequently (5.14) shows that sin|0 >  cos y0 as 
required. When k =  1 and 0 is in the interval [ f  ,7t] again formula (5.14) establishes the 
result.
To  conclude the argument, |g(0)| =  |sin j0 c o s j0 |  <  cos j0 , and when N  is odd the 
collection o f /r’s is sin0, sin20,. . . ,  sin ¿ (N  — 1)0, so we may exclude
but when N  is even the collection o f  / / s is sin j0 , sin |0....... sin y (N  — 1 )0  and we may
exclude
Further strings generating periodic sequences, with intervals o f admissibility near 
0 =  7i, may be derived from the strings + - 0 . .. 0 that we have been considering. To do 
this w e  again exploit symmetry by means o f Proposition 2.4. In the present case the single 
fam ily o f sequences generated by strings + - 0 . .. 0 admissible near 0 =  0 gives rise to two 
distinct families o f sequences near 0 =  7t.
•  Sequences generated by strings + -0 . . .0  o f even length N  give rise to sequences 
generated by strings + + 0 ... 0 o f  length N  with interval o f admissibility
•  Sequences generated by strings + -0 . . .0  o f odd length N  give rise to sequences 
generated by strings + + 0 .. . 0 - - 0 . ..0  o f length 2N with interval o f  admissibility
□
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T h e  firs t f e w  m em b ers  o f  th ese  in fin ite  fa m il ie s  a re  lis ted  in T a b le  5 .6 , and fu rth er e x a m p le s  
o f  s e q u en ces  fr o m  these fa m ilie s  are to  b e  fo u n d  in T a b le  1 o f  V o lu m e  II , in th e  lis ts  o f  
a d m is s ib le  p e r io d ic  s e qu en ces  fo r  va lu es  o f  8 n e a r  7t.
String Length
(AO
Generating S tring Interval o f  A dm iss ib ility
4 ++00 ( ¥ . * )
6 ++0000 ( f t . * )
8 ++000000 ( f t . * )
10 ++00000000 ( f t . * )
N + + 0...0 ( ‘ V s . * )
String Length
(N)
Generating S tring Interval o f  A dm iss ib ility
6 + + 0 --0 ( f t . * )
10 + + 000--000 ( f t . * )
14 + + 00000—00000 ( f t . * )
18 + 4 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0  —  0000000 ( f t . * )
N + + 0. . . 0- - 0...0 ( “ V s . ’ )
Tab le 5.6: T h e  first fe w  generating strings fo r  the tw o fam ilies derived from  strings
+ 0. . .  0 by the sym m etry result.
N o t e  that a l l  a d m iss ib le  sequ en ces  g e n e ra te d  b y  s tr in gs  + + 0 . ..  0 a c tu a lly  a r is e  in this 
w a y  ( v ia  th e  s y m m e try ) fr o m  sequ en ces  g e n e ra te d  b y  the str in gs  + - 0. . .  0. T h is  is  b ecau se  
n o  o d d  len g th  s tr in g  + + 0. . .  0 can g en e ra te  an a d m iss ib le  p e r io d ic  s equ en ce , a n o th e r  c o n ­
se q u en ce  o f  th e resu lt f r o m  C h a p ter  3 that a s tr in g  + 0. . .  0+  o f  o d d  len g th  m a y  n o t  appear 
in any  a d m is s ib le  sequ en ce .
T h e  fa m ily  o f  s e qu en ces  g en e ra ted  b y  th e  s tr in gs  + - 0...0  a re  b y  n o  m ea n s  th e  o n ly  
o n e s  to  h a v e  le f t  en d -p o in t  o f  a d m is s ib ility  at 0 =  0, and  th is rep resen ts an in h e re n t  d if-
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ference between the behaviour o f  the system near 0 =  5 and the behaviour near 0 =  0 . 
Reference to the lists o f sequences in Table 1 o f Volume II (for example that for 0 =  0.15) 
shows that the computer searches have turned up very many sequences which would appear 
to have 0 =  0 as the left end-point o f an interval o f admissibility. Investigating precisely 
which sequences can arise is the subject o f  Chapters 7 and 8.
5.3 Periodic sequences admissible in an interval having f  
as an end-point
Up to this point in the chapter we have demonstrated the existence o f several infinite fam­
ilies o f  admissible periodic sequences, whose intervals o f admissibility have an end-point 
at 0 =  0, 5 or 7t. These locations for the parameter 0 coincide with regions o f clustering o f  
those admissible periodic sequences that we found with our computer searches : clustering 
shows up as broad peaks in the graph o f Figure 4.8 in Chapter 4, where we plotted the 
number o f periodic sequences admissible for the parameter value 0 against 0. Elsewhere 
on this graph there is a noticeable peak for parameter values around 5 (and also around 
but the admissible periodic sequences arising here may be related to those at 3 via the 
transformation that negates alternate digits o f the generating string). Searches conducted 
immediately to either side o f 0 =  3 , as reported in Table 4 o f Volume II, show clear ev ­
idence for the existence o f further infinite families o f admissible periodic sequences. We 
isolated members o f two such families in the presentation o f our computational results in 
Section 4.2.4, each consisting o f  a run o f alternating + and -  digits followed by a run o f 0 ’s. 
More definitely, we propose here the follow ing four infinite families, each parametrised by 
the integer m =  1, 2 , ... : two families having 3 as the left end-point o f an interval o f  
admissibility
(a ) ( + - ) 3m_l 06m_1, with length N  =  \2m — 3 and first member + -+ -0 0 0 0 0 ,
(b ) ( + - ) 3m+06m+2, with length N =  \2m +  3 and first member + - + - + - + 00 0 0 00 0 0 , 
and two families having 5 as the right end-point o f  an interval o f admissibility
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(c ) ( + - ) 3m l+06m 2, w ith length N  =  12m — 3 and first member + -+ -+ 0 0 0 0 ,
(d ) ( + - ) 3m+l o6m+1, with length N  =  12m +  3 and first member + -+ -+ -+ -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
In this section we undertake a detailed investigation for the family (a), and verify that 
these strings do generate admissible periodic sequences as conjectured. Demonstrating that 
the Chua-Lin inequalities hold for some interval extending to the right o f | and obtaining 
an estimate for the size o f  that interval in terms o f the string length proves to be a much 
more challenging task than it was for the families o f  sequences studied in Sections 5.1 and 
5.2. We envisage that the techniques we introduce to treat family (a) can be adapted in 
minor ways to be effective also for the families (b), (c ) and (d).
5.3.1 The functions which appear in the Chua-Lin inequalities
For the family o f periodic sequences under investigation, each function f r, the subject o f 
one o f the Chua-Lin inequalities, is an alternating sum o f cosine terms. Left in this form 
such functions are difficult to analyse, a multiplicative expression is more useful for com­
parison with g (0 ) =  sin jQ  sin0. Trigonometric sums o f the type met here are closely re­
lated to geometric progressions, and can be recast in compact form. The follow ing lemma 
shows how this may be achieved and will enable us to write down more convenient expres­
sions for the f r’s.
Lemma 5.7
cosa0 —cos (a— l)0  +  cos (a  —2)0 — ••• ±cosfc0
cos (a +  j )  0 ±  cos (¿7 — 5)0 
2 cos j 0
(The sign o f the last term depends on whether an odd or an even number o f terms are 
included in the sum.)
Proof
Let
z =  eaie -  e{a~ ' >'e +  e{a~ 2)iQ -  ■ • • ±  em ,
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then
and adding these two gives
( l + c -«'e ) z =  eaie ±  e**“ 1 >,e.
Thus
) z =  e(a+l )m ±  e(b~ i )ie,
and taking real parts we have
2 cos j0  (Re z) =  cos (a +  j )  0 ±  cos (b — j )  0,
but Re z =  cosa0 — cos(a — l )0  +  cos(a — 2 )0 ----- ±cosi>0, the series to be summed. □
Unlike the families o f sequences that have been investigated in the earlier sections 
o f this chapter, it is not possible to specify all the f r’s collectively in a single formula 
parametrised by r. Two structurally different types o f function arise for the present family 
and these need to be treated separately. To make clear the nature o f this difference, we con­
sider first the task o f writing down the f r's in a particular instance, namely when N  =  21. 
The generating string is + -+ -+ -+ -+ -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  which consists o f 5 + -  pairs fo l­
lowed by 11 zeros. The 21 functions f r arising in the corresponding Chua-Lin inequalities 
are given by the formula
(where, as before, values o f the coefficients i r+(- beyond 20 are generated by periodicity). 
We can view this formula as producing the functions f r  by taking in turn the 21 variants 
o f the string obtained by cycling, and using each to provide coefficients for the cosine
20
f r  = (5.15)
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functions in the sum. They are all listed in Table 5.7, where each column is headed by the 
multiplier o f 0 in the argument o f the appropriate cosine function; the 21 functions can be 
immediately read from the rows o f the table using formula (5.15).
Multiplier o f 0 in the argument of the cosine term of equation (5.15)
_ 2 1 19 17 15 13 II 9 7 5 3 1 1 3 5 7 9 II 13 15 17 19runction T T T T T T Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Î Ï Ï Ï T T T T T
fo 0o + _ + _ + - + - * - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
fx - V i - ♦ - + - + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +
h V4 ♦ - ♦ - + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ -
h - V 2 - ♦ - - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - «
f * V3 + - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - ♦ -
h - V 3 - ♦ - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - * - ♦
f t V2 + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - + - ♦ -
f j - V 4 - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - + - * - +
fs V l ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - + - + - ♦ -
h <1>I2 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - ♦ - + - ♦ - +
/io <1>II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - ♦ - + - ♦ - + -
f u <1>I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - + - + - ♦ - ♦ - 0
/ 1 2 4*9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - ♦ - ♦ - + - + - 0 0
/l3 08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - + - + - + - + - 0 0 0
/l4 07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - ♦ - + - + - ♦ - 0 0 0 0
f is 06 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - ♦ - + - + - + - 0 0 0 0 0
f t t 05 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ - + - + - + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
f n 04 0 0 0 0 ♦ - ♦ - * - + - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
/is 03 0 0 0 * - ♦ - + - * - ♦ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
/l9 02 0 0 + - + - + - + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
/20 01 0 + - + - + - ♦ - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T ab le  5.7: T h e 21 variants o f  the string + - + - + -  + - + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  obtained by c y ­
clin g. T o  the le ft o f  each variant is the function deriving from  that particular 
string.
Many o f the rows correspond to an f r which is a regularly progressing alternating sum 
o f cosine terms; to be precise the functions are /o, /20, / 19. /is. • ••, /10. h -  In the other 
rows the run o f + -  pairs wraps around from the end o f the row back to the beginning. Con­
sequently the sum (5.15) includes ±  (cos ^ 0  -  cos ^ 0 +  cos y 0 ) ,  which it is impossible 
to incorporate into a single trigonometric sum o f the sort appearing in Lemma 5.7. The best
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that can be achieved in these cases is to treat the function f r as the sum o f two individual 
alternating sums, taken either side o f the wrap-around.
It will be convenient in what follows to introduce separate notation for the two types o f 
function f r described above; the <|>r’s w ill be those expressible by a single regular alternating 
sum, and the \j/r’s those requiring two such sums because o f wrap-around. Exactly how 
the <t>r’s and \|/r’s correlate with the original f r 's in general we will describe shortly. The 
correspondence between the <t>r’s and t|/r’s and the f r’ s for the case N  =  21 is recorded in 
the second column o f  Table 5.7.
Summing the relevant trigonometric series by means o f Lemma 5.7 we obtain the fo l­
lowing expressions for the functions that we need to consider :
and
cos( 11 — r)0 — cos(r — 1 )0 
2 cos j0
cos 110 — cos(l 1 — 2r)0 +  cos2r0 — cos 100 
2 cos j0
for r  =  0, 1, . . 1 2 ,  
for r  =  1, 2, 3, 4,
\|/_r =  — y r for r =  1, 2, 3, 4.
Note that the negated versions o f the <J)r’s, as well as the \|/r’s, are present, since § i2 - r —
In the general case, where N  =  12m — 3, the formulae for the <t>r’s and v|/r’ s are :
cos (6 m — 1 — r )0  —c o s (r— 1)0 r ... . ,
<b, =  ---- -------------- — :------- --------—  [additive form]
V 2 cos j0
=  _  sin(3wt — l)0sin (3m  — r )0 [multiplicative form] (5.16)
COSJ0
for r =  0, 1, . . . ,  6m,
cos (6  m — 1)0 —cos((6m — 1) — 2r)0 +  cos2r0 — cos(6m — 2)0 
2 cos j0
for r  =  1, 2, . . . ,  3m —2,
(5.17)
vy_r =  — \|/r for r =  1, 2, 3m —2. (5.18)
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These formulae give a sufficiently simple collective description o f the f/s  to be effec­
tive in the subsequent work on the family o f sequences under investigation. Both additive 
and multiplicative forms for the <t>r’s are included because both are useful at different stages 
o f the calculations that come later. As a check, note that the total number o f functions listed 
above is (6m +  l )  +  (3m — 2) +  (3m — 2) =  \ 2m — 3 =  N. As pointed out for the case N  =  21 , 
the collection o f (|>r’s includes negations, since <t>6m - r  =  —  < t v
It is important to realise that the <|>r’ s  and \|/r ’ s  have been introduced simply to take into 
account the two types o f function present amongst the f r's, and that each is one o f the 
functions f r appearing in the Chua-Lin inequalities. The actual correspondence between 
the <J>r’s, \|/r’s and f r 's in the general case is as follows :
5.3.2 Existence of an interval of admissibility
Our first step in the analysis o f the family o f sequences we are currently considering is to 
show that there actually is an interval o f admissibility with left end-point 0 =  j  for each 
member o f the family. Later we will estimate the length o f the interval. The procedure 
we adopt here to establish the existence o f an interval o f admissibility is similar to that 
o f Section 5.2, where we showed the maximality o f the intervals o f admissibility for the 
sequences considered there. We use derivatives to show that all the functions <tv and vj/r, i.e. 
the f r's, enter the envelope o f ± g  at 0 =  5 .
<t>o =  fo,
<t>r =  fN -r  for r  =  1, 2, . . . .  6m,
(5.19)
V r
v - r
for r =  1, 2, . . . ,  3m —2. (5.20)
Now
g (0) =  s in y 0 sin0 =  sin l2^  30 sin 0 , (5.21)
g ' (0) =  y c o s ^0  sin0 +  sin j 0 cos0
(5.22)
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and setting 0 =  | we find that g (| )  =  —^  and g' ( j )  =  — j-  Close to 0 =  j ,  the graphs 
o f g and —g are depicted below.
- g
g
The corresponding values o f the functions <|)r and their first derivatives at 0 =  | are calcu­
lated from the formulae (5.16), and are listed in the following table :
r congruent 
(mod 6) to M ! ) # ( ! )
0 0 not needed
1 i(1 2 m -3 -2 r )
2 i(2 r  —3)
3 0 not needed
4 * -¿(12m — 3 — 2r)
5 * —¿(2r —3)
. . .  .  a  . n  TT
When r  is congruent (mod 6) to 0 or 3 the functions <|)r take the value 0 at 0 =  j ,  which is 
well between the values o f g and — g there, so these certainly lie within the envelope of 
± g  for a short way to either side o f 0 =  A ll other functions §r intersect either g or — g at 
0 = 5 -  Consequently we turn to the information about the derivatives in order to determine 
whether they are inside or outside the envelope o f ± g  to either side o f 0 =  That any 
remaining <t>r enters the envelope o f ± g  as 0 increases from 5 , which we claim to be the 
case, w ill follow if we show that (|>r ( 5 )  <t>'r ( f  ) < 0 . When r  =  2 or 5 (mod 6) this requires 
2r — 3 >  0, which is clearly true; when r  =  1 or 4 (mod 6) we require 12m — 3 — 2r >  0, 
which is so because here r  <  6m — 2.
We treat the functions \j/r similarly, in order to check that they too enter the envelope o f 
± g  at f . The values o f the \|/r’s and their first derivatives at 0 =  * are as follows :
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0 2 I + r —3m$
2 0 not needed
To check the condition y r ( 5 ) \]/r ( " )  <  0 it suffices to recall that in the case o f the \|/r’s the 
range for r is 1, 2, . . . .  3m — 2, so that r <  3m — 3 when r =  0 (mod 3). O f course when 
each \|/r is within the envelope o f ± g , so is each o f the functions — \j/r.
The consequence o f the foregoing is that, by continuity, for some (short) interval start­
ing at 0 =  5 and extending to the right all the f r’s lie within the envelope o f ± g ,  and hence 
the periodic sequence is admissible throughout that interval. Immediately to the left o f 
0 = j ,  some o f the /r’s leave the envelope o f g and —g (the derivatives show this), so the 
periodic sequence fails to be admissible.
5.3.3 A  dominating function
The key step in demonstrating the admissibility o f the periodic sequences considered in 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 was to show that over the appropriate interval for 0 there was a sin­
gle f r which dominated the rest, so that essentially this function determined the interval 
o f admissibility (v ia  the associated one o f the Chua-Lin inequalities). In this section we 
show that the same technique can be applied in the present situation, but there are various 
complications to be overcome which were not previously encountered.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 are plots o f the functions f r and g in the vicinity o f  0 =  3 for the 
first two generating strings (which correspond to m =  1 and m =  2 ), in each case showing 
the interval to the right o f j  for which all the f r lie within the envelope o f ± g . In both 
there is a single function f r (not counting its negation, — f r) which dominates throughout 
the interval: the function is <t>6m-2  in both instances.
It is thus our aim to show in general that the function <t>6m-2  dominates, in absolute 
value, all the <)>r ’s and the v|/r’s over the interval o f  admissibility. Unfortunately, since
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the right end-point o f  the interval does not appear to be a simple multiple o f it for the 
family o f sequences under consideration, we cannot, as was possible previously, make a 
conjecture for the extent o f the interval o f admissibility, and subsequently verify that the 
selected function dominates throughout. Instead we specify a larger interval over which 
<)>6m-2  dominates, and later check that this larger interval in fact does include the interval 
o f  admissibility.
In Figure 5.7, we can see that there is a point just to the right o f 0 =  1.14 where several 
o f  the graphs o f the functions intersect. To be precise, this point is located at 0 =  j f  and 
is the first 0 value to the right o f j  where the graphs o f vpi, vj/2> V 3 and \|/4 all intersect. 
Here we have been considering N  =  21; for the next case, N  =  33, there is a similar point 
where all o f \|/| to \|/7 intersect, and so on. This suggests a means for determining a simple 
rational multiple o f n, which can be taken as the right end-point o f  an interval over which 
we intend to show that <t>6«i—2 dominates.
For the moment, we will obtain the location o f the point in general by seeking where 
the graphs o f y i  and v|/2 first meet to the right o f later it will become apparent that all the 
y r’ s meet at this point. From the formulae (5.17), y i  and V|/2 take a common value when
cos(6 m — 1)0 — cos((6m — 1) — 2)0 +  cos20 — cos(6m — 2)0
=  cos(6 m — 1)0 — cos((6m — 1) — 4 )0  +  cos40 — cos(6m — 2)0. (5.23)
A fter several simplifying steps (transforming trigonometric sums to products and jettison­
ing a non-vanishing sin 0 factor) this equation reduces to
sin j (6 m — 1)0 cos j (6 m +  7)0 =  0. (5.24)
The first solution to this equation for 0 beyond * is 0 =  ¿¡¡Oj; for notational convenience 
we set T| =  6^ m|. (In the exceptional case m  =  1 we still use this formula to define tj, even 
though there is just the single function v|/| present.) The rest o f this section is concerned 
with showing that <p6m- 2  dominates all the other <tv’s and all the y / s  over the interval
( f ’ ’’l ) '
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To show that (|>6m-2 does dominate the other functions proves to be a lengthy task. The 
strategy we adopt involves showing the following for j  <  9 <  T| :
1 . 06m—2 >  0, and 06m-2  >  I0r| for all r,
2. V|ir >  0, and \|/| >  \|/r for all r,
3. 06m—2 >  V i-
W e consider each o f these steps in turn.
Step 1: 06m-2  dominates all other 0r’s
The 0r’s are the easier set o f functions to treat. This is because the multiplicative expression 
for a function 0r resembles that for each o f the functions f r considered in Sections 5.1 and 
5 .2 ; a similar style o f argument involving the ratio o f two sine functions establishes the 
claim. Starting with the multiplicative expression for 0r from (5.16)
0r(9)
— s in (3 m - 1)0 sin(3/n —r)0  
cos j 0
and so
0r(0 ) sin(3m —r)0
06m—2(6) ~  sin(3m — 2)0
To analyse the variation o f this ratio, and also for subsequent tasks, it will be more con­
venient to effect a change o f origin by expressing values o f 0 in the interval [ ” ,r|] as 
0 =  ^ +  a , so that the variable a  assumes (small) values in the range from 0 t o 8 =  r| — "  =  
[-y. Replacing 0 by ^ +  a, and supposing 0 <  r  <  3m (this is no restriction because
06m—r =  ~ 0 r), gives
sin(3m — r ) a  
sin (5 -I- (3m — 2 )a )
|0r(0)| _  s i n ( f - ( 3 m - r ) a )
I06m-2(0)| ~  s i n ( f +  ( 3 » i - 2 ) a )
sin ( j  -I- (3 m — r ) a )  
sin ( j  +  (3m — 2 )a )
when r =  0 (mod 3) 
when r =  I (mod 3) (5.25)
when r =  2 (mod 3).
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The argument 3 +  (3m — 2 )a  remains in the first quadrant as a  increases from 0 to 8 =  
3(6m—l) • w hen 0 <  r  <  3m, the sine function o f the numerator does not exceed the sine 
function in the denominator.
The final detail here is to show that <|>6m-2( 8) >  0 when j  <  0 <  tj. Now
sin(3m — 1 )0  sin(3m — 2)0
<l>6m-2(0) =
cos j 0
(5.26)
and it is sufficient to verify that the numerator is positive. Taking, as before, 0 =  3 +  a,
sin(3m— 1)0 s in (3 m -2 )0  =  sin ( j  — (3m — l ) a )  sin (|  +  (3m — 2 )a ) (5.27)
which is strictly positive when 0 <  a  <  j^ r y y -
Step 2: v|/| dominates all other t|/r’s
First we will show that each y r >  0 for 3 <  0 <  T). This is certainly evident in the examples 
plotted in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, but the general argument is rather intricate. Recall that
y r( 0) =  --------¡— {co s (6m — 1)0 — cos(6m — 1 — 2r )0 +  cos2r0 — cos(6m — 2 ) 0 }
2 c o s j0
and that the values o f the y r’s at 0 =  "  are :
rcon gru en t . . .
(m od  3 ) to  * ( ! )
0 ^
*
2 0
Expressed in terms o f the variable a, where 0 =  3 + a ,  we find that \|/r becomes
2 cos j 0 \|/r(0 ) =  cos ( —j  +  ( 6m — l ) a )  — cos 2^r +  (6m — 1 — 2r)a^
+  cos +  2ra ) -  cos (- ? p  +  (6m — 2 ) a ) . (5.28)
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Recall that 1 <  r  <  3m — 2. We find it necessary to treat separately the three cases r  =  0, 1 or 
2 (mod 3); the fact that \|/r ( j )  =  0 when r  =  2 (mod 3) means that this case is essentially 
different from the other two and it requires a more delicate argument.
Case 1 : r =  0 (mod 3)
2 cos j0  y r(0 ) =  cos ( — f  +  ( 6m — 1 )a )  — cos ( — y +  (6m — 1 -  2r )a )
+  cos 2 ra  — cos ( —y 5 +  ( 6m — 2 ) a ) , (5.29)
and
cos ( —f  +  ( 6m — l ) a )  — cos (—3 +  (6 m — 1 — 2r )a )
=  — 2 sin ( - 3  +  (6m — l ) a )  sin ra  
=  2 cos (g  +  (6m — 1 — r )a )  sin ra
>  0,
cos 2ra  — cos ( —y 5 +  (6 m — 2 )a )
=  2cos (g  +  (3m -  1 +  r )a )  cos (g  +  (3m — 1 — r )a )
>  0.
Case 2 : r =  1 (mod 3)
2 cosj0 \|/r(0 ) =  cos(—3 +  (6m — l )a )  — cos(—rt + (6m — 1 — 2 r ) a )
+  cos (y 5 +  2r a )  -  cos ( —y5 +  (6m — 2 )a ) , (5.30)
and
cos ( — 3 +  (6m — 1 )a )  +  cos ( y5 +  2ra )
=  2 cos (g  +  (3m — 3 +  r )a )  sin (3m — 3 —r) a
>  0 ,
cos ( (6m — 1 -  2r )a ) +  cos ( 3  +  (6m -  2)a )
=  2 c o s (f  +  (6m -  3 - r ) a )  cos(g +  ( r -  3) a )
>  0.
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Case 3 : r  = 2 (mod 3)
2 cos j 0 V|/r( 0) =  cos ( — j  +  ( 6m — l ) a )  — cos ( —^  +  ( 6m — 1 — 2r )a )
+  cos +  2 m ) -  cos ( — +  ( 6m -  2 ) a ) . (5.31)
Now
cos ( —j  +  (6m — l ) a )+ c o s  ( j  +  (6m — 2 )a )  =  2 cos (6m — | )a  c o s ( j  — j a )
>  cos ( 6m — | ) a  (5.32)
because cos ( f  — j a )  >  5, and
cos ( j  +  ( 6m — 1 — 2 r )a ) +  cos (|  +  2m ) =  2 cos (|  +  (3m — j )  a )  cos (3m — j  — 2r ) a
<  2 cos ( f  +  (3m -  a )  (5.33)
because cos (3m — 5 — 2r) a  <  1; so
2 cos j0  V|/r(9 ) >  cos ( 6m — | ) a  — 2 cos (5 +  (3m — j )  a ) . (5.34)
But the function cos ( 6m — |) a  — 2 cos ( | +  (3m — 5) a )  vanishes when a  =  0 and has
derivative
( 6m — 1) sin ( j  +  (3m — j )  a )  — (6m — j )  sin ( 6m — |) a  >  | s in j 
for 0 <  a  <  8 =  3^ _ i )  i  it follows that v|/r(9 ) >  0 .
Now that we know the y r’s to be positive, we move to the task o f showing that vgi >  t|/r 
throughout the interval [ j ,T ) ] . A fter transforming sums into products we find
cosjG  (V i(0 ) — \|tr(9 )) =  2 s in (3m — j ) 0 sin(r — 1)9 cos(3m  — j  — r ) 0. (5.35)
The factor sin (3m — 5 ) 9 has the sign ( — l )m+1 throughout the interval [ f  ,T|]. We replace
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0 in each o f the other factors by j  +  a , to obtain
sin ( r — 1)0 =  sin ^ r^~^~ +  (r  — 1 ) a j  (5.36)
and
c o s ( 3 w - j - r ) 0  =  ( - l )m+1 sin ( y  -  ( 3 m - j - r ) a )
=  ( - l ) m+1 s i n ( i ^ 5  +  ( f - ( 3 r n - § - r ) a ) ) .  (5.37)
Since 1 <  r <  3m -  2 and 0 <  a  <  8 =  3^ _ ^ , the angles (r  -  1 )a  and § -  (3m -  \ -  r ) a  
are limited so that
0 <  ( r - l ) a  <  5 and g <  j  -  (3m - \ - r ) a  <  ^
It follows that the factors sin (  r^ ~ ^ n (r  — 1 ) a )  and sin ^ r ~ ^ n +  ( f  — (3m -  j  — r )  a ) )  
always have the same sign. The quadrant diagram below illustrates this fact; the perimeter 
integers correlate the residues o f r  modulo 6 and the angles — anticlockwise arrows 
represent the argument +  ( r  -  1 )a , and clockwise arrows represent the argument
Note that we have also established our earlier claim that each v|/r assumes the same value 
at 0 =  r j; this is apparent now because o f the vanishing at T| o f the factor sin j  (6m — 1)0 
appearing in the difference \j/j -  V|ir.
Step 3: <>6m- 2  dominates V|M
We know that <t>6m-2 dominates all other <t>r’s and that y i  dominates all other \|/r’s. We show
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as a final step in this part o f the investigation that, throughout the interval [f,T|], <l>6m-2  
dominates i|/i. Because both functions are positive over the interval , we simply need 
to show that <|>6m-2  >  V i - Since
2 COS ^0 ((|>6m^2(6) -  V i (0 ))
and writing 0 =  j  +  a,
sin 3m0 =  sin (mn +  3ma) =  ( — l ) msin 3ma, (5.39)
cos (3m — j )  0 =  cos (mu — | +  (3m — j )  a )  =  ( — l ) msin (3m — |) a ; (5.40)
the product sin 3m0 cos (3m — § ) 0 >  0 over the interval [ f  ,T)], and so <t>6m-2(0) — Vi (9 ) >  
0.
5.3.4 Estimating the right end-point of the interval of admissibility
Up to this point we have demonstrated that there is, for each periodic sequence o f the 
family under consideration, an interval o f admissibility extending to the right from j .  We 
have also found an interval [|,T|] and noted one o f the f r ’s which dominates all the others 
throughout this interval. In terms o f the alternative notation introduced in Section 5.3.1 
the function thus identified is <t>6m- 2- F °r convenience we shall refer to this function in the 
remainder o f this section simply as (|>.
In the next lemma we show that the interval o f admissibility with left end-point at j  
is contained within [j,T| ]. This done we may proceed to locate the right end-point o f the 
interval o f admissibility as the point where the function 0 meets either g or — g.
-  {cos 0 — cos (6m — 3 )0 } — {cos (6m — 1)0
— cos (6m — 3)0 +  cos 20 — cos (6m — 2 )0 }
=  cos 0 — cos 20 +  cos (6m — 2)0 — cos (6m — 1)0 
=  2 sin j0  (sin |0 -I- sin (6m — § ) 0)
=  4 sin j0  sin 3m0 cos (3m — |) 0 (5.38)
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Lem m a 5.8
The interval o f admissibility is contained within the interval [ f  ,T l].
P roo f
Recall that N  =  12m — 3, g (0 ) =  sin y0sin0, 0 (0 ) =  06m-2(9 ) =  sin(3,n 2^ ~. and
T| =  6^ m1. We already know that 0 and —g are positive when j  <  0 <  t j , that they assume 
the same value ^  when 0 =  f ,  and that 0( 0) <  ( - g ) ( 0) throughout some interval to the 
right o f f . To establish the assertion o f the lemma it is sufficient to show 0(ri) >  (-g )(T| ).
Now,
So
a n d
(12m — 3 ).  rtm 
(3m — 1 ). 2mJt 
(3m — 2 ).  2mn
2mn(6m— 1) — m it, 
m rt(6 m  — 1) — mn, 
mn(6m — 1 ) — 3mn.
(-s)Ol) = s'nj1! sinTl
<t>(Tl) =
( —l ) m+1 sin jT) ( —l ) m+1 sin
COS jT)
sincri (sin T) cos jT| +  cos T) sincri)
COS jT|
=  s in  j T )  s in  r i  +  s in  jT|  t a n  ¿ T ) c o s  t |,
(5.41)
(5.42)
and therefore 0 ( t ) )  >  ( — g ) ( t | ) . □
The right end-point o f the interval o f admissibility will be the first point o f intersection 
o f the graphs o f 0 and ( - g )  to the right o f  3 . Equivalently, it will be the first zero o f the
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function
(2 (6 ) =  2 cos j0  ( ( - i ) ( 0 ) - ♦ (© ) ) (5.43)
to the right o f f  (the introduction o f 2 cos ¿0 simply clears a non-vanishing denominator).
Substituting for g and <)> gives
2 ( 0 )  =  —2 s i n y 0  s i n 0  c o s j 0  +  c o s (6 /n  — 3 )0  —c o s 0
=  j {c o s  6m0-I-cos(6m — 1)0 — cos(6m — 2)0 +  cos(6m  — 3 )0 }—cos 0, (5.44)
and since we are seeking a solution just to the right o f we change variables via 0 =  j  +  a, 
to obtain
2 (a )  =  je o s  6ma +  £ cos (6m — l ) a  +  ^  sin (6m — l ) a +  ¡j cos (6m — 2 )a
This function Q (a )  has a zero at a  =  0 and at least one zero for 0 <  a  <  8 =  3^ _ ^ .
In the absence o f any analytical process o f solution for the equation 2 (a )  =  0, we will 
proceed by finding an approximate solution. Since a  is small, we may reasonably employ 
the approximations sin a « a , c o s a * l -  j a 2. Doing so results in the equation
-  ^  sin (6/n -  2 )a  -  j  cos (6m -  3 )a  -  j  cos a  +  ^  sin a . (5.45)
(5.46)
which has zeros at a  =  0 and at
2\/3
(5.47)
24m2 -1-12m — 5
This formula, supplying an approximate right end-point for the interval o f  admissibility, 
is in excellent agreement with the results from our computational investigations; Table 5.8 
compares the two.
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m String Length 
(AO
Interval End-point from 
Computer Search
Estimate for End-[
n . 2 n/3 
3 "r 24m2+ 12m
i 9 1.158222 1.158943
2 21 1.077167 1.077320
3 33 1.061177 1.061222
4 45 1.055293 1.055310
5 57 1.052478 1.052486
Table 5.8: Values obtained for the right end-point o f the interval of admissibility by the 
computer search and by the estimate from Section 5.3.4.
5.3.5 Close bounds for the interval of admissibility
Finding an estimate which matches well the data from computational investigations is o f 
considerable interest, but we would like to quantify theoretically the accuracy achieved. 
Furthermore, we need to be sure that the estimate obtained refers to the right end-point 
o f that interval o f  admissibility which has left end-point j ;  up to this point we have not 
addressed the issue o f whether there could be more than one zero o f Q(pi) within 0 <  a  <  8. 
If  there were more, our estimate could be spurious, and might not describe at all the right 
end-point o f the interval o f admissibility.
Here we improve on our estimate by providing upper and lower bounds for the right 
end-point o f the interval o f admissibility. Our approach is again to employ polynomial 
approximations for Q (a ), but this time we employ the inequalities
a  -  ¿ a 3 <  sin a  <  a  
1 — j a 2 <  cos a  <  1 — jtx2 +  ¿ a 4
which hold for all a  >  0, to obtain more precise information. Replacing the sine and 
cosine terms appearing in Q {a) with the appropriate approximant from these inequalities, 
we obtain polynomials f l0(oc) and ¡ (a )  for which
flo (a )  <  Q (a ) <  Ph¡ (a )
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when a  >  0. Explicitly f l 0 and fl,j are :
flo(a) =  - ¿ ( ( 6 m - 3 ) 4+ l ) a 4 - $ ( ( 6 m - l ) 3 +  2 )a 3
-  | (24m2 +  12m -  5 ) a 2 +  ^3<x, (5.48)
flu (a )  =  ^ ( 2 (6m)4 +  ( 6 m - l ) 4 +  (6 m - 2 )4) a 4+ ^ | (6 m - 2 )3a 3
-  | (24m2 +  12m -  5 ) a 2 +  ^ a .  (5.49)
For the case m =  2 they are plotted in Figure 5.8, together with Q and the diagram confirms 
that fl,j lies above Q, whilst f lQ is below Q.
Figure 5.8: Plot o f Q and the bounding polynomials A)0 and /),, for the case m =  2.
Knowing the estimate obtained in Section 5.3.4 for the first positive zero o f  Q (a ), 
namely
2%/3
24m2 +  12m — 5 ’
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we define two approximations
V3 y/3
tt,0~ I2m2+12m’ “ hi _  12m2’
and show that they lie either side o f this zero o f Q.
Lem m a 5.9
The polynomial has a single positive zero.
(5.50)
Proof
We remove the factor a  from P\Q to leave the cubic polynomial
((6 m -  3 )4+  1) a 3 -  $  ((6m -  l ) 3 +  2 )a 2 -  § (24m2 +  12m - 5 )  a +  
Differentiating to find the turning points gives
_ ^ ( (6m - 3 ) 4 + l ) a 2 — Ajf ( ( 6 m - l ) 3 +  2 ) a - § ( 2 4 m 2+ 1 2 m - 5 )  =  0.
The discriminant o f  this quadratic equation is
£  ((6m  -  1 ) 3 +  2 )2 -  4 . i  | ((6m  -  3)4 +  1) (24m2 +  12m -  5 ), 
i.e.
-1944m 6 +  3402m5 -  ^ m 4 -  2016m3 +  1458m2 -  ^ m  +
and this is negative when m >  2. Thus for m >  2 the cubic polynomial has a single zero, 
necessarily positive.
For the remaining possibility, m =  1, the cubic polynomial is
and its value when a  =  - 3  is 81 -  375g ^  <  0, so there are two negative roots and one 
positive. ^
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Now,
2592m5 +  10584m4 +  11880m3 +  960m2 +  312m -  41 
55296m4(m +  l ) 4
(5.51)
which is positive for all m >  1. Thus 0t|O lies to the left o f the positive zero o f F\0, and hence 
to the left o f the first zero o f Q. Similarly,
f^ii(Cthi)
— 10368m5 +  3456m4 +  864m3 +  696m2 — 216m +  17 
221184m8
(5.52)
which is negative for all m >  1, and hence the first zero o f Q is to the left o f othi.
We have thus isolated the right end-point o f the interval o f admissibility between ai0 
and othi, i.e. between x2iJ+\üi and T2m1' A  s'g n'ficant conclusion o f this analysis is that the 
length o f the interval o f admissibility, associated with a periodic sequence from the family 
considered here, declines with increasing N  (the length o f the generating string) much more 
rapidly than for the families o f periodic sequences previously considered in Sections 5.1 
and 5.2 : as compared with jj.
Chapter Summary
•  Several infinite families o f admissible periodic sequences are exhibited; they are obtained 
as specific solutions o f the Chua-Lin inequalities.
•  A  key step in the analytic determination o f the intervals o f admissibility is the identifi­
cation o f a range o f 0 values where a single function f r, the subject o f the r‘h Chua-Lin 
inequality, dominates in magnitude all the others.
•  The following infinite families o f strings generate admissible periodic sequences over 
the associated intervals:
— Strings + 0 ...0  o f lengthsN  =  1, 5, 9 , . . .  for 0 € ( j ,
— Strings +0 .. .0 o f lengths N =  3,1, 11 ,... for 0 6 § )•
— Strings + -0 . ..0  o f lengths N  =  1, 2, 3, ... for 0 6 (0, ^ ) .
The interval o f admissibility given in each case is maximal, and there is no further inter­
val o f admissibility located elsewhere.
•  Each o f the strings ( + - ) 3m_106m_1, o f lengths N  =  \2m — 3,m =  1,2, 3 , . . . ,  generates an 
admissible periodic sequence throughout an interval having | as left end-point. However 
the right end-point is not a simple rational multiple o f 7t. Close upper and lower bounds 
for the right end-point (derived via polynomial approximation o f  the relevant trigono­
metric polynomials) show that the decrease in size o f the intervals o f admissibility with 
increasing string length N  is more rapid than for the families previously examined : the 
interval lengths diminish as compared to jj.
•  Related infinite families o f admissible periodic sequences are deduced by means o f the 
symmetry results described in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 6
Admissible Periodic Sequences 
Generated by the Strings +00+0...  0
Each of the families of admissible periodic sequences we investigated in the previous chapter was 
derived from a succession of strings sharing a common pattern and observed amongst the results 
of our computer searches. We adopt a different approach here. The family of periodic sequences 
we now investigate arose by formulating a simple pattern for the generating strings, and asking 
whether admissible periodic sequences of this type could occur. On the one hand the sim plicity of 
the generating strings suggested that the family should be amenable to theoretical analysis, but on 
the other hand a cursory examination of the first few cases suggested there was nothing here at all. 
As it has turned out both suppositions were wrong : the analysis proved to be quite difficult but the 
results that were uncovered are extremely interesting.
6.1 The strings +00+0...  0 as generators for periodic 
sequences
The sequences we investigate are generated by the strings of the form +0. . .  0+ 0 . . .  0, 
where each has two + digits and the remainder of the string consists of zeros. In fact this 
scheme turns out to be too general a formulation to study in one go, and we will restrict even
235
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further the form of the strings we consider. We already know the answer to the question 
of admissibility when the two +’s are placed consecutively, for then the generating string 
is ++0. .. 0, and we determined the intervals of admissibility for this family in Section 5.2. 
The next case to consider is when the two +’s are separated by one zero, i.e. strings of the 
form +0+0 . . .  0. But there can be no admissible periodic sequences of this type, because 
as was shown in Chapter 3 the string +0+ may never appear in any admissible sequence. 
Indeed we saw that any string + 0 ... 0+ of odd length may not be contained within an ad­
missible sequence. Thus the first new type we encounter are periodic sequences generated 
by a string + 00+0. . .  0, where the + digits are separated by two zeros, and the second run 
of zeros is necessarily of even length. It is these periodic sequences which we study now.
If we consider the substrings which will appear in a periodic sequence generated by 
+00+0. . .  0, we can impose some preliminary restrictions on the ranges of 0 values for 
which such a sequence can be admissible. The sequence must contain the substrings :
(i) +00+, and this may only appear in an admissible sequence when j  <  0 <  j  or
^  < 0 < Jt;
(ii) 0+0, which may only appear in an admissible sequence when |  <  0 <  ^ .
(See Chapter 3, Sections 3.1 and 3.9.5.) Thus a periodic sequence generated by the string 
+00+0 ...0  can only be admissible when j  <  0 <  j ,  and we can restrict our attention to 
this range of 0 values.
At this point it is worth asking the question whether a sequence generated by a string 
+ 0 0 + 0 ... 0 can ever be admissible. At first sight it looks doubtful : the computer searches 
across the full range of 0 values produced no sequences of this form. Likewise, for peri­
odic sequences of small period, direct searches done by plotting graphs of the associated 
trigonometric functions and looking for intervals where the Chua-Lin inequalities might 
hold, were entirely without result. However, as we will see in the course of this chapter, the 
contrary is true. There are plenty of admissible sequences of this form, in fact many more 
than for all the other types of sequence we have considered so far. But there is a differ­
ence, and this accounts for the failure of our empirical work, the intervals of admissibility
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are tiny by comparison with those we have encountered with the families of periodic se­
quences previously investigated.
6.2 A search for intervals of admissibility
For the families of sequences studied in the previous chapter extensive computer evidence 
enabled us to make plausible conjectures about intervals of admissibility, providing a good 
starting point for their theoretical investigation. But for the sequences we choose to study 
here there is no comparable material, indeed we know from the computer results no inter­
val of admissibility for a sequence generated by any string +00+0. . .  0. Accordingly we 
judge that our first task is to undertake an empirical investigation of the relevant Chua-Lin 
inequalities to discover, if possible, intervals of admissibility for some of these sequences.
Determining the functions f r which appear in the Chua-Lin inequalities is not difficult 
for a periodic sequence generated by a string +0 0+0 . . .  0 of length N  (necessarily even). 
Such a string has only two non-zero digits, so each function is the sum of two cosine terms. 
Following the approach used in Chapter 5, we may obtain the various functions f r if we 
first write the string below the arguments of the appropriate cosine functions :
¥e ( ? - i ) e  (?-2)e  (?-3)e (¥-4)e  ... ( ¥ - 2)0 (¥ - i ) e
+ 0 0 + 0 ... 0 0
and then cycle the string into each of its N  successive alignments. The function which 
corresponds to the initial position of the string, displayed above, is cos ¥9  +  cos (¥  — 3) 0, 
and when the string is cycled to the right we will first obtain the set of functions
cos ( r +  2)0 + cos ( r — 1)0 for r =  0, 1, . . . ,  ¥ ~  2 .
It is enough to include here only these ( j  -  l) functions, because after cycling beyond mid­
way we produce repetitions of functions already obtained. Finally there are two alignments
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for the string which arise after “wrap-around”, both produce the function
cos ( j  — l) 8 + cos (y  — 2) 0.
By analogy with the scheme adopted in Section 5.3 we let \\i denote this wrap-around 
function and the earlier set of functions are the <\>r’s.
To summarise, the functions f r in the Chua-Lin inequalities for a periodic sequence 
generated by a string + 0 0 + 0 ... 0 of length N  are
and the task of seeking intervals of admissibility for such a sequence is to find for which 
0 all of <t>o, <t>i, •••, <t>:V_2 and y  are contained within the envelope of ±g; of course 
g (0) =  s in y 0 sin 0, as previously.
The starting point in our search for intervals of admissibility is to use graphical tech­
niques to find intervals for short length strings. However, the most obvious approach, 
that of plotting the functions f r along with the envelope of g and —g, is of little use for 
other than the very shortest generating strings. Figure 6.1 shows such a plot for the string 
+ 00+0. . .  0 of length 22, a string which we will later show to be the shortest one of this 
type to generate an admissible periodic sequence. The outcome is a complicated tangle of 
trigonometric curves, and it is not at all clear how to read off any interval for 0 where the 
Chua-Lin inequalities are obeyed, i.e. where all the ty/s and y  lie within the envelope of 
±£-
A more successful tactic is not to plot the graphs of all the functions, but instead to 
define (and then plot) a single function which is the maximum of the absolute values of all
(|>r(0) =  cos ( r + 2)0 + cos (r — 1)0 for r =  0, 1, . j  — 2 , 
=  2 cos ( r + j )  0 cos j 0, (6 . 1)
y(0) =  cos ( j  — l) 0 +  cos (j —  2) 0 
=  2cos|((V  —3)0 cosj0 , (6.2)
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the <|>,.’s and \j/. We denote this function by / ,  so that
/  =  max (l<t>o|, |<M, •••> Ivl) • (6.3)
Values of 8 where the Chua-Lin inequalities are satisfied can then be found by inspecting 
a plot of /  and |g|. Such a plot is shown in Figure 6.2, once again for the case N  =  22. 
It is now much easier to identify ranges of 0 values where the two curves are close (and 
consequently where an interval of admissibility may be concealed).
Referring to Figure 6.2, the place on the plot which might correspond to an interval of 
admissibility is where the graph of /  appears to touch the graph of |g|, a short way to the 
right of 0 =  1. By magnifying this part of the graph (see Figure 6.3), we can determine more 
precisely the location (just above 0 =  1.18) and examine more carefully what is happening 
there. Further magnification (Figure 6.4) reveals that the graph of /  crosses and lies below 
the graph of |g|, so there is an interval of admissibility, albeit a very small one.
Thorough searching, by means of this graphical method, was conducted for the first few 
strings of the type + 00+0... 0; the lengths N  =  8, 10, 1 2 ,. . . ,  42 were investigated in this 
way. Intervals of admissibility were found to exist for only three of these lengths, namely 
N  = 22, 32 and 42; in these cases intervals of admissibility were approximately determined 
as follows :
Plotting the graphs becomes too time consuming to permit the investigation of longer 
strings. Although this technique has demonstrated that there are admissible sequences aris­
ing from the strings +00+0. . .  0, the evidence gathered so far is insufficient as a basis for 
general conjectures. (One might suppose from this evidence that the lengths N  =  10m +  12 
correspond to an infinite family of admissible periodic sequences, but we shall see that this
String Length
(AO
Approximate Interval 
of Admissibility
22
32
42
(1.1826, 1.1831)
(1.2123, 1.2125)
(1.2250, 1.2251)
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Figure 6.1: Plot of <|>o, <j>i. —, <J>9, \|/ and ±g for the string +00+0... 0 of length N  =  22.
Seeking an interval of admissibility is difficult with such a tangle of functions.
Figure 6.2: Plot of /  =  max (|<(>o|, |<|>i | , . . •, |<t>9|, lv|) and |g| forN = 22. Identifying where 
there might be an interval of admissibility is now an easier task.
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Figure 6.3: An enlargement of the part of Figure 6.2 where an interval of admissibility 
may be concealed.
Figure 6.4: A further magnification of Figure 6.2, revealing an interval where /  lies below 
|g|, so an interval of admissibility.
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is not so, indeed the string with N  =  92 generates a periodic sequence having no interval of 
admissibility. The actual situation for these strings is much more subtle.)
An automated search procedure for intervals of admissibility is needed, effective for 
strings of length considerably greater than those we have been able to work with here.
6.3 Automating the search for intervals of admissibility
The task of computing intervals of admissibility for the periodic sequence generated by a 
string +00+0. . .  0 is fundamentally different from conducting the computer searches, at a 
fixed parameter value, described in Chapter 4. There the challenge was in cutting down 
the number of strings to test; actually determining whether a given string generated an 
admissible periodic sequence at the specified parameter value 0 was the simple part of that 
task. Here the problem arises in reverse : the string is known, but we seek information 
about the range o f values o f  0 for which it generates an admissible periodic sequence.
With no other means o f  deciding whether a string generates an admissible periodic 
sequence, we are still bound to use the criterion for admissibility (Proposition 2.1), or the 
Chua-Lin inequalities, as our basic test. Consequently our scheme for detecting intervals 
of admissibility must operate by sampling values of 0 at which to invoke the test. From the 
little that we learned above about the size of the intervals of admissibility for the periodic 
sequences generated by strings +00+ 0. . .  0, it is clear that choosing appropriate sampling 
points is not a straightforward task. Further evidence for this is provided by Figures 6.5,
6.6 and 6.7, where we see that for N  — 2b the graph of /  approaches |g| as for N  = 22, but 
that under sufficient magnification this time the graphs narrowly avoid crossing and there 
is no interval of admissibility.
As a first attempt at an automated strategy, we might consider the selection of a uni­
formly spaced sample of 0 values through ( j ,  j ) ,  invoking the test for admissibility at each 
of these values. Provided the sampling points are sufficiently narrowly spaced, the intervals 
of admissibility will be correctly identified. Of course, it is only necessary to locate one 
value of 0 within an interval for which the string generates an admissible periodic sequence;
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Figure 6.5: Plot of the functions /  and |g| for the string of length N =  26. Unlike the case 
N = 22, there is no interval of admissibility, though the function /  does come 
very close to |g|.
Figure 6.6: An enlargement of part of Figure 6.5. For this degree of magnification, the 
plot looks virtually identical to Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.7: A further enlargement of Figure 6.5. Only at this level of magnification is it 
apparent that there is no interval of admissibility.
the end-points of the interval can then be found by the bisection method of Section 4.2.3. 
What limits the practicality of this approach is the enormous number of sampling points 
required. Even for the string length N  =  42 (modest in itself), to detect the interval of ad­
missibility, the separation 80 between samples would have to satisfy 80 < 0.0001 (cf. the 
table in Section 6.2), which would imply in excess of 5000 calls to the test for admissibility.
Instead we let the values of the functions /  and |g| be a guide to the sampling frequency 
needed. Rather than trying a direct search for the small intervals where /  lies below |g|, we 
approach the problem in stages, attempting first to eliminate from consideration parts of the 
parameter range within which /  is well above |g|. This latter task is easier than determining 
precisely where /  lies below |g|. A relatively coarse separation of sampling points suffices, 
for the reason that / — |g| is Lipschitz, with constant O(N); if /  lies well above |g| at a 
value 0 we can be sure that this persists for some way to either side of 0. Once the majority 
of the parameter range is eliminated, the method is that within the remainder, where any 
intervals of admissibility arc to be found, we can afford to sample at a narrower spacing.
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By repeating the process, the parts of the parameter range possibly concealing an interval 
of admissibility are selected for closer and closer inspection.
The steps o f  this adaptive search strategy are as follows:
1. Subdivide the current interval (a,b), under scrutiny, with a constant number (e.g. 
1000 when N < 1000) of equally spaced 0 values. At all points of subdivision eval­
uate and store the values o f /  — |g|. Accumulate and store also their maximum and 
minimum.
2. With a threshold determined from the maximum and minimum recorded in step 1, 
test each point of subdivision to ascertain which subintervals of the interval (a,b) are 
to be eliminated and which are to be examined more closely.
3. Recursively re-apply the adaptive search to each of the subintervals referred from 
step 2 whenever the length is greater than a pre-specified tolerance.
The repeated selection of those parts of the range where /  — |g| is smallest means that each 
of the intervals remaining at the end of the adaptive search is located around a local mini­
mum of / — |g |. A local minimum does not necessarily imply that /  <  |g|, so not all of the 
final intervals need correspond to an interval of admissibility. But the tolerance is set to so 
small a value as to ensure that the intervals remaining at the end of the adaptive search are 
tiny, each lying wholly inside or wholly outside of an interval of admissibility. To discrimi­
nate between these possibilities, it is a simple matter to check whether the maximum value 
of /  — |g| is negative.
An implementation of the search procedure is given in Listing 6.1. There we use a 
threshold of ^ j(m a x (/ — |g|) — m in(/ — |g|)), rejecting any part of the range where the 
discrepancy between /  and |g| is more than one-tenth of its maximum. Table 6.1 shows 
an example o f the adaptive search in operation; in it we list the intervals (a,fc) for each 
of the recursive calls made whilst finding where the periodic sequence generated by the 
string + 0 0 + 0 ... 0, of length N  =  22, is admissible. Notice that as a result of the initial 
call, for which the interval supplied is (0, 7t), three subintervals are identified for closer
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find.range (a, b)
Find intervals of admissibility within the range a < 8 <  b for some periodic sequence.
min = 999.9; max = -999.9;
for (i=0; ienpoints; i++) { 
th = (b -a ) * i / npoints + a; 
disc[i J = f(th) -  abs(g(th)); 
if (disc[i] < min) min = disc[i]; 
if (disc[i] > max) max = disc[i];
}
threshold = (max -  min) / 10; 
i=0;
while (i<npoints) { 
if (disc[i] < min + threshold) { 
new_a = (b-a) * i / npoints + a; 
while ((disc[i] < min + threshold) && (ienpoints)) 
i = i + 1;
new_b = (b—a) * i / npoints + a; 
if (new_b — new_a > tolerance)
*» Recursively call find .range with the smaller range (new_a, new_b). 
else if (max < 0)
** The value 0 = j  (a + b) lies within an interval of admissibility. Cal­
culate this interval using bisection and report it.
}
i += 1;
}
Listing 6.1 : Code to implement the adaptive search strategy to find the intervals of ad­
missibility for which a string +00+0...0 generates an admissible periodic 
sequence.
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examination, one around each of 1.18, f  and 7t. Reference to the plot of /  and |g| for this 
string, Figure 6.2, confirms that these are the three locations where the two curves come 
close. Each of these intervals is narrowed by a succession of recursive calls (the three 
groups of rows in the table), each call rejecting those parts of the current interval where 
/ — |g| exceeds one-tenth of its maximum discrepancy. In the final row of each group the 
intervals are shorter than the tolerance (which for the purpose of this example has been set 
to 10~5, though in practise we would use 10~12). The value of “max” is then inspected to 
determine whether any of these last intervals comes within an interval of admissibility. The 
procedure correctly identifies only the vicinity near 0 =  1.18 as the location for an interval 
of admissibility; at the two other possibilities, near |  and n, the graph of /  approaches 
that of |g| (indeed the two curves even touch at 0 =  |  and 0 =  tc) but it does not cross 
and lie below |g| in order to provide an interval of admissibility. As a final point about 
this example we remark that none of the points of the initial sample, taken through the full 
interval (0, 7i), fell within the interval of admissibility (we know this because the value of 
“min” in the first row is positive). This behaviour is typical of the mode of operation of the 
adaptive search, where the initial sample will mostly be very much more coarse than would 
be needed to isolate the intervals of admissibility directly.
No part of the adaptive search strategy described above depends particulary on the 
string having to belong to the specific familiy +00+0 ... 0, and indeed it can be employed 
without alteration to provide the routine required for our comprehensive search in Chap­
ter 4, described in Section 4.3. (This said, certain refinements are desirable for efficiency. 
In particular the proportion of the interval rejected is typically so great that the number of 
sampling points can be reduced as the depth of recursion increases, though of course not 
so much as to undermine the effect of the adaptive strategy. Secondly an extra termination 
condition may be added to avoid the deep recursive calls that arise when /  — |g| is virtu­
ally flat across the range under consideration.) We remark that when the adaptive search is 
used for this application, the final tiny interval identifying the location of a local minimum 
of /  — |g| may be of interest in itself (beyond its key purpose of providing a value of 0 
within the interval of admissibility to pass to the bisection procedure). For some strings
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End-points of Range Minimum and Maximum Values o f /  — |g|
Under Consideration at Points Sampled in Current Range
a b min max
0.0 3.141592741 4.808253453e-07 2.0
1.156106129 1.218937984 -0.001245285356 0.2037096024
1.179730906 1.186516746 -0.001204274291 0.01979969225
1.182526672 1.183259543 -0.001259422289 0.0009757881652
1.182831547 1.182913628 -0.001268687555 -0.001010380228
1.182864379 1.182873408 -0.001269452925 -0.001240512433
1.545663629 1.589645927 0.0002769593647 0.2150659852
1.567742742 1.572844689 8.342054134e-05 0.02242490566
1.570477386 1.571007988 4.057067965e-06 0.002282828014
1.570766033 1.570821216 6.285656919e-07 0.0002677297875
1.570792521 1.570799143 2.18049453 le-07 3.025083388e-05
3.02535381 3.141592741 9.450924119e-07 0.1988131953
3.107650973 3.141592741 3.221568526e-07 0.0198754685
3.131002909 3.141592741 1.253427783e-07 0.001959785201
3.138288714 3.141592741 1.900308252e-08 0.0001910046434
3.140568492 3.141592741 1,804692596e-09 1.83556166 le-05
3.141275224 3.141592741 1.668482428e-10 1.763323133*06
3 141494311 3.141592741 1.407689164e- Il 1 692480445e-07
3.141562228 3.141592741 8.294671141e-13 1.620043803e-08
3.141583282 3.141592741 8.993349448e-16 1.5 37012279e-09
Tableó. 1: An illustration of the adaptive search in progress : the series of parameter 
intervals (a,b) examined in the recursive calls to find_range for the string 
+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
that location coincides with a simple rational multiple of 7t when neither end-point of the 
interval of admissibility does. The association of a value of 0 which is a rational multiple 
of 7i with an interval of admissibility is likely to aid the theoretical study of these strings; 
for that reason these values have been included in the results of the comprehensive search, 
listed in Table 3 of Volume II.
Using our adaptive search with initial search interval (5> j )  we have been able to lo­
cate successfully the intervals of admissibility for periodic sequences generated by strings 
+00+ 0 . . .  0. This we did for strings including as many as 1000 digits, sufficient to gain 
some idea of the complex nature of the issue of admissibility for these sequences. The full 
list o f intervals appears as Table 5 in Volume II; here we include Table 6.2 as an abridged 
version. Figure 6.8 presents a graphical representation of the intervals; it shows the in­
tervals of admissibility, plotted in the vertical direction, against the string length N. The 
majority of the intervals appear in the figure as a single point, the reason being, of course,
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String Length Interval of Admissibility Functions Determining End-points
(N) Left Right
22 (1.182666294 ,1.183086199) <t>2 0
32 (1.212299551 , 1.212523743) $2 0
38 (1.180413259 , 1.180512148) <t>10 0
42 (1.225019586, 1.225134087) 0
52 ( 11232075937 , 1.232135446) <l>2 0
54 (1.179647264, 1.179690319) <1>I8 0
58 (1.210322576, 1.210371959) 015 0
62 (1.236559688 , 1.236589651) 02 0
70 (1.179261870, 1.179285837) 026 0
72 (1.239660020, 1.239673030) <t>2 0
78 (1.223386135 , 1.223408019) 020 0
82 (1.241931346, 1.241934135) 02 0
84 (1.209652800, 1.209673765) 028 0
86 (1.179029921 , 1.179045164) 034 0
88 (1.227503582, 1.227510886) 020 0
98 (1.230703259, 1.230711695) 025 0
102 (1.178875004, 1.178885545) 042 0
Table 6.2: Results from the computer search for admissible periodic sequences generated 
by strings +00+0. . .0. The full list, for string length N < 1000, appears as 
Table 5 of Volume II.
the very small size of the intervals of admissibility. (Two of the intervals at the extreme left 
of the plot, where the string lengths are shortest, do have a noticeable vertical extent.)
Two conclusions are readily drawn from Figure 6.8. Firstly we see that contrary to 
our initial doubts, there are very many instances of strings with the pattern + 00+0 ...0  
generating admissible periodic sequences. And secondly, we find that the locations of the 
intervals follow a much more complicated pattern (but certainly not a random one) than 
for any of the types of sequence studied in Chapter 5. Indeed, to describe collectively the 
strings of the form +00+0 ...0  as a single family would seem to be wrong, because in 
Figure 6.8 we can identify several virtually flat progressions of equally spaced intervals 
across the plot, each of which potentially forms an infinite family of admissible periodic 
sequences.
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In the next section we follow up and substantiate our computer search results with an 
analytical confirmation for the existence of one of these families. Thereafter we return, in 
Section 6.5, to discuss in more detail the involved patterns present in Figure 6.8, that is, the 
complex distribution of the locations of the many intervals of admissibility.
6.4 An analytical investigation of a family of periodic 
sequences generated by strings +00+0... 0
In this section we develop mathematical techniques that enable us to prove, for the members 
of an infinite family of periodic sequences generated by strings +00+0 ... 0 with regularly 
increasing string length, the existence of intervals of admissibility, and also to describe their 
location and size. The results from our computer search seem to indicate the beginnings 
of many such families, and although we focus our attention here on a single one of these, 
we believe the methods presented will be equally applicable to other of the families. The 
most convenient family to select for our analysis is that with the least increase in length 
of generating string between successive members; this is the family where we have the 
largest amount of computational data to guide us and confirm our conclusions. The family 
in question is the one corresponding to the horizontal progression of points nearest the 
bottom of Figure 6.8. The first periodic sequence of this family is generated by a string of 
length N  =  22, and for subsequent sequences the string length is stepped up by 16.
We express the string length as N  = 16m +  6 for m — 1,2, 3....... and work with the no­
tation introduced in Section 6.2 for the functions f r appearing in the Chua-Lin inequalities, 
where
<t»r(0) =  c o s ( r+ 2)0 +  co s(r—1)0 for r — 0, 1....... 8m + l
=  2 cos (r  +  j )  0 cos |0  (6.4)
v|/(0) =  cos (8m +  2)0 + cos (8m +  1)0 
=  2 cos (8m +  §) 0 cos j 0. (6.5)
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Intervals of admissibility for some of the periodic sequences from this family, as determined 
by the adaptive search algorithm, are shown below. The entries in the following table are 
taken from Table 5 in Volume II, listing all admissible sequences generated by strings 
+ 0 0+0. . .  0, with string length N  less than 1000. Shown here are the first few and the last 
few entries for our family (for which N  =  16m +  6).
Functions Governing
m String Length Interval of Admissibility Interval End-points
N =  16m+ 6 (Computer Determined)
Left Right
i 22 (1.182666294, 1.183086199) <t>2 V
2 38 (1.180413259, 1.180512148) <(>10 V
3 54 (1.179647264, 1.179690319) <(>18 V
4 70 (1.17926187, 1.179285837) <l>26 V
5 86 (1.179029921,1.179045164) 0.14 V
6 102 (1.178875004, 1.178885545) 042 V
61 982 (1.178173968, 1.178174068) 0482 V
62 998 (1.178172731, 1.178172828) 0490 V
In seeking intervals of admissibility, where the Chua-Lin inequalities hold, we are faced 
with a more difficult situation here than for the family of sequences with intervals at j  
analysed in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. Here, we learn from the computer data that none of 
the end-points of the intervals is a simple rational multiple of 7t. Moreover, we see from 
the plot of these intervals in Figure 6.9, the locations of both end-points shift as the string 
length increases. Consequently we have neither a fixed end-point nor even a moving end­
point whose location is described by a simple formula in terms of N, to use as an origin for 
a local analysis.
Fortunately there still is a simple rational multiple of 7t associated with the series of 
intervals. Notice that in Figure 6.9, the locations of the intervals appear to approach a lim­
iting value; inspection of the numerical values of the end-points suggests that this value is 
(whose decimal value is approximately 1.17810). We will see later that the value 0 =  ^  
is to the left of each interval and that the intervals do converge to this value. Adopting a
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Figure 6.9: Intervals of admissibility for sequences generated by the family of strings 
+00+0... 0 of length N = 16m + 6.
similar approach to that taken in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5, when we investigated a family 
of sequences with intervals of admissibility at ", we seek an upper bound (dependent on 
m) limiting the extent of the interval of admissibility for the periodic sequence arising from 
the string of length N  = 16m+  6. We shall see, by consideration of the functions <)>,., that 
a satisfactory choice for this upper bound is jSgjMgit. When N  =  16m +  6, the collection 
of functions <t>r is indexed from r  =  0 to r  =  j  — 2 =  8m +  1. The next proposition shows 
that throughout [ ^ , |gjj,~*3tc] one of these functions is dominant. For our subsequent work 
it will be useful to remark that the length of this interval is
Proposition 6.1
Amongst the 8m +  2 functions <\>r, the function ()>8m-6  dominates in absolute value through­
out the range
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Proof
The proof is by induction : assume that is dominant amongst $0, <|>i,
throughout the interval Im =  [ x ’TSm^I71]- Then we must show that <))8m+2 is dominant 
amongst <|>o, <>1, . . . .  <t>8m+9 throughout Im+i =  [x> T^+TJ71] ■
The first stage is to show that 4>8m+2 dominates <>8^ 1—6 in /m+ 1- Since lm+\ C Im, it will 
then follow from the inductive assumption that 08m+2 dominates <f>o, <|)i, . . . .  <t>8m+i there. 
The functions 4>8m-6 and <(»8m+2 are :
<t>8m-6(0) =  2 COS J0  COS (8m -  y  ) 0, (6.6)
<t>8m+2(0) =  2 cos §0 cos (8m + 1 )0 .  (6.7)
The factor 2 cos |0  is common to both, so plays no role in determining which function 
dominates. Thus the task is to show that of the two cosine functions, cos (8m +  | )  0 is
larger in absolute value than cos (8m — y )  0 for 0 in Im+\. The angles traced out by the
arguments (8m — y  ) 0 and (8m +  5) 0 are as follows:
•  (8m — y  )0 runsfrom 3 m n - ^  to 3mtt -
•  ( 8 m + |)0  runsfrom 3m7t + - ^ i to 3mn +  ^  jg •
Since we are interested only in the magnitude, not the signs of the cosine functions, we may 
equally consider — cos (8m — -y) 0 in place of cos (8m — -y) 0. Using the trigonometric 
identity -  cos 0 =  cos(0 +  3tc), we may write
<t>8m-6(0) =  —2cOSj0 COS ((8m — y ) 0  +  37l) ,
and the angle traced out by the argument (8m — y )  0 +  3jc runs from 3mn +  to 3mn +  
y ?  +  ¡^ ^ ¡3  fg. Thus as 0 traverses 7m+i, so the absolute values of cos (8m — y )  0 and 
cos (8m +  j ) 0  both increase from the same starting value. Appealing once more to the 
argument about tracing out the cosine curve at different speeds (cf. Section 5.1.1), it fol­
lows that cos (8m +  §) 0 dominates cos (8m — y ) 0, and hence that <|>8m+2 dominates 0sm_6 
throughout /m+|.
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To complete the inductive step we must additionally show that <t>gm+2 dominates each of 
<t>8m+3. 08m+4. • • •> <t>8m+9 throughout the range Im+\. This part of the proof follows readily 
from the fact that the argument of the cos (r +  5) 0 factor in <t>8m+2 lies within ± jg  of a 
multiple of 71 and this is not so for each of 08m+3, <t>8m+4. • • •. <t>8m+9- Indeed, Table 6.3 lists 
the angles traced out by the arguments of the cos (/- +  j )  0 factors for the latter functions, 
and it can be seen that no argument ever comes within ±  jg of a multiple of n.
Function Argument Range of Argument From To
08m+3 (8m "+-5)0 (3m+1)71+ fs (3 * + 1) i i + f t + f ë f t f t
08m+4 (8m +  §) 0 (3m+ 1 )7 1 + ^ (3 m + l)7 t+ ^  + j ^ f |
08m+5 (8m -f~ -y) 0 (3m + 2)7t+ jg (3m +  2 )7 t+ f|+ { |S ± H ^
08/n+6 (8m +  y ) 9 (3m + 2)rt+ jg (3m +  2)71 +  ^
08/0+7 (8m + ^ )  9 (3m + 2)7i+J£ (3m + 2)71+ 16 +  |6m+jj 16
08oi+8 (8 m + ^ ) 0 (3m+ 3)ti+  jg (3m +  3)7t+ i6 + 1601+13 16
08oi+9 (8 m + ^ ) 0 (3m+ 3)n+ jg (3m+  3)71+ ,6 +  1601+13 16
Table 6.3: Ranges for the arguments of the factor cos (r +  j)  0 as it occurs in the functions 
08oi+3> 08/0+4. •••. 08/0+9. for 9 in /m+].
It remains to verify the initial case m =  1, and to do so we must show that $2 dominates 
<|>o, 0 i . . . . .  <|>9 for 0 in [x> f f  ] • ^ e  may reuse some of the work above : setting m = 0 in 
the expressions for the arguments of the cos (r +  j )  0 factors of 0sm+2 and the functions in 
Table 6.3 shows at once that 02 dominates 03, 04, . . . .  0y. Finally, in the remaining cases, 
where r = 0 and 1 , the arguments of cos j 0 and cos |0  vary as follows :
Function Argument Range of Argument From To
00 Ï 9
3 n 
Ï 6
3it 1 1 n 
16 ' 13 16
01 Ie 9 nf6 9n . 3 n T 6 + T IT 6
So the same reasoning applies since neither is within ±  jg of a multiple of n. □
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Figures 6.10 and 6.11 exhibit the dominance of <t>8m-6  over the other functions <t>r in 
the case m =  1 , i.e. for the first periodic sequence of the family, generated by the string 
+0 0+0 . . .  0 of length N = 22. The first plot, in Figure 6.10, corresponds to the ful 1 range 
of 0 between j  and j .  (Recall that the intervals 0 to |  and |  to 7t have been ruled out by 
more elementary considerations, given in Section 6.1.) The particular range [ y , =
[ x  > f? ] ’ over which we have shown <]>8m-6  =  <t>2 dominates, is marked on the plot and has 
been enlarged to form the whole plotting range in Figure 6.11. Besides exhibiting the 
dominance of <t>2 in this particular instance, the plot also illustrates the reasoning employed 
in the proof of Proposition 6.1. The behaviour of each of the functions Q>r over the specified 
range can be matched with the arguments of the cosine functions listed in Table 6.3. For 
example, <)>6 decreases in magnitude throughout the range, rising from a negative starting 
value when 0 =  y  and reaching the value 0 at the right-hand end of the interval. (Its 
negative sign is attributable to the other factor, cos | 0, present in <)>6, of course.)
The key consequence of Proposition 6.1 is that the subinterval of 0 values at which 
the string + 0 0 + 0 ... 0 of length N  =  16m + 6 generates an admissible periodic sequence is 
determined only by the intersections of the two functions <t>8m—6 and y  with the envelope 
of ±g. In view of this, and to keep the notation free from clutter we shall henceforth drop 
the subscript on (t>8m_6 and refer to this function simply as <)>. It is also advantageous at 
this stage to introduce a normalisation for the functions <]>, y  and g that will reduce the 
complexity of the working to follow.
None of the functions <)>, y  and g change sign throughout the range [ y , ^ ," 3  ft]; indeed 
they all share the same sign over this range. This common sign does, however, depend upon 
the parity of m as we now describe. We take the functions in their multiplicative forms :
<|)(0) =  2 cos (8m — y )  0 cos j 0, 
y ( 0) =  2 cos (8m +  j )  0 cos j 0, 
g(0) =  sin (8m-I-3)0 sin 0.
Since the range in question extends from y  to an upper value of at most j | ,  none of the
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Figure 6.10: Plot of <J>o, <t>i, • • •, <t>9, V and ±g, when m = 1, for 0 between |  and j .
Figure 6.11: Plot of <>o, <t>i 
r 3n 5n 1
Lt ’Iî J-
<t>9, V and ±g  as previously, but restricted to the range
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terms c o s |0 , cos j0  or sin0 changes sign. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, the 
angle traced out by (8m -  -y) 0 runs from (3m -  2)tt -  fg to (3m -  2)n -  jg +  jggjijTS' 
from which it follows that the sign of <> is (—l)m+I. A similar investigation for (8m +  | )  0 
and (8m +  3)0 shows that the signs of both Vj/ and g are also (—l)m+l throughout the range. 
We thus define normalised versions of these functions by
$ =  ( - l ) m+l<|>, v  =  ( - l ) m+Y  g =  ( - l ) m+'g, (6.8)
so that 4>, vfr and g are all positive throughout the range [ y , .
Thus far we have shown that [ y , ygjjjyjTt] *s a convenient range to work with for the 
reason that we may discard all but one of the functions <|)r when we stay within the range. 
However, we have yet to demonstrate that this range is an appropriate place to search for 
intervals of admissibility for sequences from the family we are investigating. It is this issue 
to which we now turn our attention.
Lemma 6.2
The values of the functions <j>, vj) and g at the end-points of the range [¥ > 1^ = 1 * ] are 
ordered as fo llow s:
(0 v ( t ) <  s ( t ) < $ ( ¥ ) .
(»)
Proof
Let 0 =  y  +  a ,  so that we describe <j>, vj) and g relative to an origin at the left-hand end of 
the range. The expressions for <j>, vj) and g in terms of a  are :
(¡>(y +  a )  =  2 (—l)m+lcos [(8m - ( y  +  a ) ]  c o s j ( y - l - a )
=  2 cos [ffc -  (8m -  -^) a] cos ( | f  -  § a ) , (6.9)
v j ) ( y + a )  =  2 ( - l ) m+l cos [(8m +  j )  ( y  +  a ) ]  cos^ ( ^ - mx)
=  2 ( - l ) m+1cos [3m7t-l-jg -(-(8m + j ) a ]  c o s j ( y - i - a )
=  2 cos[jg  -  (8m +  | ) a ]  cos j  ( y  +  <*) i (6 . 10)
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¿ ( x  +  a )  =  ( - l ) m+l sin [(8w +  3) ( ^  +  a )] sin(^p +  a )
=  2 ( - l ) m+1s in [3 w m + ^  +  (8/n +  3)a] s i n j ( ^  +  a )  c o s ^ ( ^  +  a )
=  2 sin [ |  +  (8/n +  3)a] sin ( | |  +  jCt) cos 5 +  a ) . (6.11)
At the lower end of the range, 0 =  corresponding to a  =  0, the values taken by the 
functions g, y  and <j> are :
$ ( t ) =  2 cosT5 cosT5>
V (t ) =  2 cosT5 cosff>
H f ) =  2 s in f  s in ff  co sT5>
from which \j> < g <  $ at the left end-point (because it is easily checked that y  <  0.32,
0.35 < g < 0.36, and <j) >  0.38).
The upper end of the range is 0 =  which corresponds to a  =  8(l6” , 3) ■ With
this value for a , from expressions (6.10) and (6.11 ) for y  and g, we deduce the inequalities
V =  2 cos( t5 - T ^ 3 I 5 )  cos2 ( f  +  « )
=  2 cos ( jg -  l6^ _3 yg) c o s j ( ^  +  a )
ü> 2 cos ^  cos ^ ^  -I- oc), (6. 12)
H 6m— 1 16m—3K ) =  2 s i n ( |  +  | ^ f ^ )  s i n ^  +  ^ T - ^ i )  c o s | ( ^ + a )
=  Z s in ^ g  +  j ^ j ^ )  s i n +  16nJ ^ ^ )  c o s ^ ( ^ + a )
< 2 s in ( f f  +  n T s ) sin (T5 +  TCTs) c o s | (^  +  a ) , (6.13)
and, because 2 cos >  0.76 and 2sin ( | |  -f yjyg) s in ( ||- l -  -¡375) =  2 s i n | |  s i n | |  <0 .76, 
we have that y  > g at the upper end-point. Similarly, expressions (6.9) and (6.11) for <j> and 
¿give
2 co s(T i- nT5)> (6.14)
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-  sin (fs  +  reinrjTg) s'n ( t  
>  s i n s i n ^ , (6.15)
so that <j> < g at the right end-point, because 2 cos ^  < 0.48 but sin sin ^  >  0.51. □
It follows from this lemma that the function <(> must enter the envelope formed by g 
and - g  at some point in the range [ffi, , and likewise, \(/ must leave the envelope
at a point in the range. This suggests the possibility of an interval of admissibility within 
the range, but does not guarantee it, since t|/ might leave the envelope before <J> enters, as 
illustrated in Figure 6.12.
There are other troublesome difficulties not precluded because of Lemma 6.2. We can­
not be sure, for instance, that the function <f> does not cross in and out of the envelope of ±g  
several times in the range [ ^ ,  it]. As well, attempts to clarify the picture in general 
by locating points of intersection of the graphs of either $ or \j> with g, by seeking solutions
Figure 6.12: The relative ordering of the values of <{>, vj/ and g at the extreme points need 
not guarantee an interval of admissibility within the range.
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of the associated trigonometric equations, have been unsuccessful.
Nevertheless, Lemma 6.2 does guarantee that there is a point of intersection of the 
functions <j> and \j> within the interior of the range [ if , and. while the precise
location of any such point is not easily determined from the corresponding trigonometric 
equation, the knowledge alone of the existence of a point of intersection is sufficient to 
show that there must be an interval of admissibility here.
Proposition 6.3 (Existence of an interval of admissibility)
The string + 00+0. . .  0 of length N  = 16m +  6 generates a periodic sequence admissible 
within an interval contained by the range [ffi, ygj|~ 37c].
Proof
The function 2g — ((¡> +  vj/) may be expressed as product of cosine terms as follows :
2g(0) — (<j>(0) +  V(>(0)) =  (— l )m+1 {cos(8m +  2)0 — cos(8m +  4)0 — cos(8m +  2)0
— cos (8/ti + 1 )0  — cos (8m — 4)0 — cos (8m — 7)0} 
=  (—l)m {cos (8m +  4)0 + cos (8m - 4 ) 0  + cos (8m +  1)0
+  cos(8m — 7)0}
=  2 (—l)m {cos 8m0 cos 40 + cos(8m — 3)0 cos 40}
=  2 ( —l)mcos 4 0 . 2cos(8m — |) 0  cos j0 .  (6.16)
= <l>8m-2(8)
For any point 0 with ^  < 0 < 7t, cos 40 > 0 and cos |0  < 0. The sign of the remaining
term, cos (8m — j )  0, may be calculated by setting 0 =  ^  +  a  :
cos (8m — j )  0 =  cos [(8m — j )  ( x  +  a)]
=  cos [3m7i — j f  +  (8m — | )  a]
=  ( - l ) m+l cos [jg +  (8m —j )  a ] .
Since 0 <  (8m -  j )  a  <  j | ,  it follows that cos (8m — j )  0 has the sign (—1 )m+l. Thus 
from the product expression (6.16), it follows that 2g — (<j) +  \j>) > 0  for all 0 between ^
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and
In particular, if 0* is a point of intersection of (j> and vj> within the range [^p, 3ft],
then
g(0*)-$(0*) = g(0*)-y(0*) = j (2g(0*) — (0(0*) + \j/(0*))) > 0.
Thus the string +00+0. . .  0 of length N  =  16m 4- 6 generates an admissible sequence at 
0 =  0*. The continuity of g, \fr and (¡> ensures that the point 0 =  0* lies in some small 
interval for 0 throughout which the sequence is admissible. □
With the existence of an interval of admissibility now confirmed, the next interesting 
questions pertain to its location and size. Although we know that an interval of admissibility 
lies within the range [^p, . this range should not be thought of as an approximation
to the interval itself. This particular range was chosen for convenience when working with 
the functions c|)r in the vicinity of a suspected interval of admissibility; in fact the interval 
itself is very much smaller than the containing range [ ^ ,  ^ ^ rt]. An illustration that this 
is so is given in Figure 6.13 where, for m = 1, the functions <J>, y  and g are plotted over the 
range The interval of admissibility (the part of the plot where both <)> and y  lie
below g) covers only a small fraction of the range.
Because of the lack of analytic solutions for the trigonometric equations associated 
with determining the intersections of the graphs of <J> and y  with that of g, we revert to the 
approach adopted in our earlier work of Section 5.3, on periodic sequences with intervals 
of admissibility near f , and seek approximations for the end-points of the interval of ad­
missibility. Previously we showed how to enclose the end-point between tight upper and 
lower bounds, by replacing the trigonometric functions with approximating polynomials 
(appropriately selected in order to respect inequalities for the bound). We envisage that the 
same procedure could be applied in the present case to show that there is a single interval of 
admissibility within the range [ ^ ,  and to give accurate upper and lower bounds
for each of its end-points. Rather than give a long exposition leading to a derivation of
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Figure 6.13: Plot, in the case m =  1, of 0, y  and g over the range [^ , |66”~‘37t]. On this 
scale the interval of admissibility is barely detectable : the length of the 
containing range much exceeds that of the interval of admissibility.
these bounds, we will avoid repeating ideas and techniques already presented in Chapter 5, 
and instead take the short-cut of obtaining direct approximations to the interval end-points 
under the assumption that there is a single interval of admissibility within the range.
We will search for the right end-point of the interval of admissibility as the first inter­
section of the graphs of \|/ and g to the right of 0 =  ^p. Note that there is no advantage in 
working with the normalised versions of the functions when seeking their intersections, so 
now we go back to the original functions. Using the additive expressions for y  and g, these 
two functions are equal when
cos(8m +  2)0 + cos(8m +  1)0—j  (cos(8m +  2)0 —cos(8m + 4)0) =  0,
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i.e. when Qr (Q) — 0, where
G*(6) =  2 ( v ( 0 ) - * ( e ) )
=  2 cos (8m +  1)0 + cos (8m +  2)0 + cos (8m +  4)0. (6.17)
We make the change of variables 0 =  ^  +  a  in order to express Qr in terms of the 
small variable a . The individual cosine terms are
cos(8m + l )0 =  (—l) mcos ( ^  +  (8m + l)cx)
=  (— 1 )m (sin |  cos (8m +  1 ) a  -  cos |  sin (8m +  1 ) a ) ,
cos (8m +  2)0 — (—l)mc o s ( ^  +  (8rn +  2 )a )
=  (— l ) m ^ c o s ( 8m +  2) a  — ^ s i n ( 8m +  2) a j  ,
cos (8m +  4)0 =  (—l)msin(8rn +  4)a .
In terms of a  and removing the extraneous sign factor, the expression (6.17) for Q r  be­
comes
Qr (a )  =  2 sin j  cos (8m +  l ) a  — 2 c o s | sin (8m +  l ) a -  ^ c o s ( 8m +  2 )a
— ^ s i n ( 8m +  2 )a  +  sin (8m +  4 )a , (6.18)
and we intend to estimate the first positive zero.
Because the interval of admissibility is located very close to 0 =  linear approxima­
tions for the sine and cosine terms appearing in (6.18) should suffice to give an adequate 
estimate for the end-point of the interval. Even the full range [ ^ ,  [¿jjjljft] is so short that 
none of the functions <)>, \j/ and g depart appreciably from their straight line approximations; 
this is evident from the plots of these functions in Figures 6.11 and 6.13. On this basis we 
use the approximations
sin a  «  a  and cos a  «  1 ,
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to obtain the linear approximation P r  to Q r , which is
PR{a )  =  { —2cos§  , ( 8m + l ) - ^ ( 8m +  2) +  (8 m 4- 4) |  a  +  2 sin § - ^ .  (6.19)
The linear Pr (a ) has a single zero, which we denote by cir, and
4 sin |  — \ f l
~  (8\/2  +  32 cos j  — 16)m +  (2 \/2  +  4 cos |  — 8)
( 6.20)
This is our estimate for the first zero of Qr , and hence for the right end-point of the interval 
of admissibility.
The left end-point of the interval of admissibility, likewise the first intersection of the 
graphs of <)> and g to the right of 0 =  may be estimated in the same manner. Setting
Ql(Q) =  2(4>(e)-#(0)),wefind
Gi.(6) =  2 cos (8m — 7)0 +  2 cos (8m — 4)0 -  cos (8m +  2)0 +  cos (8m +  4)0, (6.2 1 )
and with the aid of the additional cosine expressions
cos (8m —7)0 =  (— l)mc o s (—^  +  (8 m -7 )a )
=  (—l)m(cos^ sin (8m — 7 )a  —sin g cos(8m — 7)a )
cos (8m —4)0 =  ( - l ) m+1 sin (8m - 4 ) a ,
we can write Ql in terms of the variable a  :
Ql (ol) = 2 cos |  sin (8m — 7 )a  —2 sin |  cos (8m -  7 )a  — 2 sin (8m — 4 )a
+  ^  cos (8m +  2 )a +  ^  sin (8m +  2 )a  +  sin (8m +  4)a. (6.22)
Using sin a  w a  and cos a w  1, as above, gives the linear approximation
Pi,(a) =  |2 c o s  j  . (8m —7) — 2(8m — 4) +  ^ ( 8m +  2) +  (8m +  4 ) | a  —2 s in | +  ^
(6.23)
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and then the estimate for the left end-point of the interval of admissibility is
4 sin |  — s / l
(8\/2  -I- 32 cos |  — 16)m +  (2 \ f l  — 28 cos |  +  24)
Remarks on the interval end-point estimates
We close this section with some remarks about the estimates a l and a«, and the corre­
sponding conclusions about the location and size of the interval of admissibility.
1. The estimates cll and Ur for the interval end-points are in good numerical agreement 
with figures produced as a result of the computer search. Calculations, from the two 
sources, of the intervals of admissibility for the first five periodic sequences in the 
family may be compared in the following table :
m Interval from Computer Search Interval Estimated as (ctL
1 (1.182667, 1.183086) (1.182607, 1.183076)
2 (1.180413, 1.180512) (1.180395, 1.180511)
3 (1.179647, 1.179690) (1.179639, 1.179690)
4 (1.179262, 1.179286) (1.179257, 1.179286)
5 (1.179030, 1.179045) (1.179027, 1.179045)
2. The expressions for a*, and a«  take the form
a  l
A
Bm +  Ci and a  k
A
Bm + C2
where Q  > Cz- (In particular, the formulae for o.i and a#  are consistent, in that 
O.L < clr for all m.) It follows that
OLR - a L A (C2 - C i )
(Bm + Ci)(Bm + Cz)'
so that the length of the interval decreases in a reciprocal quadratic fashion with m 
(and consequently with the string length N). It is this, as well as the very short length 
of the first interval for the family, that accounts for the fact that all the intervals of
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admissibility are so tiny, and that makes the computer search for the intervals such a 
challenging task.
3. Both <Xl and a r tend to 0 as m —► <*>, so the interval of admissibility approaches ^p, 
as previously observed. But its distance to the right of ^  declines as ¡jj, compared to 
the decrease in its length.
4. If desired, the estimates a l and o.r may be written wholly as algebraic quantities, 
eliminating the trigonometric terms by means of
cos |  =  j (2 +  \ / 2) i and sin§ =  j ( 2 — V 2 ) i .
6 .5  Description of the families of intervals of admissibility
The family of sequences which formed the subject of the analytical investigation in Section
6.4 was just one of several such families which could have been chosen. Reference to 
the plot of intervals of admissibility, Figure 6.8, shows that there are several groupings 
of intervals each of which might equally correspond to the start o f an infinite family of 
admissible periodic sequences of the sort we have just isolated. Each stands out in the 
figure as an arrangement of points occurring at regularly spaced string lengths, each point 
representing an interval of admissibility. These points all lie on a smooth curve becoming 
flatter with increasing string length, eventually leveling indicating a limit point for the 
intervals of that family.
A careful study of this figure and the listing of intervals obtained from the computer 
search uncovered eight potential families, including the one we introduced and studied in 
the previous section. These families are highlighted in Figure 6.14, where all the intervals 
belonging to a family have been linked by a smooth curve. The properties describing these 
eight infinite families, which we name A1 to A8, are listed in Table 6.4.
The entries in the first row of Table 6.4, those corresponding to the family A l, are 
known by virtue of the mathematical treatment of that family included in the last section;
1.
25
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Family String Length (AO
Function Determining 
Left End-point Trend in Location
Limiting
Location
A1 16m+ 6 -e- » a O' decreasing 3k8
A2 26m+ 6 <t>13m-ll decreasing 5kn
A3 36m-1-6 <t>18m-16 decreasing 7k18
A4 46m +  6 <t>23m-2l decreasing 9k23
A5 56m — 4 <t>28m-31*** increasing 1 Ik28
A6 66 m — 4 < t> 3 3 m -3 6 ^ increasing 13k33
A7 76m — 4 < t> 3 8 m -4 l^ increasing 15k38
A8 86m — 4
•
5c*h
-O'■ increasing 17k"43"
These formulae for the function (tv determining the left end-point of the interval o f admissibility 
give <)>_3 when m =  1. In each instance the computer search reports that $2 is the relevant func­
tion. Substituting r  =  —3 in the formula for <tv produces a function identical to <t>2 : it is not then 
inappropriate to report the value r =  — 3 in this table.
Table 6.4: Descriptive properties of the families A1-A8.
the information in the rows for the families A2 to A8 has been inferred from data obtained 
from the computer search for intervals of admissibility. There is a consistent description 
here and we envisage that the techniques used to analyse family A 1 could equally well be 
applied to the other families, justifying their existence as infinite families and confirming 
the characterisation given.
Table 6.4 also provides evidence that the families A1 to A8 fit together in a collective 
sense. We may identify certain arithmetic properties shared by these families :
(i) The increment in string length between successive members of a single family rises 
by 10 as we move from one family to the next.
(ii) The increment in the index of the function responsible for limiting the left end-point 
of the interval o f admissibility, rises by 5 in the next family.
(iii) The multiple of n, which is the limit of the intervals associated with a family, is 
a fraction whose numerator increases by 2 and whose denominator increases by 5, 
between succeeding families. Remarkably, this denominator coincides with one half 
of the increment in string length for its family.
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Clearly the eight families identified so far do not account for all the intervals of admis­
sibility of periodic sequences generated by strings +00+0 ...0  : in Figure 6.14 there are 
many intervals corresponding to plotted points not lying on any of the curves of the fami­
lies A1 to A8. Even here there is some identifiable structure. If the families A1 to A8 are 
removed from the plot, and the vertical 0 scale is magnified to enlarge the slice of the plot 
relevant for the intervals that now remain, a further set of latent families may be identified. 
In Figure 6.15 we highlight this second group of families within the plot of intervals that 
remain after the families A1 to A8 have been removed.
This process was applied repeatedly to our entire data set of intervals for periodic se­
quences generated by strings of length less than 1000, and the result was that several more 
groups of families could be isolated. Table 6.5 includes the descriptions of the first four 
groups. Note that these families have a similar characterisation to the original families A1 
to A8, and that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) above also hold for the new families B1 to B7, 
Cl to C7, and D1 to D9.
The spread of the limiting values of the locations of the intervals diminishes passing 
from one group to the next. For instance, the two extreme limiting values for the A group 
are «  1.1781 and «  1.2420, whereas the D group values are more tightly packed,
«  1.2275 and | |y  «  1.2336. Likewise, the locations of intervals belonging to families 
from the later groups interlace the locations of intervals belonging to families from earlier 
groups. The overall effect is that as more and more groups of families are brought into the 
picture, increasingly they cluster together around a value near 0 =  1.231. This interlacing 
and clustering is illustrated in Figure 6.16. That figure shows the families within the four 
groups A, B, C and D highlighted against the plot of all the computer determined intervals, 
when the range for 0 has been narrowed to the region where the families gather together.
Beyond these first four groups of families we begin to run out of data, and we would 
require information on intervals of admissibility for sequences of period greater than 1000 
in order to write down further groups of families with confidence. Nevertheless, within the 
data we do have, there is certainly evidence for the existence of E, F and maybe subsequent
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Figure 6.15: Plot of intervals of admissibility. The families A1 to A8 have been removed. 
A second group of families, B1 to B7, is identified.
Figure 6.16: The vertical range for 8 is narrowed, showing in greater detail how the fam­
ilies AI to A8, B1 to B7, Cl to C7, and D1 to D9 interleave.
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groups, suggesting that there is no limit to the number of these groups. However, at the 
time of writing, this must remain conjecture. Though there is evidence to suggest some 
arithmetical relationships between our various groups, we do not have a unified theory 
describing the entire scheme.
Family String Length
(AO
Function Determining 
Left End-point Trend in Location
Limiting
Location
A1 16m +  6 08m-6 decreasing 3k8
A2 26m+  6 <t>13»»—11 decreasing 5 7175
A3 36m+  6 <t>l8m-l6 decreasing In18
A4 46m + 6 <t>23m-21 decreasing 9n55
A5 56m — 4 028m-31 increasing 1 In28
A6 66m — 4 *1*3 3m—36 increasing 13n“55"
A7 76m — 4 <l>38m-41 increasing 15k38
A8 86m — 4 043m-46 increasing 17k"43"
B1 118m +  42 059m-39 decreasing 23k"59”
B2 128m- 4 0 <t>64m—44 decreasing 25k64
63^) 138m+  ? <t>69m+? decreasing 27n _  9k 69" “  55
B4a 148m- 5 0 <l>74m-100 increasing 29k "74"
B4b 148m+  52 <t>74m-49 decreasing 29k74
B5 158m+  52 <l>79m-54 increasing 31k79
B6<f> 168m+  ? 084m+? increasing 33k _  1 Ik 84 "38"
B7 178m- 6 0 089m-59 increasing 35k89
Cl 210m- 4 0 <t>l05m-l26 decreasing 41k705
C2 220m -  86 0110m-154 decreasing 43kT7ÏÏ
C3<f> 230m +  ? 0115m+? decreasing 45k _ 9k775-55
C4a 240m -  96 <t>120m—169 increasing 47k120
C4b 240m +  98 4* 120m—72 decreasing 47 k 75Ü
C5a 250m -  50 0125m—151 increasing 49k125
C5b 250m +  52 0125m-100 decreasing 49k75?
C6 260m +  52 0130m—105 increasing 51kT5Ü
C7 270m +  108 0135m—82 increasing 53k75?
D1 302m + 88 0151m—108 decreasing 59k7?T
D2 312m - 132 0156m—223 decreasing 61k156
D3<f> 322m+  ? 0l6lm+? decreasing 63k _  9k 767 -  55
D4 332m +  144 0166m—95 decreasing 65k166
table continued overleaf.. .
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Family String Length (N)
Function Determining 
Left End-point Trend in Location
Limiting
Location
D5a 342m +  98 0171m—123 increasing 67re171
D5b 342m -  96 0171m—220 decreasing 67ti171
D6a 352m -  50 0176m—202 increasing 69tc176
D6b 352m +  52 0176m—151 decreasing 69tc176
D7 362m+  52 0181m—156 increasing 71tc181
D8 372m- 106 0186m—240 increasing 73ti186
D9 382m+164 0191m—110 increasing 75ti191
0) Some of the families duplicate ones which occur in previous groups. (For each the intervals 
coincide with a subset o f the intervals belonging to an earlier family; there is not a clear choice for 
this subset, and a unique specification for the string lengths or the determining functions cannot be 
given.)
Table 6.5: Descriptions of the first four groups of families identifiable amongst the 
intervals of admissibility associated with the strings +00+0... 0.
6.6 An example of a periodic sequence which has two 
disjoint intervals of admissibility
Prior to the investigation of the generating strings + 00+0. . .  0, all the available evidence, 
both computational and analytical, suggested that there is a single interval of 0 values 
where a given periodic sequence is admissible. Examining the admissibility of the periodic 
sequences arising from the type of string considered here suggested that it might be possible 
to isolate an instance of a periodic sequence for which the range of admissibility is not 
connected, so not an interval.
This indeed proved to be the case : the string + 0 0 + 0 ... 0 of length N  =  118 provides 
an example, as we show. If we take 0i =  1.178768, 02 =  1.2, and 03 =  1.235382, then
|\|/(02) | =  1.63976092 |g(02)| =  0.9259717147
so the associated periodic sequence is not admissible throughout a neighbourhood of 02,
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whilst
max | / r(6i)| =  0.3869892665 |g (0 |) | =  0.3871541831
0< r< jY — 1
and
max | / r(e3)| =  0.5569749016 |g(03)| =  0.5570058701
0<r<N—\
so correspondingly the associated periodic sequence is admissible throughout some neigh­
bourhood of each of 0i and 03. We now describe how examples like this one may be 
anticipated, and produced.
In Section 6.5 we identified several infinite families of admissible periodic sequences 
generated by strings +00+0... 0, and were able to provide formulae specifying the string 
lengths for the members of each of the several families. There are cases where two or 
more of these formulae generate the same string length, suggesting that there may be some 
periodic sequences which belong to more than one family. This being so, we would expect 
any such sequence to be admissible within at least two disjoint intervals of 0 values. (The 
reason is that, as we have seen above, the intervals associated with two different families 
keep well away from one another, because their limiting locations are different and the 
interval lengths decrease faster than the rate at which the intervals change their location. 
One might suppose that the ideas from Section 6.4 could be used to isolate the intervals 
from two different families in two non-overlapping ranges, certainly for large enough string 
lengths.)
Each formula describing the length N  of any string generating a sequence from one of 
the families identified in the previous section is of the form N  = em + c, where the integers
e and c are specific to the particular family and m =  1,2, 3 ,__ Effectively then the formula
is the congruence N  = c (e). For the group of families A 1 to A8, these congruences are :
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Family
C ongruence Governing 
S tring  Lengths
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
N = 6 (16) 
N = 6 (26) 
N = 6 (36)
N  =  6 (46)
N = - 4  (56) 
N  =  - 4  (66) 
/V =  - 4  (76) 
N  =  - 4  (86)
Producing strings common to several families is thus the task of solving a set of simultane­
ous congruences. The standard tool to do this is the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
Chinese Remainder Theorem
The solutions of the simultaneous congruences x = Cj (e,), when the moduli e, are coprime, 
coincide with solutions of the single congruence x  = c (E), where E  =  Y heb £/ =  ir* r‘ ' s 
any solution of £,• r, =  1 (e,), and c =  Xi c, r, £,-.
Remark : For the special case when all the c,-’s are equal, which is so with several of our 
examples below, there is a simpler statement of the theorem in which the single equivalent 
congruence shares the same right-hand side common to the given simultaneous congru­
ences. The reason is that when each c, =  a, then c =  a £ , r,E,\ but X, r, £, =  I (E) because 
X, r/Ei — 1 is divisible by each of the moduli and so by their product, hence c = a (E).
In our calculations the moduli are not coprime in pairs, so the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem may not be applied directly. We require the following additional result.
Lemma 6.4
The congruences x = a (pa 1) and x = b (p“2) involving a prime p  and exponents ot| >  OC2, 
have a common solution if and only if a =  b (p“2). In this case the solutions are simply 
the solutions of the first congruence.
Proof
If x  = a (pa' ) then x = a (pa2) ; s o x  = b (p“2) precisely when a = b (p“2). □
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This lemma can be used in conjunction with the Chinese Remainder Theorem to reduce 
any simultaneous system of congruences (consistent, in that there is a solution) to a system 
with coprime moduli. A further application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem will then 
produce the solution via a single equivalent congruence.
We now provide a series of examples to illustrate the calculation of string lengths for 
which the corresponding periodic sequences have several intervals of admissibility.
Example 1. Strings common to the families A1 and A2
The lengths N  of strings which occur in both families A 1 and A2 satisfy the congruences
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem the single congruence N  =  6 (26) is equivalent to 
the two congruences N  =  6 (13) and N  = 6 (2). And by Lemma 6.4, the congruences 
N  = 6 (24) and N  =  6 (2) are simultaneously soluble, and equivalent to N  = 6 (24). Thus 
the original two congruences are equivalent to the pair
now with coprime moduli. Their solution follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
through N  =  6 (24.13), i.e. N  = 6 (208).
Hence the lengths N  for which a string of the form + 0 0 + 0 ... 0 is a member of both 
family A1 and family A2 are N  =  214, 422, 630, 838, 1046,__ The results of this calcu­
lation may be cross-checked with the results of the computer search, and at each of these 
lengths we do find an interval from each of the two families, and these intervals are disjoint. 
The relevant entries collated from the table reporting the results of our computer search are 
listed below. (At lengths N  =  630 and 838, there are in fact 3 intervals of admissibility, 
where the third interval belongs to another family.)
(16)
(26)
( 24 )
(2 .13)
(6.25)
N  = 6 (24) 
N  = 6 (13)
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String Length Interval o f Admissibility Function Determining Fam ily to which
(N) (Com puter Determined) Left End-point Interval Belongs
214 (1.178456845, 1.178459065) 4>98 A1
(1.208811195, 1.208813972) 4*93 A2
422 (1.178277175, 1.178277728) <t>202 A1
(1.20855811, 1.208558792) 4*197 A2
630 (1.178217227, 1.178217472) 4*306 A1
(1.20847371, 1.208474011) 4*301 A2
(1.228645306, 1.228645314) 4*112 E
838 (1.178187242, 1.17818738) 4*410 A1
(1.208431504, 1.208431673) 4*405 A2
(1.231115068, 1.231115083) 4*344 B4a
Example 2. Choice of families for the most frequently recurring pairings
Selecting strings common to families A1 and A2 gives us a series of lengths for which 
there are (at least) two disjoint intervals of admissibility, and we found above that the 
increment in length between two successive strings with this property is 208. Repeating 
the calculation for other pairs of families gives different series of lengths where we may 
expect two disjoint intervals, and we can find a pair of families for which the increment 
in length between successive strings belonging to both families is shorter than it is for the 
families A1 and A2.
For the shortest possible increment we need to select the two families so that the cor­
responding congruences are simultaneously soluble and which provide moduli whose least 
common multiple is as small as possible. The optimal choice is the pair A1 and A3, 
where the congruences are N  =  6 (24) and N  =  6 (22.32), and so the solutions satisfy
N  =  6 (144), i.e. string lengths N  =  150, 294, 438........  It should also be noted that a
consequence of Lemma 6.4 is that not every pair of families have strings in common; for 
example, the congruences for the families A1 and A5 have no shared solution.
Before we move on to consider instances where more than two intervals of admissibility 
are present, we will briefly return to the example given at the beginning of this section 
involving the string of length N  =  118. The two intervals of admissibility arise because the
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string length satisfies the congruences for two different families. Referring to Tables 6.2 
and 6.5 we see that these families are A1 and B7. We chose this length as our introductory 
example since, as the results from the computer search show, the string +00+0 ...0  of 
length N  = 118 is the shortest giving rise to two intervals of admissibility.
Example 3. Strings with three intervals of admissibility
To give an example where there are three disjoint intervals of admissibility we seek strings 
common to the families A2, A4 and A7. These families have been selected because the first 
string common to all three families is short enough to appear amongst the results of our 
computer search. The length N  of the string must simultaneously satisfy the congruences
N = -  4 (22 . 19).
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem these are equivalent to the set of congruences
and Lemma 6.4 says that N = 6 (2) and N = —4 (22) are equivalent to N  = 0 (22). Thus 
a set equivalent to the original congruences, but with coprime moduli is
N  = 6 (2 .13)
« N  = 6 (2 .23) (6.26)
N  = 6 (13)
N  = 6 (23)
■ N  = 6 (2)
N  =  - 4  (22)
N = -  4 (19),
<
N  = 6 (13)
N  =  6 (23)
N  = 0 (22)
N  = - 4  (19).
To find a solution by the Chinese Remainder Theorem we first must solve for the r,’s 
referred to in its statement. We form E =  e \e iese^  = 22724, E\ = 1748, Ei =  988,
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£3 =  5681 and £4 =  1196 and the r,’s are obtained from the following congruences :
1748 n  =  1 (13) i.e. r\ =  —2
988 r2 =  1 (23) i.e. r2 =  — 1
1196 r4 =  1 (19) II 1
so c =  'ZinEtCi =  —22120. Thus the solution is N = —22120 (22724), i.e. N  = 604 
(22724). Reference to the table of results from the computer search shows that there are 
three intervals when the string length N  = 604 :
String Length Interval of Admissibility Function Determining Family to which 
(<V) (Computer Determined) Left End-point Interval Belongs
604 (1.20848105, 1.208481378) <t>288 A2
(1.229531091, 1.229531169) <J>278 A4
(1.24005548, 1.240055604) <t>263 A7
Note the sparsity with which members of these three families come together : after 
N  = 604, the next string shared by A2, A4 and A7 has length 23328. The most frequently 
occurring instances where there is a triple of intervals will derive from the families A l, 
A2 and A3, and exist at lengths N  =  6 (1872), so the first such length is N =  1878, and 
subsequent instances occur at steps of 1872.
Example 4. Strings having many intervals of admissibility
The techniques used in the first three examples can clearly be generalised to find lengths 
at which there are strings with more than three disjoint intervals. For instance, the most 
frequently occurring case of four intervals will derive from strings common to A l, A2, A3 
and A4 with solution N  = 6 (43056). (This, of course, takes us way beyond lengths which 
could easily be verified by computer, because of the tiny interval sizes and the large number 
of function evaluations needed.)
It is plausible that the approach could be extended to give lengths at which any given 
number of intervals of admissibility coexist, but we cannot say this with certainty because 
we lack a complete description of all the groups of families. To have, say, n coexisting
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intervals would require n families whose congruences had a mutual solution; this could be 
ensured if, for example, there were n families whose moduli were twice a prime. We might 
mention in this connection Dirichlet’s theorem, which states that an arithmetic progression 
of the form am +  b, m =  1, 2, 3, . . .  contains an infinity of primes provided a and b are 
coprime. Thus if we could find such an arithmetic progression with 2 (am +  b) amongst 
the moduli of the families, then the result would be confirmed. Looking at the arithmetic 
properties met with in our first four collections of families, it is not inconceivable for such 
a progression to exist.
2  ' s o  i\
Chapter Summary
•  Strings having the pattern + 0 0 + 0 ... 0 are examined as potential generators of admissible 
periodic sequences. The situation found differs in two respects from that for the fami­
lies studied in Chapter 5; namely, intervals of admissibility are more prolific but each 
individual interval is typically much shorter in length than those previously encountered.
•  The admissible periodic sequences so obtained do not constitute a single family; rather 
the trends in the locations o f  their intervals of admissibility indicate a complex collection 
of families.
•  The extremely small extent of each interval of admissibility means that it is not viable 
to employ computational searches based on regularly spaced parameter values in order 
to find instances of admissible periodic sequences generated by the strings +00+0. . .  0. 
Instead an adaptive search strategy has permitted the compilation of a tabic of intervals 
of admissibility for generating string length N  up to 1000.
•  For each string +00+0. . .0  of length N  =  16/W +  6, m =  1, 2, 3, . . . ,  an interval of 0 
values is specified throughout which the periodic sequence generated by that string is 
admissible. Approximation techniques are used to show that the sequence of intervals 
converges to the limiting value 0 =  The analytical tools employed may be expected to 
permit a similar investigation, with similar conclusions, for other of the infinite families 
of periodic sequences identified that share the pattern +00+0 . . .  0 .
•  The string +00+0...0  of length N = 118 generates a periodic sequence having two 
disjoint intervals of admissibility; we believe this to be the first reported example of 
such a sequence. Other examples of sequences with two or more disjoint intervals of 
admissibility can be found by solving arithmetic congruences in order to find a length N  
where the generating string is simultaneously a member of several of our families.
Chapter 7
Periodic Sequences Admissible in an 
Interval Having Zero as Left End-point:
Classification of Odd Length Generating 
Strings
A striking feature of the distribution of the admissible periodic sequences over the parameter range is 
their concentration close to zero. Inspection of our computer-generated lists of the sequences reveals 
that this is in large measure accounted for by the presence of some substantial coherent collection 
of sequences. Attributes that distinguish the sequences of this collection from others appearing in a 
more sporadic fashion are :
• The sequences occur at consecutive string lengths, from 1 to some maximum length which 
declines as the parameter 0  increases; in particular the closer to zero one looks, the greater 
the proportion present in the lists.
•  The interval of admissibility for each of these sequences extends, on the left, as far as zero.
•  For each string length N , all the intervals of admissibility are identical, with right end-point ft .
The regularity inherent in these observations stands out when the lists are surveyed over the com­
plete parameter range.
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Taking as the starting point of a theoretical investigation the property that a periodic sequence 
has interval of admissibility extending on the left a ll the way to zero, we systematically Identify all 
the sequences so characterised, obtaining a classification that encompasses, for the appropriate 
string lengths, exactly the concentration of sequences close to zero within the computer-generated 
lists that we have remarked upon. A differential form of the Chua-Lin inequalities is a key tool for 
the analysis. For the moment our development is concerned only with strings of odd length, and we 
defer consideration of the even case to the next chapter.
7.1 The specialised form of the Chua-Lin inequalities at 
zero
As an introductory example consider the length N  = 1 string + - 0+ - 00, taken from the 
list of sequences for 0 =  0.15 in Table 1 of Volume II. This string generates a periodic 
sequence admissible in the interval (0, 7). Plots of the functions /o , f \ ,  . . . .  f t  and ±g  
appearing in the Chua-Lin inequalities are shown in Figure 7.1, and in accordance with 
these inequalities the envelope of ± g  includes, over the range (0, “ ), all the f r.
In Section 2.1.4 we have seen that if a string soil • • -s/v-i generates a periodic sequence 
admissible in some interval then the Chua-Lin inequalities
l/r(0)l <  l*(6)l for r  =  0, N  — 1 (7.1)
hold for each 0 within the interval (and conversely), where
(7.2)
1=0
and
g(Q) =  s i n j 0sin0. (7.3)
On specialising to the case of intervals having zero as left end-point, it follows that each
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Figure 7.1: Plots of /o, / i .......f t  and ±g for the string + -0+-00 .
/ r(0) =  0 because g (0) =  0, that is,
so +  ^iH----- 1- -sat— i =  0. (7.4)
Noting that /¿(0) =  0 and g'(0) = 0, we see that
g(0) -  /o(0) =  i  (g"(o) -  /o  (o)) e2 +  ^ ( * ' »  -  /¿"(n )) o3 (7.5)
for some q such that 0 < T| <  0. Taking the limit as 0 —► 0, /o(0) <  g(0) implies
fo(0)  <  g"(0).
Similarly / q (0) >  — g"(0). We thus obtain the inequality
(7.6)
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Using (7.4) to eliminate so we find
J(N-l)
i=i
i (W -l)
=  £  -  I  (*< +  *#-<) +  Z  ^ ( * 1  +  ^ - 1 )
i=l i=l
J(A f-l)
=  -  X ' (N -  0 +  sN - i  ) .
i'=l
(7.7)
which is an even integer because in each term of this final sum either i or (N — i) is even. It 
then follows that the inequality —g"(0) <  / q (0) <  g"(0) can be strengthened to give
- ( * - ! )  <  +  +  <  (N — 1). (7.8)
The foregoing applies equally to the comparison of each /" (0 )  to  j?"(0).
In summary, for a string so^i • • ■ s\ - 1  which generates a periodic sequence admissible 
in an interval having zero as left end-point, we have
so + S] +  • • • -I- i =  0
-(TV- 1) <  (Çso 
-(TV- 1) < 
—(TV— 1) <  %s2
+  i ^ 1 + .. .  +  i ^ „ _ 1 <  ( I V -1)
+  ^ 2  +  -  +  ^ 0  <  ( N -  1)
+ ^ 3  + ... + U L£lSi < ( N - l )
+  ^  +  ••■ +  ^ - 2  < (TV-1).
(7.9)
It is equally true that a string so^i. ..ajv- 1  which satisfies these inequalities generates 
a periodic sequence admissible in an interval having zero as left end-point. To justify 
this, note that each / r (0) =  0 because of the condition jq +  si -+----- 1-iAi-i =  0, that each
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/ '( 0 )  =  0 because the sine function vanishes at 0, and consequently that
g (Q )- f r (e )  =  ± ( g " ( r \ ) - f r'(r \))e2 (7.10)
for 0 <  T| <  0. But the inequality
(7.11)
implies that g"(0) - / " ( 0 )  >  0, and so by continuity g"(r|) -  / " ( ti) >  0 in an interval 
extending to the right of 0. Thus, in this same interval, g(0) > / r(0). By this means we can 
find an interval for 0 having zero as left end-point throughout which —g(0) < / r (0) < g(0).
7.2 A transformed version of the basic inequalities
We established in the last section that the periodic sequences admissible in an interval 
having zero as left end-point are precisely those generated by a string • - sn-  i which 
satisfies
io +  •*! H--+  s/v-i =  0
and
- ( ( V - l ) < ^ 0 +  + ■■■ + ^ ^ v _ ,  <  ( N - \ )
- ( ( V -  O < s0 +  ••• +  * ^ ^ * * - 2  <  (N -  1).
To motivate the next step, we consider the above in full when N = 7 :
So + m +  .*2 +  $3 +  ¿4 +  «5 +  *6 =  0
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- 6 < T*0 4- ¥*1 4- 3*2 4- 3 * 3 4- 4- |*5 4- T *6 < 6
- 6 < f* o 4- f * l 4- ¥ * 2 4- 3 * 3 4- 3 * 4 4- 3*5 4- 3*6 < 6
- 6 < 91*o 4- T*1 4- f * 2 4- f * 3 4- | * 4 4- 3*5 + 3*6 < 6
- 6 < 3*o 4- 3*1 4- f * 2 4- f * 3 4- £ * 4 4- |*5 4- 3*6 < 6
- 6 < 3*0 4- 3*1 4- 3*2 4- ¥ * 3 4- T * 4 4- f  *5 4- 3*6 < 6
- 6 < 3*0 + 3*1 4- 3*2 4- 3 * 3 4- T * 4 4- f  *5 4- T * 6 < 6
- 6 < f * 0 4- 3*1 4- 3*2 4- 3 * 3 4- | * 4 4- t *5 4- T*6 < 6 .
It is difficult to see how to extract the information contained within these conditions in their 
present form. The transformation scheme we now describe was developed in an attempt to 
help reveal their content. We set
to =  SO, f l= * o 4 - * l ,  ¡2 =  *o4-*l 4-*2, *3 =  *o4-*l + S 2 +  S3 , *4 =  *o4-*l 4-*2 4-* 3  4 -*4 ,
h  =  So +  s i  +  *2 +  S3 +  *4 +  *5, *6 =  So +  *1 +  *2 +  S3 +  *4 +  *5 +  *6 =  0
so that so  =  to , si =  ii - 10 , S2 =  12 - 1\ , S3 =  *3 -  /2. «4 =  *4 — *3. *5 =  ts  -  U , s 6 =  - t 5 , and 
then the inequalities become :
—3 <  3io 4- 2/1 +  ?2 — t$ — 2 /5  <  3
—3 <  —3/o 4- 31] +  2 /2  +  I3 — t i  <  3
- 3  <  - 2 /0 -  3/i 4- 3/2 +  2 /3  +  /4 < 3
—3 <  —to — 2/1 — 3 /2  "I- 3/3  4- 2/4  +  / 5 <  3
—3 <  — /1 — 2/2 — 3/3 4- 3/4 4- 2 /5  <  3
—3 <  to — ¡2 — 2 /3  — 3/4  — 3 /5  <  3
—3 < 2/o 4 - / i  —  ti —  2/4  — 3 /5  <  3.
A further change of variables to partial sums of the tr 's via
u0 =  f0) M|= !o +  fl> U2 =  to +  ti+t2, M3 =  to +  t\ 4- /2  4- Z3 , M4 = /o 4- /l 4-/2 4 - / 3  + /4i 
Us =  to 4- /] 4- /2 +  *3 +  *4 +  ts
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gives
— 3 <  MO +  Ml +  M2 +  M3 - f  M4 — 2M5 <  3
— 3  <  Mo +  Ml +  M2 +  M3 +  M4 — Ms — 7 « 0  <  3
— 3 <  Mo +  Ml +  M2 +  M3 +  M4 — 7mi <  3
— 3 <  Mo +  Ml +  M2 +  M3 +  M4 +  Us — lU 2  <  3
—3 <  mo +  mi +  M2 +  M3 +  M4 +  2m5 — 7m3 <  3
— 3 <  MO +  Ml +  M2 +  M3 +  M4 +  3M5 — 7M4 <  3
— 3 <  MO +  Ml +  M2 +  M3 4- M4 — 3M5 <  3,
which are simpler than the original inequalities because the quadratic coefficients of the 
sr's have, for the most part, been converted into constant coefficients of the ur's, by means 
of the two partial summations.
The general transformation scheme
After working with a number of versions it was found that the most effective transformation 
to the ur variables of the inequalities (7.9) governing the sr’s is :
to =  SQ,  t \ = S Q  +  S \ ,  t2 =  S 0  +  S 1 + S 2 , /iv_2  =  i o 4 - « l  4-------- l - J A l-2 ,
In - i =  so 4-si 4- • • • 4- sn- i ( s o f /v - i= 0 ) ,  (7.12)
Mo =  to , U i = t o  +  t \ ,  U2 =  to +  l l + t 2 , Mat- 2  =  io 4 -i) 4-------l-i/V-2 )
mat- i =  to4-<i 4------ l-f/v-i (so mat-2  =  mat- i , because //v-i =  0). (7.13)
The N  inequalities (7.9), in terms of the ur's, become
— j ( A —1) <  Mo4-M| 4--” 4- mat- i — (j(Af— 1) — r)un-i —  N u r <  %(N —  1)
for r  =  0, 1 , . . . .  N — 1. If further we let jc =  mat-  i andy =  mo4- mi 4------1- mat—i , then
- i ( A - l )  <  y - ( ^ ( N - \ ) - r ) x - N u r < £ (JV -1) (7.14)
for r =  0, 1 , . . . ,  N  — 1; note that here ur = x  when r = N —2 or N — 1.
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7.3 Restrictions on the format of strings generating 
periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero
In this section we prove two preparatory results allowing us to describe in broad terms the 
structure of the strings we are concerned with and which will provide the starting point of 
our detailed classification. To keep our statements concise it will help to abbreviate some of 
the terminology. In this chapter, and throughout Chapters 8 and 9, the phrase “admissible 
adjacent to zero” is used as a short way of expressing “admissible in an interval having zero 
as left end-point” , and this comment is also intended to apply to the above heading.
Proposition 7.1
The substring + 0 ...0 +  cannot appear within a string sosi ■..sn- i generating a periodic 
sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
Proof
Case r =  N  — 2 o f the inequalities (7.14) (in which un- 2 =  x) is
- j ( W - l )  <  y~ G ( W - \)-{N-2))x-N x < \(N — 1)
. - j (A T -  1) < y - \ ( N  + 3)x < ±((V - 1). (7.15)
Likewise case r =  N  — 1 is
< y - ± ( N + \ ) x  < ¿(AT—1). (7.16)
In the xy-plane, inequalities (7.15) and (7.16) determine the parallelogram enclosed by the 
linesy — ^(N  + 3)x =  ± ^ ( N  — 1) andy — 1 )x =  ± j ( N — 1), shown shaded in Figure
7.2.
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A
Figure 7.2 : Region o f xy-plane determ ined by inequalities (7.15) and (7.16)
From the remainder of the inequalities (7.14),
Nur <  y - ( | ( A f - l ) - r ) j c + $ ( A f - l )  (7.17)
for r =  0, 1, — 3. Each line y  — (j((V — 1) — r)x  =  constant in the xy-plane has
gradient <  — 1 ), which in turn is <  j ( N +  1), so when x  andy  are constrained as in
(7.15) and (7.16) the maximum value of y — ( \ ( N  — 1) — r) x  is
2 (N — l)((V +  2) — ( j  ((V — 1) — r)(Af— 1) =  j(N  — l)(2r +  3). (7.18)
Thus from (7.17)
N u r < — l ) (2 r+  3) +  j(Af — 1) =  ( ( V - l ) ( r  +  2) (7.19)
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i.e.
Ur <  (r  +  2 )^ J -  < r + 2 (7.20)
and so ur < r  +  1 , because ur is an integer.
If + 0 ... 0+ appeared as a substring of io^i •. -sn~\, by cycling we could suppose that it 
appears at the start of the string. But then the initial tr’s and u / s  work out as follows :
i o i l i 2 . . .  i r —1 S r
+ 0 0 0 +
t o i l *2 . . .  t r - 1 t r  . . .
1 1 1 1 2  . . .
«0 «1 M2 . . .  Ur - 1 Ur  . . .
1 2 3 . . .  r r  +  2  . . .
which contradicts ur < r +  1 .
Note that the two special cases r =  N  — 2 and r =  N  — 1 not covered by this argument 
cannot in any case arise because so +  s i H------ 1-s/v_i = 0. □
Proposition 7.2
The substring 0 + - + - . . . + -+ 0  cannot appear within a string • . -Sn - i generating a pe­
riodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
Proof
Consider a string s o il .. .su-2SN-i in which sn- i =  0. Then in addition to tn - \  = 0, we 
know also that în- 2 =  0, so that x  =  un-  1 =  u s - 2  =  “at- 3- The cases r  =  N  — 3 and 
r =  N  — 1 of the inequalities (7.14) specify that
- 5( ^ - 1) <  y - ( ^ ( A ^ - l ) - ( A f - 3 ) ) x - N x  <  ^ ( N - l )
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Figure 7.3: T h e  corresponding region of the Ary-plane for Proposition 7.2, determ ined by 
inequalities (7.21) and (7.22).
t.e.
- ± ( N -  1) <  y - ± ( N  + 5)x < j(TV — 1) (7.21)
and
— 5(TV — 1) <  y —j(y v + l) j t  <  j(Af — 1). (7.22)
The corresponding diagram is Figure 7.3.
Then for r  =  0, 1 , . . . .  N  — 4,
Nur < l ( N - l ) ( N  + 3 ) - W ( N - l ) - r ) { N - l )  + l ( N - \ )
= > (A (- l) ( r+ 3 ) (7.23)
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and in this case the size of ur is limited by
Ur <  j ( f + 3 ) tvT  <  j ( r  +  3)- (7.24)
I f 0 + - + - . . .+ - + 0  appeared as a substring of soil • ■ . s/v-i, by cycling we could suppose 
that + - + - . . . + - + 0  appears at the start of the string and sn- i = 0 .  But then the initial fr’s 
and ur’s work out as follows :
*0 S\ Si 5 3 s  4 S5 56 . . .  Sf— 3 Sr-2 Sr— 1 Sr
+ — + “ + - + . . .  + — + 0
to t\ ¡1 /3 U Is t6 . . .  tr-  3 tr- 2 tr- 1 tr
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 . . .  1 0 1 1
«0 «1 u2 «3 «4 M5 «6 ••• Ur- 3 Ur-1 Mr- 1 Ur
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 . . .  j ( r — 1) î ( r ~  O * ( '+  1) j ( r +  3) . . .
which contradicts ur < j ( r  +  3).
The case r = N  — 3 is also covered by this argument because m/v- 3 =  x, and consequently 
x  < — 1) <  \ N  =  j ( ( N - 3 )  +  3). The remaining case r = N  — 2 does not arise because
0 + - + - . . . + -+ 0  taken as the full string contradicts so +  i l  H------ M w-i = 0. □
Remarks on the Propositions
1. The substring ++ is the shortest length case of the substrings of the form + 0 . . .  0 + and 
is among those substrings forbidden by Proposition 7.1. The substrings forbidden by 
Proposition 7.1 can be listed as ++, +0+, +00+, +000+ , etc., and those forbidden 
by Proposition 7.2 as 0+0, 0+ -+ 0, 0+ -+ - + 0, etc.
2. From Proposition 2.4 on the negation of strings it follows that substrings of the forms 
- 0 . . .  0-  and 0- + - + . .. - + - 0  are forbidden.
By means of these propositions we can establish a key feature of the composition of 
any string that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
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Corollary 7.3 (Format of generating strings)
The strings that generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero can be cycled into 
the form
(+ - )“' 0 fc| (+ -)°2 O*2 . . .  (+-)°* 0fc*
or
( -+ )“' o fc> (-+ )°2 0b2 . . .  ( -♦ )“* 0**,
where 2(a\ H------ ha*) +  (b\ H----- 1-b^) = N ,  where a,-, >  0. That is, each such string is a
run of + -  (or -+ ) pairs followed by a run of zeros, followed by a run of + -  (or -+ )  pairs, 
and so on.
Proof
Since ++ and - -  are forbidden by Proposition 7.1, the substrings occurring between the
runs of zeros must alternate their + and -  symbols, i.e. they are + - + - . . .  or - + - + __ In
turn, Proposition 7.2 says these substrings can only be runs of + -  pairs or runs of -+  pairs. 
Finally Proposition 7.1 prevents mixing + - pairs and -+  pairs in the same string.
Notice that here we also apply Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 to substrings produced by per­
mitting wrap-around. That this is valid can be seen from two points of view : on the 
one hand the cyclical character of the Chua-Lin inequalities implicitly incorporates wrap­
around, and as well if a string soil • --sn- l  generates an admissible periodic sequence then 
so does the length 2N string formed by concatenation, i.e. so^i • . . sn- \ sqs\ .. . i ^ _ i . □
With the general format of the strings established, the task of classifying which strings 
generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero, is to determine precisely the 
lengths of the various runs of 0’s and + - pairs within a string. Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 
show how this information is extracted from the inequalities.
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7.4 Ranges of x  and y  for strings generating periodic 
sequences admissible adjacent to zero
As noted in the previous section we can restrict attention to strings so^i • ■ -ijv-l which may 
be written as combinations of runs of 0 ’s and runs of + - pairs. By way of example consider 
the following string of length N  =  27 and its associated scheme of /r’s and ur’s.
r 0 1 2 3 26
Sr 0 + - + - 0 ♦ - 0 + - + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - + - 0 + -
t r 0 l 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
U r 0 l 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 9 10 10
We see here that tr is 1 when sr =  +, but otherwise tr is 0, and that correspondingly ur 
counts the number of +’s from the start of the string to the rth place. In particular x  =  un- i 
is the count of the total number of + -  pairs within the string : x =  10 in our example. 
Clearly these remarks are not restricted to our chosen example, but apply generally.
The range then for x  consists of the integers from 1 to ¿{N — 1). We have excluded the 
possibility x =  0, corresponding to the trivial string consisting of 0 ’s alone. The upper limit 
is set by the maximum number of + -  pairs a string of length N  can contain. The quantity 
y — uo + Mi H------ 1- un- i  is also an integer and is restricted by the inequalities
- i ( W - l )  <  y - ± ( N  + 3)x < j ( A f - l )
and
- j ( W - l )  <  y-J(AT+l)jr < ¿(JV-1)
(i.e. the cases r = N  — 2 and r = N  — 1 of the inequalities (7.14)).
When the integer x  between 1 and £ (N — 1) is given, define integers ymax and ymjn by
>W  =  j(Af+ 1)*+ j (W - 1) and ymi„ = ¿(Af +  3 ) x -  j ( N - I ) .  (7.25)
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Then y is an integer in the range ymjn to ymax : the possible (x,y) pairs are shown in Figure 
7.4. The number of integer values between ymm and ymax is ymax -  (ymin -  1) =  N  -  x. For 
the string of length N  = 21 given at the start of the section for which we saw x  =  10, the 
formulae giveymax =  153 and ymjn =  137, and adding the ur’s we findy =  142.
Figure 7.4: Location of the possible integer pairs (x,y) for a string generating a periodic 
sequence admissible adjacent to zero, cycled to commence with a + - pair or 
a 0.
For use later we describe how the y values in the range ymln to ymax permute when the 
original string sos\ • ■ • ■'w- 1  is cycled. If we cycle so as not to split a + -  pair, then x  does 
not change. The effect on y  depends on the initial digit of the string and there are two 
possibilities:
(i) sq =  0 and 0jrii2 .. , s n - \  cycles to • • •W -i0 in which casey changes to y  +  jc;
(ii) so = +, si =  -  and +-*2 • • ••r/v-i cycles to S2 .. .sn- \ + -  in which case y changes to 
y - ( N - 2 x ) .
To prove (ii) we note that the value of y is reduced by :
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•  2 for the + -  pair removed from the beginning of the string,
•  N  — 2 for the corresponding reduction by 1 of each of U2  to wat_ i , 
and is augmented by :
•  2x for the + -  pair added to the end of the string.
7.5 Construction of a string for each choice of x  between 
1 and \ { N -  1)
In this section we will show that for each x  in the range 1 <  x  <  — 1), there corresponds
a string .vo.vi...  s n - i . generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. The string 
consists of runs o f  + - pairs and runs of zeros, and the number of + -  pairs is precisely x.
Fix the in teger* between 1 and \{N  — 1) and consider the inequalities (7.14), where 
y  has been replaced by the specific value ymax =  j((V+ l)x +  \  {N — 1). We find that this 
starting point will enable us to construct a string of the required type. With y = y max the 
inequalities become
—  —  1) <  j ( A f  +  l ) x +  j ( A f  —  1) —  ( j ( A f  —  1) —  r)x — Nur < %(N-  1)
which simplify to
{r+  1)* <  Nur <  (r+  l)x+ ((V — 1) fo rr = 0, 1 , . . . ,  A t-  1. (7.26)
Now (r +  1 )*, (r  4-1 )* +  1, (r +  1 )x + 2, . . . ,  (r +  1 )x +  (N — 1 ) is a set of At consecutive 
integers, so precisely one of them is a multiple of N. Thus the inequalities (7.26) uniquely 
determine a progression of integers u q ,u \ , . . . ,  un -\  and each ur can be expressed as
ur
' ( r + l ) x
N
for r  =  0, 1, N  — 1. (7.27)
(Note that signifies the smallest integer greater than or equal to the real number in 
the same way [£J is the largest integer less than or equal to 4-)
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At this point we will change our viewpoint and take the equation (7.27) as the definition 
of a progression of m / s . Our aim now is to show that this progression of ur’s corresponds 
(via the transformation scheme described in Section 7.2) to a string so^i • • • $N- 1  generating 
a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero, so consisting o f  runs of + -  pairs and runs 
of zeros, and which has precisely x  runs of + -  pairs. We show this by establishing the 
following two statements :
(a) The string sosi .. .sn- i coming from the ur’s is legitimate, consists of runs + - pairs 
and runs of zeros, and contains the correct number of + -  pairs, namely x  such pairs.
(b) The progression of ur’s satisfies the inequalities (7.14).
In point (a) legitimacy is intended to signify that each digit in the string so^i • • .s/v_i is one 
of - ,  0, or + : we do not know a priori that our progression o f  ur’s necessarily originates 
in a string soil • • -sn~ l of the type we require. Point (b) is necessary because, although it is 
clear that the string .?()■?i . . .  s/v-i and the ur's will be related in the appropriate fashion, we 
must satisfy the inequalities not with y  =  ymax but with y =  mo +  “ l H------ h w/v-i •
We start by collecting together the properties about the ur’s and the corresponding tr's 
that will be needed to show that the string • ■ sn- l  is of the required form.
Lemma 7.4
The progression of integers defined by ur = | " j  has the following properties :
(i) It is an increasing (in the weak sense) progression of N  integers.
(ii) M0 =  mi =  1.
(iii) M/V-2 =  u N - 1 = x .
(iv) ur+2  < ur +  1 (i.e. two consecutive ur's cannot both increment).
Proof
(i) is immediate from the definition of the ur’s.
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(ii) “o =  =  1 because fj is less than 1.
u\ =  [ ^ ] ,  and sincex  < j(N  — 1), it follows that ^  <  - ' j < 1 and hence u\ =  1.
(iii) mat-1 =  [ $ ]  =  M  =
mat-2  =  [* — fj] and x < \  (N — 1) implies fj <  j  so mat-2  =  x.
(iv) Nur is the unique multiple of N  in the range
(r+  1)jc, ( r +  1)jc +  1, ( r +  l) j t+ ( (V -  1)
and Nu r + 2  is the unique multiple of N  in the range
(r + 3)x, (r + 3)x+  1, ( r + 3 ) * + ( N -  1).
The number of integers from (r +  1)jc to ( r +  3)* +  (TV — 1) is
((/•+3)x  +  J V - l ) - ( ( r + l ) . x - l )  =  2x + N
< 2N — 1 because x < j (N — 1).
Nur and N ur+2 both fall in this range so Nu r + 2  <  Nur + N, i.e. ur+2 <  ur +  1. □
Lemma 7.5
The tr’s obtained from the progression of ur's (via the transformation to =  mo, tr = ur — ur- \ , 
as in (7.13)) have the following properties :
(i) to =  1 and /at— 1 =  0.
(ii) Each tr is either 0 or 1.
(iii) Two consecutive fr’s cannot both be 1.
Proof
(i) to =  M0  =  1 and tN- \  = mat- i -  mat-2 =  x - x  =  0.
(ii) Each tr is at least zero because the Mr ’s  are increasing, and at most 1 because tr+ \ =
Ur+1 - U r < Ur+2 - U r <  1.
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(iii) to — 1 and t\ =  u\ -  uo = 0, so to and t\ are not both 1. No other consecutive t / s  can 
both be 1 because tr + 2  + tr+\ = ur + 2  — ur < 1 for r =  0, 1 , . . . ,  N  — 3. □
The string so.*] • --sn- i derived from the tr's via the scheme so =  to, si =  t\ — to, 
s/y-i =  tjq-t — i/v- 2 of (7.12) satisfies :
(i) so =  + and si =
(ii) The string sqSj .. .s/v_ 1 consists of runs of + -  pairs and runs of zeros.
(iii) x  is the count of the + -  pairs in the string sqsi ...s/y_i.
These statements follow easily from the foregoing properties of the tr’s and establish point 
(a) above.
There remains the task of showing that the string sosj ...sw _ i, produced in this way, 
generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. It does so provided the Chua- 
Lin inequalities are satisfied. Now the u / s  which arise in turn from the string so^i • • • syv- 1
(via tr =  so +  î i  H------ b sr and ur =  to +  ii H------ Mr. as in Section 7.2) are clearly given by
the original formulae
Ur
> + ! ) * '
N
for r  =  0, 1........N -  1,
and we know that the Chua-Lin inequalities are equivalent to the inequalities (7.14) featur­
ing the ur’s, where x =  un-  1 and y  = uo + u\ -I------ I-m/v- i . So we need to verify inequalities
(7.14), essentially as we remarked in point (b) above, and this is accomplished by the next 
lemma.
Lemma 7.6
If ur = |" for r  =  0, N  — 1,jc =  u^~ \ and y =  uo + u\ -\------ f  un- i , then
— j(Af — 1) <  y - \ ) - r ) x - N u r < { ( N -  1)
for r  =  0, 1....... N  — 1, i.e. inequalities (7.14) are satisfied.
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Proof
We treat separately the two cases when x  and N  are coprime, and when x  and N  share a 
common factor.
x  and N  are coprime : In this case we show that if y  =  uq + u j H------ h mat-  1 then y  =  ymax.
The inequalities (7.14) are then established, because they coincide with the inequalities 
(7.26) which we know the ur’s satisfy, for this was how the ur’s were originally produced.
Each Nur is the unique multiple of N  appearing in the set of N  consecutive integers 
(r +  1 )x, ( r + l ) x + l ,  . . . ,  ( r + l ) j c + ( ( V - l ) .
So we can write
Nur = ( r + \ ) x  + cr (7.28)
where each integer cr is between 0 and N  — 1. Thus
N  (uo +  u i +  • • • +  u \ — i ) — jc( 1 +  2 +  • • • +  N)  +  (co +  ci +  • • ■ +  c/v_ i )
=  1)* +  (co +  C| H------ hc/v-i). (7.29)
Now co, c i , . . . ,  c/v-i are distinct (given that x  and N  are coprime), otherwise cr =  c /  and 
r > /  implies
N(ur ~ u / )  =  (r - / ) x ,
so that x  divides ur — u,i < x — 1, which is impossible.
Thus co +  ci H------1- cn~ i =  0 +  lH------ (N — 1) =  ¿N(N — 1) and we obtain
uq + ui +  ••• +  M/V-1 =  j((V + l ) x +  ^(N  — 1) =  ymax* (7.30)
x  and N  are not coprime : In this case let h be the highest common factor of x  and N. 
Then we can write x = ah and N  =  mh where now a and m  are coprime. The formula 
ur ~ |~ becomes ur =  ^(-r j  for r =  0, 1 , . . . .  TV — 1.
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If /  =  m  +  r then
» -  =  =  f . + ^ l
- « + ^ 1
=  a + ur. (7.31)
This means that we can tabulate the values of the ur’s as follows (where the entries in 
the individual rows correspond to the index ranges 0 <  r < m — m < r < 2m — 1,
(h — \ )m < r < hm — 1) :
«0 ,
um = a  + m0,
“2m =  2 a + u0,
“ (A - l )m  =  ( h —  l ) n  +  Mo,
Then
“o +  “ H ------ 1- mat—i =  h(uo + u\ H------ h “m- i )  +  (a +  2aH------ l- ( / i - l) a )m , (7.32)
but we have shown in the case above that
“ o +  “ i H---------h Mm_ i  =  j ( w +  l ) a  +  j ( m — 1) ,
“ l,
“ m + l  = a  +  U \ ,
“ 2 m + l  =  2 a +  M],
“ ( A - l ) m + l  =  { h - \ ) a  +  u \ ,
um— 11
M2m— \ = Q i ,
w3m— 1 =  i ,
“ A m - 1 =  ( A -  l ) “  +  “ m - l
SO
mo +  “ i H--------- 1- “ /v—1 =  l ) a + j ( m — 1 ) )  + j ( / i —
=  jh {am h+ a  + m — 1)
=  ¿ (A I+ l)* + £ (A f- / i ) .  (7.33)
Note that in this case u q  +  “ i H---------h “w -1 does not equal >>max.
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Finally we show that the ur't> satisfy the inequalities (7.14) with y — uo +  u\ H------ h
un- i =  \ ( N  +  l )x +  5(TV — /j). As we saw above, Nur is the unique multiple of N  in the 
range
( r  +  1)*, ( r 4- l ) x +  1, ( r  +  \ ) x + ( N -  1).
There is also precisely one multiple of N  in the range
( r +  l )x — ( h -  I), ( r +  l )x — ( h -  1 )+  1, ( r+  l ) x -  ( h -  \) + ( N -  I)
and it must be the same multiple of N . Otherwise there would necessarily be a multiple of 
N  in the range
(r+  \ ) x - ( h -  1), ( r +  l ) x — 1.
But h cannot divide any integer in this latter range because it divides the integer (r+  l)x 
coming after, and the range contains only (h — 1) integers. Since h divides N  there cannot 
be a multiple of N  here.
This means that Nur satisfies
( r +  l)x  < Nur < ( r + \ ) x + ( N - h ) ,  (7.34)
which certainly implies
( r +  l)x — j (/»— 1) <  Nur < (r+  \)x + %(N -  h) + ±(N -  1), 
and, after rearrangement, we obtain
- ¿ ( W - l )  <  ( i ( ( V + l ) x + ^ ( A f - A ) ) - ( i ( A f - l ) - r ) x - N « r < i ( A f - l )  (7.35)
i.e.
- j ( A ^ - l )  < y - ( i ( / V - l ) - r ) x - / V « r < | ( ( V - 1 ) ( (7.36)
so the ur 's satisfy the inequalities (7.14). □
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7.6 Characterisation of the strings generating a periodic 
sequence admissible adjacent to zero
In the previous section we demonstrated how, given any integer* between 1 and ¿(N — 1), 
we can create a string so^i • • -s/v-i generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to 
zero for which x  is the number of + - pairs. In this section we turn our attention to classify­
ing ail those strings generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero that contain 
* + -  pairs. Certainly the string produced by the construction described in the previous sec­
tion is not the only such string : any cycled version of it which does not split a + -  pair will 
also generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero (albeit essentially the same 
sequence). One might reasonably expect there to be other strings generating a periodic 
sequence admissible adjacent to zero having * + - pairs. This is not the case : the main 
result of this section shows that all the strings generating a periodic sequence admissible 
adjacent to zero and having x * -  pairs are cycled versions of the particular string produced 
in Section 7.5.
Our starting point is to use the y values in order to limit the number of strings generating 
a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero having a given value * as the count of 
+ -  pairs. Recall that any string generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to 
zero and with * + - pairs must have a y value between ymin =  j (N + 3)x — — 1) and
ymax =  3 (Af+ 1)*+ 1). The first result says that two strings with * + -  pairs having
the same y  value must be identical.
Proposition 7.7
Any two strings Jo^i .. ..r/v-i and s().y,1 .. each generating a periodic sequence admis­
sible adjacent to zero, that have the same values of * and y  are identical strings.
Proof
Define the tr's and ur’s for the string ,vo.vi.. .i/v-i as previously. Then since .vo.vi.. ..s/v-i 
generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero, the ur’s satisfy the inequalities 
(7.14),
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for r =  0, 1 f . . . ,  N  — 1, where x =  un- \  =  m/v-2  and y = uq H------ h mat— i - We rearrange to
obtain
y - ( ï ( t f - l ) - r ) * - i ( N - l )  <  Nur <  y - ( $ ( A f - l ) - r ) j H - $ ( A f - l ) ,
so that the integer Nur lies between the two integers y  -  (¿(N — I ) — r)x — ¡¿(N — 1) and 
y  — (j(W — 1) — r )x+  j(W — 1), and since this range consists of N  integers, precisely one 
integer from the range is a multiple of N. Thus ur can be written in terms of x and y  by 
means of the formula
>, - ( » ( y V - l ) - r ) JC- i ( jV - l )
for r  =  0, 1 , . . . ,  (V — 1. (7.37)
When the same procedure is applied to the second sequence, .v^ .v', we obtain an
identical formula for u'r in terms of x  = u'N_ x and y  =  u'n ------ 1- u'N_ ,.
Thus, if two strings have the same x  and y  values it follows that ur = u'r for each r. But 
then tr =  t'r and sr = for each r, and the strings are identical. □
We saw in Section 7.4 that for a given x  value, there are N — x  values of y  which lie 
between ymm and ymax- A consequence of Proposition 7.7 is that there are at most N  — x 
distinct strings generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero having x  + - 
pairs.
The following proposition identifies a key structural difference between those strings 
generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero for which x  and N  are coprime 
and the others. Recognising this difference will be important for us in the proof of our 
main result, Proposition 7.9. Recall the terminology introduced in Section 2.4 that a string 
.vo-vj • ■ -i/v-l. which generates a periodic sequence, is irreducible if it is not a multiple copy 
of a shorter string; otherwise it is reducible.
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Proposition 7.8
Let so-vi ■■■sn- l be a string generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero 
having x  + -  pairs.
(a) The string .%?i.. .sjv- i is irreducible precisely when x  and N  are coprime.
(b) If x  and N  are not coprime and h =  hcf(x,N), x  =  ah, N  = mh, then so^i • • ••Sm-i is 
irreducible and îqîi . . .  s n ~ i consists of h successive copies of sqsi • • ■ sm- i ■
Proof
Statements (a) and (b) of the proposition follow from the two remarks :
(i) Suppose so^i • --sn- x is reducible and thus consists of h successive copies of the sub­
string 5o^i • • -Sm-i. for some integers h and m. Then N  = mh and x = u \ - \  = ah 
where a =  wm_i. In particular if x  and N  are coprime so^i.. is irreducible.
(ii) Suppose x  and N  are not coprime, h = bct'(x,N), x = ah and N  =  mh. Then
y ~ ( 2 ( Ar ~ 1) ~ ( ffl +  r ) ) JC+ î ( ^ ~ 1) =  y — Q ( w - l )  — r ) x + ^ ( A r - l )  m x 
N  N  +  N
y - U ( N - l ) - r ) x + k N - l )  ,
N
so from the formula (7.37) for ur in terms of x and y, um+r = a + ur. It follows from 
this that the string io^i • --sn- x consists of h successive copies of so^i •. ..sm- !• Note 
also that wm_i =  a because
Um-X + ( h - l ) a  = M(m_ i  )+m(h- x ) = <*N- 1  = x = ah,
so that from (i) we see that the string sq-si .. . im_i is irreducible. □
We are now in a position to prove our main result of this section, namely that the only 
strings with x  + -  pairs which generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero are 
the string produced by the construction in Section 7.5, together with the cycled versions of 
it which do not split + -  pairs.
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Proposition 7.9 (Characterisation of generating strings)
All strings .s'osi ■ ■ ■ s^~\  generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero having 
x  + -  pairs are cycled versions of each other.
Proof
Case when x  and N  are coprime : Let so^i • .. i/v-i be the string produced by the method 
of Section 7.5, for which y  =  ymax. If we cycle so-si •. .sn- i so as not to split + -  pairs 
we obtain N  — x  distinct strings, because so^i ■ ■■sn- i is irreducible. We thus obtain N  — x 
distinct y values (by Proposition 7.7) and this accounts for all the y  values between ymm and
> W x  ■
Case when x and N  share a factor : Set h =  hcf(x,N), x  = ah and N  = mh. Proposition
7.8 shows that so^i. . .sn-] consists of h successive copies of sosi and that this
latter string is irreducible. Then um+r = a + ur and
y  =  wo +  W] +  • • • -f- UN— 1 =  h(uo +  • • • +  Uni— ]) +  (a 4- 2a +  • • ■ +  [h — 1 )a)m 
=  h(u0 -\------ +  amh ( |( / i  — 1)) (7.38)
from which it can be seen that h divides y.
If we restrict attention just to the first part of the string, sosi . . . s m_i, and the corre­
sponding «o. “ l. •••. wm- 1, the irreducible case tells us (using the expressions (7.25) for 
ymi„ and ymax) that
+ 1) <  woH------ l-Mm-i < j ( w + l ) a  + j ( / n - 1)
and moreover that uq H-----h wm- 1  can take every integer value in this range (see the previous
case, when x  and N  are coprime).
Corresponding to this range of values of «o H------ 1- «m-i. it follows from (7.38) that y
comes between
h (j(m  +  3 )a — \ { m — 1)) + ¿amh(h — 1) =  j((V +  3 )x — j((V — h) (7.39)
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and
l)a  +  j ( m — 1)) +  ^am h{h-  1) =  j(W +  l)x +  j(/V — h), (7.40)
and that y can assume every integer value which is a multiple of h in this range. There are 
m — a =  values in all.
But the specific string produced by the construction in Section 7.5 (with the given N  
and x) has exactly m — a distinct cycled versions, because the substring A'oij . is
irreducible and the full string is a multiple copy of it. □
It is of interest to provide a formula for the number of periodic sequences of least 
period N  whose interval of admissibility has left end-point zero. We have shown in this 
section that for a given string length N  and for each integer x  in the range 1 to j(W -  1) 
the only strings generating a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero and having 
exactly x  + -  pairs are the string produced by the construction described in Section 7.5 and 
its cycled versions. When reckoning admissible periodic sequences recall that we have 
taken the view that all cycled versions of a generating string produce essentially the same 
periodic sequence. Consequently to count the number of periodic sequences admissible 
adjacent to zero having period N  we can attribute one admissible sequence to each integer 
value of x  in the range 1 to j (N — I). However a string of length N  which is reducible 
generates a sequence which duplicates one already arising from a substring, of shorter 
length and irreducible. Accordingly, when counting the number of admissible sequences 
of least period N, only those x  coprime to N  need be included in the count. To be consistent 
with our earlier computer searches it is also appropriate when counting the sequences to 
reintroduce negations : to each sequence arising within our classification there is a second 
(and distinct) sequence obtained from it by negating each digit.
Proposition 7.10
The number of periodic sequences of least period N, admissible in an interval having zero 
as left end-point, is <|>(7V) where (|> is the Euler totient function.
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Proof
Every x  in the range 1, 2 , . . . ,  \  (N  — 1 ) which is coprime to N  corresponds to an admissible 
sequence of least period N. The count of numbers coprime to N  in the range 1, 2, . . . .  
5 (N — 1) is the same as the count of numbers coprime to N  in the range j(N  — 1) +  1, 
j  (N — 1 ) +  2, . . . ,  N  — 1. This is because x  is coprime to N  if and only if (N  — x) is. But 
<|>(A0 is the count of numbers in the full range 1, 2 , . . . ,  N  — 1 coprime to N, so the count of 
numbers in 1, 2, ^ (N  — 1) coprime to N  is
Finally, this quantity j<t)(Ar) counts the number of admissible sequences originating 
from strings with + - pairs. There are an equal number which originate from strings with 
-+  pairs (and none of these sequences duplicate any already counted), so the total number 
of admissible sequences is □
7.7 Examples and illustrations of the theory
A. Examples of the construction process
We present two examples to show how the construction of Section 7.5 gives rise in practice 
to the strings generating periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero. As a first and 
simpler example, we consider the case N  =  7 and x = 2 (so the string is to be of length 7 
and have 2 + -  pairs). The formula (7.27) for the ur’s becomes, with these specific values 
of N  and x,
ur
~2 ( r + 1) ' 
7
fo rr  =  0, 1, . . . .  6,
from which the ur’s can immediately be calculated; they are
uo = R 1  = 1
- i  =  m  =  • 
M2 = m = . 
M3 =  m  = 2
«4 =  Ft I =  2
us =  r e i  -  2 
=  m =  2.
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The string corresponding to this progression of ur’s can be worked out from the expressions 
(7.12) and (7.13) relating the sr's, tr’s and ur’s. The following table shows that conversion :
r 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ur 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
tr 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Sr + - 0 + - 0 0
Thus the construction has produced the string + - 0+ - 00, agreeing with the length 7 string 
having 2 + -  pairs found by our computer search.
By way of a larger scale example, we construct all the strings of length N  =  27. Before 
beginning the calculation, note that although the formula ur = is suited for pro­
ducing the strings on computer, should that be desired, it is more convenient to work with 
an alternative version for calculations “by hand”, as we do in this example. The inequalities
(r +  1)jc <  Nur < ( r +  l )x + (W -  1) 
governing the ur's may be transformed to
'w (« r - i )  +  r
<  r + 1  <
Nur
X X
since r is necessarily an integer.
It has been shown (Lemma 7.4) that the ur’s form an increasing progression of integers, 
stepping up by at most 1 with each increment of r. Thus the values taken by the ur’s 
are precisely the integers 1, 2, . . . .  x. The inequalities (7.41) give the ranges of r for 
which successively ur =  1, ur =  2, . . . ,  ur = x. The following calculation finds the string 
corresponding to N  = 27 and x  = 5 :
ur = 1 when m < ' + i < L ¥ J i.e. r  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4
U r  = 2 when i f l < r + l < L ? J i.e. r =  5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9
"I II u> when Tt I — r + 1 — I t  J i.e. r =  10,11,12,13,14,15
Ur  = 4 when i.e. r =  16,17,18,19,20
Ur  =  5 when m < r + l < m i.e. r = 21,22,23,24,25,26.
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The progression of the ur's is thus
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5  5.
To obtain the string which corresponds to this progression of ur's, note that we can bypass 
the task of working out explicitly the tr’s and then the sr’s. Simply observe that the pair 
of digits srsr+i is a + - pair whenever tr =  1, and that this occurs for r =  0, and for each 
r where ur — ur- \  =  1 (i.e. at the points of increase in the progression of ur's). Hence the 
string can at once be inferred from the progression of the ur’s, and in this example is
+ - 0 0 0  + - 0 0 0  + - 0 0 0 0  + - 0 0 0  + - 0 0 0 0
Proceeding similarly for other integer values of x  in the range 1 to \ { N  — 1) =  13, the 
construction produces the following strings :
* =  1 
x = 2  
jc =  3 
x = 4 
x =  5 
x = 6 
x = l  
x — 8 
x = 9 
x =  10 
jc — 11 
x = \ 2  
x =  13
+-0000000000000000000000000 
+ -00000000000+ -000000000000 
+-0000000+-0000000+-0000000 
+ - 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 + - 000 0+ - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 + - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 0  
+ - 0 + - 00+ - 00+ - 0 0 + - 00+ - 0 0 + -0 0  
+ - 0 + - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 + - 0 0  
+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0 + -0  
+ - + - 0+ - 0+ - + - 0+ - 0+ - + - 0+ - 0 + -0  
+ - + - + - 0 + - + - 0+ - + - 0+ - + - 0 + - + - 0  
+ - + - + - + - 0+ - + - + - + - 0 + - + - + - + - 0
+ -+-0
(irreducible substring is +-0000000)
(irreducible substring is + -00+ -000)
(irreducible substring is +-0)
(irreducible substring is +- + -  + -+ -0 )
This list of strings should be compared with the results of the computer search for admissi­
ble sequences. Table 7.1 lists the sequences for a suitably small 0 value, i.e. 0 =  0.1. Each 
of the generating strings from the computer search can be cycled to either one of the strings 
above, or to the negation of one these strings.
We remark that, in accordance with the general theory, each string produced for an x  
which is coprime to N  =  27 (namely x  =  1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13) is irreducible. Of the 
four remaining x  values, for three it is the case that hcf(jc,(V) =  3; they are x  =  3,6,12, and 
for each of these we see that the corresponding string consists of 3 copies of a length 9
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27 : ♦ -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283) =  (0, f j )
(5.39 3 3 l4 6 8 ? -0 7 ,0.116355283) =  (0, f / )  
0 0 0 - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * 0 0 0 0 0 - * 0  
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283) =  (0, ^  ) -*0-*-*0-*-*0-*-*0-*-*--*0~*
(5.39331468?— 07,0.116355283) =  (0, f j )
(5.39331468? -  07,0.116355283) =  (0, f ,  ) 0000000000*-000000000000000 
(5.39331468? -07 ,0 .116355283)=  (0, $ )  
0* -* -0* -* -0 * -* -0 * -* -0  
(5.39331468? -07 ,0 .116355283)=  (0, £ )
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f t )  
0-*00-*0-*00-*00-*00-*00-*0 
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f )  
*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, )
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f , )  
0 -* 0 -* -* 0 -+ 0 -* -* 0 -* 0 -* -* 0 -*  
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f t )  
- * - 0* -0* -0* -* -0* - 0* -* -0* -0*
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f t )
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f i )
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f t  )
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f t )  000-*000-*0000-*000-*000-*0
(5.39331468?-07,0.116355283)=  (0, f t )
Table 7.1: An extract from the computer search results : admissible periodic sequences 
generated by strings of length N =  27 at the parameter value 0 = 0.1
irreducible substring. For the final value x = 9, hcf(x,N) = 9, and the string is composed 
of 9 copies of a length 3 irreducible substring.
B. Locations of the strings in the xy-plane
Here we illustrate how the strings which generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent 
to zero, together with their cycled versions, are distributed throughout the parallelogram of 
allowable x  and y values.
We saw in Section 7.3 that the allowable x  and y  values are the points on the inte­
ger lattice within the region determined by — j ( N — 1) <  y — ^ (N  + 3)x < ¿{N — 1) and 
-  j(W — 1) < y — j(W +  l)x <  j ( N — 1). Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show this distribution for the 
cases N  =  7 and N  =  15 respectively. Because it can be interpreted as the number of + -  
pairs within a string, x  is restricted to the range 1 to j  (Af — 1), so only these portions of the 
parallelograms have been drawn. Each cross on the diagram represents an integer pair (x ,y )
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within the region, and alongside is printed the single string corresponding to that choice of 
x  and y values.
Since N  =  7 is prime, every x  is coprime to N, and accordingly the theory of Section
7.4 guarantees a string for each of the (N  — x) integer y values between ymin and ymax. This 
is apparent in Figure 7.5.
The progression of y-values when one of the strings is cycled can be followed on the 
diagrams. Recall from Section 7.4 that y changes to y + x  if we cycle a 0 and to y 4- (N — 2x) 
if we cycle a + -  pair. Thus, for example, when N  =  7 and x =  2 our construction produces 
the string + -0 + -0 0 , for which y =  ymax = 1 1 . The results of cycling are as follows :
string y
o01♦014- u
1 (cycle +- : y reduced by N — 2x)
0+-00+- 8
; (cycle 0 : y increased by x)
+-00+-0 10
; (cycle +- : y reduced by N — 2x)
00+-0+- 7
4 (cycle 0 : y increased by x)
0 + 1 0 + 1 o 9
4 (cycle 0 : y increased by x)
+-0+-00 11 (original string is restored)
This accounts for the order in which we see the strings on the diagram as we look down a 
column corresponding to a fixed x.
The diagram for N  =  15 exhibits all of these features, but includes also situations where 
x  and N  share a factor. As a result of Proposition 7.9, we know a string will exist only 
for those y values that are multiples of h =  hcf(x,yV), and that come within the range 
\ ( N  +  3)x — j(N  — h) to j(Af +  l)x +  j((V — h). So for N = 15, when x  =  5, h is 5 and 
strings are only present for the y values which are a multiple of 5 between 40 and 45, i.e. 
simply y =  40 and y =  45. Reference to Figure 7.6 shows that the two distinct cycled 
states of the string with x  =  5, namely 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ -  and + - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0+ - 0, 
do indeed have the y values 40 and 45.
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Figure 7.5: Location of the (x,y) integer pairs corresponding to the strings of length N = 7 
that generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
C. Table of short strings which generate periodic sequences admissible 
in an interval having zero as left end-point
We may at this stage use our classification to list the short period sequences (of odd period) 
which are admissible in an interval with left end-point zero. Table 7.2 shows the sequences 
with period less than 20. (Clearly, though, our method of classifying the strings allows us to 
tabulate such admissible sequences up to any period length desired.) The fy(N) admissible 
sequences having least period N  have been listed by supplying in each instance a length N  
generating string. We have chosen to tabulate the strings produced by the construction of 
Section 7.5, together with their negations.
Table 7.2 may be compared with the list of admissible periodic sequences for 0 =  0.15 
in Table 1 of Volume II, which was the result of computer searches. It will be noticed that 
the collection of sequences that have an interval of admissibility with left end-point zero, 
found empirically, coincides with the set of sequences guaranteed by our classification. Of
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course, as a consequence of the strategy employed in the computer search, these sequences 
are listed in some random cycled form. With the insight gained through our theoretical
investigation, we now have a canonical way of setting down the sequences, namely in
terms of the cycled version which relates to the formula ur =
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N Number of DistinctSequences, <|>(7V)
1 1
3 2
5 4
7 6
9 6
11 10
13 12
15 8
17 16
19 18
Generating Strings for the Admissible 
Sequences of Least Period N
0
+ - 0
+-0 00
+ - + - 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0
+ - 0 + - 0 0
+ - + - + - 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 + - 0 0 0  
+ —+ — + —+ — 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0  
+ - + - 0 + - 0 + - 0  
+ —+ — + —+ — + — 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0
+ - 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 0
+ - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 0
+ - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - 0
+ - + - + - + - + - + - 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
+ - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 0  
+ - 0 + - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 + - 0 0  
+ - + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0  
+ - + - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - + - 0
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0  
+ - 0 0 + - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0 + - 0 0 0  
+ - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0  
+ - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 + - 0 0  
+ - + - 0 + - 0 + - + - 0 + - 0 + - 0  
+ - + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0  
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 0
- + 0
-+ 0 0 0
- + - + 0
- + 0 0 0 0 0
- + 0 -+ 0 0
- + - + - + 0
-+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 -+ 0 0 0  
—+ —+ —+ —+0
- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0  
—+ 0 —+ 0 0 —+ 0 0  
—+ —+0  —+ 0 —+ 0  
—+ —+ —+ —+ —+ 0
- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 - + 0 0 - + 0 0 0  
—+ 0 —+ 0 —+ 0 —+00 
—+ —+0  —+ —+ 0  —+0 
—+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+0
-+0000000000000 
- + 0 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 0 0  
—+0—+00—+00—+00 
—+ — + — + — + — + —+ —+0
- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 - + 0 0 - + 0 0 - + 0 0 0  
—+ 0 —+ 0 —+ 0 0 —+ 0 —+00 
— + —+0 —+ 0 —+ 0  —+ 0 —+0 
— +—+ —+0—+ —+0—+—+0 
—+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+0
- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 0 0  
- + 0 0 - + 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0 - + 0 0 0  
—+ 0 —+ 0 0 —+ 0 0 —+ 0 0 —+ 0 0  
—+ 0 —+ 0 —+ 0 —+ 0 —+ 0 - + 0 0  
— + —+0—+0—+ — + 0 —+0—+0 
—+ —+ —+ 0 —+ —+ —+ 0 —+ —+0 
—+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+ —+0
Table 7.2: A complete list of the odd period sequences admissible in an interval having 
zero as left end-point, as far as least period N = 19, represented by their gen­
erating strings.
5  / *
Chapter Summary
•  A classification is achieved, when the period length is odd, of all periodic sequences 
having an interval of admissibility that extends on the left to 0 =  0. All their generating 
strings are described by a single arithmetic formula, and they account for the accumula­
tion of sequences at values of 0 close to zero noticed in our computer generated lists.
•  These sequences “admissible adjacent to zero” are governed by a differential form of the 
Chua-Lin inequalities, in which the parameter 0 no longer appears. Successive transfor­
mations by differencing schemes express the inequalities advantageously as
- i ( A - l )  <  y - ( ± ( N - l ) - r ) x - N u r < i(W-l)
for r  =  0, 1....... N  — 1, where x  = i =  m/v-2  andy =  u q  +  u \ +  . . .  -M at- i -
•  The determination of all odd-period periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero then 
proceeds in three steps :
— Allowing for cycling, their generating strings consist solely of runs of + -  pairs and 
runs of 0 ’s. (A + -  pair located where the otherwise stationary ur increments.)
— The strings of length N  are classified by the quantity x, the count of the + -  pairs 
present. When N  and x  are given, the string .vo.v i .. ,s\ - 1  arising via ur = |" ^ ^ * 1 
generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
— All other strings of length N  having x  + -  pairs that are admissible adjacent to zero 
are cycled versions of this string.
•  A string produced by this scheme is irreducible precisely when N  and x  are coprime. 
Consequently the count of periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero and of period 
length N  is given in terms of the Euler totient function as <J»(A^).
Chapter 8
Periodic Sequences Admissible in an 
Interval Having Zero as Left End-point:
Partial Classification of Even Length 
Generating Strings
We continue the investigation of periodic sequences having an interval of admissibility with left end­
point zero. The concern now is with periodic sequences whose generating strings are of even length. 
Exactly as in the odd length case, we are able to account for the substantial collection of sequences 
appearing in the computer search lists for parameter values close to zero. However, the theoretical 
situation is not quite so clear cut as in the odd case in that the elimination of certain exotic possibili­
ties, previously not feasible on grounds of parity, remains problematic.
8.1 Even length strings : relevance of the odd length 
methods
Recall that our starting point in the classification for N  odd was to show, in Section 7.1, that 
since we are seeking intervals of admissibility adjacent to zero, we can specialise the Chua-
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Lin inequalities by comparing the second derivatives of the f r with those of ± g  at 0. We 
showed that a string Jo-si • • • J/v- 1  which generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent 
to zero satisfies the inequalities
- N  < +  ••• +  1 <  N
—N < U  + ^ s 2 +  . . .  +  U ^ - s o  < N
- N  < f s 2 + ^ S3 + ... + ^ Si < N (8 . 1)
- N  < (N -2 Ÿ
(where the second and subsequent inequalities are obtained, from the one going before,
by cycling the string io^i ••••W-i), and satisfies also the equation jo +  ^ i H------ bsjv-i =  0.
Reference to Section 7.1 shows that in establishing these inequalities, no use was made of 
the fact that N  was odd, so the conclusions there hold equally for the case of strings with N  
even.
Our next step in the development was to strengthen these inequalities by showing that 
any string which satisfies the inequalities (8.1) must necessarily satisfy a modified version 
where the lower and upper bounds are sharpened to — (N  — 1) and (TV — 1) respectively, i.e.
V
I1
T
<  ( N - l )
- ( N -  1) < N2 _T s l . .  +  ^ 0 <  ( N - l )
- ( N -  1) < N2T s 2 +  ^ 3  +  - 1
V
I ( 8 .2 )
- ( N -  1) <  %sN -1  +  V ^ - s o  + . . .  +  Î ^ î j v - z <  (AT—  1),
and with so +  si H------ M/v-i =  0.
However, the argument there that permitted this strengthening was based on parity con­
siderations, and relied upon N  being odd. Indeed we will show in the next section that in 
the case when N  is even, there do exist strings which satisfy (8.1) but not (8.2).
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For the moment though, we will restrict attention to strings so^i • • -xn-  i with N  even 
which satisfy (8.2), and the rest of this section will show how the theory developed for the 
case when N  is odd can be transferred to the present case with only minor modifications. In 
particular, we will be able to identify all the even length strings satisfying (8.2) and show 
that all of these strings generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
Inspection of the argument given at the end of Section 7.1, to show that any string 
•sori • • -sn-  i which satisfies (8.2) generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero, 
reveals that it does not depend upon N  being odd, so holds as well for the case of any 
even length string sosi • . .i/v-i which satisfies (8.2). Likewise, all of Section 7.2, where the 
variables tr and ur are introduced and their definitions given for a general string io-' i ■ • ..r/v-i 
satisfying (8.2), carries over without modification to the case when N  is even.
Section 7.3 presented two propositions restricting the form of strings .?<)•*l • • • s/v- 1  which 
satisfy (8.2). Both hold for even N, and the rest of Section 7.3, showing that strings which 
generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero consist of runs of + -  pairs and 
runs of zeros, depends only on these two propositions, and so carries over without change.
Proceeding as in Section 7.4, we see that for a string consisting of runs of + -  pairs and 
runs of zeros, x  =  is again the count of the number of + -  pairs but, as N  is now even, 
its range is extended : x  will be an integer in the range I to iw . The inequalities governing 
the region of allowable x  and y  values are unchanged, and as before, for a given x  we define 
ymin and ymax by ymin =  j((V +  3 ) x -  j ( ( V -  1) and ymax =  \ ( N  +  l)x +  \ ( N  -  1). Note 
though, that now ymin and ymax are integers only when x is odd. Consequently the number 
of integer values between ymin and ymax depends on the parity of x\ it equals (N — x) when 
x  is odd, and (N — x  — 1) when x  is even.
Section 7.5 applies to the case of even N, except for minor modifications to Lemma 7.4. 
Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) hold if we substitute x < ¿N for x  < ¿{N -  1). The proof of part (iv) 
relied u p o n x <  j((V — 1), but extending it to include the c a sex =  ¿N presents no difficulty
because when x  =  the progression of ur’s is simply 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3........x, x  for which
ur + 2  =  ur +  1. It then follows, just as for the case of odd N, that when N  is even we have a
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construction which produces a string satisfying the inequalities (8.2) (and hence generating 
a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero) for each x  in the range 1 ,2 , . . . ,  jN .
In similar fashion, the arguments of Section 7.6, showing that all strings which have the 
same value of x  and which satisfy the inequalities (8.2) are cycled versions of one another, 
carry over to the case of even N  without any modification. (Note that the fact that ymin and 
_ymax are not integers when x  is even is no inconsistency, because then x and N  share the 
common factor 2 and in the non-coprime case we know there are no strings whose y  values 
are ymin or Y’max ■)
In summary, then, we find that for integers x  and N  with 1 <  x  <  jN , the formula
adjacent to zero. This string consists of runs of + - pairs and runs of zeros, and x  counts the 
total number of + - pairs. All other strings with the same values of x  and N  which satisfy 
the inequalities (8.2) are cycled versions of this one. When x and N  are coprime the string is 
irreducible; otherwise if h is the highest common factor of x  and N, then the string consists 
of h copies of a shorter irreducible string.
To consider now the wider question o f  characterising precisely which even length 
strings generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero, we have shown that all the 
strings identified within the results of our computer searches as generators of periodic se­
quences admissible adjacent to zero can be obtained as instances of our construction. Thus 
the empirical evidence suggests that the only even length strings which generate periodic 
sequences admissible adjacent to zero are those which satisfy the strengthened inequalities, 
and so derive from our construction. To prove that this is so generally, it would be enough 
to rule out the strings which satisfy the inequalities (8.1) but not (8.2). It is this issue which 
we address in the following sections. At the outset of the presentation, though, it should 
be understood that a proof has not been achieved to establish in full generality that a string 
which satisfies (8.1) but not (8.2) cannot generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent 
to zero.
provides us with a string which generates a periodic sequence admissible
We address the task in several stages. In Section 8.2 we identify all even length strings 
which satisfy inequalities (8.1) but not (8.2). We take up the harder part of the task, that
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of disallowing these strings, in Section 8.3, where we show that information about higher 
derivatives of the functions f r is needed to decide that one of these strings cannot generate a 
periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. As a consequence we isolate, in Section 8.4, 
a specific combinatorial problem responsible for the obstruction to a proof of the general 
result. In Section 8.5 we do resolve the issue of the precise classification of the strings that 
generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero when N  is twice a prime, and we 
work some way towards its resolution for other even N.
8.2 Strings satisfying the original but not the strengthened 
inequalities
As we indicated in the previous section, when N  is even there is an extra obstacle to clas­
sifying the strings which generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero, namely 
that there exist strings which satisfy the inequalities (8.1), but not their strengthened form 
(8.2). An example will make this clear : consider the length N  =  10 string + - 0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 .  
Denoting by f t  the second derivative of the function / r (0) evaluated at 0 =  0, we find for 
this string :
fq — — {ftsq  4* 4 .^Si +  3252 +  2^3 +  1 2.?4 -+- 1^6 "b 2^7  +  32S8 +  di^Sq) = —10,
f t  =  —(52ij  +  42s2 +  32S3 +  22j 4 +  12J5+  12S7 +  22j 8 +  32i 9+  42i 0) =  6,
f t  — ~ (52^ 2 +  42S3 +  32$4 +  22S5 4- 12S6 +  l 2i 8 +  22i9 +  32So +  42J] ) =  2,
f t  — ~ (5253 +  42^4 4- 32^ 5 +  22^ 6 "1" 1 4“ 12*T9 4“ 22^o 4“ 32^i -(- 42^ )  =  —2,
fa =  - ( 5 2i4 +  42S5-l-32j6 +  22J7 -|-l2ig + 1 2^o +  22j i + 32i2 +  42S3) =  - 6 ,  
f t  = - ( 5 2j 5 +  42s6 +  32i 7 +  22i8 - l- l2i 9 + l 2s i + 2 2J2 +  32S3+4254) =  10,
f t  — —(52*6 4- 42 57 4- 32sg +  22i9 4- 12io 4- 12*2 4- 22 J3 4- 32S4 4- 42S5) =  6,
f t  =  - ( 5 2j 7 +  42i g +  3259 +  22i o + l 2ii +  l 253 +  22J4 +  3255+ 4 256) =  2,
f t  = — (52j 8 4- 42j 9 4- 3250 4- 22ij 4- l 2i 2 +  1254 +  22i 5 +  3 2sb 4- 42s7) =  - 2 ,
f t  = - ( 5 2i 9 +  42i 0 +  32i |  + 2 2i 2+  12«3+ l2i5 +  22i 6 +  32i 7 + 4 2i 8) =  - 6 .
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The inequalities (8.1) are precisely —N  < f "  < N, for r =  0, 1 , . . . .  N  — 1, so we see at once 
that the string under consideration here satisfies inequalities (8.1); but it does not satisfy 
the strengthened inequalities (8.2) because of /¡J and / j , both have absolute value 10, the 
value of N.
When considering a string iosi • . -i/v-i which satisfies the inequalities (8.1) but not 
(8.2), we can, without loss of generality, suppose f(J — - N .  This is because any string 
which satisfies (8.1) but not (8.2) must have at least one / "  =  ±N.  By cycling and negation 
we may assume that /¿ ' =  — N.
For the string sosi . . . s n -  1» with io +  J| H------ l-sw- 1  =  0, we define as previously, the
variables tr and ur (see Section 7.2). Then
f o  =  ~  2(uq + u\-\------- I-mjv- i ) +  {N +  l ) « / v - i
=  ( N + \ ) x - 2 y  (8.3)
i fx = un- 2  =  un- i  andy  = uq +  t<i H------ and similarly for r = 0, 1, . . . .  (V — 2,
fr'+l = ( ( N - l ) - 2 r ) x  + 2Nur - 2 y .  (8.4)
The inequalities (8.1) can then be expressed in terms of the ur variables as
—N  < (((V— \ ) - 2 r ) x  + 2Nur - 2 y  < N  (8.5)
for r = 0, 1, . . . .  N  — 1. As before, two of these inequalities involve x  and y  alone, and 
together determine a parallelogram containing the integer pairs (x , y ) that satisfy the in­
equalities. However, since we are now considering strings satisfying (8.1) and /¿ ' =  — N, 
we are further restricted to values for x  and y which correspond to a point on the side of the 
parallelogram defined by the equation y =  j(/V +  1 )x +  jN . Figure 8.1 shows the parallel­
ogram with this side highlighted. It can at once be seen from the diagram that x must lie 
between 0 and N.
First note that there are no integer pairs (x,y) with x odd for which / ('/ =  — N, because
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Figure 8.1: Region of the xy-plane determined by cases r =  N — 2 and r = N — l of the 
inequalities (8.5). Integer pairs (x,y) on the edge drawn in bold correspond to 
the strings for which /¿' =  —N.
the condition /¿ ' =  —N  implies 2y = N  +  (N + 1 )x, so that y  is an integer only if x  is 
even. Equivalently, any string so^i • • -s/v- 1  that satisfies the inequalities (8.1) and for which 
x  =  u s - 1  is odd will automatically satisfy the inequalities (8.2). For if we take the inequal­
ities (8.1) written as above in terms of the ur's,
- N  < { N - \ ) x - 2 r x + 2 N u r - 2 y  < N,
then, when x  is odd, each summand of the middle term is even except (N — 1 )x. So 
(N — 1 )x — 2rx + 2Nur — 2y is odd, and the extreme terms ± N  can be replaced by ± ( N — 1).
We do not look for solutions of the inequalities (8.1) with /¿ ' =  — N  when either x = 0 
or x  = N. In these two cases strings do exist which satisfy (8.1) but not (8.2). However, as 
we shall later see, (in Section 8.5), other tools are available that allow us to exclude x  =  0 
or x = N  when the string generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
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We are then concerned here with strings io-ti • • .ijv -i. satisfying the inequalities (8.5), 
for which fo  = —N, and x =  2 ,4 , . . . .  TV — 2. To identify these we use an approach similar to 
that of our construction in Section 7.5. The condition =  —N  implies y  =  ^(N +  l)x +  jN ,  
and substituting this value into each of the inequalities (8.5) we find
and of course un- \  =  x.
Now, N  and x  are even, so we may write N = 2mh, x  =  2ah where h =  hcf (¿x,  jN ) , the 
integers m and a are coprime, and a < m .  The inequalities for the ur’s are then
and M/y-i =  x. By contrast with the formula we were able to derive in Section 7.5, now not 
all of the ur 's  are determined uniquely by these conditions. The following example, where 
we take N  = 42 and x = 18, makes the point clear.
Example 8.1 : Progressions of ur's satisfying (8.5) for N  = 42 and x = 18
N  = 42 =  2 x 7 x 3 }
—N  < ( r +  l)x — N ur < 0
for r = 0, 1, N — 2. Expressing ur in terms of x  gives
for r  =  0, 1 , . . . .  )V — 2; (8.6)
* =  18 =  2 x 3 x 3
so h = 3, m = 7 and a = 3 .
For this example the inequalities (8.6) are
for r  =  0, 1 , . . . ,  40,
and the possible values for each of the u/ s  are shown in the following table.
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r ur r ur r ur
0 1 14 7 28 13
1 1 15 7 29 13
2 2 16 8 30 14
3 2 17 8 31 14
4 3 18 9 32 15
5 3 19 9 33 15
6 3 or 4 20 9 or 10 34 15 or 16
7 4 21 10 35 16
8 4 22 10 36 16
9 5 23 11 37 17
10 5 24 11 38 17
11 6 25 12 39 18
12 6 26 12 40 18
13 6 or 7 27 12 or 13 41 18
Whenever (r +  1) is a multiple of m there is a choice for ur between two consecutive 
integers (except that m/v_ i =  x); otherwise the inequalities (8.6) determine the value of ur 
uniquely. But y  =  l)x +  represents also the sum of all the ur's. The following
lemma describes how this fact restricts the assignment of values for the ur’s where there is 
a choice between the higher and lower levels.
Lemma 8.1
Of the ur’s for which a choice of values arises, i.e. (r +  1) is a multiple of m, precisely h of 
them are set at the higher level.
Proof
For the moment, whenever there is a choice of value for one of the ur’s, select the lower 
level. This means that um-\  = a, t<2m-i =  2a, etc. Quite generally then the ur’s are specified 
by the formula ur =  for r =  0, 1 , . . . ,  N  — 1. But we showed, in the course of the
proof of Lemma 7.6 that when this is so we have
ao +  u\ +  • • • +  n/v-i =  j(7V +l)jr +  j((V— 2h)
(where of course 2h is now the highest common factor of x  and N). Because this quantity 
falls short ofy  =  j((V +  l)x +  by h, precisely h of the ur’s, where there is a choice, have 
to be at the higher level. □
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Still considering strings with /¿ ' =  — N,  for given values of N  and x, the number of 
distinct progressions for the u /s  satisfying the inequalities (8.5) is (2A/~I). For Example 
8.1 where N  =  42 and x = 18, there are thus (3) =  10 possibilities, and they correspond 
to the following schemes of choices of lower (L) or higher (H) values for each of ub, K|3, 
“20. «27 and M34 :
«6 «13 «20 «27 «34
1. L L H H H
2 . L H L H H
3. L H H L H
4. L H H H L
5. H L L H H
6 . H L H L H
7. H L H H L
8 . H H L L H
9. H H L H L
10. H H H L L
The strings corresponding to these ten schemes are as follows :
1.
2.
3
+ - + - + - 0 + - + - + - O + - H
4._4.__4. _ n 4. -  4.__4. _ x __o j
K - + —+ - 0 + —+ —+ - 0 + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0
L_x_fl4 _ 4._4._ x _ n x -A _ A _ n A _ x _ nT T T UT T T T U1 
4._4.__4. _ n 4. _ 4.__4. _ 4.__o j
r T “ V/T“T T “ T — UT“ T  —T “ UT T U
4
T T T  UT T T T U1
____1____l _n j_____»._x __-i___n j
r “ T ”T " U T “T “ U T " T “ T “ T ”UT“ T ” U
1____1____1___1_______x ___1___n j_____1___n j_____■____1___n
5 . + - + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0 + - + - + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0
6.
T14G144G14141414 h- + -  + - 0  + -  + - 0  + -  +  -  +  --*--0 + -  + - 0
7. + - + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - + - + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0
8. + - + - + - + - 0+ - + - + - 0+ - + - 0+ - + - + - 0+ - + - + - + - 0+-+-0
9. + - + - + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - + - + - + - 0 + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0
10. + - + - + - + - 0+ - + - + - 0 + - + - + - 0+ - + - 0+ - + - + - 0+-+-+-0
and each of these satisfies the inequalities (8. 1) but not (8.2).
Now that we have identified all the strings which satisfy (8.1) with /¿ ' =  —N, we con­
sider for the benefit of our subsequent investigation the character of certain cycled versions 
of these strings. Starting then with a string which satisfies (8.1) and for which /¿ ' =  - N ,  if
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we substitute y  =  \ (N  +  1 )x +  j(V into equation (8.4) we find
fr+1 =  - 2 ( r + \ ) x + 2 N u r - N . (8.7)
At those positions where (8.6) permits a choice and ur takes the lower value, so ur =
and f "+ , =  —N. For the string soil . . . sn- i , satisfying (8.1) and with /¿ ' =  — N, we find 
exactly h of the / " ’s assume the value —N. Suppose we cycle the string to obtain the string 
soft ■s n - \ ,  where say So =  sr+i. si =  sr+2 , etc., then / q =  /"+] (recall the formula for 
f "+ 1 in terms of so, s \ , . . . ,  i ). This means that if we cycle the original string to bring
into the first place sr+i associated with a position where ur can and does take a lower value, 
then the cycled version has its own / q =  —N.
Continuing with such a cycled version of the original string (which satisfies (8.1) and 
has / q =  — N ) ,  the associated t<o, « 1. . . . , u n - l themselves conform to the inequalities (8.6) 
so that
and i =  x. Thus, apart from the (2h — 1) positions where there is a choice between 
upper and lower levels, ur coincides with ur of the original string. To decide at the (2h — 1) 
ambiguous positions, recall that ur assumes its lower or upper value according to whether 
f " +l =  —N  or f"+{ =  N. But since the f ' / ’s cycle in step with the s /s ,  so does the scheme 
o f choices allotting a higher or lower value to the ambiguous ur’s.
The manner in which this scheme of choices cycles with the string is best illustrated by 
an example. Consider the second string in the example above (with N  =  42 and x  =  18), 
where the scheme of choices is L H L H H, relating to the determination of U(,, u\3, t/20. 
«27 and «34 respectively. We have seen that this scheme of choices equivalently determines 
which of / " ,  /" 4, / j j , /jg  and /"5 have the value —N  and which have the value N . When 
describing how the scheme of choices cycles, it helps to include as an extra member of 
the scheme. Since /¿ ' =  —N, this always adds an extra L, and we will write it in parentheses 
as (L) at the front to distinguish it from other terms which can be either L or H. With this
for r  =  0, 1, . . . ,  N - 2 ,
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addition, the scheme of choices for our example is
/ ‘II fll f ll ft! fU fll0 J l  J 14 /  21 /2 8  /35
(L) L H L H H.
The schemes of choices (and hence the progressions of the ur’s) for cycled versions of the 
string, each having its /¿ ' =  —N, are then obtained by simply cycling this extended scheme 
of choices but requiring always an L in the first place (corresponding to /¿ ')• So there are 
three such cycled versions for the string we selected, and their schemes of choices are
f o P i f \ A f i x f" J 28 f i s
(L) L H L H H
(L) H L H H L
(L) H H L L H
8.3 Exclusion by inspection of higher derivatives
With the strings satisfying the inequalities (8.1) but not (8.2) identified, the task now is 
to show that these same strings do not generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to 
zero, and for this we need to refer back to the Chua-Lin inequalities. To decide admissibility 
adjacent to zero for these strings, because /¿ ' has the same value as (—g)"(0), we examine 
higher derivatives. The third derivatives of the f r 's and of g all vanish at zero, exactly as we 
found the first derivatives did. So to obtain a new test for admissibility we have to consider 
fourth derivatives.
Using the Taylor series expansions of /o (0 ) and g(0), in a similar fashion to that pre­
sented in Section 7.1, and noting the values at 0 =  0 of /o(0) and g(8) and of their first 
three derivatives, i.e.
fo = 0 g =  0
fo = 0 g' =  0
f i  =■- N g" = N
/o<3> = 0 g (3) =  0
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it follows that a sufficient condition for /o (0) < (—g)(0) < 0 throughout some interval with 
left end-point zero (and hence a sufficient condition for the string not to generate a periodic 
sequence) is
We can now resume the example presented at the beginning of Section 8.2, involving 
the string + -0 0 + - 0 0 0 0 o f  length N  = 10. For this string,
/o<4> =  5 \  + 44i i  +  34i 2 +  24s3 +  l4i 4 +  1 4.v6 +  24j 7 +  34ig +  4 %  =  370,
but (—g)^4) =  520. Thus f o ^  < (—g)*4\  and so this string does not generate a periodic 
sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
To proceed we need a general formula for / i / 4*, applicable to any string io^i ■■■s n - i . 
Differentiating the expression for /o(0) and setting 0 =  0, we obtain
/o<4> < (-* )< 4>. ( 8 .8 )
The value of (— g ) ^  in terms of the string length N  is
(8.9)
N - l
=  -r  X ( t f - 2 r ) V ( 8 . 10)
r =0
Rewritten in terms of the tr's and the ur’s, corresponding formulae are
f o ^  =  (? )  to + ( ^ j^ )  (ft — to) +  • • •  +  ( —¡ N - i )
N - 2
=  rè Z  {(W — 2r)4 — (N — 2(r+  l ) ) 4} tr, (8. 11)
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and
/o(4)= ( ( f ) 4- ( ¥ ) >  + ( ( ^ ) 4- 0 ¥ ) 4) (« . -■ » )  + . . .+
( ( ^ T 4 ) 4 -  ( ^ T 2 ) 4 )  ( “ A t -2  -  UN - 3 )
=  ( ( f ) 4 - 2 ( ^ ) 4 + ( ^ ) > o  +  ( ( ^ ) 4 - 2 ( ^ ) 4+ ( ^ ) 4) Ml +  ...  +  
( ( A ^ ) 4 _  2 (A^*)4 +  ( i ^ ) 4) UN_., +  ( ( i ^ ) 4 -  ( ^ ) 4) M„_ 2
=  1 ? I  { ( ( V - 2 r ) 4 - 2 ( A ( - 2 ( r  +  l ) ) 4 +  ( N - 2 ( r  +  2 ) )4} « r
r = 0
+  ( ( ^  ■- 4 ) 4 -  {N -  2 )4) uN - 2. (8 .1 2)
Because we only need to resort to the fourth derivatives / (/ 4) for strings satisfying (8.1) 
but not (8.2), we will exploit the particular structure of these strings in order to simplify 
this general expression for We commence by considering closely one very specialised 
type of string : although this may now appear to be a digression, it will ultimately lead us 
to a superior formula for f o ^ .
Recall from Section 8.2 that for any string of length N  which satisfies the inequalities 
(8.1) but not (8.2), when expressed as a progression of ur’s, all but (2h — 1) of these ur's are 
determined uniquely by (8.6). The remaining ur's, namely um- 1, w2m_ 1, . . . ,  M(2a— 1 )wi— 1, 
each take one of two possible adjacent integer values : typically M;m_i takes either the 
value ja  or ja +  1, which we described as the lower and higher level of choice for ujm- 1.
The (2h — 1) of the u / s  for which there is a choice of value can be matched in pairs as 
follows :
«m-1  with U(2/,-l)m-l
“2m- 1 with “ (2/i—2)m—1
“3m-1 With “ (2A—3)m—1
“(A-l)m-l With “ (A+l)m-l
and u/,m- i  is left over, not in a pair. The particular strings we consider are those for which
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one member of each pair takes the higher value and the other the lower value, and we shall 
call such strings balanced. Since, as we saw in Lemma 8.1, h of the (2h — 1) ur's for which 
there is a choice of value have to take the higher value, Uhm- 1  is always at the higher level 
for a balanced string. We now show that all balanced strings of a given length N  have the 
same value for fo^K
Proposition 8.2
For a balanced string,
foW  =  ù ( N * - ( N - 2 ) * )  + l. (8.13)
Proof
We start by establishing a property, shared by all the strings jo^ i . ..s/v-i which satisfy (8.1) 
and for which / q =  —N , relevant to the cancellation of like terms in the sum (8.11). For 
such a string, we know that mo, u\ , . . . ,  um- 2 are specified by
Taking the ur’s in reverse order
_ r ( m - l - r ) a l«m-2 - r  — I m I
so that
Mm_2_r =  m +  [-fe±Ü 2] =  a +  ( l  -  p £ * l )  =  « +  1 -Ur.  (8.14) 
Thus for r =  1, 2 , . . . ,  m  — 2,
tm—\—r  — 1—r wm—2—r
=  (a +  1 —Mr_ j ) - ( a +  1 - u r)
—  Mr Mr—1 =  tri (8.15)
i.e. the ir’s have a palindromic character over the range r =  1 to r = m — 2.
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Recall from (8.11) the expression for fo t4  ^ in terms of the tr's :
/o (4) =  ^ ^  { ( N - 2 r ) 4- ( N - 2 r - 2 ) * } t r.
r = 0
With the exception of the indices r =  0; m  — 1, m\ 2m — 1, 2m; 3m — 1, 3m; . . .  ;
(2h — l)m — 1, (2h — l)m,
iyv-i-r =  tr
because of the palindromic character of the t r ' s in the range 1 to m — 2 just mentioned, and 
because of their periodic repetition between the ranges 1 to m — 2, m +  1 to 2m — 2, . . . ,  
( 2 h - \ ) m +  1 to 2hm — 2 = N  — 2. But
N — 2(N — 1 — r) =  ~{N — 2r — 2),
and N - 2 ( N -  1 - r ) - 2  =  - ( N - 2 r ) ,
so the majority of terms in the sum for /</4) cancel; the indices r other than those excepted 
make no contribution to the sum.
Now for a balanced string and for each 1 <  j  < h — 1 either statement (a) or statement 
(b), as follows, holds :
(a) Ujm-1  takes its higher value and u N _ 2 - ( j m - \ )  takes its lower value. In this case
f/m—1 U tjm — o and =  0, fjv-l_(ym-l)  =  1-
(b) Ujm-1  takes its lower value and u s - 2 -(jm-\)  takes its higher value. In this case
f/'m— ! 0, tjm =  1 and t/sj-2-(jm— 1 ) 1 I» ^N~~l~(jm~l) =
But both possibilities imply tr =  fjv-i-r for the two indices r =  jm  — 1 and r  =  jm. This 
means we only get a contribution to the sum for /o*4* from the two indices r =  0 and 
r = hm — 1 =  y  — 1, and so
/o (4) =  ^ K - ( ^ - 2)4} +  1L { ( W - 2 ( f - l ) ) 4 - ( ^ - 2 ( f - l ) - 2)4}
=  tt; (N4 — (N — 2)4) +  1.
□
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Corollary 8.3
A balanced string does not generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. 
Proof
For a balanced string,
We now resume the investigation of an arbitrary string which satisfies inequalities (8.1) 
but not (8.2). Let .9o^i ...ijy - 1  denote such a string, and suppose it is adjusted as previ­
ously (by cycling and negating where necessary) so that we may suppose f{{ =  —N. Let 
Mo, M], . . . .  mat- i be the associated progression of ur's. Apart from the (2/i — 1) m / s  for 
which a choice of values is available, the m / s  associated to the string soil • ■ - sat- i are pre­
cisely the same as the ur 's corresponding to a balanced string. Thus in the sum for /o |4) 
(from (8.12) above),.
N-3
all the terms, except for the (2h — 1) noted above, will contribute the same amount as for 
a balanced string. Denoting the value of /o <4* for a balanced string by fo^K  this means 
that / 0<4> — / 0(4> can be written as a sum with only (2h — 1) terms. Our explicit formula, in
( - * ) (4) - /o (4) =  2N  ( £  +  l )  -  i  (N4 -  ((V -  2)4) -  1
=  \ N 2 > 0.
□
/o(4) =  Ù  X  { (N  — 2r)4 — 2(N — 2(r +  1))4+ ((V — 2(r +  2))4} ur
r=0
+  r è ( ( ^ - 4 ) 4 - ( ( V - 2 ) 4)MW_2, (8.16)
Proposition 8.2, for f o ^  in terms of N  can then be substituted, to give a formula for /o^4\  
derived from • • ••W-i involving just (2 h — 1) summands.
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Define, for 1 <  j  <  2h — 1, ej =  U jm - \ — ja, so that
t
0 if Ujm- 1  takes its lower value,
1 if Ujm-1  takes its higher value.
Then, by comparing the terms r  =  m — 1 ,2m — 1 , . . ( 2 h — \)m — 1 in formula (8.16) for 
both a balanced string and our general string, we find 
___  A-i
where Aj  =  { (N — 2 jm  + 2)4 — 2(N — 2 jm )4 + (N — 2 jm  — 2)4 }.
We now simplify by using the identity (x +  a)4 — 2x4 +  (x — a )4 =  12a2 x2 +  2a4 :
____ h—l
where the final simplification uses e\ +62 H------h ^ 2*—i =  h, which is true because precisely
h of the ur’s, where there is a choice of values, must be set at the higher level. Notice that the 
quantity m2, which relates to the length of the string, is not present within the summation. 
This will be an important aspect of the formula in the applications to follow.
Example 8.2 : Calculation of /o W when N  =  42 and x  =  18
We return to Example 8.1, involving the 10 strings for N  =  42 and x = 18, and use the 
formula (8.18) to calculate /o^4* for each of these strings. Note that the scheme of L’s 
and H’s introduced earlier corresponds precisely to the quantities e\, e i, e jh -\  if L 
corresponds to a 0 and an H to a 1. For string number 8 in the list, with scheme of choices
/o (4) -  /o (4) =  X  +  «2h-i  -  1 ) +  2(eh -  1 ) (8.17)
/o (4) -  /o (4) =  I ( 3 ( W -  2 jm )2 + 2) (ej + e2h- j  -  1 ) +  2(eh -  1 )
h —l
+  2 ^  (ej +  e2h- j  — 1 ) +  2 (e/, — 1 )
A-l
=  12m2 ^ ( h -  j ) 2(ej + e2h- j -  1), (8.18)
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(L) H H L L H we have
«1 =  1» ¿ 2  =  1) « 3 = 0 )  «4  =  0, « 5 = 1 ,
so that
/o (4) =  /o (4) +  12 .72 £  (3 -  j ) 2(ej + e6- j  -  1 )
J- 1
=  -¡^  (424 — 404) +  1 +  12.72 . {22(e, +  «5 — 1) +  l 2(e2 +  e4 — 1)} 
=  36834.
In the same way we can compute /o (4* for each of the 10 strings, and these values are listed 
in the following table.
Scheme of Choices
1. (L) L L H H
2. (L) L H L H
3. (L) L H H L
4. (L) L H H H
5. (L) H L L H
6. (L) H L H L
7. (L) H L H H
8. (L) H H L L
9. <L) H H L H
10. (L) H H H L
In this case (— g ) ^  =  37128, so we see 
quence, as anticipated.
H
/o<4)
34482 (balanced)
H 35070
H 34482 (balanced)
L 32718
H 36834
H 36246
L 34482 (balanced)
H 36834
L 35070
L 34482 (balanced)
none of the strings generates a periodic se-
8.4 A suggested strategy for completing the argument
It is tempting to expect that Example 8.2 above is typical, and that any string which satisfies 
the inequalities (8.1) with ff{ =  —N  will have /oW < (—g ) ^ \  Unfortunately this is not true, 
as our next example shows.
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Example 8.3 : /o '4* can exceed ( —g)'4*
N =  16 =  2 x 2 x 4  ]
> so h = 4, m =  2 and a = 1. 
jc =  8 =  2 x 1 x 4 J
There are (2 h =  35 possible strings to consider for this specific choice of N  and x, 
because 2/t — 1 =  7 of the ur 's are not uniquely determined by (8.5). Each string must have 
four of these ur’s set to the higher value and three set to the lower value. We consider just 
one of the strings, that with the scheme of choices (L) H H L L L H H. Our formulae for
( - g ) '4*, /o (4) and / 0(4> give
/o '4* =  2272 and ( - g ) '4* =  2080, 
so for this string /o '4* (—g )'4*-
Despite this, the string exhibited in this example does not generate a periodic sequence. 
Although this string may not be ruled out on the basis of /o '4*, it could be that one of the 
other fourth derivatives / r'4* can be used instead, or equivalently /o '4* for a cycled version 
of the string. As we saw earlier, there are Aj — 1 = 3  cycled versions which also have their 
/ "  =  —N. The corresponding fourth derivatives /o '4* for all four schemes with / q =  —N  
are given in the table below.
(L) H H L L L H H
/o<4»
2272
(L) L L H H L H H 1696
(L) L H H L H H L 1504
(L) H H L H H L L 1696
Evidently the value of /o '4* for all three of the cycled versions is well below (—g)'4*, and 
so this string does not generate a periodic sequence. Clearly then a general argument, 
based on comparing /o '4* with (— g ) '4*, for ruling out the strings we are considering, must 
necessarily involve not only the strings themselves but also certain of their cycled states.
Note that for the string in Example 8.3, the cycled state which gives rise to the largest
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value of /o (4) is the one where the H choices are biased towards the two ends of the scheme. 
This comes as no surprise because the places at the two ends of the scheme correspond to 
the term with the largest coefficients (h — j ) 2 in the sum (8.18) for f o ^  — f o ^ ■ Considera­
tions of this sort suggest that there will always be a cycled state for which f o ^  < (—g ) ^ \  
A  balanced string, which has the H’s and L’s distributed evenly between the places near 
the ends of the scheme (which contribute a large amount to the sum) and the places near 
the centre (which contribute little to the sum), definitely has f o ^  < (—g)(4) as we saw in 
Corollary 8.3. In view of this it is difficult to conceive of the existence of a string with 
/o (4> > (—g ) ^  for each of its h possible cycled versions, because then the H’s would need 
to be biased towards the ends of the scheme in all these cycled states.
The idea promoted in the previous paragraph depends crucially on the phrase “biased 
towards the ends of the scheme”, for which it seems hard to provide a precise interpretation. 
Instead we concentrate on one special string which arises naturally when we consider the 
process of cycling. The string is one with the scheme of choices (L) H L H . . .  L H, so 
that the (2h — 1) ur’s at which there is a choice of value alternately assume the lower and 
the higher level. The crucial feature of this string is that it is invariant when we cycle (but 
of course maintain /¿ ' =  —N), and so the value of /o (4) does not change.
Lemma 8.4
For the string with the alternating scheme of choices (L) H L H ...  L H,
/o (4) =  W ^ + \ 2 m 2 { { h ( h - \ ) ) .  (8.19)
/o (4) =  /o (4) +  12 m 2 Y , ( h ~  j ) 2 (ej + e(2 h-j)  -  1 ) 
1= l
=  f ^ + \ 2 m 2  ¿ ( - 1  y - ' ( h - j ) 2
J= i
=  jbW + 12m 2( - l ) ' , X ( - l ) * - 1*2
k— 1
Proof
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and l £ l } ( - l ) * _1*2
— \ h ( h — 1) if /iis  odd, 
\ h ( h — 1) if h is even.
□
Thus the value /o ^ |, | of /o (4* for an alternating string is larger than for a balanced string; 
even so, an alternating string does not generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to 
zero, because
( - s ) (4)-/o{ i„] =  12m2 { \ h { h -  1))
=  \ N 2 - 6 m 2h ( h -  1)
=  6m2h2 — 6m2h(h — I ) =  6m2h >  0.
It would seem likely that amongst the (2/l^ _l) strings we need to consider here, it is the 
alternating string which provides the “worst” value of in the following sense.
Conjecture 8.5
If io-vi ...i/y -1  is any of the (2"/~1) strings which satisfies inequalities (8.1) but not (8.2) 
then
(a) there is a cycled state of .S(>.i|.. . i ^ - i  with /¿ ' =  —N  and for which /</4) <  /<j4^ t);
(b) the average o f the values of fo '4\  over the h cycled states of .vo.s’i 1 with
f(J = —N, does not exceed / (|4;)1|| |.
Some remarks on the conjecture
1. Establishing either (a) or (b) would mean that the inequalities (8.1) could be strength­
ened to (8.2) for all even N , and this would complete the task of classifying the strings 
of even length which generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero. Note
that statement (b) is stronger than statement (a) because if the average of /o*4) for all h 
(4)cycled states is less than /¿[aHi then at least one of these cycled states must provide a 
value of / 0(4> less than / q4^,j.
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2. The formula (8.18) for /o*4* can be used to simplify the condition that / o ^  <  For
any string • --sn- i with =  —N  which satisfies inequalities (8.1) but not (8.2),
The notable feature of the conditions (8.20) and (8.21 ) is that the quantity m is no longer 
involved. Thus whether a cycled version of a string (or the average of all h cycled
string, but only on h, the number of ur's for which a choice of values is possible (and 
originally h =  hcf(jjc, j N )).
For example, if we could establish the conjecture when there were, say, 5 ur's with a 
choice of value (and we can, see below) then no string which satisfied (8.1) but failed to 
satisfy (8.2) and for which hcf( jjc, j/V) =  3 could generate a periodic sequence admis­
sible adjacent to zero, irrespective of the actual string length.
C , - / o (4) =
=  12m2 X ( h - j ' ) 2 (ëj + ë2 h - j ) - ' Z ( h - j ) 2 (ej + e2h-j)
J=» j=\
where Sj stands for ej in the case of the alternating string. It follows that
/ôîilt, -  /o (4) > 0  Z ( h - j ) '  ( ë j + ë u - j )  > ^ ( h - j ) 2 (ej + e u - j ) .
(8.20)
(4)If now we substitute the formula for the value of / q ^ |t| from Lemma 8.4,
h-1 h—l
^ ( h - j ) 2 (ëj + èih-j)  =  ^ ( h - j ) 2 + ^ h ( h -  1) =  ±h(h2 - \ ) ,
SO
;= i
versions) gives a value of / o ^  less than does not depend on the length o f  the
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h
1
2
3
Scheme of Choices
(L) H
(L) L H H
<L) H L H
(L) H H L
(L) L L H H
(L) L H L H
(L) L H H L
(L) L H H H
(L) H L L H
(L) H L H L
(L) H L H H
(L) H H L L
(L) H H L H
(L) H H H L
\nin ■Sav \h(h2
0 0 0
1 1 2
2 2 2
1 1 2
H 2 4 8
H 5 8
H 5 6y 8
L 2 4 8
H 5 6! 8
H 8 8 8
L 5 8
H 5 8
L 5 8
L 2 4 8
Table 8.1: Verification of the conjecture for h — 1,2 and 3 by listing all cases.
3. When h is small, the number (2h¿_l) of schemes of choices is small enough for all 
the possibilities to be listed. For a particular scheme of (2h — 1) choices, define the 
following quantities : Smin is the minimum value of the sum j ) 2(ej +  eih-j)
and Sav is the average value of the sum, taken in each case over the h cycled versions of 
the scheme,
h-1
Smin =  m in  £  (*  -  j )2 (ej +  t?2A - j) (8 .22)
cycle j r ,
1
5av =  I  X  j )2 {eJ + e2h-j) ■ (8.23)
n  cycle j — 1
The values of 5min and 5av are listed in Table 8.1 for h = 1 ,2  and 3 and for all schemes 
o f choices. Both Smi„ and Sav are below ^h(h2 — 1), in accordance with the conjecture.
We have confirmed our conjecture for all values h <  15, by calculating the value of 5av 
for each of the (2A^‘I) schemes of L’s and H’s.
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Although we have not been able to establish that every string which satisfies (8.1) but 
fails to satisfy (8.2) has some cycled state for which /o*4* =  —N  and f o ^  <  (—g)*4 ,^ the 
outstanding task has been reduced to a definite combinatorial problem which can be ex­
plored independently of the context of admissible sequences and their generating strings, 
where it originated. The combinatorial problem has been affirmatively solved up to h = 15, 
by exhaustive checking on computer.
Even the modest achievement of establishing the conjecture for small h values has a 
substantial payoff in terms of the classification of generating strings when N  is even. This 
is the subject of the next section, where we show that on the basis of our partial resolution 
of the conjecture, a precise classification can be given for an infinity of even N  values.
8.5 Even length strings for which a precise classification 
can be given
In the last section we studied in detail those strings which satisfy the inequalities (8.1) but 
fail to satisfy their strengthened version (8.2). Ideally we would like to have shown that all 
such strings do not generate a periodic sequence, and we attempted this by considering the 
fourth derivatives. Although the general result was not established, the desired conclusion 
was obtained in certain cases. Here we start by listing these cases.
Recall that for the task of classification, if we suppose so^i • • s/v-i to be an even length 
string which satisfies (8.1) but not (8.2) then, after cycling and negation as necessary, we 
may assume f(J = —N. This done, we calculate the progression of ur's, and set x  = u \ - \ .  
The string does not generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero if the integers 
x  and N  satisfy either (i) x  is odd, or (ii) x  is even and h = hcf ( jx , jN )  < 15.
A difficulty present for even N  is that we do not know that a string which generates a 
periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero consists of runs of 0 ’s and runs of + -  pairs. 
This was a central piece of information in the case when N  is odd, because it enabled us to 
give a separate meaning to x, intrinsic to the string under consideration, and independent of
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the cycled state in which it was written. Unfortunately the results that enabled us to restrict 
the format of the strings to runs of 0 ’s and + - pairs, Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 from Section 
7.3, depended upon the strengthened inequalities for their proof. And even though we know 
that strings satisfying either (i) or (ii) above cannot generate periodic sequences admissible 
adjacent to zero, these statements are of little significance in the absence of some intrinsic 
description of x, independent of any particular cycled state of the string.
Clearly then, some extra information is necessary to make any progress with the classi­
fication of the even length strings that generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to 
zero. For this we turn now to the earlier results proved in Chapter 3 about the family o f 
strings + 0 ... 0+. We were able to describe there the precise ranges of 0 values for which 
such a string can appear within some admissible sequence. The specific consequence that 
we need here is that the string + 0 ...0 +  of length n cannot appear as a substring of any 
admissible sequence when 0 is less than jj. And this means that the string + 0 ... 0+ cannot 
appear as a substring of a string so*i • -SN- 1  generating a periodic sequence admissible in 
an interval with zero as left end-point.
Thus we can establish Proposition (7.1) by an independent method, without recourse 
to the strengthened inequalities (8.2). This will be valuable extra information permitting 
an interpretation of x, independent of the definition x  = u n - \ which refers to a particular 
cycled state of the string, and enabling us to proceed with the classification.
Proposition 8.6 (Precise classification when N  is twice a prime)
When N  is twice an odd prime, the classification of Section 8.1 accounts for all strings 
sqs i .. .s/v-i that generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
Proof
Suppose that s o il . . .  j /v- i is a string that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent 
to zero, but does not satisfy the strengthened inequalities (8.2). In Section 8.2 we saw 
that such a string must satisfy the inequalities (8.1), and that (after cycling and negation) 
/ q =  —N. Determine uq, u\, . . . .  un- i , from the s / s  via the fr’s, and let x  =  un- i ; then 
again from Section 8.2 we know that x  must assume one of the values 0, 2, 4....... N.
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Because the string soil • • .sjv- i cannot contain either + 0 ... 0+ or - 0 . . .  0 -  as a sub­
string (and this prohibition includes ++ and the non-zero sr’s within the string are al­
ternately + and The number of +’s and - ’s must balance because so+ si H------ l-s/v-i =  0.
Thus, allowing for wrap-around, the string consists of alternating + 0 ... 0 and - 0 . . .  0 runs, 
so has the form
o ...o + o ...o-o ...o + o ...o-o ...o
or
+ o ... o -  o ... o
0 . . .  0 - 0 . . . 0  + 0 . . . 0 - 0 . . .  0 + 0 . . . 0  . . .  - 0 . . . 0  + 0 . . . 0
with the understanding that any of the runs of zeros may be absent. The corresponding tr’s 
for these two types of string are as follows.
S r  0  . . . 0  +  0  . . .  0 - 0  . . . 0  +  0  . . .  0 - 0  . . . 0
tr 0 ... 0 1 1 ... 1 0  0 ... 0 1 1 ... 1 0 0  ... 0
+ 0 ... 0 -  0 ... 0
1 1 ... 1 0 0 . . .  0
0 . .. 0 -  0 . .. 0 + 0 . 01O . . 0 + 0  . .. 0
tr 0 . .. 0 -I -1 . . . - 1 0  0 . .. 0-1-1  . . . - 1 0  0 . .. 0
-  0 ... 0 + 0  ... 0
-1 -1 ... -10 0 ... 0
Since x  =  M/v-i is the sum of all the t r ’s, our string fits with the first of these two types be­
cause we know x  to be positive. There must be at least one + in the string, and consequently 
x > 0. Similarly there must be at least one -  (to balance the +), so x < N.
Having ruled out the possibilities x  =  0 and x  = N, the results in Section 8.2 can be 
applied, and these imply that all but (2h — 1) of the ur’s are uniquely determined. But 
h =  hcf(j(V , jx )  =  1, and we found that when h =  1 there is only one string satisfying 
inequalities (8.1) but not (8.2), and that because of fourth derivative considerations this 
string does not generate a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. Thus we have 
contradicted our assumption about Jo^i •. .J/v-1. □
We could handle the case when N  is twice a prime because jjt and have highest 
common factor 1. For the general case when N  is even, in the absence of a proof of our
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conjecture, the best we can achieve is a partial classification of the strings which generate 
periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero. Values of x  can arise for which the highest 
common factor of \ x  and ¿N exceeds 15, and then we cannot rule out the existence of 
strings which generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero, yet do not satisfy 
the strengthened inequalities (8.2). Note that, in seeking a classification for certain values 
of x  only, we do now need to show that x  =  un- \  maintains the same value when a string 
is cycled : it is no longer possible to sidestep this issue as we could when N  was twice a 
prime.
As above, let so^i . ..s/v-i be a string that generates a periodic sequence admissible 
adjacent to zero but does not satisfy the strengthened inequalities (8.2). In the proof of 
Proposition 8.6 we ruled out the cases x  =  0 and x — N  on the basis that +0 . . .  0+ cannot 
appear as a substring of soil • • -s/v-i ■ With a similar argument, but being more careful with 
the book-keeping, we can limit the integer x  to the range 1 <  x  < ^N.
Since +0. . .  0+ cannot appear as its substring, the string so^i •. • s n - i  must consist of 
alternating +0 . . .  0 and - 0 . . .  0 runs. The sum of the lengths of all the + 0. . .  0 runs plus 
the sum of the lengths of all the - 0 . . .  0 runs equals the length N  of the string (allowing for 
wrap-around). By negating s o il .. .i/v-i if necessary we obtain a string where the sum of 
the lengths of all the +0 ... 0 runs does not exceed the sum of the lengths of all the - 0 . . .  0 
runs, so is at most 5N . Whether or not we have negated, we can cycle the string until
=  —(V; this for the reason that at the locations where ur is eligible for higher or lower 
level values, then / ' '  =  ± N  and there have to be these locations for either possibility. In this 
cycled state, the first digit of the string must be a + by the formula mo =  [^ ] =  1 (regardless 
of x) and so =  *o =  “o =  1 • Thus the string can be written as
+ 0 ... 0 -  0 ... 0 + 0 ... 0 -  0 ... 0 ... + 0 . . . 0 - 0 . . . 0  
and x  =  m/v_ i is the sum of the lengths of all the +0. . .  0 runs, and x  <  j(V.
When N  is twice an odd number we can actually go one step further and say that x < j N, 
in which case we can recover the familiar situation where we know the string consists of 
runs of 0’s and runs of + - pairs.
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Lemma 8.7
When N  is twice an odd number, a string JoJi • • . J / v - i  which satisfies the inequalities (8.1), 
but not their strengthened form (8.2), consists of runs of + -  pairs and runs of zeros, and 
x  = u\ - 1  is the count of the number of + -  pairs in the string.
Proof
There are no strings with x = which satisfy (8.1) but not (8.2) because j N  is odd; thus 
1 <  x  <  jAf. Now since joJ i •••■W-i satisfies (8.1), we have
— jN  < y  -  (¿(N — 1 ) - r ) x - N u r < \ N  fo r r  =  0, 1....... N  — 1
with x = un- i , y  = uo + u] H------ \ -u \ - i .  Rearranging the left-hand inequality we find
Nur < y - ( { ( N - \ ) - r ) x + ± N  (8.24)
and using the right-hand inequality with r  =  N  — 1,
y - ( \ ( N - l ) - ( N - \ ) ) x - N x < \ N .  (8.25)
Taken together,
Mr <
( r + 1 ) *
N + 1
and since 1 <  x  < it follows that
Mr <
r + 1
2
r  +  3 
2 ‘
(8.26)
(8.27)
The string io-si.. -Sh- \  (appropriately cycled) starts with Jo =  +. and we know that j j  =  0 
or - .  We now see that j] =  0 is impossible, because otherwise to =  h =  1 and u\ = 2 which 
contradicts the inequality ur < j ( r  +  3), just obtained. Consequently the string joji .. .Jw-i 
commences with a + - pair. If this is followed by a run of zeros, cycle until the string now 
starts with the next +; x = w/v-i does not change, so as before + is followed immediately 
by and continue in this way. □
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Our knowledge about the case when N  is twice an odd number is summarised in the 
next proposition, whose proof is essentially the previous discussion.
Proposition 8.8 (Partial classification when N  is twice an odd number)
When N  is twice an odd number, a string of length N  which generate a periodic sequence 
admissible adjacent to zero, consists o f runs of + - pairs and runs of zeros. The integer x, 
denoting the number of + -  pairs in the string, may be freely specified between 1 and ^N.  
If either (i) x  is odd, or (ii) hcf ( jx , jW) <  15, then there is a unique string (up to cycling 
and negation) with x  + - pairs which generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to 
zero, and this string is given within the classification described in Section 8.1. For other 
values of x, the string produced by the construction of Section 8.1 does generate a periodic 
sequence admissible adjacent to zero, but we cannot rule out the existence of additional 
strings with x  + -  pairs that generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
The remaining case, when N  is twice an even number, is more problematic, because 
we have no simple way of excluding x  =  5N , and Lemma 8.7 does not apply. Thus we are 
forced to work with the identification of x  as the sum of the lengths of all the +0. . .  0 runs. 
But despite being a less convenient interpretation for x, it is still a legitimate way to assign 
the strings of length N  to different classes, just as we did previously using the count of + -  
pairs as our parameter. Once again, ifx iso d d , o rh c f^ jt , jTV) <  15, there is a unique string 
with that value of x\ for other x  we have been unable to rule out exotic strings in addition 
to the familiar ones identified in the classification of Section 8.1.
To exclude the case x  =  jN , it seems as though we need extra information of the sort 
provided by Proposition 7.2, namely that the substrings 0 + - + - . . .  + -+ 0  cannot appear 
within a string which generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. It was 
noted in Chapter 3 that the methods developed there have a good chance of extending to 
the strings 0+ - + - . .. + -+ 0  and that the ranges of 9 can be described where they appear 
as substrings of admissible sequences and this would provide an independent means of 
establishing Proposition 7.2. In this way, x  could once again be identified with the number 
of + -  pairs, and the case when N  is twice an even number treated in the same manner as 
when N  is twice an odd number.
Chapter Summary
•  Each string of even length arising via the formula ur =  |" ^ r+^ x j , as described in Chap­
ter 7, generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. The computer search 
results suggest that these and their cycled versions account for all the even period peri­
odic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
•  The parity argument used in Chapter 7 to effect a key strengthening of the differential 
form of the Chua-Lin inequalities does not now apply. To demonstrate the presumed 
classification it is necessary to eliminate strings for which one or more of the second 
derivatives f "  coincides with g" or —g" when evaluated at 0 =  0.
•  The strings of even length N  to be ruled out are those derived from a progression of 
Mr’s satisfying <  ur < +  1 for r — 0, 1, . . N  — 2 and u \ - \  =  x,
where N  = 2mh, x  = 2ah , h = hcf ( jjt, %N), subject to the constraint that at the (2h — 1) 
positions where there is a choice of two consecutive integers for ur, precisely h must be 
set at the higher level.
•  The task of excluding these surplus strings is reduced, via consideration of higher deriva­
tives, to the resolution o f a specific combinatorial problem, dependent upon h but not N  
or x. An affirmative solution is verified computationally for small values of h\ we con­
jecture its universal validity, and consequently that none of the supernumerary strings 
generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero.
•  The partial resolution of this combinatorial problem, and information from Chapter 3 
specifying when a substring + 0. . .  0+ can appear within some admissible sequence, per­
mits the exclusion of the surplus strings if the string length N  is twice a prime, or if 
x  is odd, or if h <  15. The classification of Chapter 7 via ur = j~ j , effective for 
odd period, then accounts entirely for these even period periodic sequences admissible 
adjacent to zero.
Chapter 9
Periodic Sequences Admissible in an 
Interval Having Zero as Left End-point :
Structure of the Generating Strings and 
Size of the Intervals of Admissibility
We present several topics to do with periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero, quite distinct 
from the task of classifying them. The first concerns the structure of the generating strings, more 
particularly the compatibility of the lengths of the runs of zeros, and of the runs of + - pairs. For the 
next we consider the specific character of the trigonometric sum functions appearing in the Chua-Lin 
inequalities. Certain functions of a simple form are always present and we review whether this fact 
might afford a separate characterisation of the periodic sequences that are admissible adjacent to 
zero. Consideration of the dominant rote assumed by these functions amongst the full set leads to a 
theoretical confirmation of our observation, from the computer search results, that all the sequences 
with generating string of length N  have interval of admissibility (0 ,p) .  The final section investigates 
the orbits in state-space associated with the periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero; we 
obtain thereby a new lower bound for the proportion of the state-space taken up by the points which 
give rise to periodic sequences.
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9.1 Remarks on the structure of strings generating 
periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero
(To avoid complicating the presentation we assume in the following that N  is odd.)
We take as starting point the results of Sections 7.1 to 7.3. To resume from there, if 
a string io*i generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero, then the
corresponding ur's (which arise from the sr’s via the 1/s) satisfy the inequalities
- j ( W -  1) <  y - ( j ( W — \ ) - r ) x - N u r < 1) fo r r  =  0, 1, 1 (9.1)
where x  =  u s - z  =  u s - 1  and y  =  uq +  u\ H------ 1- u s - 1- We know also that the string
soil • • - s s - \  consists of runs of zeros and runs of + - pairs.
Our first result relates to the possible lengths of runs of zeros that can be present, and 
essentially shows that the zeros are distributed evenly between the runs of + -  pairs.
Proposition 9.1 (Lengths of runs of zeros)
Suppose soil • ■ -i/v-i is a string that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to 
zero. The runs of zeros within the string so il.. . s s - \  (including any run present because of 
wrap-around) are of at most two lengths, and these lengths differ by 1.
This proposition can be proved by elaborating the techniques employed in the proofs 
of Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 in Section 7.3 (i.e. by finding the maximum of some linear 
function of x  and y  when these variables are constrained to an appropriate parallelogram in 
the xy-plane). It is of more interest, though, to illustrate an alternative strategy. Our proof 
will employ a general property of the ur's, namely that the progression of the ur\  derived 
from a string io^i • ■ -ss -1  that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero, 
is subadditive.
Lemma 9.2 (Subadditivity of the ur's)
The progression of integers uo, u\, . . . .  u s - 1 associated with a string io-'i ■ ■ .s/v-i that 
generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero is subadditive, in the sense that
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“m+n < « m +  «n. provided wo =  1 (i.e. provided the string is cycled so that so =  +.) 
Proof
Restating from (9.1) the inequalities satisfied by the ur’s, we have
- j ( W -  1) <  y - ( j ( W -  \ ) - r ) x - N u r < { ( N -  1) for r  =  0, 1........N -  1.
The inequality for r =  m + n gives
Num+n < y -  -  \)x + mx + nx+  j ( )V -  1) (9.2)
and correspondingly the inequalities for r = m and for r = n give
mx < — y +  — \ )x + Num +  j((V — 1),
nx <  — y +  — 1 )* +  #«„ +  j ( A f -  1). (9.3)
Substituting (9.3) into (9.2) gives
Num+n < Num + N u „ - y + ± ( N - \ ) x + l ( N - \ ) .
From the inequality for r =  0,
- y + ^ ( W -  1)* <  \ { N - \ ) - N u o
SO
Num+n < Num +Nu„ -  Nu0 + 2 ( N -  1).
If now mq= 1, then
U m +n  <  Mm +  Wn +  ^ P ’ (9.4)
from which it follows that um+n < um + un, because all the ur 's are integers. □
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Remark : In fact the subadditivity um+n < um + u„ is true even when m + n exceeds the 
length of the string, because the inequalities (9.1) continue to hold when r >  N  if we define
the ur’s appropriately. Concatenating two copies of the string, .vo.vi__sw-i.vo.vi ....vyy-i,
then the tr 's repeat, because /at— i =  0. If r =  N  + 1 then ur =  un-  \ +  «, =  x  +  «,■ s o
y - ( { ( N  - \ ) - r ) x - N u r =  y - { \ { N  -  1 ) - i ) x - N Ui. (9.5)
In the proof of the proposition it is conceivable that some of the indices could exceed the 
string length N  and this remark allows for that possibility.
Proof of Proposition
We start by establishing a simpler result that involves two runs of zeros separated by a 
single + -  pair. Let m be the length of any run of zeros in the string .vo*i .. .s/v-i and n be 
the length of the next run of zeros beyond an intervening + -  pair. We show that n > m — 2.
By cycling we can assume that the string .ro-ri .. ..v/v-i starts with a + -  pair followed by 
the run of m zeros. Thus the start of the string can be written
+ -  0 ... 0 ♦ -  0 ... 0 +
m zeros n zeros
and the progression of ur’s at the start of the string is
r 0 1 2 . m+1 m+2 m +  3 m+4 m + n + 3 m+n+4
S, + -  0 . 0 ♦ - 0 0 4-
Ur 1 1 1 . 1 2 2 2 . 2 3
By the subadditivity property of the ur's, «2m+2 <  «mri + um+\ =  2. Since um+n+4 =  3 and 
the ur’s form an increasing progression, it must be the case that m +  n +  4 > 2m +  2, so 
n > m — 2. In particular note that this argument allows for the possibility n =  0, so that a 
run of two or more zeros is followed by at most a single + -  pair.
We will now use this result to prove that the run-lengths of zeros come only in two 
sizes, which differ by I . Let m denote the length of the longest run of zeros in .vq.vi . . .  sn i , 
and suppose that there were also a run of zeros of length < m — 2. By the result we have just
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established, there must be a section of the string (possibly involving wrap-around) which 
consists of a run of m zeros, then one or more runs of m — 1 zeros followed by a run of 
< m — 2 zeros. By cycling we can suppose that this section of the string occurs at the start, 
so that the string soil •. .s/v-i commences
+ -  0 ... 0 + -  0 ... 0 +
m zeros m -  1 zeros
+ -  0 ... 0 + -  0 ... 0 +
m — 1 zeros <  m — 2 zeros
repeated k  times
If n denotes the length of this final run of zeros, the corresponding progression of the ur's 
is
r 0 1 2 . . m+1 m+2 ... (m+2)+A:(tt!+1 )+(/j-f-2)
S r ♦ -  0 . 0 ♦ . . .  +
Ur 1 1 1 . 1 2 ... k + 3
Because of subadditivity, M(*+2) (m + i)  <  Mm + i +  Mm+I-Hfc(m+1) =  1 +  (* +  •) =  k + 2. But 
“ ( ^ + 2 ) + t ( m + i ) + ( n + 2 ) = *  +  3, SO {k + 2 )(m +  1) <  (k +  l)(m  + 1) +  n + 3, i.e. n > m - 2. 
Thus there can be no run of zeros of length < m — 2 and the string jo^i ■••sn- \  only has 
runs of zeros of length m — 1 and m. □
That all the strings which generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero have 
runs of just two different lengths is evident when we look at the lists of strings, for example 
Table 7.2 on page 316 or the list for 0 =  0.15 of Table 1 in Volume II, but this structural 
feature did not arise naturally out of the classification of these strings described in Chap­
ter 7. Note that the result holds equally well when one of the run lengths of zeros is itself 
zero. This means that if a run of at least two 0 ’s appears in a string, then all the + - pairs 
are isolated, and conversely if the substring + - + -  is present then all the 0’s are isolated.
Using the knowledge that the runs of zeros in a string only appear in two run lengths, 
which differ by 1, we can calculate the run lengths of zeros for a general string of length N
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with x  + -  pairs. Write the division of N  by x  in quotient and remainder form
N  = qx + r, where q =  [ j  J and 0 < r < x.
Every + -  pair is followed by a run of either q — 2 or q — 1 zeros, and r of these runs have 
length q — 1.
Rather than seeking to identify further features of strings which generate periodic se­
quences admissible adjacent to zero, we describe how the ideas introduced here may serve 
as the basis for a second method of producing the strings. Note that the substrings of length 
q or q  +  1 consisting of a + -  pair followed by a run of zeros can themselves be considered 
as the building blocks of the string, in place of the original + -  pairs and 0 ’s. Denote by 
the letter 5 a substring consisting of a + -  pair followed by q — 2 zeros, and by S' a + -  pair 
followed by q — 1 zeros. We can replace the task of determining the arrangement of x  + -  
pairs and (N — 2x) 0 ’s by that of determining the arrangement of (x — r) S ’s and r S"s.
To be definite, suppose more S ’s than S’’s appear. Then the S” s play the role of the 
+ -  pairs previously, and we need to know how the (more numerous) S ’s are distributed 
between them. Study of our lists of strings that generate periodic sequences admissible 
adjacent to zero (and also further theoretical investigation) indicates that the S ’s are dis­
tributed according to the same rule that we obtained above for the runs of zeros. That is, 
the runs of S 's are of (at most) two different lengths which differ by 1. But then we may 
calculate the lengths of runs of S ’s and amalgamate each into a yet larger building block 
consisting of an S' followed by a run of S’s. Repeated application of this procedure gives a 
means of constructing the string : at each stage the more numerous symbols are distributed 
between the less numerous, and there are two run lengths which differ by 1. We provide 
two examples; the first includes the step-by-step details by way of explanation, the second 
is a larger example which better illustrates the recursive structure present in the string.
Example 9.1 : N  = 37, x  — 11
The string to be constructed consists of 11 + - pairs, and 37 — 2 x 11 =  15 zeros. Because
37 =  3 x 1 1 + 4 ,
of the 11 substrings consisting of a + - pair and a run of zeros, there are 7 substrings 
S =  + -0  and 4 substrings S' =  +-00 .  We now match runs of S ’s to the individual S"s  :
1 1 = 2 x 4  +  3,
so there are 3 substrings T  =  S'SS and one substring T' =  S'S. Since there is just a single 
T', up to cycling the T' and 7”s can only be arranged in one way, namely T 'T T T .  The 
string is obtained in terms of its + -  pairs and 0 ’s by back substitution :
T'TTT  =  S'S S'SS S'SS S'SS
=  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0 .
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Example 9.2 : N = 1 0 1 , x = 3 0
101 =  3 x 3 0 + 1 1  => 19 of S = * - 0  and 11 of S' =  + - 0 0
30 =  2 x 1 1 + 8  => 8 of 7  =  S'SS and 3 of 7 '  =  S'S
11 =  3 x 3  +  2 => 2 o f U =  t 'T T T  and 1 of [ / ' =  t 'T T
So the string is
U'UU =  T'TT T'TTT t 'TTT
= S'S S'SS S'SS S'S S'SS S'SS S'SS S'S S'SS S'SS S'SS 
=  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + —0 + —00 + - 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  
+ - 0  + —00 + - 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + —0 + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0 0  + - 0  + - 0  
+ -00 +-0 + -0  +-00 +-0 +—0.
The procedure necessarily terminates (indeed, the calculation is one variant of the Eu­
clidean algorithm) and produces a unique string for each pair N  and x.
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9.2 The functions associated to the Chua-Lin inequalities
Recall that to a string JoJi . ..J/v- 1  that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent 
to zero, we have associated the function
and also functions f \ , f i , . . . .  / n - i obtained in parallel fashion from the cycled versions of 
the string. These N  trigonometric polynomials are the subjects constrained by the Chua-Lin 
inequalities (see Section 2.1.4).
Proposition 9.3
When x  and N  are coprime and the string .vo.vi.. ..v/v-i arises from the construction of Sec­
tion 7.5, so that ur =  j^* j for r  =  0, 1....... N — \ , the function fo is
Proof
It is sufficient to establish that if sr =  + then .v/v-i-r =  + for r 0. This is because the
/o(0) =  socos^0  +  .si cos^^B H ------ l-i/v-i cos^j^O
At—1
(9.6)
r = 0
/o(0) =  cos y0  — cos ^ -2 0 . (9.7)
contribution cos ^  *2r 0 to fo  from a + -  pair is cancelled by the contribution
(9.8)
and so fo  =  Jo cos ^ 0  +  .V| c o s ^ p 0  +  sn- i co s^ -^0  =  cos y0  -  cos ^y?0, since it is easily 
checked that so =  +, ji =  -  and sn- i =  0.
Suppose then sr = +. But this is when ur -  nr_i =  I . The formula ur — means
that Nur is the unique multiple of N  in the range
( r + l ) x ,  ( r +  l ) x +  1, (r-f- l ) x + ( N  — 1),
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and that Nur- \  is the unique multiple of N  in the range
rx, rx+  1, r x + (N  — 1).
If ur = Mr- 1  +  1, then Nur- \  is in the range
rx, r x 4-1, r x + ( x — 1).
Now rx and (r + 1 )x are not multiples of N, otherwise x  and N  are not coprime. So there is 
a multiple of N  in the range
rx+  1, ( r +  l)x;
consequently there is a multiple of N  in the range
N x - ( r +  1)jc, N x - ( r x +  1).
=(N — \—r)x  = (N —r)x— 1
But N u N - i- r is the unique multiple of N  in the range
( N - r ) x ,  (N — r)x +  1, (N — r )x + (N  — 1),
and N un- 2 - t is the unique multiple of N  in the range
(N — l — r)x, { N - \ - r ) x + \ ,  (N — 1 —r)x-\- (N — 1).
So NuN- 2 - r  is in the range (N — 1 — r )x , . . . , (N  — r ) x — 1, and u s - \ - r — u n - 2 -r  =  1, 
therefore jyy-i-r =  +. □
In the foregoing proof it was not necessary to suppose that N  is odd. This is an essential 
assumption however for our next proposition, which is concerned with finding the zero 
function amongst fo, f t ,  • • •, I n - i •
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Proposition 9.4
If N  is odd then some f r is the zero function.
Proof
With y  =  j(N  +  l)x we find that y  lies between ymin =  £(N +  3)jc-  ¿(N -  1) and ymax =  
j ( N +  1)*+ j ( N — 1). If /i is the highest common factor of x  and N, and x  = ah, N  = mh 
then
i( )V + l) jc + ± (W - / i ) - y  =  i (W - / i )  =  \ { m - \ ) h ,  (9.9)
i.e. a quantity divisible by h. It follows from Section 7.6 that we may cycle the string so that 
if the cycled version is written sosi • • •s/v-i and the ur's are correspondingly determined, 
then
1) <  y -  1 ) - r ) - N u r < { ( N -  1) (9.10)
in which y  =  j  (N  +  1 )x, and so
( r + l ) * - £ ( A r -  1) < Nur < ( r + l ) x + ^ ( 7 / - l ) .  (9.11)
We show that a consequence of these inequalities is that fo is the zero function.
Note first that so =  0 follows from the inequality for r = 0, because x < \ (N  — 1). 
We show below, in a manner similar to the proof of Proposition 9.3, that if sr =  + then 
S N -i-r =  + for r ^  0. But then sr =  + if and only if syy-r- i  =  +, if and only if s/y_r =  
and sr =  -  if and only if sr_i =  +, if and only if s/v_r+i =  if and only if s ^ - r =  +■ Thus 
sr 4- SN-r = 0 for r ^  0, and
N - \  i (n - i )
/o(6) =  £  S eC os^^B  =  so c o sy 0 +  (sr +  s/v_r) cos ^ ^ £ 0  =  0. (9.12)
r = 0  r= 1
Suppose then sr = +, so that ur — ur- 1  =  1. But Nur is the unique multiple of N  in the 
range (r +  l)x — — 1) to (r +  1)*+  j(N  — 1), and Nur- \  is the unique multiple of N  in
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the range r x — j ( N  — 1) to rx +  j ( N — 1). Since ur and nr_i differ, Nur- \  is in the range 
r x — \{N  — 1) to r x — j (N — 1) +  (x — 1). So there is a multiple of N  in the range from
N ( x - \ ) - r x + ' j ( N -  1 ) — (jc — 1 ) =  (Af — 1 - r ) x - ± ( N  -  1)
to
N ( x -  1) -  rx+  % (N -  1) =  (A f-r) jc -  ± (N -  1) -  1.
This multiple of N  is N u s - r - i , but not N u ^ -r -u  and thus u \ - r- 1 — M/v-r-2  =  1, that is 
sN—r—\ =  ♦• □
Thus we have seen that a string that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent 
to zero having length N  and x  + -  pairs, where N  is odd and x is coprime to N, has amongst 
its associated functions f r the function cos ^ 0  —cos ^ ^ 0  and the zero function. To turn 
this about, we can ask which odd length strings include these two functions amongst the 
associated trigonometric function set.
To illustrate the point raised here let us consider strings of length 11. Since some f r is 
to be the function cos ^ 0  — cos |0 ,  we may cycle the string so that it is /o. Then
/o (0) =  SoCOS-y0+(*1 + ilo )c O s |0 + ( i 2 + i 9)cOSj0 + ( i 3+Jg)cO s|0  +
($4 +S?)cOS J 0 +  (is + i 6)cOS J0
=  c o s n 0 - c o s |0 ,  (9.13)
so that io =  +, one of ii  and sio is - ,  the other 0, and sr =  —SN-r for r =  2, 3, 4, 5. After 
appropriate cycling and negation, the string is thus
+  -  J2 54 J5 - i 5  — S 4  —53 —52 0 .
But a further cycling is to be possible so that the corresponding /o  is the zero function : 
this is so for .. ■iyV_ 1 when jJ, =  0 and — _r for r =  1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Either the 0 at
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the end is cycled to the start, or one of ± 52, ± 53, ±$4 or ±55 is 0 and cycled to the start. 
Consider the possibilities :
1 . 0 at the end cycled to the start :
A B C D E E D  C B A
0  +  -  Î 2  Î 3  J4 S s  — 55 — 44 — 43 —  $ 2
and pairing the coefficients of like cosine terms via the labels, we find S2  =  +, 53 =  - ,  
.V4 =  +, S5  =  - ,  so the original string is + -+ - + - + - + - 0 .
2 . S2  = —S2  = 0 cycled to the start : this case produces the string + - 0+ - 00+ - 00 .
3. sj = —S3  = 0 cycled to the start : this case produces the string + -0 0 0 + -0 0 0 0 .
4. .V4 =  —54 =  0 cycled to the start : this case produces the string + -+ -0 + -0 + -0 .
5. 55 =  —55 =  0 cycled to the start : this case produces the string + -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
That is we obtain precisely the length 11 strings that generate periodic sequences admissible 
adjacent to zero.
9.3 Intervals of admissibility
We have seen in the previous section that any irreducible string of length N  which gen­
erates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero has the function cos y 0 — cos ^ ^ 0  
amongst its associated set of N  trigonometric polynomials. (For the moment, purely to 
avoid complicating unnecessarily our discussion and the statement of the proposition that 
follows, we assume that N  is odd : all that we show persists in the even case, indeed the 
discussion and proof are identical, except that wherever we mention “a periodic sequence 
admissible adjacent to zero”, the latter must be replaced by “a periodic sequence generated 
by a string arising by the rule ur = |" ”, as we did in Proposition 9.3, previously. Of
course the source of this awkwardness is the fact that when N  is even we have not been 
able to establish in full generality the equivalence of the two notions (cf. Chapter 8).) This
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function occurred previously, in Chapter 5, when we considered parameter values 0 where 
the length N  string + - 0 . .. 0 generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. 
In particular we showed that cos jO  — c o s ^ f^ d  stays within the envelope of ±g(0) for 
0 <  0 <  ft, and that this interval is maximal. Since any periodic sequence can be generated 
by an irreducible string, it follows that for any admissible periodic sequence of least period 
N  whose interval of admissibility has left end-point zero, the right end-point of the interval 
cannot fall to the right of ft. We know already for the sequence generated by the length 
N  string + -0 . . .0  that the interval of admissibility is precisely (0 ,ft) (see Propositions
5.5 and 5.6). Additionally all the periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero found 
by our computer searches have empirically determined intervals of admissibility agreeing 
with the prescription (0, ft) .  Our next proposition establishes quite generally that (0, ft)  
is the interval of admissibility for each periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero. It is 
preceded by an elementary lemma about the cosine function, which is needed for the proof 
of the proposition. Before that though we present an example that enables us to indicate in 
outline the argument we use to prove the proposition.
Example9.3 : The functions /o, f i ,  . . . ,  /io  for the string + - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0 0
The string considered here arises for the choice N  =  11 and x = 3. The 11 trigonometric 
polynomial functions /o , f \ ,  . . . ,  /io correspond to the cycled versions of the string as 
follows :
+ - 0+ - 0 0 + - 0 0  — ► fo
- 0+ - 00 + - 00 +  — ►  f t
0+ -0 0 + - 0 0 +- — ► fi
+ -0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0   ► fi
- 00 + - 00 + - 0+  — ►  U
0 0 + - 0 0 + - 0+-  ► fi
0+ - 0 0 + -0 + - 0  — ► f(,
+ - 0 0 + - 0 + - 0 0  — ► fj
-00 +-0+-00+ — y f i
00 + -0  + -00  + -   ► /9
0 + -0 + -0 0 + -0  — y /io
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Figure 9.1: P lots o f /o , fa, . . . .  f\o  and  — fo for the string + - 0 + - 0 0 + - 0  to  exhibit the 
o rder relations that prevail over the interval (0, ÿÿ).
Plots of fo, f t ,  ■ /io  and — f o  over the range (0, yy) are shown in Figure 9.1. Observe 
that fa, fa  correspond to a cycled state of the string commencing with a + -  pair and that 
each exceeds f o ,  that f \ ,  fa, fa correspond to a cycled state of the string commencing with 
a -  symbol and that each is exceeded by —fa, and that fa > fa >  fa, fa  > fa  > fa > fa, and 
fa > fa > fao >  /()• These order relations between fa, fa, ■■ ■, fao can be represented in the 
diagrammatic form :
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The proof of our proposition proceeds by establishing in the general case the order relations 
between the f r ’s  corresponding to those remarked upon here.
Lemma 9.5
If — f  <  oti <  Pi  <  f , - f < o t 2 < P 2 < f ,  P i - c i i = P 2 - a 2 and a j  <  ct2, then
coscti — cos pi =  2 sin a '¿P* sin P* ¿a ' <  2 sin a2^P2 sin P?2a2 =  co sa2 — cosp2- □  
Proposition 9.6
Each periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero with least period N  has interval of 
admissibility (0, jç).
Suppose .so^ i • ■ ■■'Tv'-i is a length N  generating string, that has x  + -  pairs where x  and N  are 
coprime because of irreducibility. In Proposition 9.3 we showed that if the string is assumed 
cycled to the standard configuration (i.e. that implicit in the construction of Section 7.5) 
then /o(0) =  cos j 9  — cos ^ ^ 0 .
(a) Consider f r arising from the string .vo.si. . .s/v-i cycled to srsr+ i .. . s \ - i s o s \ . . .sr-1  
and such that s r =  +, sr+i =  - .  We show that /o <  f r over (0, ^ ) .
In what follows mo, u \ ,  . . . ,  u n - \  relate to the string in this cycled state. With y  =  mo +
u \  H---------1- M /v _ i, set 5  =  y max — y ■ Then 1 <  8  <  x — 1 because mo =  1 and m(- =
Suppose M,- — m, _ i =  l .  Now N m,-_ i is in the integer range ix — 5  to ix — 8  +  ( N  —  1 ) ,  N u ,  
is in the integer range ( i  +  1 ) jc -  S to ( i  +  1 ) *  — 8  +  (N  — 1 ) ,  so )Vm,_  i is within ix — 6  to 
ix — 8 4- (x — 1 ). It follows that the integer range
range 0 : (N — i)x + 8 — (x— 1 ) to (N -  i)x + 8
cosct2 — cosP2 >  costxi — cosPi. (9.14)
Proof
Proof
contains a multiple of N.
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First case : 1 <  6  <  j  (x — 1)
Consider the three overlapping integer ranges :
range 1 : (N — i)x — x  — 8 to (N -  i)x — x -  8 + (N — 1) which includes N un- 2- o
range 2 : ( N - i ) x - 8  to {N — i)x — 8+  (N — 1) which includes Nusi-i-i,
range 3 : (N  — /').* + x — 8 to (N — i)x + x  — 5 +  {N — 1) which includes Nu/v-j.
The total span from (N — i)x  — x  — 8 to (N  — i)x + x  — 8 +  (N — 1) is
(N — i )x+x—8 + ( N — l) — ((N — i)x—x — 8 — 1) =  2jc+1 +  (W - 1) < 2W- 1
so contains exactly two multiples of N  (using l x  < N  — 1, which follows because x and N  
are coprime). Now for 8 restricted as specified, range 0 is contained within range 1 and 
does not meet range 3. It follows that either u s -2 - i  =  UN-\-i and M/v-i — UN-i-i =  1, or 
UN-l-i — UN-2-i — 1 and w/v-i-i =  UN-b
The function f r arises from the string so-^ i • --sn- i cycled to srsr+1 . . .  • • • sr- 1  •
Suppose in this cycled state the string is
+ -  0 . . .  0 + -  0 ... 0 + -  0 ... 0 ... + -  0 ... 0
Consider an index i from i j , i2, . . . ,  1'* -1, but with 2« < N  — 1. It affords the contribution
t
it
t
h
Then
f r( 9) =  (cos j  6 — cos V e )  +  ( cos N i ' 1 Q ~  cos N j 1 ^6^ +  ■ ■ ■
cos ^ e _ co si t 2 - 2 0 (9.16)
to f r. But then the term
(9.17)
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or the term
(9.18)
is present. Either of the latter terms contributes positively to the sum of f r and because of
tion. Notice that indices ii and i2 will be such that j'i +  1 < «2, so that N  — ¡ 2  < N  — \ — i], 
and each negative contribution to f r is balanced by its own positive contribution. It follows 
then that f r > fo-
range 2 : (N — i)x + x —  S to (N — i)x + x -  8+  (N —  1) which includes Nu^-i, 
range 3 : (N — i)x+  2 x -8  to (N — i)x + 2 x -  8+  (N — 1) which includes Nun+t-i- 
As before the total span contains exactly two multiples of N, the range 0 is contained within 
range 1, but does not meet range 3. So either mat- i - i =  mat- /  and m/v+ i - i — t*s-i = \, or 
u/v-i — un— 1 —1 =  1 and un- î =  un+1-/. It follows again that f r > fo.
(b) As in (a) consider the string $0*1 ...s/y -i cycled to i rJr+i . . .sn- \ sos\ . . . s r- i  and 
such that sr =  +, a>+ i =  - ,  but we show that f r+1 <  — fo  over (0, ^ ) .
Consider an index i from ii, ¿2, . . . ,  ix- 1, but with 2 i>  N  — 1. The corresponding + -  pair 
contributes
Lemma 9.5 sufficiently to compensate for the negative cos N-x llQ — cos N - 2 Ì - 22 0 contribu-
Second case : 5* <  8 <  x — 1
Consider instead the three overlapping integer ranges :
range 1 : (N — i)x — 8  to (N — i ) x - 8 + ( N — 1) which includes Nun- i- ì,
cos2' 3 29 —cos (9.19)
to f r+1. From the arguments in part (a) :
First case : 1 <  6  <  5 (x — 1 )
Either s n - ì  =  + or s n - i - ì  =  +. so either
cos " - 2^ - ‘l± 2e -  cos ZÜQ = cosî i ^ ± 2e _ c o s ^ e (9.20)
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or
COS _  c o s  AT—2(/V—1—I ) e  _  CQS 2 i - N ± ± Q _  c o s  2i.- V .t 2 g  ( 9 ,2 1 )
is present in f r+\. They both contribute negatively and either will compensate for the 
positive cos 2i~^~28 — cos ^ ^ 8.
Second case : 5* < 5 <  x  — 1
Either sn- i =  + or sjv+ i - i =  +> and so present in f r+\ is either cos 2|- ^ + 2q _  COs or 
cos ^ ^ 8  — cos 2i~^-~28. Again each will compensate for cos 2<~^~28 — cos ^ ^ 8.
It follows that f r+1 <  —/o, because the + - pair split between the start and end of the 
string giving rise to f r+\ contributes — cos j 8 +  c o s ^ i 8 =  — /o.
(c) Consider once more the function f r arising from the string soil ...i/v -i cycled to 
i ri r+ i .. ,sn- \S qS\ . . .  sr- 1, but where now s r = 0 or s r =  We compare f r and f r+\ and 
show that f r+1 <  f r over (0, ^ ) .
The contribution of a + -  pair to f r is
cos n ~^2‘Q — cos n ~%~2 Q, (9.22)
and the contribution of that pair to f r — f r+\ is
(cos ^ y 1  6 — cos — (cos jv~ |l'f26 — cos ^ ^ 8) .  (9.23)
This also works if s r =  because the + - pair of which s r =  -  is the second component 
contributes to f r
— c o s j 8 +  cos^5^8 =  cosN 2-^ ~ ^ Q — cosN 2^~*^ 28 (9.24)
(as though the -  digit came at the end of the string). Now, each term contributing to 
f r — f r+1 is, according to the lemma, positive. Consequently f r+ \ < f r■ □
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9.4 An application to the orbits in state-space : a measure 
theoretic bound
Our understanding of the periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero permits an esti­
mate o f the size of the region in state-space made up of the points that generate periodic 
symbolic sequences. We saw in Section 2.1.3 that, for a given parameter value 0, the points 
in the state-space attributable to a given admissible periodic sequence of least period N  fill 
out N  solid ellipses, that these ellipses have equal areas because they are translates of one 
another, and that the area of each is
where p =  ]^y |m in0<r</v-i (|g(0)| - / r(0), |^(0)| +/r(6))- We should be slightly more 
specific on two counts here. Whereas throughout most of the thesis it has been convenient to 
view an admissible periodic sequence as defined by its generating string, and consequently 
we have regarded the N  shifted versions of the sequence as essentially the same, here 
we need to recognise that these N  shifted versions are associated individually with the N  
ellipses. Our second remark relates to the quantity p : p was defined immediately prior to 
Proposition 2.2, but the definition there is not our present formula, however the essence of 
the derivation of the Chua-Lin inequalities in Section 2.1.4 is to establish the equivalence 
of the two.
Consider a parameter choice close to 0. Whenever N  is such that 0 < ^ , there are at 
least ty(N) periodic sequences of least period N  that are admissible for the parameter value 
0, those we have shown to have interval of admissibility (0, ft) . For each such sequence 
we saw in the course of the proof of Proposition 9.6 that /o(0) < / r(0) <  — /o(0) for all r. 
If we recall thatg(0) =  sin ^ 0 sin0 and /o(0) =  cos ^ 0  —cos ^ ^ 0  then
(9.25)
(9.26)
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in particular all the ellipses for all of these sequences have identical size. Figure 9.2 illus­
trating the case when 0 =  0.3 and N = 5, shows the 20 equal ellipses, in four sets of five, 
corresponding to the four strings + -0 0 0  (red), -+ 0 0 0  (green), + -+ -0  (blue) and -+ -+ 0  
(yellow) which generate the period-5 sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
When 0 is specified, the measure of the union of all these disjoint ellipses for all relevant 
N  is
A(B) =  w^1 ~ C°*Q -  X  Nty{N)cot2  %Q. (9.27)
Sln0 ¿v<|j
This is clearly a lower bound for the measure of the set of points in state space associated 
with periodic symbolic sequences. This latter quantity has been the subject of investigation 
and conjecture in the literature : see in particular Ashwin (1996), Ashwin et al. (1997), 
Kocarev et al. (1996). We anticipate JT(0) to be a good approximation when 0 is close 
to zero, since our computer searches suggest that for these parameter values, the set of all 
admissible periodic sequences is largely accounted for by those that we have described as 
“admissible adjacent to zero”.
Figures 9.3 and 9.4, which relate to the parameter value 0 =  0.3, illustrate the level 
of agreement to expect. In Figure 9.3, the union of the blank ellipses corresponds to 
all the points associated with periodic symbolic sequences (we have exhibited these el­
lipses by plotting the complementary set of their union, as described in Ashwin (1996)). 
By comparison, Figure 9.4 shows the solid ellipses made up of the points generating 32 
(=  ^N<£, <))(W)) sequences admissible adjacent to zero when 0 =  0.3. To the eye, the two 
sets appear identical.
Some plots o f  J3(0) for appropriate parameter ranges are given in Figures 9.5 and 9.6. 
Values of J4(0) are to be judged against the total area of the state space which is 4.
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Figure 9.2: The points in I2  that give rise to the period-5 sequences admissible adjacent 
to zero. (The parameter value for the plot is 0 =  0.3 < lj.) The colours dis­
tinguish the four generating strings : +-000 (red), -+000 (green), + -+ -0  
(blue) and -+ -+ 0  (yellow).
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-1 0 l
Figure 9.3: All the points giving rise to periodic sequences fill the unshaded region.
- l  o i
Figure 9.4: The solid ellipses used to form the bound j?(0) : all the points within them 
give rise to periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero. Ellipses associated 
with sequences having the same period appear with the same colour.
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Figure 9.5: The graph of 3?(9), for 0 < 9 < f ; a lower bound for the measure of the subset 
of state-space consisting of the points that give rise to periodic sequences.
Figure 9.6: A magnification of the plot above, showing -i?(9) for parameter values close 
to zero where it may be expected to provide a good estimate.
£\.
Chapter Summary
•  Within any string of odd length that generates a periodic sequence admissible adjacent 
to zero, a run of zeros separating + -  pairs (including the empty run between adjacent 
+ -  pairs) can be of at most two run lengths, that differ by 1. The two types of sub­
string formed by associating each + -  pair with its following run of zeros are distributed 
according to the same rule. Analysing the string structure via the hierarchy of the suc­
cessive stages of combining compound string components gives an alternative collective 
description of the periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
•  Included amongst the suite of functions /o, f \ ,  . . . ,  f s - \ ,  governed by the Chua-Lin 
inequalities, and associated with the string for which ur =  |" ^ r+^ x j , are some specific 
evaluations :
— When x  and N  are coprime, /o(0) =  cos j  0 — cos ^ ^ 0 .
— When N  is odd some f r is the zero function.
The requirement that both these should be present amongst the function set associated 
with a string • • -Sn - \  is shown, by example, to be a further way to characterise those 
odd length strings that generate periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero.
•  Each periodic sequence admissible adjacent to zero and with least period N  has interval 
of admissibility (0, j§) and this interval is maximal, whenever N  is odd and for even N  if 
we exclude anomalous sequences of the type examined in Chapter 8 (should any of these 
exist).
•  The point sets in state-space that give rise to the periodic sequences of least period N  
corresponding to the characterisation in Chapters 7 and 8, are disjoint congruent ellipses. 
The combined area of the ellipses present at a given 0 value,
( | - e w e)2 y  N4,(N)coi2 %Q.
SIn6 N< 1  T
provides a lower bound for the total area of state-space occupied by points giving rise to 
periodic sequences.
Postscript
We conclude by reviewing some further lines of research suggested by the results of the 
investigations reported in the thesis.
There are evidently more families of admissible periodic sequences amenable to the 
type of analysis carried out in Chapters 5 and 6. The families investigated in Chapter 5 all 
had intervals of admissibility with an end-point at 0, j ,  |  or 7t, and we have noticed that 
around many other rational multiples of 7t our computer searches for admissible periodic 
sequences have produced examples of sequences whose intervals of admissibility appear to 
extend as far as the rational multiple of 7t. We include one instance in Table 4 of Volume II; 
there the search is conducted at parameter values just to either side of Both lists include 
sequences with interval of admissibility extending to 3p, and notably a common pattern 
can be identified for the sequences having as the left end-point of interval of admissi­
bility. There are several such families distributed across the parameter range which seem 
worth investigating. Frequently, though, the step up in generating string length between 
successive sequences (as identified by the computer searches) is too great to propose with 
confidence a pattern for a family.
Although these families are numerous, and afford a good starting point for theoretical 
investigations, the majority of the admissible periodic sequences found by our computer 
searches, if we set to one side the abundant families admissible adjacent to zero or it, 
do not have interval end-points which are simple rational multiples of n. In this respect 
the sequences generated by the strings + 00+ 0 ... 0, that we studied in Chapter 6, may be 
regarded as more representative of the “typical” admissible periodic sequence. Clearly one 
could easily take other simple string patterns and enquire whether they generate admissible
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periodic sequences. We have applied our computer techniques from Chapter 6 to look at 
the following schemes for generating strings :
+ 0 ...0 + 0 ...0  i.e. +0*+0(, (k ^  /; the case k = 1  is one of the
families at j  known from Chapter 5)
+ -... + -0 .. .0  i.e. (+-)*0i
+ 0 ...0 + 0 ...0 + 0 ...0  i.e. +0*+0'+0m
All were found to generate admissible periodic sequences for a large number of different 
string lengths, and indeed all share a distribution of intervals of admissibility qualitatively 
similar to that found in Chapter 6 for the generating strings + 0 0 + 0 ... 0, though at markedly 
different locations within the parameter range (0 ,ti). As in Chapter 6, there is a complex 
array of intervals by means of which sub-families of sequences can be identified having 
interval locations that appear asymptotically to approach a rational multiple of ti.
To conclude our discussion of families of sequences, we remark on two intriguing 
observations that emerged from a careful inspection of our computer lists of admissible 
periodic sequences. The first concerns admissible periodic sequences with interval of ad­
missibility having an end-point that is coincident with a rational multiple of 7t, perhaps 
in every instance we encountered, q divides the length of the generating string. Our second 
observation is of a possible symmetry amongst the admissible periodic sequences around |  
(and likewise ^p). There are many instances of these sequences with an interval of admis- 
sibilty to the left of f ,  and not necessarily having * as an end-point, for which the transfor­
mation that replaces components of the generating string like (+ -)*0 / by (+-)*_ l+0,+ 1, 
produces a new sequence admissible in some interval to the right of though in most cases 
the two intervals are not equidistant from | .  An example of two strings conjugate in this 
way (with string length N  = 30) is :
+ -  + -  + -  + -0 0 0 0 - + -+ -0  + -0  + -  + -  + 0000 (0.878540634,0.986253974)
4
+ -+ - + -+00000-+ -+00+00 + -+ -0 0 0 0 0  (1.09476093,1.17730656)
We do not know to what extent either of these observations might form evidence for more 
general results.
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Perhaps the main unresolved issue arising from the work in the thesis concerns estab­
lishing in complete generality for the case of the even length generating strings the classi­
fication of periodic sequences admissible adjacent to zero. It is interesting to note that the 
even length strings again present an obstruction in the work on periodic sequences admis­
sible adjacent to j  reported in Appendix A. If the classification at zero is complete then 
we automatically obtain the classification at 7t, via the relation between the sequences ad­
missible adjacent to zero and at k through the negation of alternate digits. A feature of the 
situation existing at 7t would be that all the sequences admissible adjacent to n  necessarily 
have even length generating strings, apart from the three period-1 sequences involving a 
single repeated digit +, 0 and - .  To illustrate this point, the irreducible string S0S1S2S3S4 
of length 5 would not be admissible adjacent to n  for the following reason. For otherwise 
the string sos\S2 S3 S4 Sqs\S2 S2 S4  is admissible adjacent to zero, and in turn this contains only 
runs of 0 ’s and runs of + -  pairs. But then a first + -  pair is matched by a -+  pair in the 
second half of the length 10 string which must not be there for the string to be admissible 
adjacent to zero.
We mention an observation that connects the results of Chapter 9 with the study of the 
filter map in Region 3, as reported in Chapter 2. In the limit 0 —> 0, i.e. a —► 2, we obtain 
the relationship b =  — a +  1, because for the map F we have been studying b =  — 1. So 
one could envisage a link to the dynamical behaviour that prevails for the map Faj, in the 
Region 3 as described in Section 2.3.1. There an orbit lies on a diagonal line wrapped back 
into the state space, see Figure 2.7(c), and for the map F when 0 is close to zero we see 
in Figure 9.2 that an orbit jumps between a series of thin ellipses similarly aligned along a 
diagonal line wrapped back into the state-space.
Our final remarks concern the investigation of the one-dimensional map outlined in the 
second half of Appendix A. The work there only begins to explore the dynamics of the filter 
map Fa b when a and h assume values drawn from Region 5 of the parameter space. Al­
though the case we studied, namely b = 0, is a very specialised instance of the whole range 
of maps Fa ft arising throughout Region 5, nevertheless the phenomenon that we described, 
that the attracting set splits into increasingly many intervals as a decreases towards 1, is
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seen from computer simulations to persist when b is perturbed away from 0. Then, the 
complicated attractor breaks along its length into isolated components as a approaches 1.
Ideally one would like to explain the dynamics of Fat, for Region 5 via a one-dimen­
sional map even when b is not zero. We point out, though, that the collection of line 
segments parallel to the contracting direction does not constitute an invariant foliation for 
Fa *; one might suppose a foliation could achieve the desired reduction of dimension when 
b 0, as is possible, for example, with the Plykin map. The discontinuity is responsible for 
the failure of this approach for Fa *; the problem is that a line segment parallel to the stable 
eigenvector may be split by the discontinuity and the two parts map to different leaves of 
the foliation.
There is certainly more that could be done to explore the dynamics of the one-dimen­
sional map arising when b =  0. Our study concentrated on demonstrating the existence 
of an attracting set on which the map was topologically transitive, and while this tells us 
the parts of the interval [—1,1] visited by orbits, it says nothing about the proportion of the 
iterates from an orbit that visit each part. One could approach the study from a probabilistic 
point of view, using ergodic theory, and seek the distribution of iterates across the attracting 
set.
“Celui qui commence un livre n'est que l ’écolier de celui qui l ’achève.’’
— Antoine de la Salle
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